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For my mother


—Hadith of al-Bukhari, No. 5586

Even if one should carry about one’s mother on one shoulder and one’s father on the other, and while doing so should live a hundred years, reach the age of a hundred years; and if one should attend to them by anointing them with salves, by massaging, bathing and rubbing their limbs, and they should even void their excrement there—even by that would one not do enough for one’s parents, one would not repay them. Even if one were to establish one’s parents as the supreme lords and rulers over this earth so rich in the seven treasures, one would not do enough for them, one would not repay them. What is the reason for this? Parents do much for their children: they bring them up, feed them and guide them through this world.

—Anguttara Nikaya, II, iv, 2
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I was ordered to fight all men until they say “There is no god but Allah.”
—Prophet Muhammad’s farewell address

The ascetic Gotama roars his lion’s roar, in company and confidently, they question him and he answers, he wins them over with his answers, they find it pleasing and are satisfied.
—*Mahāsihanada Sutta*, *Digha Nikāya*

THE BUDDHIST MONASTERY of Nalanda was founded in northeast India in the early fifth century. Over time it became the premier institution of higher learning in Asia and, much like leading universities today, Nalanda had a world-renowned faculty working on the cutting edge of the theoretical sciences and a student body drawn from across the Buddhist world.¹ This prestige also brought with it ample gifts from the rich and powerful. Not only had local rulers in northeast India bequeathed entire villages to help finance the running of Nalanda, but the king of Sumatra had also offered villages for the monastery’s endowment,² and a special fund had been created to support students specifically from China. At its peak Nalanda had an extensive faculty teaching a diverse student body of about three thousand on a beautiful campus composed of numerous cloisters with lofty spires that “resembled the snowy peaks of Mount Sumeru.”³ Then suddenly the serenity of this Buddhist institution was shattered. In the fall of 1202, Muslim soldiers on horses rode in and hacked down teachers and students where they stood. The once majestic buildings were left in ruins.⁴ The savagery was so great it signaled the end of the Dharma in India.

This powerful story has been told countless times. Today it is ubiquitous, being found in everything from scholarly monographs to travel bro-
chures. Indeed, by its sheer pervasiveness, this one episode has in many ways come to encapsulate and symbolize the entire thirteen-hundred-year history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction. And on account of this, whenever the topic of Buddhism and Islam is ever mentioned it almost invariably revolves around the Muslim destruction of the Dharma.

This is problematic for many reasons, not the least being that the story of Nalanda is not true. For example, not only did local Buddhist rulers make deals with the new Muslim overlords and thus stay in power, but Nalanda also continued as a functioning institution of Buddhist education well into the thirteenth century. One Indian master, for example, was trained and ordained at Nalanda before he traveled to the court of Khubilai Khan. We also know that Chinese monks continued to travel to India and obtain Buddhist texts in the late fourteenth century. Indeed, contrary to the standard idea promoted by the above story that Nalanda’s destruction signaled the death of Buddhism, the fact is that the Dharma survived in India at least until the seventeenth century. Or, in other words, Buddhists and Muslims lived together on the Asian subcontinent for almost a thousand years.

Why is this not better known? There are numerous possible explanations for this and they range from Buddhist prophecies of decline to the problems of contemporary scholarship. However, rather than addressing such concerns, one can begin simply with the power of story. As noted above, the destruction of Nalanda offers us a clear-cut narrative with good guys and bad. It avoids entirely the complex shades of gray that most often color the messy fabric of history. And this is certainly what the Buddhist historians who cobbled together this story wanted to do as they tried to make sense of the Dharma’s demise in India. Indeed, rather than exploring the complex economic, environmental, political, and religious history of India, or simply the Buddhist tradition’s own failings, it was clearly much easier to simply blame the Muslims.

In this regard the Buddhists established a precedent that was to subsequently drive South Asian history. The British, for example, used the same claims of Muslim barbarity and misrule in order to justify the introduction of their supposedly more humane and rational form of colonial rule. In turn, while Indian nationalists questioned the moral righteousness and glory of the British Raj, they nevertheless continued with the historical model of blaming the Muslims. The humiliating imposition of colonial rule was thus not the result of Indian weakness per se, but rather the fault of
the effeminate and voluptuous Mughals. And this view is readily perpetuated in the rhetoric of today's Hindu nationalists who want to re-create some imagined Hindu utopia by eradicating all traces of Islam in India, by violence if necessary.

This pervasive anti-Muslim view is, of course, not unique to medieval Buddhist and contemporary Hindu historiography. It has also been a part of the Jewish and Christian tradition ever since Muhammad received God's final revelation through the angel Gabriel in the early seventh century. Many have also argued that the modern western construction of itself as the paragon of righteousness was often done at the expense of Islam. Yet even though such "orientalism" has been roundly critiqued by decades of scholarship, these earlier views persist. Indeed, the valiant attempt of contemporary scholars and museum curators to overturn these stereotypes by means of books and lavish museum exhibits highlighting Muslim tolerance and periods of Islamic exchange with Christian Europe has not really been able to diminish our "orientalist fear." Of course, today's contemporary geopolitical environment may not be conducive to such a reevaluation no matter how necessary it may actually be. Thus if we take into consideration all of these disparate strands it is perhaps not at all surprising that the story of Nalanda and the attendant one of Islam destroying Buddhism are so readily accepted. To many they just make sense. Moreover, they fit our preconceptions about these two religious traditions. While Buddhism is a good, rational, post-Enlightenment philosophy, Islam is an inherently violent and irrational religion.

Indeed, in the popular imagination there are probably no two traditions more different than Buddhism and Islam. One is synonymous with peace, tranquility, and introspection, the other with violence, chaos, and blind faith. One conjures up images of Himalayan hermitages and Japanese rock gardens, the other primitive and dirty villages with burqa-clad women. And while Buddhism is seen as modern, its teachings even in tune with the most cutting-edge science, Islam is backward, its teachings and punishments redolent of the Middle Ages. Yet as with the whole enterprise of orientalism and the construction of Islam as innately evil, this image of Buddhism as the perfect spirituality for the modern age is also a Western fantasy, or construction, of the nineteenth century. In fact, it was during those heady days of empire and modernity that Buddhism came to be conceived as the philosophy that could solve all the world's problems.

This modern Buddhism had many authors, from British colonial offi-
cials to Asian nationalists and German philosophers to Russian Theosophists. All, however, agreed that this tradition shorn of rituals, doctrines, and communal structures was clearly the spiritual philosophy for the age of secular humanism. Of course, such a philosophy was not what Buddhists in Asia actually practiced. They had apparently lost touch with the true teachings of the Buddha and instead descended into a nightmarish morass of ritualism and superstition. That this story coincided neatly with Protestant apologetics—namely, the teachings of Jesus being deformed by pagano-papism and then redeemed by Martin Luther—as well as nineteenth-century debates about Aryans and Semites was not coincidental, and certainly provided a powerful narrative arc. It also made Buddhism, the meditative path for individual liberation, the very antithesis of Islam.

With this in mind it makes sense why so few question the story of Nalanda’s destruction. It is a perfect story with the requisite and well-known actors playing their appropriate roles. Moreover, in recent years this story has not simply been some event long lost in the fog of history, or an abstract frame with which to map and order the chaotic progression of history, but rather a concrete reality. During the month of March in 2001, it played out on television screens around the world when the Taliban used tanks and anti-aircraft weapons to demolish the colossal Buddha statues of Bamiyan (figures 1 and 2).

This wanton act of destruction not only reenacted the story of Nalanda, but also reaffirmed all of our stereotypes. What better image could one have to encapsulate Buddhist-Muslim history than a group of fanatical Muslim militants senselessly mauling the peaceful and passive representations of the Buddha in the name of Islam? That is invariably how it was presented in the international media. Little thought, however, was given to the possible historical contingencies shaping this event; much less the fact that the statues had until then somehow survived thirteen-hundred years of Muslim rule. This was another of those inconvenient facts that somehow muddied the story. It was perhaps better not to think about it since, if one did, it opened the door for the whole messy reality of history to come rushing in, and this could very well challenge, possibly even shatter, the conventional narrative that has been told these last one thousand years.

Shining a light on the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction is precisely the aim of this book. To this end the following history moves beyond the spatial and temporal boundaries shaping the conventional history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction. Its focus is thus not on India but the so-
Figure 1. Large Buddha, fifth–seventh century, in 1970. Photo: Volker Thewalt.
Figure 2. Large Buddha, after its destruction in 2001. Photo © Corbis.
called Silk Road, or more precisely Inner Asia, the wide swath of territory stretching from Afghanistan to Mongolia. And instead of dwelling on the early period and the imagined demise of Buddhism it covers the interaction of these two traditions up through the nineteenth century. Moreover, to provide the story a structure the chapters are arranged chronologically and to create a narrative drive each chapter is focused on a thematic issue. These separate issues provide not only a framework through which to organize the material, but also opens up the meeting of the Buddhist and Muslim worlds to larger theoretical concerns.

The first chapter explores the earliest contact between Buddhists and Muslims (ca. 700–1000 C.E.) through the lens of trade and the linkage between religious thought and economic regimes. The second chapter takes the same time period as its focus but moves beyond the economy of salvation in order to explore how these two traditions tried to understand each other. Chapter 3 moves beyond this early period to the time of the Mongol empire (ca. 1100–1400 C.E.) and investigates Buddhist-Muslim interaction in relation to cross-cultural artistic production. Chapter 4, on the other hand, moves away from the realm of art and the Mongol empire and investigates instead the political and economic background of the post-Mongol period (ca. 1400–1650 C.E.) and the conflicts it engendered between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds. Finally, Chapter 5 explores Buddhist-Muslim interaction during the Qing dynasty (1644–1911) as seen through the issue of religious foodways.

By presenting Buddhist-Muslim history in this way the hope is not to simply reveal an overlooked chapter of human history. The aim in what follows is to use the meeting of these two traditions in order to explore three interlocking themes. The first of these, and indeed the essential thread that runs throughout what follows, is the question of what happened when Buddhists and Muslims actually came into contact with one another. In particular, how were both of these traditions transformed as a result of this encounter? Moreover, by exploring the meeting of two traditions that are not often paired together in this way it is also the aim of this work to challenge some of the conventional divisions that shape our understanding of the world—such as the notion of East–West, and Middle East–East Asia, as well as the modern phenomenon of the nation-state—all with the aim of exploring how these conceptualizations potentially distort historical realities. And finally, by situating the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction in terms of everyday activities, such as making money and cooking, I hope
to generate new insights about not only the fraught intersection between religious thought and human life, but also the actual possibilities of cross-cultural understanding within such a meeting. Whether these goals are achieved in what follows I will leave to the reader. Though I do hope what follows is not only a good story, but also reveals how rather than being diametrically opposite Buddhism and Islam are actually very much the same.
CHAPTER ONE

Contact

O ye who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanities: but let there be amongst you traffic and trade by mutual good-will.

—Qur'an 4:29

The wise man trained and disciplined
Shines out like a beacon-fire.
He gathers wealth just as a bee
Gathers honey, and it grows.

Like an ant-hill higher yet.
With wealth so gained the layman can
Devote it to his people's good.
He should divide his wealth in four.

One part he may enjoy at will,
Two parts he should put to work,
The fourth he should set aside,
A reserve in times of need.

—Sigālaka Sutta, Dīgha Nikāya

A Buddhist studies joke has it that the Dharma in the West should not be called the Middle Way, but the Upper Middle Way. Indeed, the seeming preponderance of wealthy Euro-American Buddhists, who are able to escape the daily grind by jetting off for a meditation retreat on Maui, has become a stock figure of ridicule in American
popular culture. The joke, of course, lies in the contradiction between the image of a Buddhist monk who has renounced all worldly possessions and the pampered, jet-set Buddhist. Yet is there really such a contradiction between being both Buddhist and wealthy?

If one looks at the question historically the answer is no. From the very beginning and throughout the millennia it has always been the rich and powerful who have kept the Dharma in business. For some this may seem incongruous. Wealth, power, and violence are the very things Buddhism supposedly rejects. Indeed, it is this absence that most often sets the Dharma apart in the contemporary religious marketplace. Buddhism is namely the one tradition that seemingly transcends all the things that generally give religion a bad name. Yet, as noted in the introduction, this view of Buddhism is a selective reading of Buddhist doctrine and history.

Thus if one were so inclined it would be very easy to dredge up the seamier underbelly of the Dharma. For example, one can readily point out Buddhism’s misogyny. Or in contradistinction to the standard claims of Buddhist peacefulness one can look at its history of violence as evidenced in the following command given by the Fifth Dalai Lama to his Buddhist death squads:

[Of those in] the band of enemies who have despoiled the duties entrusted to them:
Make the male lines like trees that have had their roots cut;
Make the female lines like brooks that have dried up in winter;
Make the children and grandchildren like eggs smashed against rocks;
Make the servants and followers like heaps of grass consumed by fire;
Make their dominion like a lamp whose oil has been exhausted;
In short, annihilate any traces of them, even their names.

To find such Kurtzean images connected with the Dalai Lama may be jarring to some; however, the fact of the matter is that Tibetan history accords less with the popular Western image of Shangri-La and more with the religious chaos and violence of Reformation and post-Reformation Europe. Yet in looking for such examples of Buddhist violence one need not venture into the past, as is clear from the ongoing civil war in Sri Lanka.

Thus contrary to the popular understanding Buddhism is not innately
above and beyond the horrors found in the other "world religions." In fact precisely for this reason scholars have in recent years reveled in exposing some of these less-than-savory aspects of the Dharma. But this scholarship has not had much of a trickle-down effect on popular perceptions. Buddhism still retains its aura of being as pure as the driven snow. Whether this is true or not, however, is not the point to be argued here. Rather, the point is simply to reveal how the popular vision of the Dharma potentially shapes or distorts the story of what happened when Buddhism came into contact with Islam.

Such misconceptions are not the only thing to bear in mind as we begin unraveling this history. It is important to note two other points as well. The first is that Buddhism is not one teaching, school, or tradition. Rather, as with any religion it developed over time into an array of widely divergent and competing schools of thought. By the time of Islam's appearance in South Asia the Dharma had in fact broken off into three radically different traditions: the Nikaya schools, the Mahayana, and Tantric Buddhism. Muslims thus did not come into contact with a monolithic "Buddhism," but with a wide array of Buddhists with diverse beliefs and practices.

Similarly, no one unified group comprised "Muslims." What it meant to be a Muslim was very much under debate at the time Islam came into contact with the Dharma. Indeed it is vital to recognize that most of the ideas and practices that we today identify as "Islam" were articulated only in the ninth and tenth century. Thus Islam as it was understood and practiced before then was something different, and in approaching the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction it is important to keep such realities in mind. In particular, we need to recognize that Buddhism and Islam were not two monolithic and static entities crashing into one another. Rather, both religions were diverse and ever-developing traditions that were not only grappling with their own internal theological developments, but also trying to understand the world outside their own particular communities.

In addition to keeping these larger realities in mind we also need to take into consideration the issue of economics. Whether religious traditions want to recognize it or not, the fact is that as with any social institution, a community of faith cannot survive without financial support. Indeed, as history has repeatedly shown, only those traditions that successfully raise capital survive. Those that do not receive money inevitably disappear. For example, of the sixteen Nikaya schools of early Buddhism only one survives, the Theravada, which is now practiced largely in Sri Lanka and Southeast
Asia. In approaching the issue of Buddhism and Islam we therefore cannot overlook the interrelationship between religions and the economic systems that support them. And this is especially important in regard to the Dharma. Although the linkage between Islam and the world of trade is rather well known, it is less so with Buddhism. Namely, with its ultimate quest being the overcoming of desire, the Dharma is often seen as being antithetical to, or at least unconcerned with, the everyday realities of making money. This is a mistake.

The Buddha, or perhaps more aptly his disciples who codified his teachings, were astute theoreticians of economic realities. The Dharma is thus intimately tied into the changing socioeconomic world of early India and it is precisely on this account that Buddhism resonated most with the new, urban trading class. They were the ones who supported the Dharma and fostered its spread on the trade routes across Asia. Buddhism thus came to be—much as it is today—the religion of choice for the urban, cosmopolitan elite. It would in many ways hold this position for nearly a millennium. Only then would it be challenged by Islam, a new religion also supported by an urban cosmopolitan elite operating within the expansive economic regime of the Caliphate.

The Economy of Salvation

Having been told in various media—from texts to statues, paintings to film—the life story of the Buddha is well known. He was born Siddhartha Gautama, the son of a king who ruled a territory that is now in southern Nepal. His birth involved several miracles and so his father summoned his priests in order to interpret these portentous omens. They in turn declared the child would either be a renouncer and great religious teacher, or else a powerful king and world conqueror. Fearful that his son would not continue in the family business of politics, and instead follow some half-naked and dreadlocked guru, the king ordered Siddhartha to never leave the palace. His father also spoiled him rotten. Siddhartha had everything a boy and young man could ever want: toys, food, chariots, and women. But Siddhartha was curious, and one night with the help of his manservant he snuck out of the palace. What he saw shocked him, especially the sight of a sick man, an old man, and a corpse. Only then did he realize that this was his and everyone else's fate. He wondered what could be done about it.

At that point he saw a renouncer, someone who was trying to answer
this question, and he decided to follow the religious path. Abandoning his father’s palace he studied with various teachers over the next several years but none of their ideas or practices really answered the big question: the meaning of life. He therefore decided to go it alone. While sitting in meditation under a large banyan tree he had three visions. The first was about the nature of time as evidenced in all his previous births; the second revealed the nature of space as witnessed in his visit to the six realms of existence (gods, demi-gods, humans, animals, hungry ghosts, hell). Then finally he had the ultimate realization of enlightenment: no-self. The Buddha encapsulated this new wisdom in the Four Noble Truths:

1. There is suffering
2. Suffering comes from desire
3. Nirvana is the solution
4. Nirvana can be achieved by means of the Eight-fold Buddhist Path.

Siddhartha preached this Dharma for the next forty years.

The biography of the Buddha is a wonderful story. It is another issue entirely, however, whether it has any historical validity. The truth of the matter is that we know virtually nothing about the historical Buddha, not even when he lived.9 This fact, however, does not mean that the biography is meaningless. Quite the opposite. By means of parables and metaphors it encapsulates the entirety of the Buddha’s teaching, its cosmology, doctrines, and communal structures. For example, the initial prophecy of the two paths the Buddha could take in life explains the two interdependent components of the Buddhist community: the religious specialists who renounce the world, and those who live in the world and support them. The Buddha’s imprisonment and debauched early life is, of course, a parable of desire, the material world, and the cycle of samsara that enlightenment enables one to transcend.

The biography of the Buddha is therefore not history, but myth. These two different realities may or may not intersect, but nevertheless each still creates meaning. In this regard one can also note that as the Dharma changed over time so too did the Buddha’s biography. The Buddha’s crass abandonment of his pregnant wife when he set out on his religious quest, for example, did not sit well with later family-values-type Buddhists and this episode was thus re-envisioned. The Buddha still left his wife, a central component of the story that could not be changed, but he did so in a loving
and compassionate way. Moreover, the child she carried in her womb remained there until the moment of the Buddha’s enlightenment, thereby linking forever the birth of his son with the Dharma. Whether his wife or any woman would want to be pregnant for six years was of not much concern since as with most religions Buddhism was very much a man’s world and such women’s issues were beside the point.

Yet what were the concerns of the Buddha? What was the environment or historical context that not only shaped him, but also that he was engaging or challenging with his teachings? What was he responding to? What was he reinterpreting? The fact that we do not know precisely when the Buddha lived certainly hinders our attempt at answering these questions. In fact one scholar has recently lamented, “an adequately detailed and historically sensitive account of just what the critique enunciated by early Buddhism meant within the larger intellectual and cultural history of the subcontinent remains an important desideratum for Indological scholarship.” And although this may indeed be the case, we are not wholly ignorant of the historical context in which the Dharma was formed.

Most notably we know that during this period of time (600–300 B.C.E.), the so-called “axial age,” India was undergoing enormous changes politically, economically, culturally, and technologically. All of these intertwined developments had a profound impact on not only the structure and nature of Indian society, but also on how people understood the very nature of human experience. It was within this changing milieu that the Buddha and others like him, such as the Hindu Upanisadic thinkers and the Jains, were trying to answer the big questions about the meaning of life. And in this regard the Buddha’s fundamental idea that everything changes well captured the tenor of the times.

One such change involved the nature of political structures. As reflected in the Buddha’s biography and the nature of his father’s kingdom, India at the time was supposedly divided into small lineage-based republics (map 1). These small republics, however, were gradually being challenged, and ultimately they were defeated and absorbed into more complex kingdoms. While these kingdoms were still ruled by families, these larger entities were also inevitably becoming more genealogically diffuse. As a result these new states needed more abstract ideologies of legitimacy than the earlier clan-based political structures. Moreover, in order to maintain these new states the ruling elite needed not only ideological innovations, but also a greater
Map 1. Sixteen “great countries” of India at time of Buddha.
resource base with which to finance the structures that sustained this new entity. In particular, the court needed to pay their burgeoning bureaucracies, and also their armies.

Coincidentally these demands arose at the same time that iron was introduced into India. The ability to forge iron led to two major innovations. The first was the development of the iron plow that enabled the widespread cultivation of rice, which in turn led to a shift from nomadic pastoralism to farming, which in turn fostered the rise of cities. Urbanization itself invariably brought with it enormous changes as well, including the rise of trade and a merchant class. Moreover, the development of cities and a complex economy also demanded the need for protection. To safeguard these new enterprises of business and state-formation armies were necessary and of course iron made far better weapons.¹⁵

In short, all of these innovations were developing in tandem and they fostered the development of centralizing states. And these states were developing in relation to these changes. Namely, on account of agricultural surplus and increasing financial transactions these states could establish a regular system of taxation that could in turn pay for both an educated bureaucracy and a standing army. And all of these intertwined technological, social, economic, and political developments came together during the formation of the Mauryan Empire (322–185 B.C.E.), which was to control the largest territorial expanse of India until the coming of the British (map 2).

Forging such an empire certainly depended upon many factors; however, one of the most important was the creation and circulation of financial capital. Thus in tandem with the innovations noted above one of the key developments that transformed India during this period was the introduction of money. Monetization has always had a profound impact on all facets of a society, and not only in regard to the economy. Indeed, it is not a coincidence that the intellectual reevaluations of the Greek philosophers occurred shortly after the minting of coins in the Mediterranean.¹⁶ Nor is it “coincidental that two of the more memorable episodes from the accounts of Jesus’ life—his encounter with the moneychangers in the Jerusalem temple, and his remark about rendering unto Caesar that which was Caesar’s—involved coins.”¹⁷ The reason for this is that money allows for a leveling of reality that puts everything, even things categorically different—an avocado, a day’s labor, a temple—on the same plane and thus makes them comparable. At the same time the introduction of money introduces a new level of abstraction, especially through usury, that funda-
mentally changes the nature of the world; and therefore this new reality and its intellectual implications needed to be explained.

The leveling of reality and abstraction that the introduction of money generates, however, are not only an intellectual problem. As evidenced in today's world and the spread of neoliberal capitalism, such changes in economic regimes bring enormous challenges to the standing order. In particular, the introduction of money and a market economy engenders massive social transformations by reformulating not only preexisting social orders, but also their underpinning conceptualizations and moral values. The acquisition of wealth, for example, promotes individualism and mobility.
and thereby challenges traditional family structures. In short, the introduction of money is enormously disruptive, and it was precisely within this changing world that the Dharma was formulated.

The Dharma is therefore not only a reflection of these transformations, but also an interpretation. And within this conceptualization the Buddha came to be presented as a radical progressive. But not necessarily in the way he is often imagined: as a social critic of the caste system, or as an early exponent of some kind of premodern Marxist utopia. Rather, the Buddha was a thinker who fully supported the new market economy and all it entailed: urbanization, trade, familial reordering, and new political structures. Thus instead of clinging to an idealized or romantic notion of the past he urged his followers to move forward and embrace these new economic and social transformations. For example, if this meant giving up nomadic pastoralism and thereby changing completely one’s social and economic world, then do it. However, in the Buddha’s estimation the best plan of action was to leave the farm, the family, and all the old traditions behind entirely and instead move into the city and create a new religious identity within the world of business.

It was within this urban world of trade that the Dharma thrived. It is therefore no surprise that the Buddha’s teachings are filled with references to this world. Early Buddhist scriptures even contain rates of currency conversion. Moreover, debt and trade are used as similes and parables of one’s spiritual hindrances. Wealth is a sign of goodness, while if one is bad then one will go bankrupt. Indeed, the accumulation of wealth and its display through material possessions is well captured in the Buddha’s description of an ostentatious mansion of the day: “A wealthy businessman or his son has a house with a gabled roof, plastered inside and outside with well-fitting doors and casements. Therein a couch is spread with a costly skin of antelope, having a canopy overhead and a scarlet cushion at each end. Here is a lamp burning and four wives wait upon him with all their charms.”

Making money and being rich was therefore not a problem for the Buddha. Quite the opposite, in fact, because the production of wealth came to fundamentally shape Buddhist doctrine and practice.

Buddhist literature and art are therefore filled with elements related to the new world of trade that flourished in the monetized Mauryan Empire. Indeed, the linkage between the Dharma and this economic realm is well captured in a special stipulation of the monastic code: namely, the Buddha
had initially decreed that all monks must stay in one place during the rainy season, and it is from this practice that the monastic institution itself actually evolved. However, in recognition of the link between the demands of business and the Dharma, the Buddha allowed monks to violate this regulation if they were traveling with a merchant caravan or trading vessel. In fact, over time the Buddha himself came to be portrayed in Buddhist art and literature as a merchant caravaneer. And stories abounded of how he saved merchants lost at sea or in the desert. From these stories it is clear that the Buddha, or his later disciples who codified his teachings, were acutely aware of the socioeconomic changes unfolding at the time. Yet the Dharma did not only mirror these developments. It also tried to analyze them by looking at "the processes that underlie need and desire, production and work, giving and taking, hierarchy and equality, coming into being and dissolution." Thus while the Buddha's teaching came to ultimately critique the material world, it also recognized that the world of trade and money could not be entirely rejected.

In this regard he differed importantly from other thinkers of the time. Hindu philosophers in India and the Confucians in China, for example, were both profoundly wary of a monetized economy and its social implications. In particular, they wanted to prevent the massive social transformations that a market economy invariably brought with it. Both of these traditions therefore clung conservatively to the past and bemoaned how these new developments threatened society's very moral order. As a result, both of these traditions argued that the market economy should be resisted. Confucian thinkers, for example, created an idealized four-fold hierarchy of society with merchants at the bottom. Hindu law codes did the same. The Brahmans condemned activities essential for business, such as international travel, and also strictly regulated the new merchant class. For good measure these law codes also placed businessmen among the people who needed to be avoided, like drunkards, sadists, and lepers.

The Dharma, however, took the opposing view. The Buddha and his disciples realized that a monetized economy and the new business elite were the future, as is clear from the story of Trapussa and Bhallika, the Buddha's first lay disciples. These two businessmen were not like the Buddha's former mendicant colleagues, who upon hearing the Dharma in the Deer Park wanted to become monks. Trapussa and Bhallika did not want to give up the comforts of everyday life. In return for a donation the Buddha therefore offered them a list of deities who, if prayed to, would protect them while
traveling on business. This exchange established the social and ritual dynamic between the monastics and the laity that still defines the Buddhist community today.

Yet the Buddha went even beyond this mapping out of the social order. He even incorporated the very act of wealth-creation into Buddhist doctrine and practice since in his view the best way to generate positive karma is through the production of wealth, which can then be used to support the Dharma. Making money is thus a fundamental part of being Buddhist. It is nothing to be ashamed of. In fact it is essential to create merit, and wealth itself is a sign of good karma. Indeed, this dynamic and the new realities of social mobility in the market economy of early India are well captured in a remarkable story from the Milindapanhā. In this story a prostitute has acquired so much merit, and thus power, that she can make the Ganges River flow backwards. The famous Buddhist king Asoka is so astounded at this display of power that he wants to know how it was done, and the answer he receives is the transmutation of financial capital into merit. However, the most remarkable aspect of the story involves why this particular prostitute was so successful: she treated all her customers the same regardless of caste or class. As she explains to Asoka, “Whoever, sire, gives me wealth, whether he be a noble or a Brahman or a merchant or a worker or anyone else, I minister to each in the same manner not thinking there is any special elegance in a noble or anything contemptible in a worker. I serve each lord of wealth without approval or repugnance.” Thus as one scholar has astutely observed, the Buddha did not really challenge the caste system as is often claimed, but rather he critiqued it economically since in a market system “receiving services is not conditioned by one’s position in the status hierarchy, but on one’s ability to pay for services.”

Money and its acquisition therefore mattered to the Buddha and his followers. But the Dharma was not simply an early form of prosperity theology. It also recognized the harsh realities unleashed by a market economy. Early Buddhist texts thus reveal not only the realities of economic specialization, but also the inevitable disparities in wealth they generate. The early Buddhist canon, for example, recognizes six classes of financial being: very wealthy, wealthy, faring well, faring poorly, poor, and destitute. In turn it was these distinctions and the sufferings created by the system itself that the Dharma was ultimately critiquing. But at the same time the Buddha also recognized that the material world of wealth was a necessary evil until the final utopia of universal Nirvana had ultimately been achieved. The
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Dharma thus skillfully both legitimated and undermined the creation of wealth. As a result, the teaching of the Buddha not only came to resonate with the merchant classes of early India, but also continues to do so with today's urban, wealthy elite in both the West and East.

At one time this was also the case with Islam. For centuries Islam was the cosmopolitan religion par excellence. Moreover, much as Buddhism had done in its time, Islam came to both represent and resolve the concerns of a new urban elite that was created in tandem with the enormous economic and social transformations unleashed by the Arab conquests. As a result, if one is to understand the early history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction, it is important to recognize that Islam arose in the same context of social, political, and economic upheaval as did the Dharma.

Unfortunately, just as in the case of Buddhism, the origin and early history of Islam is obscure since we do not have any contemporary sources. The earliest extant biography of Muhammad, for example, was written over a century after the Prophet's death. As one scholar has recently noted, it is difficult to know much of anything about Islamic history before the end of the eighth century since "none of the Islamic texts available to us yet existed." This, however, is not to say that traditional Muslim scholars as well as contemporary scholars have not tried. And thus as with the biography of the Buddha there is now an established narrative of the Prophet Muhammad.

He was born around 570 c.e. into the Banu Hashim, a once prominent family of Mecca that had fallen on hard times. After both his mother and father passed away Muhammad was raised by his beloved uncle, Abu Talib, with whom he also learned the family business of trading as they followed the caravans up and down the Arabian peninsula. In his mid-twenties, however, Muhammad settled down in Mecca and married the forty-year-old widow Khadija. Then, after fathering six children, Muhammad began to retreat to Mount Hira in order to meditate. It was in a cave during one such retreat during the month of Ramadan that Muhammad first received God's revelation through the angel Gabriel. At first he was afraid he was going crazy; however, after confiding in his wife Muhammad realized that these were true revelations.

After receiving more of them over the course of several years Muhammad then began to preach. At first the people of Mecca did not mind; however, over time they became openly hostile toward Muhammad. It was at this time, around 620 c.e., that Muhammad made his miraculous jour-
ney to Jerusalem in one night. On the back of the magical steed Buraq he also toured heaven and hell with the angel Gabriel. He also spoke with the earlier prophets Abraham, Moses, and Jesus. The Meccans, however, were unswayed and the situation grew tense. Fortunately, two years later the twelve clans of Yathrib invited Muhammad to come to their city as a neutral mediator to resolve their long running feuds. Muhammad accepted the offer and with his followers he set about establishing the first Muslim community. Yet as this group expanded, relations between the recently established Muslim community in Medina, the “City of the Prophet” (madīnat al-nabbī), and Mecca deteriorated. Fighting broke out and only in 630 did Muhammad and his Muslim army emerge victorious and seize Mecca. Two years later Muhammad passed away after having made his final pilgrimage to the Ka’ba.

As with the biography of the Buddha it is unclear how much of this is historically accurate, or how much of it is a mythic formulation in relation to later Islamic doctrine. Indeed, since most of it was codified only when Muslims were much later required to explain to others who Muhammad actually was, it is an open question whether this story reflects historical realities or else the concerns of later Muslims who projected their ideas back into the past. Moreover, as Muhammad came to be conceived as the paragon of human action in later Islamic thought there was also an explosion of stories about what he said and did since such episodes were seen as establishing guidelines for what it meant to be a Muslim. Thus, for example, if Muhammad had a beard, a Muslim should have a beard. Of course, as can well be imagined in the context of conflicting views about what it meant to be Muslim, differing stories about the Prophet also arose. As a result, when the Sunna, or traditions of the Prophet, were collected during the eighth and ninth centuries a central preoccupation of the compilers was whether a particular story, or Hadith, was legitimate or not. And this concern still continues today since it is precisely these stories that in addition to the Qur’an are the fundamental textual materials that define Islamic practice and exegesis.

Approaching this material from a historical perspective can therefore be quite problematic. Numerous scholars have in fact shown that the traditional story of Muhammad and early Islam is not only rife with oversights and simplifications, but also largely shaped by the concerns of later historians, scholars, and jurists each promoting their own, often competing interpretations. Much recent scholarship has therefore been aimed at
challenging the Islamic tradition’s own narrative and problematizing the formulaic idea that Islam was fully articulated during the lifetime of Muhammad. Scholars have therefore pointed out that fundamental components of Islam, such as the theoretical basis of Islamic law in which scholars have the authority to interpret the Sunna and Qur’an, was fully developed only in the ninth century. Moreover, many “aspects of Islam—its theological positions, the adoption of Islam as a religion by individuals and communities, the development of Shi’i Islam in its various forms—confirm that many of the important features we regard as typical, and by which we identify Islam as a distinct tradition of monotheism, only became established in the third/ninth or even the fourth/tenth century.”

Some scholars have even tackled the thorny issue of the Qur’an’s creation, which strikes at the heart of the central Muslim belief that it is the eternal and unadulterated word of God as revealed to Muhammad and codified under Caliph Uthman (644–56 C.E.). Undaunted by such claims some intrepid scholars have used philology and the higher criticism of Biblical scholarship to show that the Qur’an, just like the Bible or the Buddhist canon, not only drew upon earlier sources, but was also compiled over time. The most famous piece of evidence in this regard is the Qur’anic inscription on the Dome of the Rock. The passage is the earliest extant verse from the Qur’an yet it does not accord with the parallel passage found in the standard received version of the Qur’an itself. Numerous explanations have been offered to explain this discrepancy; however, the central point to be drawn from all this material is that Islam, just like any religion, is a work in progress.

And in this regard it is important to note that many of the factors that played a role in forging the Buddhist tradition were similar in the case of Islam. These include not only the social and political dislocations inherent in the shift from the tribal society of the Arabian peninsula to that of an urban imperial milieu, but also all of the new ideas and technologies that the Arabs had to grapple with and make sense of as their empire expanded. Indeed, what is remarkable in this regard is how successful the Arabs were in accommodating themselves to these new realities. While the open and malleable nature of Islam certainly contributed to this success, another was the unprecedented economic boom facilitated by the unification and pacification of an enormous territory under Muslim power.

Arabs, of course, had always been involved with trade. For those in Mecca and Medina it may not have been as much, or of the kind main-
tained in traditional accounts, but in the wake of the Arab conquests international trade exploded. The Caliphate was in fact the first empire in history to successfully link and integrate the trading networks of the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. Moreover, the Arabs took all the gold and silver hoarded over the centuries by the Byzantine and Sassanid Empires and put this money into circulation. The fact that all this newly created money was standardized in the gold dinar and silver dirham also meant that the Muslims created a unified economic zone in which one could easily travel and trade across three continents.

While this was clearly an enormous achievement it also brought with it enormous changes. Much as had been the case in India a thousand years earlier, these developments brought with them massive social upheavals. For example, the development of international trade ushered in urbanization and all the consequences that Hindus and Confucians were afraid of, such as social mobility and the rise of individualism. As a result early Muslim thinkers had to face the same issues that early Buddhists had to deal with, and in time the Islamic tradition in fact came to confront these issues head-on with a powerful message of moral order, universal equality, and social justice.

Yet, much as Buddhism, so too did Islam both skillfully reinforce and condemn the social and economic transformations of its time. Thus as Islam moved further and further away from its tribal origins, it developed into an urban religion grounded in the world of trade. As Emperor Jahangir of the Mughal dynasty summarized it: “Of all the professions, only trade is respectable in the eyes of Islam.” Thus much like Buddhism, the Islamic tradition came to be both shaped and articulated within this framework, especially during the early Abbasid period (752–1258 C.E.) when most Muslim scholars and jurists were drawn from the families of the cosmopolitan elite. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that Islamic law and theology came to be defined by the concerns of this merchant class.

Islamic law, or shari’a, therefore came to value things that would make one successful in the world of trade. These included practices that are today more commonly identified with the “Protestant work ethic,” such as individual property, responsibility, and thrift. In fact, the value of trade and the commercial spirit was so important in early Islam that much of the shari’a is devoted to supporting it. “One of the more colorful examples is found in a treatise, Kitab al-Kasb (roughly, “on earning”), attributed to the Hanafi jurist al-Shaybani (d. 804), which reports a story about ‘Umar ibn al-Khat-
tab. The caliph saw a group of pious and penitent (and inactive) men and, told that they were *mutawakkilūn*, ‘those who patiently rely upon God,’ responded: No, they are the *muta’akillūn*, ‘those who eat up [other people’s money].’

Of course, the tension between creating wealth and sincere “non-productive” piety is not unique to Islam. It was precisely this issue that the Dharma resolved by creating the two interdependent wings of the Buddhist community, the monastics and the laity. Islam, on the other hand, never developed a monastic tradition. Nevertheless, even though it differed greatly from Buddhism in this regard Islam was also clearly grappling theologically with the social transformations ushered in by radical economic and political developments brought on by the Arab conquests.

Even though the solutions ultimately offered by the Buddha and Muhammad were not the same, both traditions were remarkably adept at not only recognizing the contemporary social transformations and accepting them, but also weaving these new realities into the very doctrinal and social fabric of their respective traditions. In this way both religions spoke to a new, urban, merchant class, which was unsurprisingly often despised by the earlier society that was itself being undermined by the very forces Buddhism and Islam supported. As a result, both traditions offered this new class of people a means of validating itself in this new socioeconomic world by means of religion; and thus it is not surprising that it was precisely in this context where Buddhism and Islam first came into contact.

**Shifting Trade Networks**

With its intimate connection to the world of business it is no surprise that the spread of Buddhism coincided neatly with the expansion of trade routes, cities, and ultimately imperial domains. Of course, this linkage also meant that as trade networks shifted and empires crumbled so too did the Dharma. In order to begin the project of unraveling the impact that the new globalized economic religious imperium of Islam was to have on the Buddhist world, it is therefore necessary to recall that more than a thousand years had passed between the Buddha and Muhammad. This is an enormous span of time and during it, just as the Buddha had preached, everything changed. Not only did the Dharma itself fracture into distinct and often antagonistic traditions, but the trading networks enabled by the unifying laissez-faire states of early India, which had sustained the Buddhist
tradition, had also passed away. Thus rather than coming into contact with a monolithic and triumphant Buddhism, the first Arab Muslims appeared in South Asia at a time of economic reorganization and Dharmic theological diffusion.

It had not always been so. As noted above, the Dharma was both a creation of and reaction to the developments of monetization, urbanization, and political consolidation during the several centuries before the Common Era, all of which were captured within the Dharma, and as we have seen, the Buddha’s message was most appealing to the landed gentry and the urban merchant elite. These were the people who could generate and reinvest financial capital, which generated not only religious merit, but also in turn helped institutionalize the Dharma since monasteries functioned as banks in this early period. And it was these same financial resources that also underwrote both the Mauryan Empire and its successor state of the Central Asian Kushans (first to third centuries C.E.). And even though neither one of these empires was specifically Buddhist—preferring instead to support all the religions within their domains—the ruling elite of both the Mauryan and Kushan empires were clearly aware of the importance the Dharma and its trading networks had in generating tax revenues for the state. Traveling Buddhist merchants could also bring back valuable goods, ideas, and technologies from abroad. The Mauryas, for example, adopted numerous practices from the Achaemenid Empire of Persia. It was thus on account of these interconnections that a powerful symbiotic relationship developed among these states, the merchant elite, and the Dharma, all of which resulted in the rapid spread of Buddhism within what one scholar has called the “Buddhist international,” namely, a Buddhist world system that functioned as a communication network within “which ideas, commodities, and peoples circulated throughout Eurasia.”

Within the Buddhist international’s nexus of trade, empire, and religion there was one region that was to play a pivotal role: northwest India up to the Hindu Kush (which now includes much of Afghanistan and Pakistan) and Central Asia (the area north of the Hindu Kush stretching to the Kazakh steppe and flanked in the west by the Caspian Sea and the Tianshan mountains in the east, which is now largely comprised of the five post-soviet states of Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan). These two areas were perfectly situated to function as the hub of the global economy since they linked not only the overland trade between Rome and China, but also connected this east-west trade with the
maritime trade of the Indian Ocean through the port of Bharuch/Barygaza, now in Gujarat. Thus as the economy expanded under the Mauryas and Kushans there was an attendant expansion of the Dharma in these areas. In particular, the resident elites used their new wealth to support the building of monasteries, the production of Buddhist literature, and most famously the creation of Buddhist sculpture. Indeed, the sculptures of Gandhara, with their blending of east and west, are a world-famous monument to the cosmopolitan core of the Buddhist international (figure 3).50

Above and beyond this artistic florescence, however, what was remarkable about the economic expansion in the area of northwest India was that it went on for centuries. The economy and the Dharma even continued to flourish as the Indian dynasty of the Mauryas gave way to the Central Asian Kushan dynasty. In fact it was under the Kushans that economic activity and the support of Buddhism in northwest India reached its apex (map 3).

Moreover, it was during this time that Buddhist traders and missionaries actually ventured forth all the way to China and established what was to become a most fruitful mission both economically and spiritually.

But the situation in northwest India and Central Asia started to slowly unravel in the third century C.E.51 There were several interlocking reasons for this downturn, but it was most likely set in motion by a series of military conquests. In 232 C.E. the Kushans lost parts of northwest India and Central Asia to the new Persian dynasty of the Sassanids (240–651 C.E.). Yet their hold on power was short-lived on account of the Hepthalites, or White Huns, another Central Asian dynasty that conquered the area north of the Hindu Kush and ruled it for more than two centuries (350–550 C.E.). Regardless of the differences between the Sassanid and Hepthalite regimes both had clearly invaded this predominantly Buddhist area in order to take control of the lucrative trade routes and the revenue they generated. And to a certain extent they succeeded. Even the White Huns, who are often portrayed as being purely destructive, tried valiantly to keep the economy going.52 In the early sixth century they even secured a huge amount of silver from the Sassanids in order to monetize the economy.53 Of course, this cash infusion and its economic impact may have been what drew the Turks to invade and conquer the region fifty years later.54 Shortly thereafter came the Chinese and Tibetans and finally the Arabs, all culminating in the famous Battle of Talas in 751.

While this historical sketch is brief it nevertheless brings to the fore the central consequence of the Kushan’s loss of the northwest and their retreat
Figure 3. Gandharan Buddha, Pakistan, ca. third century (1982.33). Reproduced courtesy of The Trammell and Margaret Crow Collection of Asian Art.
to the south: the removal of northwest India and Central Asia from the Indic orbit. This was a radical development because this area had been the center of gravity for Indian civilization for centuries. By moving south the Kushan dynasty therefore not only left an economic and social vacuum in their wake, but upon their arrival in north India they also had to come to terms with the new realities of an overwhelmingly Hindu world. It was therefore in this context that a new civilizational model arose that moved away from the Dharma and was instead grounded on the use of Sanskrit and drew political inspiration from the Hindu epics of the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyāṇa. Yet while this so-called “Sanskrit cosmopolis” was to have an enormous impact from India to Vietnam over the coming centuries, it had little impact on northwest India. And one of the key consequences of being left out of the new Sanskrit cosmopolis was that the old Buddhist economy of northwest India collapsed.

The Chinese pilgrim Faxian (ca. 337–422 C.E.), for example, recorded the shift of trade routes toward Kashmir in the early fifth century. Two centuries later the famous Tang-dynasty pilgrim Xuanzang (602–64 C.E.) simply noted that the earlier trading cities of northwest India, such as Taxila, were in ruins. In fact it was in this dilapidated state that Muslims found the area when they invaded shortly after Xuanzang had passed through, which is a reality the ninth century Muslim historian Baladhuri captures well. Rather than describing Buddhist riches he writes that “there was a scarcity of water in India, dates were bad and bandits daring. A small contingent of army would be liquidated, and a large army would die of starvation and hunger.” Yet the Arabs persisted with their incursions into this area. A valid question is why? The fact of the matter is that Baladhuri’s description has more to do with military logistics than any real cultural or economic analysis. Other sources, for example, note that Muhammad al-Qasim, the conqueror of northwest India, actually brought back to Iraq a war booty of 120 million dirhams. Money was thus certainly there, but not necessarily Buddhists’. Indeed, as Xuanzang lamented, many of the old trade routes in the valleys south of the Hindu Kush where Buddhism originally flourished had gone bust.

One reason Buddhism failed in this region was, as noted above, the move of the Kushans to the south and the creation of a specifically Hindu cultural and political sphere that was to dominate South Asia for a millennium. Yet another important factor driving this change was the environ-
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In particular, when the cities of Loulan and Niya in the southern Tarim Basin succumbed to environmental degradation, the main artery linking northwest India and China disappeared (map 4).

As a result, northwest India lost its relevance as a key hub of international trade. Of course, the trade did not end; it simply relocated. In particular, when the southern route dried up the trading networks moved to the northern side of the Taklamakan Desert along the southern edge of the Tianshan mountains. In tandem with this shift the economic center of gravity also shifted away from northwest India to Central Asia, whereupon the local Sogdians, an Iranian people living in the area around Samarkand, came to dominate international trade. These developments, however, did not signal the end of the Dharma entirely. Rather, as one would expect, enterprising Buddhist merchants followed these economic shifts. Thus as Buddhist institutions waned in northwest India there was a simultaneous building boom in Central Asia at places like Adjina Tepe (Tajikistan), Kuva in Ferghana (Uzbekistan), and Ak-Beshim near Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan). Yet it was not only Buddhist merchants who were involved in this shift. The

Map 4. Silk Road.
Chinese state recognized the linkage between Buddhism and trade and therefore supported the building of Buddhist monasteries in Central Asia in order to advance their foreign policy.62

Yet at the same time that both trade and Buddhism were moving north, new trading networks were also developing in the south. During the third and fourth centuries C.E., in tandem with the rise of the powerful Gupta dynasty in India (320–550 C.E.) and the consolidation of Sassanid power in Iran, there was an expansion of maritime trade across the Indian Ocean. Trading networks thus not only moved down the Konkan coast to Sri Lanka,63 but also flourished between India and Iran with the Aksumite Empire of Ethiopia, whose control of this east-west maritime trade was to be challenged only with the subsequent rise of Islam. But before the Muslim conquests Buddhist merchants had handled much of this trade—so much so that objects from Africa, such as ostrich eggs, came to be housed in Buddhist monasteries.64 It is thus clear that the rise of maritime trade resulted in Buddhist migrations toward these new trading networks in both the north and south along the rim of the Indian Ocean. The Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang, for example, came upon more Buddhists in his travels along the Persian Gulf in what is now eastern Iran and Pakistan than in the former Buddhist heartland of northwest India.65 Moreover, it is also known from Muslim sources that Buddhists were not the only ones interested in this trade, because Arabs from Oman settled in this area as well. They were in fact to become an important beachhead for the subsequent development of Muslim maritime trade.

Nevertheless, this shift toward maritime trade did not entail the end of either east-west or north-south trade; however, both were rerouted toward the west as much of this trade came under the control of the Sassanids in Iran. And in tandem with this shift Buddhist merchants and their institutions also began to move westward.66 It was in fact at this time that Buddhist centers expanded greatly in what is now Afghanistan, most notably Bamiyan.67

Buddhist merchants made an intrepid lot. They moved themselves and their financial capital in order to maximize their profit. And at this time probably the greatest arena in which to do so was the broader Sanskrit cosmopolis of the Gupta Empire that had conquered the Kushan dynasty. This newly unified cultural and economic zone of north India was a bonanza not only because of the enormous wealth that circulated within it, but also because it was predominantly Hindu and thus in various ways
antibusiness. Buddhists could thus once again monopolize the expanding market economy. Indeed, such a cycle of events played itself out numerous times in Indian history, as evidenced in eighth-to-twelfth-century Malabar, where Hinduization coincided with growth in trade with the Islamic world. Yet because Hinduism imposed restrictions on maritime travel and social interaction, Hindu involvement in the new economy was actually minimal. The burgeoning market therefore came to be controlled by Buddhists, Jains, Muslims, and Jews whose status and social ranks derived not from the caste system but from “the tradition of physical mobility and participation in trade.” And the situation was the same during the Gupta period because, in addition to the growth of temple Hinduism based on the new Purāṇa scriptures, this period also witnessed an expanding economy and the growth of a new urban cosmopolitan culture.

Indeed, this development is perhaps best captured in the most famous text from the Gupta period, the third-century manual for the man-about-town, the Kāmasūtra. Of course, if one was to follow the advice of this lifestyle manual and while away the day drinking tea and reading poetry, and then at night engaging in wildly imaginative sexual gymnastics, it would certainly be helpful if one had a well-endowed trust fund, and apparently many did. Moreover, the one group that was very successful in this new gilded age were the Buddhists, and as a result the Dharma expanded at this time not only within the economic networks of India, but also across the broader Sanskrit cosmopolis into Southeast Asia.

**New Times, New Ideas**

Before looking further at these shifting trade networks and the concomitant territorial contraction and expansion of the Dharma in the centuries before Islam’s arrival in South Asia, we need to recall that Buddhism itself was also transforming. In many ways this may not have been anything new, since apparently from the beginning there had been disputes about what the Buddha had actually taught. In fact to settle these disputes Four Councils had purportedly been held, but disagreements persisted and what is known as the sixteen schools arose. Each school presented their own interpretation of the thorniest issues of Buddhist doctrine—such as if there is no soul, or no-self, who or what is actually reincarnated?—and invariably, as with any religious dispute, certain factions were successful and received institutional support, while others simply faded away.
In spite of these disputes, however, certain key principles were never challenged within the early Buddhist schools. But this was to change with the appearance of what came to be known as the Mahayana, the “Great Vehicle.” Unfortunately, the origins of the Mahayana are now lost in the proverbial fog of history. The date of its origin is placed anywhere from the first century B.C.E. to the fifth century C.E. Some claim it arose in India’s northwest and others the southeast. Moreover, the old theory that the Mahayana developed among the laity has recently been challenged by evidence that it was not only a sort of puritanical monastic movement, but also one supported by the wealthy women of the Gupta age. Even so, what is known is that Mahayana thinkers turned the teachings of the Nikaya schools on their head. They did this by taking the Buddha’s central idea of no-self and extrapolating it to the point where everything was taken to lack a permanent, inherent reality. Everything is instead empty (śūnyatā).

Nevertheless, the central problem remained the same: we do not recognize this reality; and as the Buddha claimed, it is this mistake that is the fundamental problem, because when one makes the assumption that one exists then one will invariably want to have one’s desires satisfied, which will lead one to act, thereby producing karma, which is the engine that drives the perpetual cycle of birth and death. In turn, the only way to break the cycle is to experience enlightenment, which enables one to overcome desire and thus end the production of karma. For only when no karma is produced will no future being be reborn, and only then will there be no suffering in the world.

This is the standard Nikaya interpretation that the Mahayana challenged with the new theory of emptiness, though it did not challenge the fundamental Buddhist claim of human misperception. In both the Nikaya and the Mahayana traditions the central problem is the same: people desire things and thereby act in the world and thus produce karma. But the idea of emptiness could also be taken in numerous directions, and in the larger Hindu context of Gupta India it is perhaps not surprising that it went toward a monist conceptualization. Thus the nihilistic emptiness of the early Madhyamika philosophers, who largely used it as a tool of logical argumentation, was transformed into a divine reality. Emptiness was thus not “empty,” but rather the underlying nature of reality; it was the ultimate reality, which was none other than the Buddha, or Buddhhanature.

This was a profound development since it enabled the Buddha in the Mahayana tradition to become an eternal and powerful entity, a god if you
will, in contradistinction to the Nikaya belief that the Buddha was simply a man. In the Mahayana tradition there thus arose a whole new range of doctrines built on the deified conceptualization of emptiness including a whole new pantheon of Celestial Buddhas and Savior Bodhisattvas who could intercede in human affairs through prayer. The form of Mahayana Buddhism most clearly reflecting this new idea is the Pure Land tradition focused on the Buddha Amitabha, who saves his devotees from the cycle of samsara by having them be reborn in his Western Paradise of Sukhavati.

But the idea of emptiness developed not only outward into a world of supplication and grace, but also inward as evidenced in satori, the sudden enlightenment of Zen meditation, which was a new development, because in the early tradition the experience of enlightenment was never sudden. Rather, it was understood to be the culmination of an exceedingly long and arduous ordeal. Yet if enlightenment is not the quest to fathom the reality of no-self, but to experience one's own Buddhanature, then perhaps all that is needed is a good koan, or riddle, to rattle one's conventional mind thereby exposing the hidden, ultimate truth.

Of course, the appearance of Chan meditation in China and its later development in Japanese Zen were far away from the rise of the Mahayana and its development in India during the first centuries of the Common Era. How the Mahayana actually arose in relation to the social, economic, and political environment of India at this time, though, is not fully understood. Even so, based on the rise of large monasteries and their extensive landholdings granted by the monied Buddhist elite, it is clear that the Dharma was profiting from the general economic expansion of the Gupta period. Whether this benefited specifically either the Mahayana or Nikaya is hard to gauge, especially since in this early period monks of different schools could live in one monastery as long as they followed the same monastic code.

Regardless of such difficulties, scholars have nevertheless tried to link the changing socioeconomic realities of India at this time with the rise of the Mahayana. Liu, for example, has observed that the rise of emptiness and its rhetorical claims of the meaninglessness of material realities, including money, coincide ironically with the enormous wealth of monasteries. Moreover, she has furthered this theological-economic link by arguing that the appearance of the “Seven Jewels” (gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, pearl, red coral, agate) in Mahayana literature coincided with the rise of new consumption patterns and a tandem increase in Sino-Indian trade in these
luxury commodities. Yet, while there was certainly both an increase in trade and a deep Buddhist impact on Chinese material culture at this time, it is unlikely that luxury goods were the bulk of this trade. Rather, the majority of trade was actually in nonreligious and bulk items, such as tin from Southeast Asia.

Nevertheless, another angle through which to approach the issue is to wonder whether the Mahayana better captured the anxieties of the changing socioeconomic situation. In particular, was the Mahayana’s “reliance on grace and saviors” a move away from the critical thinking and “open market” of early Buddhism and actually a reification of the “patronage and hierarchy” of Gupta society? Perhaps, but there were presumably many other reasons why both monastics and the laity would adopt the ideas espoused by the Mahayana during this period of time. Even so, much as the Nikaya was to survive only in South and Southeast Asia, the Mahayana was to be transmitted during the Gupta period to East Asia where it would develop in new and interesting ways.

In India itself, however, the Mahayana would largely be eclipsed by the rise of tantra. One reason for this was intellectual.

In the Hindu case, the metaphysical categories or cosmic principles (tattvas) of Sākhya were deified, early on, in the form of the twenty-five faces of Mahāsadāśiva. Because it was an “exploded” metaphysics that denied any primal essence, absolute or universal, Buddhism resisted the Samkhyan model for several centuries; but here too, yogic experience eventually prevailed. Already in Āśvaghosa’s (a.d. 80) theory of “suchness” (tathāta), the unbridgeable gap that the Buddha taught between existence (samsāra) and its cessation (nirvāṇa) was beginning to yield to the irresistible force of yogic experience. A few centuries later, it would collapse completely with the Mahāyāna notion of the Dharmakāya—the “Buddha body” composed of the body of the Buddha’s teachings—as an absolute or universal soul, a Buddhist equivalent of the Vedantin’s brāhmaṇ, with which the practitioner entered into mystic union. Once the inviolate gap between samsāra and nirvāṇa had been breached, the familiar corresponding hierarchies of the Indian cosmos came rushing in through the back door, as it were. Thus, while logicians like Śantideva and Diṇnāga were devising hairsplitting arguments by which to interpret the world as a void entity, Buddhist tantrikas were deifying and hypostasizing the Buddha into five emanated
Buddhas or Tathāgatas: Amitābha, Vairocana, Amoghasiddhi, Ratnasambhava, and Akṣobhya. These five primal Buddhas were subsequently equated with the five elements, the basic concept being that cosmic expansion, the multiplication of the absolute into fundamental forces, could be represented by lineages of gods just as easily as by metaphysical categories. Thus, each of the five primal Buddhas presided over five lineages of five bodhisattvas which, added to the transcendent Dharmakāya, generated a total of twenty-five divine beings, the same as the number of Samkhyan categories. Thus we read in the Jñānasiddhi: "Since they have the nature of the five Buddhas, the five constituents of the human personality are called jīnas (conquerors): and the five dhātus (elements) correspond to the Buddha's saktis. . . . Therefore our body is a Buddha body."85

Such radical doctrinal developments, however, did not happen in a vacuum. The development of tantra was intimately connected with the social and political breakdown of post-Gupta India (map 5).86

The origin of tantra has been much debated. Nevertheless, it appears to have originated among a distinct subculture of yogis whose meditative and ritual practices focused on the acquisition of power "that often involved the transgression of social mores and rules of purity."87 It is precisely because of these practices, most notably the ritual use of the forbidden "five M's" (meat [mamsa], fish [matsya], wine [madya], parched grain [mudra], and sexual intercourse [maithuna]), that tantra has been deemed through the ages as an outrageous abomination.88 Practitioners of tantra have thus been labeled as "the Hell's Angels of medieval India."89 But unlike Sonny Barger and his acolytes, the tantrikas were actually welcomed at the royal courts of India since they had something to offer: power.

As Davidson has convincingly shown, the mandala, the central religious paradigm of tantric practice, was a perfect metaphor for the changing environment of medieval India, which was witnessing not only agrarian expansion and the intensification of regional economies, but also political fragmentation and increased military confrontation. The cosmic map of the mandala, with the god-king at the center, thus became a perfect religious-political model with which to conceptualize and organize the horizontal consolidation of new regional dynasties.90

Here, it is important to note that the mandala was, in its origins, directly related to royal power. Indeed, "mandala" was simply a
Map 5. Post-Gupta India.
term for an administrative unit or county in ancient India and has continued to bear that meaning since at least the sixth century C.E. in the expression “Nepāla-Manḍala” for the Kathmandu Valley and its surrounding territory.

The concept of the king as cakravartin—as both he who turns (vartayati) the wheel (cakra) of his kingdom or empire from its center and he whose chariot wheel has rolled its perimeter without obstruction—is one that goes back to the late Vedic period. Central to this construction of kingship is the notion that the king, standing at the center of his kingdom (from which he also rules over the periphery), mirrors the godhead at the center of its realm, its divine or celestial kingdom. However, whereas the godhead’s supermundane realm is unchanging and eternal, the terrestrial ruler’s kingdom is made so through the “utopia” of the mandala. As such, the idealized “constructed kingdom” of the mandala is the mesocosmic template between real landscapes, both geographical and political, and the heavenly kingdom of the godhead, with the person of the king as god on earth constituting the idealized microcosm.91

In many ways, it was precisely on account of this connection between spiritual and political power that the antinomian tantric practices originating in cemeteries were able to move into the center of India’s religious life and remain there for almost four centuries.

But the rise of tantra did not go unchallenged. Other Buddhists saw the tantrikas’ access to the halls of power and the inevitable shift of economic resources to tantric institutions as a threat. In fact they were particularly disturbed when tantra came to be taught at the leading Buddhist institution of Nalanda.92 Some Buddhists even took things into their own hands. One group of Nikaya monks from northwest India and Sri Lanka, for example, was so enraged at the sight of the Vajrasena temple in Bodhgaya that they burned the tantric texts preserved there and smashed the temple’s silver statue of Hevajra. These Nikaya monks furthermore purportedly asserted, “That which is called the Mahayana is only a source of livelihood for those who follow the wrong view. Therefore keep clear of those so-called preachers of the True Doctrine.”93

The historicity of this episode is certainly open to doubt; however, it does powerfully capture the tensions, in particular the financial ones, which arose between these competing Buddhist traditions. Yet, the fact of the mat-
The concern is that such concerns seem to have been largely unfounded. Schools of both Nikaya and Tantric Buddhism were to subsequently flourish and expand enormously in the coming centuries. Tantra would develop not only in Cambodia and Indonesia, but it would also be adopted in Tibet, wherefrom it would have a profound impact on the history of both Inner and East Asia. Similarly, Nikaya Buddhism would come to be an integral part of the religious world of Southeast Asia.

To understand both of these developments, especially in relation to the simultaneous appearance of Islam in northwest India, it is important to recall the larger historical context. In particular, we need to recall that after the initial chaos of the post-Gupta period, wherein tantra was forged, the economic and political situation in India actually started to improve. By the middle of the eighth century the economic and political fragmentation of the post-Gupta period had largely come to an end and been replaced by three powerful empires: the Gurjara-Pratiharas in the north, the Palas in the east, and the Rastrakutas in the south (map 6).

Much of the credit for this rapid turnaround can be attributed to the expansion of Islam into northwest India, though not in the sense that the appearance of Islam rallied these Indian dynasties to somehow “defend the homeland.” In this early period there were in fact rarely any battles between Muslims and India proper. Rather, the impact of Islam was economic. In particular, the incorporation of India within the explosive world of global trade made possible by the Caliphate made the situation better both economically and politically. Thus as the Indian economy revived so too did the political structures that maintained the flow of commodities. In turn these states also used their new resources in order to finance religious institutions.

In this regard only the Pala dynasty was expressly Buddhist. The other two, especially the Gurjura-Pratiharas, actively promoted Hinduization. As noted above the support of Hinduism, with its caste and purity laws, might once again have enabled the Buddhist merchant elite to monopolize the expanding market of post-Gupta India. But that did not happen. At this time not only did local Hindus, such as the famous traders of Gujarat, challenge the Buddhists but Muslims who had direct access to the resources and institutions of the Islamic world also challenged them. Thus, as many of the factors that had made Buddhism such a dynamic force in the economic world of South Asia came to be usurped by those of other traditions the influence of the Dharma began to wane in India.
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The weakening of Buddhist economic power, however, occurred not only in India as Hindu groups “successfully represented themselves as the successors to the original Buddhist initiatives,” but also in Central Asia. As we have seen, Buddhism had earlier moved into this area in tandem with the expansion of trade in Sogdiana. However, one of the curious aspects of Central Asian history is that although the Sogdians were famous Buddhist missionaries in China and elsewhere, they never actually supported the Dharma in their homeland. Thus while Buddhism did become institutionalized in Central Asia, it seems that in many ways it also remained a marginal tradition in relation to the range of local Iranian religions that continued to be practiced in the area. In fact, when the first Muslim armies arrived in Central Asia in the late seventh century, it appears as if Buddhism had already lost the support of the merchant community and had largely disappeared.

One religion that had taken its place was Manichaeism, which was founded by the third century Iranian prophet Mani and actually mirrored Buddhism in many doctrinal and institutional aspects. In particular, Manichaeism had strong affinities to the world of commerce. Yet, unlike Buddhism, it was never able to receive the patronage necessary in order to fully establish itself as a “world religion.” At one point, however, it seemed as if that dream might have come true when upon the counsel of his Sogdian advisors the ruler of the Uygurs adopted Manichaeism as the state religion in 762. It is unknown why Bügü Khan, who at the time ruled a wide swath of Inner Asia, took this step (map 7), though on one level adopting Manichaeism presumably brought the Sogdian Manicheans and their unrivalled economic power and technologies into his good graces. It also differentiated the Uygur Empire from the Buddhist empire of the Tibetans and simultaneously avoided stirring up problems with the anti-Buddhist tendencies of the Chinese Tang dynasty. Bügü Khan, of course, could also have believed in the teachings of Mani. Regardless, his conversion was to radically alter the standing of Buddhism within the Inner Asian world. It was not the end, but it certainly signaled the diminishing stature of the Dharma.

Buddhist traders must have seen the writing on the wall. Thus, as had been the case previously, they moved on. But instead of going either north or south they went east. Some of them moved to Kashmir, just in time to offer their knowledge and resources for the rise of the Karkota dynasty of Lalitaditya (ca. 724–60 C.E.), who conquered most of north and central
India, paving the way for the subsequent rise of the Gurjara-Pratiharas, Rastrakuta, and Pala dynasties. And in this way Kashmir was to become and remain a vital region of tantric Buddhism until the fourteenth century.  

The center of the Buddhist world, however, moved further east toward the domains of the Pala dynasty and the Bhaumakara of Orissa (750–950 c.e.). Moreover, it was from this area that Buddhist merchants and missionaries were not only to connect with the Tibetan world, but also to fan out across the Bay of Bengal creating what one scholar has called a “Buddhist Mediterranean.” Thus during these centuries the interconnections between urbanization, Buddhist thought, international trade, and Buddhist institutions enabled the Dharma to once again blossom in new territories that coincidentally were far away from where Islam first made its appearance.

The Arrival of Islam

The flowering of Buddhism around the Bay of Bengal and in Inner Asia from the eighth to eleventh centuries was occurring at the same time that
Islam was making inroads on the other side of the subcontinent—in northwest India and Central Asia. And from the above description one may very well imagine that by this time Buddhist traders and their religious institutions had largely disappeared from this area where Buddhism had traditionally been strongest. Moreover, whatever may have remained in Central Asia, for example, was duly challenged when Muslim armies invaded this area and fifty thousand Arab families were transported from Iraq's Basra in order to bring Central Asia and its wealth firmly within the orbit of the Umayyad caliphate (661–750 C.E.). Yet Buddhists had not entirely retreated from this strategic area, situated as it was on the valuable trade routes. The Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang who, just decades before the Muslim conquests passed through taking meticulous notes, recorded an extensive Buddhist presence in several areas. By his reckoning Bamiyan in Afghanistan had 10,000 monks, the area of Sind had 460 monasteries, and the coastal region toward Iran had 180 monasteries with 11,000 monks. It was in these areas where Buddhism and Islam first came into contact in the early eighth century.

Before looking at what this encounter entailed specifically, one should perhaps return to the issue of why Muslims went into this area in the first place. As noted above, the primary reason was economic. A secondary reason was to hunt down heretics. Either way, however, it is vital to recognize that Muslims did not go there to spread the faith because in this early period only Arabs could be Muslim. The question of non-Arab converts, the so-called mawāli, was in fact a central problem for early Islam and played a key role in the internecine violence that plagued the formation of the early Muslim community. Thus the Arabs who marched into northwest India were not necessarily seeking to convert the Buddhists from their misguided ways. Rather, it is far more likely that they were chasing after Kharijites, the first Islamic heretics who, perhaps unsurprisingly, drew much of their support from non-Arab Muslims. Even so, chasing down and killing heretics is not how Muslim historians came to remember the Islamic advance into India. There was instead to develop a far more glamorous tale involving pirates and damsels in distress.

Before exploring this story, however, it is important to note that our knowledge of Islam’s appearance and the subsequent Muslim conquest in this area is hindered by the lack of contemporary sources. In the case of northwest India the problem is especially acute since the major source for this history, the Chachnama, is preserved only in a thirteenth-century Per-
sian translation. Yet since earlier authors do cite passages from this work it must be assumed that the *Chachnama* is not simply a later fabrication, but in fact a later Persian redaction of an earlier Arabic history. Nevertheless, it is on the basis of this source and a few others that we learn about the pirates of Daybul and the refusal of the local Hindu ruler to take action against them. It was this event that became the *casus belli* setting in motion the Muslim invasion.

Regardless of the historicity of this specific event this story does well capture contemporary historical realities. Notably it accurately reflects the Hindu dynasties, such as the Rai (489–632 C.E.), Brahma (632–724 C.E.), and Sahi (865–1026 C.E.), who had moved into the area south of the Hindu Kush during the chaotic period of the preceding centuries and claimed to be the rightful rulers of northwest India. But as evidenced in the lack of Hinduization carried out under their auspices, their rule was a light one. In accord with the many rulers both before and after themselves, these Hindu kings were less interested in meddling in the cultural and religious affairs of their subjects than in profiting from the established trade of the region. And not only had this trade remained in the hands of Buddhist traders, but it had also apparently survived through the centuries. In fact, just before the Muslim invasion the economy had expanded in tandem with the late Harsha's (r. ca. 606–647) unification of north India from the Punjab to Bengal during the first half of the seventh century (map 8).

Although Harsha's empire collapsed upon his death in 647 C.E. the impact of his reign was to be far-reaching. Much of this had to do with the revival of the economy. Harsha's capital city of Kanauj became not only the nodal point of the trade routes for the entire subcontinent, but it also drew into its orbit northwest India and parts of Central Asia. Harsha's vision, however, was even larger. He sent envoys to China, and the rulers of the newly formed Tang dynasty (618–907 C.E.) were very interested in becoming involved with the burgeoning trade of India and Central Asia and thus they sent envoys to India. So was Songtsen Gampo (r. 614–50 C.E.), the ruler of the Tibetan Empire, as was the Khan of the Turks. All three saw the inherent value of controlling this area and as a result it devolved into a theatre of competing interests and proxy wars as local rulers in Central Asia and northern Afghanistan played these competing superpowers against each other. In the end, none of these external powers ever really won and power simply reverted back to the local political structures with slight modifications; however, what did survive this tumultuous period was the
Moreover, it was these potential riches, as evidenced in al-Qasim's seizure of forty thousand pounds of gold from a single house in Multan that drew the Arab armies into northwest India. The Arabs, however, did not simply want to plunder the economy. Rather, as is well captured in the story of the pirates, they aimed to be better guardians of the trade networks than the current rulers.

According to the story, Muslim involvement in the area began when a group of pirates operating out of the important coastal trading city of Daybul, located forty-five miles southeast of Karachi, seized the passengers and merchandise of an Arab-trading vessel. In response Muslim authorities
wrote to the local Hindu ruler, Dahir bin Chach, to secure the release of both the prisoners and goods. The Hindu king, however, claimed that the pirates operated beyond his control and therefore nothing could be done. The Arabs refused to accept this claim since not only were the "pirates" resident in Daybul, of which the king's son was governor, but the Arab traders and their wives were also incarcerated in the city's prison. To save their countrymen and the honor of their women the Arabs thus attacked Daybul. Twice they were repelled but on the third try they were successful. Conquering Daybul set the stage for their subsequent conquest of northwest India in its entirety.

Whatever the historical accuracy of this episode, it is nevertheless a great story. It makes the Muslims into the liberators overthrowing a lying and corrupt ruler. Moreover, built into the narrative is the assumption that the Muslims will invariably be better stewards of the economy than the local Hindu despot. In addition, the Arabs claimed they were not interested in meddling with local affairs; rather, they simply wanted to bring in law and order so that the economy could expand, which would theoretically benefit everyone. Of course, how this shift in the economic regime was actually to disrupt local practices was an issue little discussed. Nevertheless, what is interesting about this story is how it plays upon a religio-economic paradigm. Namely, Dahir bin Chach is portrayed as a stereotypical Hindu ruler, one who does not like the city and looks down upon trade. In contradistinction, Muslim rule is presented as the one that favors the world of business. Muslims will even go to war in order to protect their financial interests. Arab rule was thus not aimed at conversion or the disruption of the status quo; rather, the Muslim state's fundamental goal was to enrich both itself and its subjects by overcoming any and all impediments to the circulation of commodities.

This was something Buddhists understood. And as evidenced in the Buddhist response to the episode of the Daybul pirates the Muslims were people with whom they could do business. The Buddhists thus sent envoys "in order to apologize for and dissociate themselves from the piracy at Daybul. They offered to remit a tribute in regular installments and received in return a written treaty from the governor in Iraq. It was these same Buddhists who, when the Arabs arrived in force a few years later, opened the gates of the city and 'bought and sold with the soldiers.'"
Buddhists and Muslim Rule

The common view of Muslim rule is one of violence and persecution. Namely, non-Muslims were either threatened with the sword or else burdened with the loathsome *jizya*, the poll tax levied on those who did not accept Muhammad's revelation. While this certainly makes for a powerful story and still fires the imagination from Bosnia to India, as with so much else commonly said about Islam, it is wrong. As numerous scholars have shown, the fact of the matter is that early Muslim rulers were notably tolerant and there was little tension among the diverse religious groups under their rule. One of the reasons for this was quite simply the fact that the Arabs were a tiny minority ruling a vast majority of non-Muslims, who were themselves not only grappling with the issue of conversion, but, as noted above, their conversion and status within the Muslim community was still a matter of great debate. And even when these issues were eventually settled in the eighth and ninth centuries and non-Arabs could readily become Muslim, the rate of conversion still remained markedly low. Even in the heartland of Muslim power, such as Iraq and Egypt, it was not until the tenth century that a majority of the population was actually Muslim. On the fringes of the empire, in places like northwest India and Central Asia, the process of conversion may have been even slower. Bamiyan in Afghanistan, for example, continued as a functioning site of Buddhism well into the eleventh century. In the area of Sind in what is today Pakistan, Buddhists were also erecting inscriptions recording their donations to the Buddhist community in the eleventh century.

Be that as it may Buddhism still presented the early Muslims with a problem. One issue was quite simply what should be done with this religion, since unlike Christianity, Judaism, and even Zoroastrianism, the Dharma was wholly unknown to the Islamic tradition. This invariably raised a host of questions about how Buddhism could be both intellectually and legally categorized. In particular, how should Buddhists be understood and where should they be placed within the developing Muslim polity? Could Buddhists become one of the *dhimmi* communities, like Jews and Christians, who were allowed to live unmolested under a pact of protection within the Muslim state?

Such questions were not isolated to the Buddhists, but were rather part and parcel of the inordinately complex issues facing the Islamic community in the wake of their remarkable conquests (map 9). Not only did they
have to resolve the pressing internal issues of what it actually meant to be Muslim, but as their imperial expansion began to falter they also had to come to terms with how the Islamic community was to interact with not only those under their authority, but also those beyond their borders.

One step in this direction was the reinterpretation of *jihad*, meaning “to struggle,” away from ideas of holy war. Thus not only was the final victory of Islam postponed from the contemporary historical moment to the mythic end times, but the struggle itself was also transformed from an external one of military conquest to that of an inner spiritual struggle, the so-called “greater jihad,” whereby one strives to live in accord with the teachings of Islam. Yet in seeking to address all of these problems in a more immediate and practical manner the Muslims also drew inspiration from Roman law and organized the world into three interdependent entities: the Abode of Islam, the Abode of War, and the Abode of Truce, those with whom the Abode of Islam had treaties.

It was these new ideas and policies that came to shape early Buddhist-Muslim interaction. Most of northwest India, for example, was brought under Islamic control by treaty (ṣulḥ) rather than force (ʿanwa). Moreover, within this process the Buddhists were classified in relation to Zoroastrianism and thus given *dhimmi* status. As the ninth-century historian Baladhuri
writes of the incorporation of the city of al-Rur: "He conquered the city by treaty (sulḥ) with the condition that he would not kill them nor enter their temple (budḍ). And he said, 'The Budd will be considered similar to the churches of Zoroastrianism (majus).’ He imposed tribute (kharaj) on those in al-Rur and built a mosque."

Thus, as with many other empires, the Muslims largely kept the local ruling elite in place and allowed them not only to practice their traditional religions, but also even to be confirmed as the local rulers of the Muslim state by means of traditional customs. For example, "Kakah b. Kotok, the ruler of Budiyah, was confirmed as the hereditary sub-governor of the region for the Arabs in a ceremony which followed Buddhist (samani) customs of this family." In fact, the early Muslim state even continued the policy of allotting three percent of tax revenues for non-Muslim religious mendicants. And when Buddhists petitioned the authorities in order to restore one of their temples, permission was granted.

Before constructing too rosy a picture of early Muslim rule, however, it is important to recognize that all of these events and policies were carried out in the first decades of the eighth century. At this time Islam itself, to say nothing of its relations with other traditions, was in flux. Indeed, the ruling of al-Hajjaj, the governor of Iraq who allowed Buddhists to rebuild a temple, was in direct violation of the Pact of Umar (ca. 717 C.E.) and all subsequent Muslim law codes, which assert that non-Muslim religious structures cannot be restored, nor can new ones be built in Islamic territory. Of course, how seriously Muslims took this policy differed widely from place to place throughout the centuries. Yet, how it came to shape Buddhist-Muslim relations in northwest India is unfortunately unknown, especially as this area moved further and further away from Abbasid control.

Indeed, when approaching the issue of early Buddhist-Muslim interaction it is important to keep in mind that Islamic control and the Muslim presence in this area was in a constant state of turmoil, and not only theologically, but also politically. The Caliphate could barely keep control of Central Asia even though it was vitally important on account of its location and economic resources. Thus when the Caliphate succumbed to fratricidal struggles upon the death of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid (763–809 C.E., r. 786–809 C.E.), the local Persian Tahirid dynasty (821–73 C.E.) was bequeathed control of Central Asia, who were in turn supplanted by the
local Samanids (819–999 C.E.). And the situation was the same in northwest India and Afghanistan.

Muslims did not in fact conquer parts of Afghanistan until the end of the ninth century during the rise of the Saffarid dynasty (861–1003 C.E.). Moreover, in 871 the Caliphate completely renounced control of Sind. In turn this power vacuum was filled by the Isma'ili, the third branch of the Islamic community beside the Sunni and Shi'a, who ruled Sind for the next 150 years (879–1025 C.E.). Moreover, being avowed enemies of the Sunni Caliphate in Baghdad the Isma'ili shifted the trade networks of this pivotal economic region away from the Persian Gulf toward the Red Sea. In this way they bolstered the rise not only of their Shi'ite allies in Egypt, the Fatimid dynasty (909–1171 C.E.), but also the subsequent revival of the trading networks of the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, all of these local Muslim dynasties of northwest India and Central Asia were ultimately to be swept away by the Turkic and Sunni ruler Mahmud of Ghazna.

As this cursory historical overview makes clear northwest India and Central Asia underwent a period of enormous political and religious turbulence during the first centuries of Buddhist-Muslim interaction. Yet remarkably, throughout all of these upheavals, or perhaps because of them, Buddhism survived. As confirmed by Arab geographers there were still many cities in these areas that had both "infidels" and "idolators" in the tenth and eleventh century. The famous scholar al-Biruni, for example, whom Mahmud of Ghazna brought with him on his campaigns, recorded the existence of Buddhist monasteries in Central Asia in the early eleventh century: "Before the first establishment of their rites and the appearance of Budhasaf people were Εαυαναιων, inhabiting the eastern part of the world and worshipping idols. The remnants of them are at present in India, China, and among the Taghazghar; the people of Khurasan call them Shamanan. Their monuments, the Baharas (monasteries) of their idols, their Farkharas (monks) are still to be seen on the frontier countries between Khurasan and India."

Moreover, Asadi Tusi described in his Garshasp Name of 1048 how Mahmud of Ghazna arrived at a Buddhist monastery outside of Kabul:

When he reached the Buddhist shrine [bot-khane] of the Subahar He saw a house [khane] so fine that it was like the Spring.

Indeed, the poet further informs us that the walls of this monastery were made of marble, the flooring of silver, and in the middle was a large golden
Buddha with a "face like the moon." However, since the historical record is so spotty it is unclear how well, or for how long, this monastery, or any others, survived.

In approaching the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction in this period we also need to keep in mind that, as with any encounter this meeting was not simply a one-sided affair. Even though we may not have sources offering us the Buddhist perspective on these developments we should not imagine the Buddhists as simply the hapless victims of Islamic rule. As we have seen with the Daybul affair, the Buddhists were very proactive. Some Buddhists, however, were not so welcoming and they instead decided to flee from Muslim domination. From copper-plate inscriptions we therefore know that Buddhists from this region moved into both the Rastrakuta and Pala domains. Unfortunately, however, it is hard to know what those who remained behind were thinking since all we have are Muslim sources.

In using these sources it is nevertheless interesting to note how favorably the Muslims present the Buddhists. In a certain sense it is almost a precursor to the positive cachet Buddhism carries in contemporary popular culture. Of course, the early Muslim view is based on a different paradigm and the Dharma's goodness derives less from its own qualities than the Buddhists' willingness to accept Islamic rule. Indeed, as seen above, the Buddhists actually tried to work with the Arabs and apparently there was accommodation on both sides. In fact, in no Muslim source is there ever any mention of something like a "Buddhist revolt" against Islamic power. Rather, the Buddhists are flawlessly obsequious to Muslim authority. Whether this was actually the case is, of course, another issue entirely.

Either way, in thinking about these issues it is important to keep in mind that the Buddhists and Hindus we find in Muslim sources are less real historical figures than caricatures fulfilling the literary tropes of Islamic conquest literature. The Buddhists are thus the collaborators, the "good guys," while the Hindus are the resistance, or the "bad guys" (a trope that Hindu historiography invariably adopted in its own "anti-Muslim epics"). Of course, the historical fact that the Hindus were in power at the time and thus an obstacle to the Muslim advance surely played a role in this presentation. However, another and perhaps more interesting issue is the obvious parallelism between what Buddhism and Islam imagined themselves to be: a cosmopolitan religion of the merchant elite. Both religions were therefore speaking to the issues and concerns of the same audience; and while such a situation may not be by definition untenable, in this
case it turned out to be so and ultimately the "Islamic international" beat out the "Buddhist international."

This is well known, but how or why is still open to debate.\footnote{135} When thinking about this development, however, one can begin with the case of the Buddhists who fled the Muslim conquest seeking refuge in India. Those who fled to the Rastrakuta domains would no doubt have been surprised to learn that the Dharma would survive two centuries longer under Muslim rule than in the domains of their own Hindu overlords. Indeed, from all the available evidence, including the account of an eighth-century Chinese prisoner of war from the Battle of Talas and the account of a Korean Buddhist pilgrim in Muslim-controlled Central Asia, it seems as if the Arabs largely allowed the Buddhists to continue with their religious observances.\footnote{136} Of course, the main reason for this policy was presumably that the Muslims recognized the central role the Buddhists played in the local economy. Indeed, it was largely along the same lines that Buddhists were presumably thinking about the Muslims who they hoped could potentially "reopen interregional trade routes, both maritime and overland, and hence benefit their class and, indirectly, their religion."\footnote{137} And presumably the Buddhist community did benefit as northwest India and Central Asia once again became the linchpin in the east-west trade under Muslim tutelage.\footnote{138}

The central question, however, is for how long this remained to be the case. As MacLean has convincingly shown, the early economic power and status of the Buddhist community eventually waned. "They could readily perceive the deterioration of their socio-economic position in religious terms as related to their belonging to the category of non-Muslim, since, as we have seen, the comparative reference group of urban, mercantile Muslims prospered during the same period."\footnote{139}

Islam was thus the first religion to be able to successfully challenge the entire support system that had sustained Buddhism for over a millennium. "This support system worked at several levels: at the ideological level it influenced the accumulation and reinvestment of wealth in trading ventures by lay devotees; at the social level, donations to Buddhist monasteries provided status to traders and other occupational groups; at the economic level, Buddhist monasteries were repositories of information and essential skills such as those of writing; and at the community level, participation in the fortnightly uposatha ceremony instilled an identity among the lay worshippers."\footnote{140}

Islam with its prosperity theology, its mosques, and the larger networks
of the Islamic community within the Caliphate clearly offered a viable alternative to all four of these structural components. Yet at what point did these alternatives and the “spiritual capital” of Islam—namely, “the power, influence, knowledge, and dispositions created by participation in a particular religious tradition”\textsuperscript{141}—finally overwhelm the support system of the Buddhist international?

On a personal level what would make a Buddhist merchant one day go to the mosque and profess the \textit{shahâda}, the witness of faith, “There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is His messenger”? Was it the demeaning non-Muslim poll tax that drove him to it? Or the more burdensome five-percent non-Muslim duty instituted by the Caliphate that cut into his trading profits? Or was it the realization of his family’s shrinking social and economic standing in the community? Or when his child was sick were the skills of Muslim physicians better than those of the Buddhists?\textsuperscript{142} Or was it simply the difficulties in finding a suitable husband for his daughter? Or did Islam simply make more sense than the Dharma? Was it all, or none of these?\textsuperscript{143}

By putting these questions in terms of an individual one can readily see how difficult such questions are on a personal level; how much more so on an abstract, historical, and civilizational level? Of course, it is on that macro level that historians and scholars of religion often try to provide answers and thereby paint a convincing portrait of what “actually happened” through a logical chain of cause and effect. While such narratives are both admirable and necessary, at the same time we need to keep in mind that they also unfortunately often lead to simplistic and monolithic explanations that obscure precisely the complexities they are trying to explain.

Peter Brown, for example, has written, “I have long suspected that accounts of Christianization . . . are at their most misleading where they speak of the process as if it were a single block, capable of a single comprehensive description that, in turn, implies the possibility of a single, all-embracing explanation.”\textsuperscript{144} He goes on to note that this tendency for a simple, monolithic narrative results in a situation wherein “we are like little boys on the sea shore. We watch with fascinated delight as the tide sweeps in upon an intricate sandcastle. We note when each segment crumbles before the advancing waters.”\textsuperscript{145}

This image captures well the common story of the green wave of Islam crashing over the poor and defenseless Buddhists. Islamization, however, was a process no less complicated and drawn out than that of the West’s
Christianization.\textsuperscript{146} We therefore need to be wary of stories that simplify the inordinately complex dynamic that evolved between Buddhism and Islam over the centuries. And in this regard the realities of economic regimes and their linkages with religious ideologies is only one part of the equation; another is how individual Muslims and Buddhists actually tried to make sense of each other, which is the topic of the next chapter.
I have read in the Kitāb al-masālik that the Buddhists form two parties: that which affirms that the Buddha was an apostle, and another which affirms that Buddha is the Creator who has manifested himself in this form.

—Mutahhar b. Tahir Maqdisi, Kitāb al-bad’ wa t-tārikh

Adam, Noah and Abraham; there are also five others endowed with an evil nature in the family of demons and snake: Moses, Jesus, the White-Clad One, Muhammad and the Mahdi—the eighth—who will belong to the darkness. The seventh will clearly be born in the city of Baghdad in the land of Mecca, where the mighty, ferocious idol of the barbarian, the demonic incarnation, lives in the world.

—Kālacakratantra

At the end of the eighth century a messenger from northwest India arrived in Baghdad and requested an audience with Caliph Harun al-Rashid. Since he believed that it would be valuable to display his magnanimity and magnificence to this poor vassal from the frontiers of the Islamic Empire the Caliph agreed. Yet when the man was finally brought before him in the glorious palace in the center of Baghdad, the Caliph was shocked to hear the message that this minion was sent to convey: “I have been told that you have no proof of the truth of your religion but the sword. If you are sure of the veracity of your faith, send some scholar from your place to discuss religious matters with a pandit of mine.”

The Caliph was so enraged that he almost had the messenger put to death on the spot; however, he was also intrigued by the audacity of this
overture and thus decided to send one of his religious scholars to debate this pandit. Unfortunately, the debate did not go well. The pandit drew upon the deep tradition of Buddhist debate and logic in order to systematically attack the Muslim scholar’s claims of the existence of a single, all-powerful God. When the pandit asked his penultimate question—“If your God is all-powerful, can He create an entity like Himself?”—the Islamic scholar was so befuddled he could only respond that he did not know the answer. The local ruler of Sind, who had arranged the debate, thus announced the Buddhist scholar the winner and sent the mullah back to the Caliph with the following message: “I had heard from my elders, and now that I have seen with my own eyes, I am sure that you have no proof of the truth of your faith.”

At this turn of events the Caliph was incensed and he summoned together all of his leading scholars in order to address this Buddhist challenge. None, however, could come up with an adequate response until at last a young boy stood up and said, “O Prince of Believers, this objection is baseless; God is He who has been created by nobody. If God creates an entity like Himself, that entity will be in all cases God’s creation. Then, again, that there can be an entity exactly like God is an insult to God and God will not countenance His own disparagement. This question is like such questions as: Can God be ignorant? Can He die? Can He eat? Can He drink? Can He sleep? Evidently He cannot do any of these things as they are all derogatory to His dignity.”

Everyone was pleased with this answer and Harun al-Rashid wanted to send the boy to India in order to defend Islam and defeat the Buddhists in debate. But the other scholars at the court objected by saying he was too young, and although he could possibly answer this question, what about other ones? Harun al-Rashid was swayed by this argument and thus he sent an older famous scholar in order to defeat the Buddhists in a new debate.

By one account this scholar readily won the debate and the local ruler of Sind converted to Islam. Another account claims that the Buddhist pandit sent out a spy to see whether this Islamic scholar was a theologian, or else a scholar familiar with rationalism. When his informant told him that the mullah was indeed familiar with rational logic the pandit was afraid that he might lose the debate. In desperation he therefore paid someone to poison the Islamic scholar and he died before ever reaching northwest India.

Both of these stories about a supposed Buddhist-Muslim debate at the
time of the famous Caliph Harun al-Rashid are only recorded in a Muslim history from the fifteenth century. Whether they have any basis in historical fact is doubtful. Nevertheless, what these stories do inadvertently reveal is the reality of Buddhist-Muslim interaction and intellectual exchange. Indeed, rather than the standard story of simple destruction and alienation it is important to recognize that Buddhists and Muslims actually lived side by side for centuries. Arab geographers, for example, wrote about cities in northwest India that were populated with both Muslims and "idolaters" well into the eleventh century. In some places the merchant elite of these two groups even wore the same clothes, which may seem a minor point; however, if we recall the fundamental importance that clothes play as a marker of group identification it is a telling episode. Nevertheless, an even more intriguing fact is that in some Central Asian cities the Muslims from Iraq, who had been moved in after the conquest, had become so assimilated they lost their status as tax-exempt Arabs. All of this evinces the fact that Buddhists and Muslims were not only living together, but were also apparently somehow getting along.

Yet even so, one can still wonder how Buddhists and Muslims actually understood each other. Was it all peace and harmony as the Arab geographers imply? Or were there tensions—and not only theological ones—as is so well captured in story of the Buddhist-Muslim debate at the time of Harun al-Rashid? What follows is an attempt to answer these questions not only by looking at how Muslims and Buddhists tried to understand each other, but also by investigating some of the material exchanges that occurred during these centuries of cohabitation and mutual interaction.

The Early Muslim View

As explored in the preceding chapter, the expansion of the Caliphate into northwest India and Central Asia was driven fundamentally by economic concerns: in particular, the desire to control the financial resources and trade routes spiraling out from this nodal point in the Eurasian trading system. And this goal was ultimately achieved as the various kingdoms controlling this area were defeated and brought into the orbit of the Caliphate. However, as reflected in the story above, these areas also remained a borderland far away from the center of Muslim political and intellectual life. Such was the case especially during the first Muslim dynasty of the Umayyads, who built their capital in Damascus and focused their attention
almost exclusively toward the west. Indeed, it was their armies that marched all the way across North Africa and conquered Spain. Yet this westward orientation was not only military, but also in regards to the theological and intellectual formation of Islam itself.

Much of this, of course, had to do with defining and differentiating the Muslim tradition from the other Abrahamic traditions. Muslim scholars were thus not only engaging with the multifarious Jewish and Christian traditions of the recently vanquished Byzantine and Sassanid empires, but also the profound legacy of Hellenism that permeated both of these religions. As a result, early Islam developed largely within a Western matrix, but that was not all. As scholars are now realizing, the Muslim tradition also developed in relation to the East. Early Islam was in fact profoundly influenced by the cosmopolitan culture of Central Asia as evidenced in borrowed artistic styles. It is also reflected in the quintessentially “Muslim” slave system—whereby promising young boys were brought from the frontier to be trained as an elite guard corps and later as statesmen—which was a tradition that actually developed out of Central Asian precedents.

Of course, the fact that Muslims emulated Central Asian traditions at this time should not be surprising if we recall the centrality of this region to both the world’s economy and its cultural systems. Moreover, it is even less surprising that these influences increased during the period of the Abbasids, who from their base in Central Asia overthrew the Umayyads and forged “a Perso-Arab partnership in power.” Yet although the impact of the Abbasids on both Islam and world history was profound, one facet of this revolution that continues to be overlooked is its concurrent turn of the Muslim world toward “the East.” That is, the Abbasids brought to power many people from Central Asia and thus they brought with them their “Eastern” orientation. Indeed, the most poignant symbol of this shift toward Asia was the move of the Muslim capital from Damascus to Baghdad. But during the early Abbasid period not only did the capital move; so too did the entire orientation of Islam.

The main reason for this was largely the result of one family, the Barmakids, who provided the Abbasid caliph with viziers during the last half of the eighth century. The Barmakids descended from a distinguished Buddhist family who controlled the famous Naw Bahar monastery in Balkh. The uncle of the first Barmakid vizier was in fact the abbot. Yet, for whatever reason—political, economic, familial, or spiritual—one line of this family converted to Islam. In turn they were to move up through the
ranks and ultimately establish themselves as key figures in the Abbasid revo-
lation and its early rule of the Muslim world. 13 And even though this family
grew in prominence in the Caliphate, it appears as if the family in Balkh
remained Buddhist and even tried to maintain its control of Naw Bahar
and its numerous satellite monasteries in Central Asia. 14 Yet for how long
they did so, or whether it was even possible to do so with the increasing
power of the Abbasid caliphate, is unclear. Nevertheless, what is clear is
that as with many religious converts, the Barmakids had their feet in two
worlds—the Buddhist and the Muslim—and as they moved into the upper
echelons of the caliph’s administration this dual orientation was to have a
profound impact on the entire trajectory of the dynasty. In particular, com-
ing from Central Asia they were well aware of the broader Indic world
made available to them through the Buddhist international, and it was this
world and its systems of knowledge that they started to promote at the
Abbasid court.

It is important to recall in this regard that when the Arab conquest had
come to an end, and the Muslims began to accommodate themselves to
their new world, there were two major intellectual traditions with which
they came into contact: the Greek and Sanskrit worlds. While both were
clearly outside the divine lineage of the Abrahamic faiths, each had a rich
literary, scientific, and philosophical tradition that had something to offer.
To a certain extent the Muslim tradition could theoretically have gone
either way. Of course, this did not happen and Islam came to engage almost
exclusively the Hellenic tradition. 15 But this was not necessarily a foregone
conclusion. The Muslim tradition could in fact have developed in dialogue
with the world of Sanskrit and Indic knowledge, which is in fact the path
the Barmakids supported. To them the Hellenic world and the interminable
internecine squabbles of the Abrahamic traditions were wholly foreign.
They had instead been brought up in the broader Indic world made possi-
ble by the Buddhist international and it was this world they wanted to bring
to Baghdad.

This Indian phase of early Islam had begun already during the tenure
of the first Barmakid vizier, Khalid ibn Barmak (d. 781/782 C.E.), and it was
to continue until the fall of the family from the Caliph’s graces in 803. Yet
before this fall the Barmakid viziers not only sent envoys to India to bring
back medicines, texts, and scholars, but they also promoted Islamic engage-
ment with the East. To this end they supported the translation of Sanskrit
texts into Arabic so that this material would be accessible to Muslim schol-
ars. Within this project one early focus was Indian astronomical literature. Three major textual traditions are known to have been translated in the eighth century and these Indian traditions were subsequently to shape Muslim calendrical and astronomical sciences for centuries. Muslim scholars were also interested in Indian medical knowledge, as evidenced in Ali ibn Sahl at-Tabari’s mid-ninth-century compendium of medicine and natural philosophy, the *Paradise of Wisdom* (*Firdaws al-Ḥikma*), which includes material from several Sanskrit works including the *Carakasamhitā*, *Susrutasaṃhitā*, and Vagbhata’s *Compendium on the Heart of the Eight Branches* (*Aṣṭaṅghahṛdayasaṃhitā*). The intellectual transfer from India to the Muslim world would also come to include mathematics. It influenced, for example, Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi (fl. 807–847 C.E.), who was principally responsible not only for the diffusion of Indian numerals in the West, including the zero, but also the creation of algebra and algorithms. There also appears to have been an Indic influence in the realm of metaphysics, especially regarding the theory of atomism that “had become firmly established in [Muslim] theological circles by the middle of the ninth century.” Yet the Muslim interest in things Indian went beyond the sciences and included literature as well. Thus it is from this period that there appeared the famous collection of animal tales, the *Kalīla wa dimna*, based on the Indian *Pañcatantra*. Of course, none of these translations or intellectual transfers is specifically Buddhist. Nevertheless, their importance lies in how they reveal the larger shift toward the East during the Barmakids. In particular it provides a frame within which to situate the trip to India of Yahya ibn Khalid, whom the Barmakids sent to collect pharmaceuticals and speak to doctors and scholars. Moreover, upon his return to Baghdad he was also asked to write a report about his travels and it is from him, an individual who actually traveled in India in the eighth century, that we have our first extensive account of Buddhism in a Muslim source. The original report, however, is now lost. But before disappearing into the bowels of the Baghdad bureaucracy it was fortuitously copied by the polymath Ya’qub ibn Ishaq al-Kindi (ca. 801–873 C.E.). In turn this copy fell into the hands of Ibn al-Nadim (d. 998 C.E.), who was a famous book dealer in Baghdad specializing in procuring valuable manuscripts for the growing class of urban elite. But al-Nadim was not simply a peddler of books that soothed the status anxieties of Baghdad’s nouveaux riches. He was also a scholar. Indeed, on account of his pivotal role in the Baghdad
book trade he had an unparalleled perch wherefrom to survey the entirety of contemporary Muslim literature and he compiled all of this knowledge into his monumental *Kitāb al-Fihrist*. And one small part of this work is Yahya ibn Khalid's account of his travels in India.

Since the version of his account recorded by al-Nadim is a late copy of a copy it is difficult to say much about ibn Khalid's original work. Namely, we do not know if his report was originally an imperial reconnaissance report, or something like a personal ethnography written exclusively for the Barmakid vizier. If the former, then we can conjecture that the presentation would be more formulaic and not stray too far from standard Muslim conceptions of the day. But if it was written solely for the Barmakids, whose proclivities to the East the author well knew, then he may perhaps have felt freer in describing India and its culture. Unfortunately, however, we simply do not know for whom, or for what specific reason, ibn Khalid wrote his work, much less his exposé of Buddhism. Nevertheless, as it would turn out, his work is not simply the earliest Muslim attempt to understand the Dharma; it is also one of the best.

As preserved in the *Fihrist* the work of ibn Khalid begins *in media res* with a description of a Hindu temple in central India, in the area of what is today Hyderabad. It then goes on to describe the inordinate wealth of this kingdom: the king's sixty thousand elephants, the temple with twenty thousand jewel-encrusted golden statues, and the human sacrifices that these idols demanded. The author then suddenly shifts from Hyderabad to northwest India and describes the famous Hindu sun temple at Multan, which drew pilgrims from as far away as Southeast Asia. And after noting that the road from Balkh, the Barmakid's ancestral home, is not far from Multan, and that the road is straight, the author begins his discussion of Buddhism, ironically enough, with the Buddha statues of Bamiyan (which were originally painted white and gold):

They have two idols, one of which is called Jun-bukt [Gold-red Buddha] and the other Zun-bukt [White Buddha]. Their forms are carved out of the sides of the great valley, cut from the rock of the mountain. The height of each one of them is eighty cubits, so that they can be seen from a great distance.

He [al-Kindi] said: "The people of India go on pilgrimages to these two [idols], bearing with them offerings, incense, and fragrant woods. If the eye should fall upon them from a distance, a man
would be obliged to lower his eyes, overawed by them. If he is lack­
ing in attention or careless when he sees them, it is necessary for
him to return to a place from which he cannot view them and then
to approach them, seeking them as the object of this attention with
reverence for them."²²

This description captures well both the importance of Bamiyan and the
centrality of pilgrimage as a means of acquiring merit and other blessings
in the Buddhist tradition.²³

In the next passage, however, the author’s astute observations seem to
go askew. “A man who has been an eyewitness to them told me that the
amount of blood which is shed beside them is not small in quantity. He
asserted that it might happen that perhaps fifty thousand or more might
offer themselves, but it is Allah who knows.”²⁴ What are we to make of this
claim of human sacrifice at the Bamiyan Buddhas? At first we should note
that the author himself did not claim to have witnessed this ritual. Instead
he attributes it to someone else. Does this somehow cast doubt upon the
story? Most likely not, as in this age before empiricism and the idea of
“seeing is believing,” the spoken or written words of others had just as
much validity as one’s own.²⁵ For the Muslim author and reader this was
therefore something that had happened. But what was happening? One
scholar has suggested that it was something like a linguistic confusion aris­
ing out of the practice of entering the Buddhist monastery whereby one
leaves one’s family and “gives up one’s life” in order to practice the
Dharma. The fifty thousand who “offer themselves” are thus not sacrificial
victims, but rather those who have become monks. While this explanation
is certainly possible, one can also conjecture that these “sacrificial victims”
may actually refer to the bones of deceased Buddhists and may thus actually
reflect some aspect of Buddhist funerary practice.

Unfortunately, however, at this point we simply do not what ibn Khalid
was describing. Nevertheless, it is likely that the idea of human sacrifice at
both Bamiyan and at the Hindu temple in Hyderabad reflects a broader
component of contemporary Islamic discourse surrounding the issue of
idols and idolatry. In particular, it is well known that early Islam defined
itself as the very antithesis of idolatry, not only in relation to pre-Islamic
Arab religion, but also in relation to other monotheistic religions of the day,
such as Christianity and Manichaeism, which were in theological polemics
invariably identified as idolatrous.²⁶ In this overheated environment of
claims and counterclaims of idolatry among the “Western” traditions, the very real “idol worship” found in the East therefore became the defining feature of both Hinduism and Buddhism in the Muslim mind regardless of how they themselves understood their own practices. Thus much like the pre-Islamic Arabs, who had prayed to the Ka’ba and its idols for various reasons, it was assumed by Muslims that Hindus and Buddhists continued to do so toward their own statues.

Indeed, of the enormous range of practices and beliefs that both Hindus and Buddhists maintained at this time, the one defining characteristic that all Muslim sources invariably label them with is “idolatry.” The reason for this, however, was not necessarily the result of actual Hindu or Buddhist practice, but rather internal Muslim understandings of Islam, which was largely defined as the religion of anti-idolatry. Thus regardless of their own theological specificities Hinduism and Buddhism were defined over and against Islam solely in terms of idolatry. In fact this circular logic would over time develop to the point where India came to be understood in Muslim thought as the very origin of all idolatry. Later Muslim scholars would thus claim that the idol worship of the pre-Islamic Arabs had actually been imported from India. When Muhammad threw down the idols from the roof of the Ka’ba, as it came to be represented in later Islamic art, he therefore threw down idols that looked like Hindu and Buddhist statues that actually represented Arab pagan gods and the earlier prophets (figure 4).

Of course, the idea of India as the fount of all idolatry is a later development in the Islamic tradition and it is not found expressly in ibn Khalid’s work. Nevertheless, this subsequent development is presented here as evidence of how Islamic thought developed on the basis of internal theological debates with little regard to realities on the ground.

It is therefore in this manner that one should approach the Muslim claims of human sacrifice in India. It is less a confirmation of actual Hindu or Buddhist practice than a commentary on Muslim dynamics of self-identification. On account of idolatry being perceived as so evil in Muslim thought it does not seem too farfetched to imagine that they made manifest this rejection of Allah by projecting upon “idolaters” the most egregious form of “idol worship”: human sacrifice. Indeed, the same phenomenon took place when Europeans ventured forth and supposedly came across all kinds of monstrous practices around the world from human sacrifice to cannibalism. Yet as with the earlier claims of Buddhist human sacrifice
Figure 4. Muhammad and Ali destroying the idols of the Ka‘ba, from a copy of Rawdat as-Ṣafā (The Garden of Purity), Shiraz 1003 A.H./1595 C.E. (Per. 254.83). © The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin.
most of these later European claims were less a reflection of reality than a component of Christian theological polemic.

Regardless of this detour ibn Khalid's narrative does eventually return to more verifiable events and practices.

They have a building at Bamiyan on the frontiers of India, where it borders on Sijistan. Ya’qub ibn al-Layth reached this locality when he sought to invade India. The idols which were sent to the City of Peace [Baghdad] from that locality of Bamiyan were transported at the time of its invasion. Ascetics and devotees occupy this great building. In it there are idols of gold adorned with precious stones, the number of which is unknown and to which no praise or description can do justice. The people of India go there on pilgrimages by land and sea from the furthest towns (regions) of their country.

At Faraj [Multan] there is the House of Gold, a building about which there is a difference of opinion. Some say that it is a stone building, containing idols, and that is called the “House of Gold” because the Arabs took a hundred buhar of gold from it when they invaded this place during the days of al-Hajjaj.28

While this last passage is about the conquest and confirms the argument made previously about the financial dimension of the Muslim advance into northwest India, what is of greater interest here is the author’s description of religious practice, in particular, the performance of pilgrimage. Since it is a fundamental element of the Buddhist tradition it certainly makes sense that ibn Khalid notes pilgrimage; however, one can also wonder whether this one practice is described because it is the one ritual similar to the Islamic tradition. Indeed, can we speculate whether the author was trying to draw a parallel between Buddhist pilgrimage and the Muslim Hajj? Or was he simply noting a readily observable Buddhist practice?

Unfortunately, we simply do not know. However, we do know that later Muslim geographers did make this connection. The thirteenth-century scholar Yaqt al-Hamawi, for example, who based his study on the earlier work of Ibn al-Faqih, makes a direct connection between Buddhist worship and the Ka’ba in his description of rituals at the monastery of the Barmakid family: “they took the house of the Nawbahar as the equivalent of the Holy House of God (i.e. the Ka’ba), erected idols around the building, decorated it with brocades and silks and hung precious jewels upon it.”29 Thus clearly
a connection was made between Buddhist and Islamic pilgrimage in Muslim literature; however, whether this same idea inspired ibn Khalid is unclear.

Nevertheless, Yahya ibn Khalid's description of the Muslim attack on what is now Afghanistan and the subsequent conquest of Kabul rings true. Gold and statues were indeed sent back to Baghdad and even displayed in Mecca as reported by Sa'īd b. Yahya:

"A king from among the kings of Tibet [i.e., Kabul] became a Muslim. He had an idol of gold that he worshipped, which was in the shape of a man. On the head of the idol was a crown of gold bedecked with chains of jewelry and rubies and green corundum and chrysolite. It was on a square throne, raised above the ground on legs, and the throne was of silver. On the throne was a cushion of brocade; on the fringe of the cushion were tassels of gold and silver hanging down, and the tassels were as . . . draperies on the face of the throne." Al-Ma'mūn sent it to Mecca as a trophy to be stored in the treasury of the Ka'ba. In Mecca it was first displayed in the Square of 'Umar b. al-Khattab for three days, with a silver tablet on which was written: "In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. This is the throne of so-and-so, son of so-and-so, king of Tibet. He became a Muslim and sent this throne as a gift to the Ka'ba; so praise God who guided him to Islam."

The fact of the matter is that the practice of sending back Hindu and Buddhist statues continued throughout the centuries. When the Saffarid ruler Ya'qūb finally conquered Zabul in 870, for example, he sent fifty gold and silver idols to Caliph Al-Mu'tamid "who dispatched them to Mecca. Another set of idols, lavishly decorated with jewels and silver, sent by 'Amr in 896 from Sakawand . . . caused a sensation in Baghdad on account of their strangeness."

The strangeness of India, however, was manifested not only in its idols. In the Muslim world there also came into circulation a whole array of stories about the "magical and mysterious East." The same phenomenon, of course, was to happen centuries later in the West. Nevertheless, the account of India we find in Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist was apparently one part of this trend since it added fuel to Muslim visions of the strange and spiri-
tual East through its inclusion of two anecdotes about a magical floating monastery and a temple with talking statues.

Abu Dulaf al-Yanbu’i, a traveler, told me that the building which is known as the House of Gold is not this one. The building is in the wild parts of India, in the territories of Makran and Qandahar. Nobody reaches it except the devotees and ascetics of India. It is built of gold. Its length is seven cubits and its width the same. Its height is twelve cubits and it is adorned with varieties of precious stones. In it there are idols made of red rubies and other marvelous precious stones, and it is adorned with glorious pearls, each one of which is like a bird’s egg or even larger. He [Abu Dulaf] asserted that reliable authorities from among the people of India told him that the rain draws away from the top of this building, as well as from the right and left [sides], so that it does not strike it. In the same way the stream in flood avoids it, flowing to the right and left. He said, “One of the Indians said that if anyone sick with any disease whatsoever, sees it, Allah, may His name be glorified, cures him.” He also said, “When I examined this matter, there was disagreement about it. Some of the Brahmans stated to me that it is hanging between Heaven and earth without support or suspension.

Abu Dulaf said to me, “The Indians have a temple at Qimar. Its walls are made of gold and its roofs with beams of Indian lumber, the length of each timber being fifty cubits or more. Its idols, niches, and its parts faced in worship have been adorned with glorious pearls and precious stones.” He said, “A reliable person told me that in the city of al-Sanf they have a temple other than this one. It is an ancient temple in which all of its idols speak with the worshippers, answering everything about which they are questioned.” Abu Dulaf [also] said, “At the time when I was in India, the king of the government of al-Sanf was named Lajin.” The Najrani [Nestorian] monk told me that the king at the present time is a monarch known as King Luqin, who desired al-Sanf. He devastated it and became ruler over its people.32

To put this story into context we need to recall that Abu Dulaf, who is cited as the source for these stories, had never actually travelled to the East. Instead he wrote two travel accounts that were wholly fictitious.33 But they
still had a great impact in the Muslim world precisely because the world of Islam and the East were at this time growing apart, and real knowledge was in short supply.

Yet even so the story of Abu Dulaf is not simply a fanciful form of Muslim “orientalism” about the mysterious East. The final episode about the temple at Qimar actually reflects an astute awareness of geopolitical realities on the other side of the world. Qimar, namely, is a transcription of Khmer and refers to the Cambodian kingdom that flourished at the time when Ibn al-Nadim was writing the *Fihrist*. Moreover, Lajin reflects the common phonological L → R shift and refers to Rajen, or Rajendravarman, the Khmer king who conquered the Vietnamese Champa kingdom, here called Al-Saif, in 944–952 C.E. In addition, Luqin probably refers to Lung-pien, which lies southeast of Hanoi near the mouth of the Song-koi River, and was the kingdom that conquered Champa at the end of the tenth century.3 4

While this material confirms Muslims' awareness of developments in tenth-century Southeast Asia, we must also recognize that these events were not recorded in the initial eighth-century report of Yahya ibn Khalid. Rather, the inclusion of these later events reveals the palimpsest nature of the received version of the text. The comments of Abu Dulaf about Qimar and the Nestorian monk about King Luqin are clearly later additions by Ibn al-Nadim. So too is the previous episode about the floating monastery attributed to Abu Dulaf. In fact, it is most likely the case that this whole section about the magical East was not really part of ibn Khalid’s report. In fact, it seems to be the work of later authors in its entirety. If one compares the no-nonsense and level-headed presentation of India that actually does seem to come from ibn Khalid’s pen, then these episodes truly seem out of place. In particular, they seem less appropriate to a time when the Muslim world was actually engaging with India as was the case in the eighth century, than a time when the two had grown apart and India was seen as being far away and thus readily imagined as a land of snake-charming gurus and floating monasteries. In fact it is important to recall that this vision of India as a land of special wisdom dispensed by “naked philosophers” had been an integral part of the Greek and Roman view of the East,3 5 and thus it is possible that this later Muslim view was actually shaped by these earlier Western views precisely when the worlds of Islam and India were growing apart.

And it was, of course, during this later period that Ibn al-Nadim wrote
the *Fihrist*. But before exploring the disconnect between India and the Muslim world in the post-Barmakid period, let us turn back to the work of ibn Khalid and explore how he, in the eighth century, understood Indian Buddhism: “The people of India disagree about this [subject]. One party asserted that he [Buddha] was the likeness of the Creator, may His greatness be exalted. Another group said that he was the likeness of his apostle [sent] to them. Then they disagreed at this point. One sect (party) said that the apostle was one of the angels. Another sect stated that the apostle was a man among the people. Then a group said that he was a demon among the demons, while [another] sect stated that he was a likeness of the Budasaf, the wise, who came to them from Allah, may His name be glorified.”

This is a dense and confusing description of Indian Buddhism; however, it well captures the debates that tore asunder the Buddhist community. Indeed, it was in part on account of such debates that the Nikaya tradition broke into sixteen different schools. Moreover, it was the deification of the Buddha in the Mahayana tradition that ultimately shattered the community into two incompatible factions.

It is these debates that ibn Khalid is trying to present in the above passage, though unfortunately none of his descriptions can be identified with a particular Nikaya school. Nevertheless, what is perhaps more important in this presentation is how ibn Khalid seems to be trying to make sense of this foreign tradition by drawing upon categories within his own tradition. Thus rather than presenting Buddhism as wholly other or simply another form of idolatry he actually attempts to convey Buddhist ideas. Moreover, he does so by using terms and ideas familiar to any Muslim, such as the Creator and angels and demons. These terms may not have been applicable to Buddhism itself; however, it reveals a valiant attempt at trying to understand something wholly other by means of one’s own mental framework.

Indeed, we should note at the outset that such intellectual engagement with “the other” was by no means always to be the case. Readily dismissing Buddhism by means of the all-encompassing derogatory label “idolatry” was much easier and less threatening. And as we will see below, later Muslim thinkers—especially theologians such as Shahrastani—did not try to understand the Dharma in the same way as ibn Khalid. Instead, as with the issue of idolatry, and even human sacrifice, they used Buddhism as a vehicle to drive forward their own theological agenda. Thus rather than trying to understand or engage with Buddhist thought they simply used the Dharma
as an example of heresy within their larger project of legitimating their own theological interpretation. Some of these Muslim theologians even went so far as to use their own misconceptualizations of the Dharma in order to attack other schools of Islam that purportedly followed the same ideas. One egregious example of such an approach is evidenced in the case of Muslim theologians who, contrary to all the evidence, claimed that Buddhists did not believe in reason.

Since the real Buddhists, as is well known, did not reject reasoning at all, we have an example here of a basic mechanism which we also meet in other cases. In scholastic theology (*kalam*), a particular metaphysical position that is refuted as being contrary to Islam is often projected upon a specific, lesser known group of non-Muslims. This was done not because they were known to hold this doctrine in reality (real knowledge was lacking) but *simply in order to ascribe a heretical doctrine to a particular group of outsiders.* In this way the *muʿāṭṭila* were called the Sumaniyya [i.e., Buddhists] of Islam. This particular way of locating wrong doctrines implies a particular way of "judging" non-Muslims without seeking to know them. After all, the real doctrine of the Sumaniyya was very different from that of the Muslim *muʿāṭṭila.*

Indeed, the issue of not knowing the other was a central component of this whole enterprise, and it is an issue we will return to below. Nevertheless, such ignorance and the theological use of the other is not what we find in the case of ibn Khalid. He actually tried to present the different positions held by the Buddhists. Moreover, he put these ideas in Muslim terms not in order to level a critique, but to actually make the Dharma comprehensible. And in this regard an interesting facet of ibn Khalid's work is his use of the term *Budasaf* without much ado.

The word is from the Sanskrit Bodhisattva, but ibn Khalid does not offer any explanation for this very technical Buddhist term. Why is this? Did he assume the reader already knew what such a thing was? Of course, he does provide something like a definition in that a *Budasaf* is a "wise" one sent to humanity by Allah, which is a somewhat valid interpretation of the bodhisattva figure, albeit one firmly situated within the framework of the Abrahamic tradition. Yet in addition to this intellectual move on ibn Khalid's part, what is interesting is simply the fact that the term *Budasaf*
seems to be a part of the Muslim lexicon, much as today there is a whole array of obscure Sanskrit terms that are part of everyday English. How did this happen? In the case of English the explanation can be found in the Western fascination with Asian religions. But what about the case of Buddhist terms in early Arabic? Did Muslim youth of the eighth century, especially the idle wealthy sons of the merchant elite, also look to the spiritual East for answers?

While we know there was a long-running interest in the philosophical speculations of Manichaeism among the Muslim elite, whether they were also drawn to Buddhism during the Barmakid period is unclear. Indeed, it is precisely because of such uncertainty that ideas of crypto-Buddhist influences in early Islam continue to circulate. Thus some scholars want to draw connections between Buddhism and Sufism, or mystical Islam. Some, for example, continue to claim that the early Sufi Ibrahim b. Adham (d. ca. 778) was born into the royal Buddhist family of Balkh, even though this tradition has long been discredited. Others like to point out that the teacher of another one of the earliest Sufis, Abu Yazid al-Bistami (d. 875 C.E.), was Abu Ali al-Sindi. The implication being that this man from Sind had links with the Buddhist traditions still practiced there. And when one looks at the central Sufi concept of fanay or “annihilation” of the ego in order to experience God, it is easy to parallel it with Buddhism’s no-self and Nirvana and claim some kind of genealogical link. Yet no matter how enticing this possibility may be, there is actually no solid evidence for such a transmission.

This does not mean, however, that Muslims were unaware or uninterested in the East and the Buddha. Indeed, much as the life story of the Buddha has become a part of Western lore through films and novels like Hermann Hesse’s Siddhartha, in the early Muslim world there was also the famous story of Bilawar and Budasaf, which was simply a retelling of the Buddha’s life. The story had initially been translated into Arabic from Pahlavi, or medieval Persian, during the Barmakid period when interest in the East ran high. And the story apparently spread like wildfire. One measure of this popularity is in fact revealed in ibn Khalid’s use of the term Budasaf in the eighth century without much concern for its elaboration. Presumably it was on account of the Bilawar and Budasaf story that the term was well known. And this would in fact continue to be the case through the centuries. The noted Shi’ite scholar Ibn Tawus (d. 1266 C.E.), for example, used an episode from the Bilawar and Budasaf story in order to illustrate a par-
ticular point in a treatise on astronomy.⁴⁴ And he too felt no need to explain or elaborate the story—it was simply part of the Muslim cultural repertoire.

On account of its popularity in the Islamic world it is not surprising that the Bilawar and Budasaf story also eventually spread to Christian Europe. In the West, however, the story of Barlaam and Josephat became completely dislodged from its moorings. While the story retained the narrative structure of the life of the Buddha, it was completely reconfigured as a Christian story. Josephat is thus an Indian prince whose father, King Abenner, persecutes the Christian church that had been founded by the Apostle Thomas. Moreover, because a prophecy is given that his son will become a great Christian, the king locks him up in the castle. But Josephat eventually escapes, sees the three evils and then studies with Barlaam, a monk who introduces him to Christianity. For their efforts the Catholic Church declared Barlaam and Josephat martyrs and saints in the sixteenth century. Yet it was not only in the Christian West that the story of the Buddha took on a life of its own. It also continued to be part of the Muslim tradition, especially among the Shi′a and Isma′ili communities, who appreciated the story’s theme of being gradually initiated into wisdom. In addition, the idea of internal and external wisdom coincided neatly with their own understandings of Islam.⁴⁵

Even so, the Muslim familiarity with Buddhist literature went beyond the story of Bilawar and Budasaf. The “Story of the King’s Grey Hair” told by the tenth-century Shi′ite theologian Ibn Babuya, for example, was apparently based on Buddhist stories about the devadutta, “messengers of death,” as found in several jataka stories about the Buddha’s previous lives.⁴⁶ Moreover, the circulation of Buddhist stories in the Muslim world is also evidenced in the Buddhist parable of the blind men trying to describe an elephant that became a famous part of Sufi lore.⁴⁷ How such transmissions actually occurred, though, is largely unknown. Indeed, one can wonder whether such stories were originally shared among the merchants at caravanserais on the fabled Silk Road. Or were they actually read in translation? The fact that Ibn al-Nadim listed a title similar to the “King’s Grey Hair” in his Fihrist confirms that at least this story was eventually translated into Arabic and circulated in the Muslim community.⁴⁸ Of course, this fact raises further questions: How and when was such a project undertaken? In what kind of context did such a translation take shape? Moreover, did Buddhists and Muslims work together on such a translation?

Unfortunately, we do not know the answers to these questions. Indeed,
virtually nothing is known about the actual day-to-day and person-to-person interactions that may or may not have taken place between Buddhists and Muslims in this period. As a result, how these stories moved from one community to the other is obscure. Nevertheless, from scattered sources we do get a glimpse of the two groups actually meeting. The twelfth-century Sufi Shaqiq al-Balkki, for example, briefly describes his visit to a Buddhist monastery among the Turks: “I went one day to a Buddhist temple, and saw one of their servants whom they call toyin in the language of China (Khitai) and sthavira in India. He had shaven his whole head and wore clothes of purple.”49 One can only wonder whether they sat down and drank a cup of tea and talked. And if so, what would they have talked about?

As is invariably the case the world over, part of their conversation would probably have been about other people. And this possibility is in fact confirmed in the case of the Muslim interpretation of the Ramanandis, the Hindu worshippers of Rama, which is from a decidedly Buddhist perspective. In fact, what was to become the “standard” Muslim presentation of Rama worship is fundamentally wrong from a Hindu perspective. “The Ramaniya (are the adepts of) Raman (Rama) who was a tyrannous king and exceeded the measure of oppression. He pretended to be [God’s?] envoy and ordered his people to worship him, saying that it was conducive to the Creator’s pleasure, and much other nonsense. The Ravaniya (adepts of Ravana) say that by Ravan’s intermediary they seek the guidance of the Creator who accepted (Ravan’s) repentance and gave him a lance. So they made Ravan their prophet.”50

In this presentation Rama is evil and the righteous god is Ravana, which is actually the reverse of the Rāmāyaṇa wherein Ravana is the demon king, who abducts Rama’s wife Sita, thereby setting in motion the mythological narrative of Rama and his heroic deeds. But what is relevant to note here is that the positive evaluation of Ravana is found only in Buddhist and Jain sources: two traditions that were historical enemies of Hinduism. Thus the fact that this story made it into Muslim sources seems to confirm Buddhist-Muslim interaction; however, the extent of such engagement and for how long it took place is unknown.

But we have now strayed far from ibn Khalid and his mission to India in the eighth century. From the preceding discussion, however, one gets a sense of not only the world in which ibn Khalid was operating, but also the one he was helping to create, one in which the ideas and products of the
Buddhist tradition were increasingly becoming part of the Muslim milieu. Thus let us return to his observations:

Each sect among them has a ritual for worshipping and exalting him. Some of their trustworthy people have said that each one of their communities has an image to which people go so as to worship and exalt it. Al-Budd [Buddha] is a generic term, while al-asnam (idols) signifies [different] “kinds.” The description of the greatest Buddha is that of a man seated on a throne, with no hair on his face and with his chin and mouth sunk [close] together. He is not covered by a robe and he is as though smiling. With his hand he is stringing thirty-two [beads].

A trustworthy person has said that there is an image of him in every house. These are made of all kinds of materials, according to the status of the individual. They are of gold adorned with different jewels, or of silver, brass, stone, or wood. They exalt him as he receives them, facing either from the east to west, or from west to east, but for the most part they turn his back to the east, so that they face themselves toward the east. It is said that they have this image with four faces, so fashioned by engineering and accurate craftsmanship that from whatever place they approach it, they see the full face and the profile perfectly, without any part of it hidden from them. It is said that this is the form of the idol that is at Multan.$^{51}$

What first strikes one in this passage is how different ibn Khalid’s description of Buddha statues and their worship is from Ibn al-Nadim’s fantastical interpolation. There are no talking statues or human sacrifices. Instead there is a rather clear-eyed ethnographic description of Buddha statues and the different ways in which Buddhists interact with them. There is even a clear identification of a particular image, that of a Buddha on a throne, which probably does not in fact represent Siddhartha, but rather Maitreya, the future Buddha.$^{52}$

In Buddhist cosmology there are numerous Buddhas. Each one comes into the world at a time when humans have completely forgotten the teachings of the preceding Buddha and he then teaches the Dharma anew. Whereupon the same cycle will happen again: humans will forget the Dharma, the world will decay into an age of ignorance and violence, and
then another Buddha will appear to usher in a new golden age. On account of this mythological cycle and the attendant prophecy of decline Buddhist thinkers had a ready framework with which to interpret any calamitous age. It also provided them a context within which to ask the question: If these are the end times, now what should we as Buddhists do? Such speculation not only fueled doctrinal innovation in the Buddhist tradition but also inspired a vast array of millenarian movements focusing on the coming of Maitreya. In China especially the idea of Maitreya and the end times was mobilized repeatedly to challenge the contemporary order. Yet leaving aside the long history of revolution in Chinese history, what is of relevance here is ibn Khali'd's description of a seated Buddha. As noted above, in Indian Buddhist iconography such a figure most often represents the Buddha Maitreya (figure 5).

Of all the myriad images of the Buddha that ibn Khali'd could possibly have seen, the fact that it was only Maitreya he highlighted raises numerous questions, such as whether there was a millenarian movement in Indian Buddhism at the time of his travels. Based on the powerful rise of Hinduism, the floundering of the Mahayana, the chaotic political and economic situation, and the concurrent coming-into-being of tantra, it is very possible to surmise that many Buddhists may have felt that the eighth century was something of an "end times." From the literary and artistic record, however, there does not seem to have been a corresponding Maitreya cult to explain ibn Khali'd's focus on this particular Buddha image. Thus it might simply have been the case that he had seen an especially large or somehow distinctive Maitreya statue. Indeed, one can wonder if it was the same thirty-foot seated Maitreya carved in sandalwood that was described by the Chinese pilgrims Faxian and Xuanzang at Darel in the upper Indus Valley. Either way, what is clear is that above and beyond the seated Maitreya figure ibn Khali'd also noticed another kind of Buddha statue, one with four faces. This was something new, and as with all religious art such a development was not simply a new aesthetic, but was tied into doctrinal shifts.

The history of Buddha images is greatly debated. In the early Buddhist tradition there were supposedly no images of the Buddha. He was instead represented by aniconic symbols, such as a Dharma wheel, a footprint, a throne, or a Bodhi tree (figure 6). Doctrinally this made sense since in the Nikaya traditions the Buddha was not a god, but a man, and thus was not to be an object of worship. Moreover, once the Buddha had attained
Figure 5. Maitreya Buddha. Mendut Temple (732 c.e.–929 c.e.), Jawa Tengah. Photo: John C. Huntington, courtesy of Huntington Collection.
Figure 6. Buddhapada. Kushan period (first–second century C.E.). Photo: John C. Huntington, courtesy of Huntington Collection.
*parinirvana* he no longer existed in any tangible way and was thus inaccessible. In other words, there was nothing left—only his teaching—which came to be represented by various abstract symbols.

Over time, however, Buddhist doctrine changed, as did the culture and artistic environment in which it operated. Thus eventually images of the Buddha started to appear. Yet where and when they did so is still debated. Regardless of the specifics, however, in none of these earlier images was the Buddha ever presented as a multi-headed deity. Such a development was a later phenomenon arising within the mélange of Gupta-period temple Hinduism, later Mahayana doctrine, and the nascent tantric movement, wherein the notion and representation of multi-armed and multi-headed deities were coming into being. Ibn Khalid had therefore apparently tapped into these developments. Indeed, it was this maelstrom of social, political, and religious forces that would ultimately coalesce into what we now identify as tantra, which was a form of religious practice and ideology that was to radically alter the Indian landscape.

At the time of ibn Khalid’s peregrinations, however, the distinctive schools and texts of tantra had not yet fully formed. The multi-headed Buddha he describes is thus not part of a distinctive third way of the Dharma, tantric Buddhism, but something that was in the process of being created. Indeed, it was only in the ninth and tenth centuries that there actually began to appear works specifically identifying themselves as either Hindu or Buddhist tantras. Before that these new ideas were circulating largely amidst the Siddhas, “a pool of wizards and demigods, supermen and wonder-workers that all South Asians (and Tibetans) could draw on to slake the thirst of their religious imagination, [who] were the most syncretistic landmarks on the religious landscape of medieval India.” In fact it was this world of the Siddhas and this moment in time that ibn Khalid captures so well. He thus does not talk about “tantric Buddhism” because such a thing did not yet exist.

Nevertheless, in his description of the religious traditions of India ibn Khalid does describe one group, right after his investigation of Buddhism, which does seem to capture the practices of the Siddhas and early tantrikas. Indeed, his description reflects some of the main ideas that were subsequently to become essential aspects of Buddhist tantra. Ibn Khalid called this group the Mahakalayah, the worshippers of Mahakala:

They have an idol named Mahakal which has four hands and is sapphire in color, with a great deal of lank hair on its head. It bares
its teeth, its stomach is exposed, and on its back is an elephant's skin dripping blood. The legs of an elephant's hide are tied in front of it. In one of its hands is a great serpent with its mouth open, in another is a rod, in the third there is a man's hand. It has the fourth hand uplifted. Two snakes are in its ears, like earrings, and two huge serpents, which have wrapped themselves around it, are on its body. On its head there is a crown made of skull bones, and it has a necklace also made of them. They claim that it is a demon from among the devils, meriting worship because of its great power and its possession of qualities which are praiseworthy and lovable, as well as despised and abhorred, and also because of its giving and refusing, doing good and committing evil. It is, moreover, their refuge during times of adversity.\textsuperscript{60}

If one looks at how Mahakala was eventually to be represented in the Tibetan tradition (figure 7), one can readily see how ibn Khalid was describing a tradition that was soon to become part and parcel of Buddhist tantra. And what is especially noteworthy is that his description captures so well the binary or reverse logic of tantra, wherein opposites are the same and enlightenment can be achieved through unorthodox means as in the case of compassionate and wrathful deities. Ibn Khalid was thus not only an astute observer of tantra's formation, but he may in fact have been the first foreigner to document this new South Asian religious movement.\textsuperscript{61} Curiously, however, in the Muslim world he would also be the last. Even though tantra was to eventually become the dominant Buddhist tradition in India as well as Inner Asia, Muslim knowledge of this powerful new religious and political technology virtually ceased with the work of ibn Khalid.

To explain this development one can possibly conjecture that as Buddhist tantra evolved it was no longer distinguishable in practice and theory from Hinduism. The famous fourteenth-century traveler Ibn Battuta, for example, apparently lacked any awareness of the difference between the two.\textsuperscript{62} Indeed, the idea that Buddhism eventually dissipated within the ever-amorphous category of Hinduism as a result of tantra is one of the most common explanations for the eventual disappearance of Buddhism in India. It may thus be possible that later Muslims who came into contact with Buddhist tantra saw nothing that distinguished it from Hinduism and thus both were readily cordoned off within the catch-all category of "idola-
Figure 7. Mahakala, Shadbhuja. Mongolia, nineteenth century. Ground mineral pigment, black background on cotton (C2006.66.279 [HAR 637]). Courtesy of Rubin Museum of Art.
try.” Such may indeed have been the case. However, another important factor that needs to be taken into consideration regarding this confusion is the above-mentioned split between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds.

The Buddhist-Muslim Split

In the beginning of the ninth century the Barmakid family fell into disgrace and Islam’s “India age” came to an end. The possibilities of a Sanskritic Islam were replaced with a Muslim world solely engaged with the legacy of Hellenism. This turn to the West was to have profound consequences, including the subsequent transmission of the Hellenic tradition to Europe that laid the foundation for the Renaissance. Yet before that epoch-making shift in world history, another transformation took place in Eurasia: namely, rather than growing together on account of increased trade, the Muslim and Buddhist worlds actually grew apart.

In order to begin to understand this Buddhist-Muslim split we need to recall what happened during the course of the ninth century. Most notably, during this period northwest India and parts of Central Asia broke away from the Caliphate and were ruled by several local dynasties. While the rise of the Samanid and Saffarid dynasties had numerous consequences the one that needs to be noted here is its relationship with the tandem Muslim turn to the West. That is, even though some of these local Central Asian dynasties came to outshine the Caliphate in various ways—especially financially and technologically—in the larger scheme of things Central Asia became more and more marginal in the Muslim imagination. Thus instead of being part of the broader Muslim world this area became instead a sort of buffer zone between the Islamic heartland and India, which itself came to be seen as impossibly distant. Thus unlike the Barmakid period when India was the land of science and mathematics and a place one could readily visit, India became instead a fantastical land far away, one, moreover, filled not with valuable knowledge but blasphemous gurus, magical mantras, and talking statues. Thus unlike the Barmakid period when India was within the Muslim orbit, in this later period India came instead to be seen as wholly other.

It is within this environment that we witness the escalating tendency to project images of magic and mystery on India as seen in the work of Ibn al-Nadim. Thus contrary to the earlier clear-eyed reporting of ibn Khalid there instead arose an array of fantastical tales about India. One of the
more curious examples of such fantasies is found in the mid-ninth-century travelogue attributed to Sulayman the Sailor, who reports about the “courtesans of the Buddha,” girls offered by their mothers to Buddhist monasteries to serve as prostitutes in order to gain merit and raise money for the temple. Of course, to make sense of this simultaneous fascination and repulsion we need to recognize that it was fueled by extenuating political and economic concerns. Indeed, Sulayman was a merchant and thus his work reflects the growing Muslim interest in the Indian market and, as has been repeatedly witnessed in history, economic interest has nothing necessarily to do with intellectual curiosity or cultural engagement. In fact there is often an almost inverse relation between interests in economic integration and cultural understanding. Thus it is not surprising that even as Muslim interest and involvement in the Indian economy increased exponentially, there was also a simultaneous decrease in actual awareness and interest in Indian religion and culture.

One of the more curious examples of these intertwined phenomena was the Muslim recognition of Sri Lanka as the Garden of Eden. The development of this legend captures well the fruitful intersection of economic interest and religious imagination. Sri Lanka was, of course, the central transit hub in east-west maritime trade and thus claiming it was “Muslim” territory was of paramount importance in order to control the trade routes. At the same time, however, it also reflects the growing disconnect between the real India, or in this case Sri Lanka, and the “India” of the Muslim imagination. Yet it is important to recognize that this development not only occurred on account of economic interests, but was also tied into the larger cultural and intellectual shift of the Muslim world away from the East and toward the West. As a result, the previous interest and engagement with the East seen during the Barmakid era came to an end during this period. In its place there developed not only fantastical tales of India’s riches, but also of its strangeness, which was clearly the perfect environment to foster the idea of Sri Lanka as being the Garden of Eden. And this development signaled not only the expansive economic reach of the Caliphate, but also the end of real Muslim intellectual engagement with the East.

On account of this shift it is not surprising that Muslim knowledge of Buddhism did not advance either. While some of this certainly had to do with the forces noted above, there were also others, and in fact at this time a real divide, or geographical gap, was developing between the Buddhist
and Muslim worlds. Some of this, of course, had to do with the gradual conversion of Buddhist families in northwest India and Central Asia to both Islam and Hinduism. This development over the centuries had resulted in there quite simply being fewer and fewer Buddhists with whom Muslims could actually interact, which was a phenomenon well captured in the work of al-Biruni, who in the eleventh century lamented the fact that he could not find any Buddhists to actually explain the Dharma to him.70 The Buddhists had therefore apparently disappeared, yet where had they gone? As we have seen many Buddhists had simply moved away from where Muslims were operating. Moreover, it is important to recall that the center of the Buddhist world had long since moved away from northwest India. In fact, during the consolidation of Muslim power in this region the Buddhist world had developed into two new religio-economic units. One was noted earlier, the "Buddhist Mediterranean" around the Bay of Bengal. Yet with the rise of tantra and its development in Tibet and its spread across Inner Asia there also arose another Buddhist trade network, which can be called the "Tantric Bloc" (map 10).

Although the Buddhist revival in Tibet in the eleventh century is well

Map 10. Three Economic Zones.
documented little attention is paid to its economic dimension. Yet in many ways one cannot understand the development of Buddhism in Tibet—its monasteries, its doctrines and rituals, its artistic traditions, etc.—without linking it to the integration of the Tibetan economy within the trading networks of Eurasia. Indeed, the rise of Tibet and the spread of tantric Buddhism across Asia was part and parcel of the development of this new Tantric Bloc that linked the Pala dynasty in India with Tibet, the Tangut kingdom (1038–1227 C.E.) in Central Asia, and the Khitan Liao dynasty (907–1125 C.E.) in north China, all of whom were Buddhist. Of course, the financial well-being of the Tantric Bloc and perhaps even the whole Eurasian economy was intimately tied to the economic miracle of the Song dynasty (960–1279) in China proper. Indeed, the importance of the Song economy and the explosion of maritime trade at this time are well known. Yet it is perhaps on account of this focus on China and the Islamic world, as well as on the sea, that what was happening in Inner Asia is generally overlooked. Not that the simultaneous economic boom of this period among the Tanguts or the Khitan Liao has escaped observation, but rather the integration that it entailed has been less explored. Indeed, all too often these pieces are studied in isolation and thus their intertwined nature is overlooked.

Recent research, however, is revealing just how connected the Tantric Bloc actually was. One notable piece of evidence in this regard is the famous Byodoin Amitabha temple in Kyoto, Japan. Built by Fujiwara Yorimichi in 1053 C.E., it has long been held up as a classic example of Japanese-ness. The fact of the matter, however, is that the temple is less a monument of Japanese-ness and more a confirmation of Eurasian integration since the architecture and style of the Byodoin temple is actually based upon Liao dynasty precedent. Moreover, some artistic elements in the Byodoin temple can even be traced back to Tibetan artistic elements found at Dunhuang in Inner Asia. The Byodoin temple is thus less an example of Japanese uniqueness than a monument to the interconnectedness of the Tantric Bloc in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

The case of the Byodoin temple also provides a further piece in the puzzle of why Buddhist-Muslim interaction seemed to decrease at this time. In many ways the map above captures the reason rather well visually: the Buddhist and Muslim worlds had grown apart economically. This is not to say that the Islamic world, the Buddhist Mediterranean and the Tantric Bloc were exclusive economic zones. In fact we know that at this time there
was an escalation in trade between India and China, which was invariably mediated through these Buddhist zones. However, while there was an apparent increase in trade and movement among these various Asian economic zones, and even with the Muslim world by means of maritime trade, it resulted in there actually being fewer possibilities for Muslims and Buddhists to interact. Buddhists were quite simply no longer living and conducting business in areas close to those of Muslim dominance. It is therefore not surprising that al-Biruni could not find a Buddhist when he wanted one.

Yet it was not only the rise of these different economic zones that fostered the growing divide between Buddhists and Muslims. A further development, which was tied into the rise of these zones, was the expansion of maritime trade around 1000 c.e. on account of advances in nautical technology, such as innovations in ship building and mapping, as well as the use of the compass. This shift in transportation methods had a profound impact on the traditional overland routes through Inner Asia, which were no longer a cost-effective means of transporting commodities. Yet the shift from land to sea also had less-tangible consequences, in particular, a growing disconnect between cultures. Maritime trade, that is, does not require the intense social engagement that overland trade requires, and thus even though the volume of trade may have increased on account of maritime trade, this did not mean there was a simultaneous increase in cultural interaction. In fact, as noted above, it is quite often the opposite.

Such a dynamic was in fact described by one of Ibn al-Nadim’s informers, a Nestorian Christian who had been in China. According to him the rise of maritime travel had actually resulted in a decrease in the Muslim world’s knowledge of Asia. “Sea voyages have changed and sea travel degenerated, so that the person who understand these things are few in number. Accidents have made their appearance, with fear and with islands to bar the voyages, so that only a person willing to brave dangers undertakes travel.” Indeed, by the eleventh century the links between the Islamic world and China had become so frayed that when the Khitan Liao dynasty sent an embassy to Mahmud of Ghazna in order to reestablish trade links, he dismissed it as impossible.

Such ignorance of the possibilities of overland trade across Inner Asia, much less the historical realities of such trade, reveals how far apart the Muslim and Buddhist worlds had grown by the eleventh century. And as noted by the Nestorian monk, the knowledge gap between these two worlds
only grew wider as time went on. The fact of the matter is that Muslim knowledge of the East largely froze in the eighth century. After that time the same ideas were repeated over and over again through the centuries even though the realities of Asia had changed in the interim. Muslim authors thus still talked about the Tibetan and Turk Empires in the twelfth century even though both had collapsed centuries earlier. And as one can well imagine in this “dark age,” Muslim knowledge of Buddhism did not expand either. Instead the same cursory ideas about the Dharma came to be repeated through the centuries as witnessed in the brief summation of the Dharma that is the epigraph to this chapter. Namely, after pointing out that Buddhists are “theologically deficient [mu’attila],” the tenth-century polymath Mutahhar b. Tahir Maqdisi notes simply the difference between the Nikaya and Mahayana interpretations of the Buddha: “they form two parties: that which affirms that He was a prophet commissioned as an apostle, and another which affirms that the Buddha is the Creator Himself.”

This, however, is not to say that Muslim intellectuals ignored entirely the East or the Dharma. Even on the other side of the Muslim world, in Toledo, Abu’l-Qasim Qadi Sa‘id al-Andalusi wrote about Indian religions in his Tabaqât al-Umam of 1068. Yet what they wrote was nothing new. Moreover, this curiosity about the East was more a reflection of the above-noted turn to the fantastic than any real critical engagement. Thus if later authors dealt with Buddhism at all they simply repeated what the few earlier authors, such as Ibn Khurdadhbih, Jayhani, Zurqan, and Iranshahri (whose works are now lost), had written. Thus even though there may have been a little bit more information about Buddhism in these later works, none of them reflects any firsthand knowledge of contemporary Buddhism.

Gardizi’s mid-eleventh-century Zayn al-akhbâr, for example, notes the Buddha’s focus on reason and the importance of meditation, but not the rise of tantra or even the varieties of Mahayana: “[Buddhists:] Those who believe in the Creator and in rewards and punishments, but reject prophets, say that God called upon his creatures wishing them to have no need of anybody else, because he has placed in their minds inclination to Good and hatred of Evil, (and he taught them) not to accept anything from another person which would be unacceptable to Reason, and to oppose the nature of their bodies. (As) God has no need of his creatures, or of their worship, they say that Paradise can be reached (only) through mental exertions and through opposition to the nature of the body, for this is a matter difficult to attain and especially to persevere in till the goal is reached.”
The same phenomenon is also found in Shahrastani’s *Kitāb al-milal wa-n-nihal* of 1125 c.e.85 His work has the longest description of Buddhism in any Muslim source, but as seen in the lengthy excerpt below, it does not contain anything new or an awareness of developments in the Buddhist tradition from the eighth century.

The Buddha, in their opinion, means a person who is not born, who never marries nor eats food nor drinks nor grows old nor dies. The first Buddha appearing in the world was named *Shakaman*, which means “the noble master.” Five thousand years elapsed from the time of his appearance to the time of the *hijra* (622). They assert that below the rank of the Buddha is the rank of the Budisa’iya, the latter term meaning “the one who seeks the way of truth.” Indeed, one arrives at this rank only by (following certain measures for attaining moral discipline): (a) patience and alms-giving; (b) seeking after that which ought to be sought; (c) abstinence and withdrawal from the world, and aloofness from its desires and pleasures; (d) abstinence from what is forbidden; (e) compassion for all created beings; (f) avoidance of the ten offenses, which are: 1. to kill any living creature; 2. to consider it lawful (to seize) human property; 3. to commit adultery; 4. to lie; 5. to utter calumnies; 6. to use obscene language; 7. to vilify; 8. to slander; 9. to say a stupid word; 10. to deny reward (and punishment) in the after life; and (g) adherence to the ten virtues, which are:

1. to demonstrate goodness and generosity
2. to pardon those who offend and to overcome anger through patience
3. to abstain from worldly desires
4. to meditate on the deliverance of the soul from this transitory world to that eternal world
5. to exercise the intellect through knowledge and culture and much thought about the consequences of worldly things
6. to exert control over the direction of the soul, that it may seek after higher things
7. to be soft-spoken and courteous in speaking with everyone
8. to be kind in dealing with other men, so that their wishes become more important than one’s own
9. to turn away totally from created beings and turn totally toward the truth
10. to dedicate the soul to seeking and attaining the truth.

This group maintains that the Buddhas came to them according to the number (of branches) of the Kil River, bringing them knowledge of the sciences and appearing to them in different kinds and as different individuals. Further, on account of the nobility of their substances, the Buddhas appeared only in the families of kings. They claim that there is no difference among the Buddhas with respect to what has been reported of them about the eternity of the world and about their assertion concerning reward already noted. The appearance of the Buddhas has been limited to India, however, due both to the wide variety of its creatures and climates and also to the many Indians who are intent on spiritual exercises and exertion. There is no one comparable to Buddha as they have described him—if they are right in that—except al-Khidr, whom Muslims recognize.86

Thus even though this work may have the most extensive study of the Dharma since ibn Khalid, it reflects neither an up-to-date engagement, nor an attempt at understanding.

Shahrastani was in fact a theologian who was presenting a catalogue of the world’s heresies. Buddhism was simply one of them. Thus unlike ibn Khalid, who presented accurate descriptions of contemporary Buddhism, Shahrastani’s work “juxtaposes accurate observations with gawky errors.”87 Moreover, unlike ibn Khalid, who compared Muslim ideas and practices with Buddhism in order to make sense of the Dharma, Shahrastani simply lists the few elements of the Dharma that he is aware of in order to ultimately dismiss them as false. The only curious exception to this theological strategy, however, is found in the final line of Shahrastani’s description, where he parallels the Buddhist veneration of the Buddha with the Muslim veneration of al-Khidr, a saint famous for his quest for mystical enlightenment.88 Yet although this comparison seems to reflect an attempt at religious comparison, the way it is phrased actually dismisses both of these practices as misguided since veneration of someone other than Allah goes against Muslim orthodoxy as Shahrastani imagines it.

But ultimately what is most remarkable about these later Muslim accounts is their complete ignorance of contemporary lived Buddhism in all
its multifarious forms. And this ignorance is not only in terms of doctrinal differences, but also in regard to ritual practices that anyone actually traveling in Buddhist areas would readily come across, such as "idol worshiping" and pilgrimage. While ibn Khalid readily described both of these practices, in later sources they simply disappear. Indeed, this shrinking awareness of the Dharma is perhaps epitomized in Marvazi's ʻTabīʿiat al-Ḥayawān (The Natural Property of Animals) from the beginning of twelfth century wherein the Buddhist tradition in its entirety is boiled down to one sentence: "They have many tales about Buddha and the Bodhisattvas on which they meditate. Most of them believe in metempsychosis [reincarnation]."89

Yet even reincarnation does not gain much attention in Muslim sources, which is notable because at the time there was a rather intense debate in Muslim intellectual circles about metempsychosis.90 The reason was that Muslim scholars wanted to incorporate Neo-Platonism into Islam but the Greek philosophers, especially Plato,91 believed in reincarnation and this presented a problem because it challenged their own belief in bodily resurrection. For Muslims to fully incorporate Neo-Platonic thought this contradiction had to be resolved. Yet in doing so the debate became wholly framed within a Western context. Never is the Buddhist view on the subject mentioned, much less engaged, and only rarely the Hindu. Indeed, the fact that Muslim scholars could so readily ignore Indian theories of reincarnation within this debate is symptomatic of how far apart the two worlds had grown. By the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries Muslim thinkers had neither contact with, nor interest in, the East. In fact India and the broader Asian world was no longer a place that had something to offer. It was simply a wealthy fantasy land far far away.

Other Muslims, Other Buddhists

The growing divide between the economic and religious zones outlined above were not immutable. Muslims clearly encountered and observed Buddhists not only in South Asia, but also in places such as Tibet and China. Indeed, as noted in the introduction, the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction is too often focused on India even though neither Buddhists nor Muslims were restricted to the subcontinent. Indeed, as part of their drive to expand the economic power of the Caliphate Muslim merchants ventured forth across the Asian littoral. Moving from south India to
Sri Lanka and through Southeast Asia, Muslim traders eventually moved up the coast of China. By the eighth century some had reportedly already made it to Korea. And by most accounts these were not minor expeditions, but a concerted effort to establish a Muslim trading network that could exploit the riches of the East.

The extent of this economic advance is well captured in the claim that there were 100,000 Muslims in ninth-century Canton. Although they were expelled during the Huang Chao rebellion of 879 C.E., this number of 100,000 merchants, even if exaggerated, amply reflects the power and scope of the Muslim trading network at this time. And in this regard it is important to recognize that Muslim traders were not only plying the southern sea-lanes, but also going across the traditional trade routes of Inner Asia. Tibet, for example, was an important region in the expanding Muslim trading network on account of its legendary deer musk, which, according to the Arab geographer Ibn Haugal, was “superior in both quality and price to all the varieties of musk.”

With all of these Muslim merchants working and traveling in both China and Tibet one would therefore imagine that there were ample opportunities for Buddhist-Muslim interaction. And there certainly were, as evidenced in an event recounted by the Japanese monk Ennin (793–864 C.E.), who traveled in China in 838–847 C.E. During his sojourn in Yangzhou he describes a monastery that needed to raise ten thousand strings of cash in order to restore the Balcony of Auspicious Images. To this end the monks arranged a lecture series on the Diamond Sutra over a two-month period in order to raise the required money. As it turned out a group of local Persian merchants gave one thousand strings of cash for this reconstruction project. Some other men from Champa in Vietnam gave two hundred strings of cash, while the Japanese themselves gave only fifty. From this episode one gets a sense of the possibilities of Buddhist-Muslim interaction, which could have been close and intimate in various times and places.

But even so, based on the available sources from this period it seems as if the Muslim view of Buddhism in both China and Tibet remained cursory. In fact, for centuries Muslim historians continued to believe that the Tibetan kings were actually of Yemenite origin. In trying to make sense of such erroneous views it is possible to attribute them to the commercial environment in which information was gathered. Regardless, however, Muslim knowledge of Buddhism in Tibet was minimal. The anonymous Persian geography of 982 C.E., the Hudud al-‘Alam, for example, describes
Tibetan religion in its entirety by noting simply that "all the people are idolaters." The author makes no specific connection with Buddhism, much less the tantric tradition. In fact the entirety of Tibet's Buddhist tradition is described as follows: "Lhasa, a small town with numerous idol temples and one Muslim mosque. In it live few Muslims... K.rsang (usang) belongs to Tibet. In it large idol temples are found. The locality is called Great Farkhar."  

The *Hudud al-'alam* in fact does not offer much more about Tibet than these scant observations. Moreover, what it does offer is again more of the fantastical, which in turn became staple features in the Muslim representation of Tibet. One of these fantastical representations is the idea that Tibet is home to an enormous "poisonous mountain" (*Jabal al-samm*), a "fact" that is even repeated by al-Biruni. Another fantastical element is even more curious: "A particular feature of their country is that whoever enters it becomes ever gay and smiling without knowing the reason for it, and never a sad (face) is seen in it." Whether this vision set the tone for the subsequent Western view of Tibet as Shangri-La is unknown; nevertheless, it certainly set the tone for Tibet as a wonderful and carefree place. Regardless, what these fantastical representations of Tibet do reveal is that the Muslim engagement with Tibet, much less tantric Buddhism, was never serious, much less critical.

At the same time, of course, what now appears to be an age of ignorance may simply be a lack of sources from the period. Thus perhaps rather than seeing Ennin's description of Buddhist-Muslim interaction in ninth-century China as unique, or an anomaly, perhaps such exchanges were far more common than our sources allow us to reconstruct. Indeed, one small piece pointing in this direction is found in relation to Tibet. In Arabic, namely, there developed a peculiar term for Buddhists: *mahmarah*. The word means "wearer of red clothes," and must refer to the maroon robes that monks wear in accord with later Buddhist texts like the *Kâlacakratantra*. Thus clearly Muslims were in contact with Tibetan Buddhists, but unfortunately much of what happened in these exchanges has now been lost.

The situation is much the same in the case of China. While Islamic sources provide a wealth of material on Chinese customs, from burial rites to sodomy, the Buddhist tradition gets short shrift even though Muslim writers do recognize that Chinese pray to "idols" and have "Indian teachers." But at some point there developed the misconception in the Muslim
world that all Chinese were Manicheans, and this mistake was maintained in Muslim sources for centuries.\textsuperscript{106} Even so, as in the case of Tibet, there are also glimmers of a greater awareness of Chinese religious life. The Nestorian monk who had returned to Iraq after a failed missionary trip to China and became an informant for Ibn al-Nadim, for example, explains at length Chinese practices focusing on the family, the emperor, and the state, which today would conventionally be labeled as Confucianism.\textsuperscript{107} At the same time, he also explains that “most of them are dualists and Shamaniyah.” And in this regard al-Nadim cites another informer who also asserts that “among the ordinances of China are exaltation and worship of kings. This holds true for most of the common people, but the doctrines of the kings and important people are dualism and the Shaminiyah [faith].” In both of these cases, dualism and Shamaniyah (from the Sanskrit \textit{sramana}) refer to Daoism and Buddhism, both of which were prevalent in Tang dynasty China (618–907 C.E.).\textsuperscript{108}

Muslims were therefore rather astute observers of Chinese religious life. Indeed, they accurately captured the fluid nature wherein all three of the religious traditions—Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism—were practiced simultaneously for various ends, an idea that has in fact only been “rediscovered” by Western scholars in recent years.\textsuperscript{109} Yet such astute observations by these early Muslim travelers did not necessarily lead to further explorations of Buddhism in China, much less an exposition of Chinese Buddhism by scholars and theologians in the Muslim heartland, who presumably imagined the Dharma in China was the same as that found in India. The only exception to this general pattern, however, is a curious comment found in Marvazi’s twelfth-century \textit{Taba'i' al-hayawan}, which contains the following description of China: “Most of their crops are cereals. Whenever the rains have been scanty, prices rise, and when the inhabitants have suffered from scarcity the king sends (his men) to the idol-temples to seize the shamans, to imprison them, to put them in irons and to threaten them with death if it does not rain, and they keep using them roughly till it does rain.”\textsuperscript{110} In this case the \textit{shamans} in the idol temples are again the Shamaniyah, or Buddhist monks, who ever since the famous fourth-century thaumaturge Fotucheng of the Northern Wei dynasty (386–534 C.E.),\textsuperscript{111} had been famous in China for their rainmaking abilities.\textsuperscript{112} This small observation therefore reveals again an intimate Muslim knowledge of real Buddhist practices in China.

Yet even so, no Muslim source from this later period is as coherent or
systematic as ibn Khalid’s description from the eighth century. Indeed, none of them reflect the openness and attempts at understanding that were the hallmark of his work. In fact as time wore on and the political and economic scene changed, Muslim interest in and perhaps even tolerance toward the Dharma began to wane. This phenomenon is best captured in the Muslim representation of Khotan, the famed and wealthy Iranian Buddhist city-state on the Silk Road that was not only strategically located on the east-west trade route, but also sat on top of a treasure trove of jade. In recognition of this wealth and its attendant power the tenth-century Hudūd al-‘Ālam, for example, claimed that “the king of Khotan lives in great state and calls himself ‘Lord of the Turks and Tibetans.’”113 In this regard the author of the Hudūd al-‘Ālam was not simply repeating outdated historical realities. In the tenth century the Khotanese king had in fact sent six embassies to China, and also married his daughter into the powerful Cao family that had recently taken over Dunhuang.114 Khotan was therefore a powerful city-state at the time of the Hudūd al-‘Ālam’s composition. Yet, more importantly, it was also one of the last Buddhist kingdoms in the frontier zone between the Caliphate and the Tantric Bloc of Inner Asia.115

It is therefore not surprising that Muslim sources also contain information about the Dharma in Khotan. The Hudūd al-‘Ālam notes, for example, that the area of Khotan “possesses many idol-temples.”116 But as in the case of both Tibet and China the author also reveals a deeper knowledge of the Dharma. In fact, it is only in regard to Khotan that a Muslim source describes the important Buddhist practice of relic worship:117 “It is a pleasant place situated close to the mountains. In it there is a certain dead body (yaki murda) venerated by the inhabitants.”118 But at the same time that the author provides us with this important observation of lived Buddhist practice, he also makes the claim that the Khotanese, or people living within Khotan’s borders, are cannibals.119

How can one reconcile these two incongruous descriptions? We may never know the answer to this question, though one can begin by noting that as in the case of Tibet and China, the Muslim awareness of Buddhist relic worship confirms that there was a greater knowledge of the Dharma than the extant sources seem to reveal. And as with the claim of human sacrifice in ibn Khalid’s description of Bamiyan, it is possible to conjecture that the accusation of cannibalism was part of a larger religiopolitical discourse. Namely, Khotan was a place that not only continued to thrive economically, but also steadfastly refused to accept Islam. Claiming they were
cannibals was thus a convenient way of dehumanizing them. They were thus not only Buddhists, but beyond the pale of humanity. Whether this interpretation is correct or not, the author of the Ḥudūd al-ʿĀlam need not have been so worried. Twenty-six years after this work was finished Khotan fell to the forces of the Muslim Qarakhanid dynasty. The conquest was in turn immortalized in a short poem:

We came down on them like a flood,
We went out among their cities,
We tore down the idol-temples,
We shat on the Buddha's head!

The Buddhist Response

If we are to begin to fathom both the Buddhist response to Islam and the continuity of the Dharma in places like Khotan and Kashmir we need to return to the above map of the three economic zones. In doing so it becomes clear that Kashmir and Khotan were located precisely at the frontier of both the Muslim and Buddhist worlds and their respective networks of commodity and cultural exchange. Being thus situated had both its benefits and dangers. While the Khotanese and Kashmiris could act as important intermediaries between these two worlds, they were also far removed from the new centers of the Buddhist world—the Buddhist Mediterranean and the Tantric Bloc. Khotan and Kashmir were thus increasingly isolated and within this context it is perhaps not surprising that there arose among their inhabitants a certain sense of doom.

One factor generating this feeling of despair among the Khotanese and Kashmiris was clearly the expansion of Islam. Another factor, however, and perhaps one even more pressing in the Buddhist mind was the growth of Hinduism. As noted above, many later commentators have argued that Buddhism largely melded into Hinduism on account of tantra. Yet, while one can readily see similarities between Buddhist and Hindu tantra, it is also important to recognize that both the Hindu and Buddhist tantric traditions tried valiantly to differentiate themselves from each other. Indeed, as one scholar has noted, the problem faced by Buddhists was less about the two traditions merging into one another than the increasingly esoteric nature of tantric Buddhism itself, which made it "incomprehensible to India's masses and [thus] held few answers to their human concerns and
aspirations.” In fact, the direct result of this Buddhist obscurantism was that the various forms of Hindu devotionalism became a far more valid alternative for the majority of people.

The shift away from Buddhism toward Hinduism is in fact a stock story in both Buddhist and Hindu sources. One such example is found in the Tibetan historian Taranatha’s early seventeenth-century History of Buddhism in India: “There is no doubt that many siddhas and sadhakas lived at this period. But since the karma of the people in general was unalterable, all these could not be prevented. At that time, most of the yogi followers of Gauraksa were fools and, driven by the greed for money and honour offered by the tirthika kings, became followers of Isvra [Siva]. They used to say, ‘We are not opposed even to the Turuksas [Turks].’ Only a few of them belonging to the Natesvari-varga remained insiders [Buddhists].”

Even though Taranatha’s work is admittedly from a much later period, it does poignantly capture the anger and confusion of this earlier period when Buddhism was being challenged by both Islam and Hinduism. Besides lamenting, however, it is another issue entirely what Buddhists actually did about this deteriorating situation. Some, as we have seen, moved to other areas where they could continue to practice the Dharma. Others converted. And some apparently used tantric magic in order to defeat their enemies. Lilavajra, for example, having “heard the rumor of an impending Turk invasion defeated their soldiers by drawing the Yamari-cakra. After reaching Magadha, the soldiers became dumb and inactive and remained so for a long time. Thus they turned away.” An even more frightening use of such magic is found in the biography of Kamalaraksita:

He once thought of holding a gana-cakra in the crematorium of Vikrama. Along with many Tantrika disciples, he brought there the materials for sadhana carried by the yoginis. On the way they encountered the minister of the Turk king of Karna of the west, who was then proceeding to invade Magadha with 500 Turks. They plundered the materials for sadhana. When, however, they came near the acarya and his attendants, the acarya became angry and threw at them an earthen pitcher full of charmed water. Immediately was generated a terrible storm and black men were seen emerging from it and striking the Turks with daggers in hand. The minister himself vomited blood and died and the others were afflicted with various diseases. Excepting one, none of them
returned to their country. This made both the [Hindus] and Turks terror-stricken.\textsuperscript{126}

Another Buddhist response to Islam for which there is more evidence than tantric war magic was to turn to the well-established myths of the Dharma’s decline.

One of the first of these myths appeared in Khotan, and it specifically prophesied the end of the Dharma at the hands of barbarian Persians and Turks.\textsuperscript{127} Of course, knowing as we now do that Khotan would ultimately be conquered by the Qarakhanids in 1008 C.E., it is possible to read this prophecy as an astute and prescient commentary on the contemporary situation. But it was not only in Khotan that Islam would make a violent appearance in the eleventh century. The most famous Muslim advance at this time was Mahmud of Ghazna’s conquest of northwest India, which would leave a wake of destruction in its path. And as pointed out by al-Biruni, it was precisely this slash-and-burn approach that generated so much hatred among the Indians toward Muslims and Islam in general: “Mahmud utterly ruined the prosperity of the country and performed there wonderful exploits, by which the [Indians] became like atoms of dust scattered in all directions, and like a tale told of old in the mouth of the people. Their scattered remains cherish, of course, the most inveterate aversion towards all Muslims. This is the reason, too, why [Indian] sciences have retired far away from those parts of the country conquered by us, and have fled to places which our hand cannot yet reach, to Kashmir, Benares, and other places. And there the antagonism between them and all foreigners receives more and more nourishment from both political and religious sources.”\textsuperscript{128} It is therefore within this context of real and impending disaster in the Buddhist borderlands that we need to situate our first extensive Buddhist response to Islam.

There had been a few earlier Buddhist notices of Islam,\textsuperscript{129} such as in the eighth-century Korean pilgrim Ou-‘kong’s claim that out of fear he avoided the Islamic areas of Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{130} But nothing compares to the extensive material found in the \textit{Kalacakra tantrtra} and its various commentaries. Moreover, having been compiled in the early eleventh century at a time and in a place where Buddhism was readily on the decline, it is unsurprising that a sense of doom and desperation permeates the work.\textsuperscript{131} In fact, the teaching of this particular tantra is expressly claimed to be a hedge against the advance of Islam.\textsuperscript{132} Indeed, it is the very possibility of Islam taking over
the world as found in the earlier Khotanese prophecy that shapes both the eschatology and soteriology of the *Kalacakratantra*.

This vision is most eloquently encapsulated in the apocalyptic myth of Shambhala. It prophesies a future in which Islam takes over the world. At this point the Buddhist savior, Kalkin Raudra Cakrin, will ride forth with his army from the hidden Inner Asian kingdom of Shambhala and annihilate the Muslims thereby ushering in a new golden age of pure Buddhism.\textsuperscript{133} Even though this vision was clearly a response to contemporary realities in northwest India, later commentators explained that this apocalyptic vision was not an external battle, but rather an internal battle within one’s own mind\textsuperscript{134}—an interpretation that curiously parallels in reverse the development of the theories about the “greater” and “lesser” jihad.

Be that as it may, the *Kalacakratantra* contains not only this vision of Islam’s destruction, but also offers us the earliest Buddhist interpretation of Muslim thought and practice. Unfortunately, however, the precise Muslim school that the author(s) of the *Kalacakra* corpus had direct familiarity with is unclear. It is possible that the Buddhists were most familiar with the Isma’ilis or the Mubayyida (“White Clad”) followers of Abu Muslim (d. 755 C.E.) and his disciple al-Muqanna\textsuperscript{4} (d. 779 C.E.). Yet even these conjectures are unlikely since the list of eight prophets found in the *Kalacakratantra*—Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, the White-Clad One, Muhammad, and the Mahdi—does not accord with any known Muslim school. Indeed, it is perhaps the case that the authors of the *Kalacakra* were, like their Muslim colleagues, largely unfamiliar with Islam and thus were actually presenting a tradition that was no longer extant, such as the Mubayyida. Or else it may have been the case that they were most familiar with a heterodox school of Islam, of which we know nothing, since many of these unorthodox groups were fleeing Sunni persecution at this time and seeking refuge in north India. Yet, even so, which one of these groups, or if any of them, believed in the eight prophets, is unknown. Regardless, it seems unlikely the authors of the *Kalacakra* were engaging with Sunni Muslims, and to a certain extent this makes sense if we recall that the Isma’ilis had ruled northwest India for the two centuries prior to the *Kalacakratantra*’s appearance.

Regardless of the specific Muslim tradition that the *Kalacakratantra* author(s) were trying to represent, however, they do have a rather coherent understanding of the general parameters of Islam. They recognize Muhammad as the founder of the tradition and that “ar-Rahman”—the common
epithet for Allah meaning “the compassionate”—is the omnipotent creator of the world. Moreover, it is a person’s duty to follow God’s command and one will either be rewarded with heaven or punished with hell. The Buddhists also knew that Muslims did not believe in reincarnation, but in bodily resurrection in the afterlife. They were also cognizant of Muslim ritual practices, such as fasting during Ramadan. They also knew about the five daily prayers, during which they first wash, then kneel down and “draw in their limbs like a tortoise.” Yet for the Buddhists the most bizarre Muslim custom was circumcision: “[they] cut the skin from the tips of their penises as cause for happiness in Heaven.”

Above and beyond these practices, the one Muslim ritual that receives the lengthiest and most vitriolic Buddhist attack is animal sacrifice. The Buddhists namely misconstrued the preparation of halāl meat, during which an animal’s throat is cut with the prayer Bismillah, as an actual blood offering to Allah. Although their understanding of this ritual was flawed from the beginning the author(s) of the Kālacakra spend a great deal of energy in condemning this practice. And in their misguided attack they parallel this Muslim practice with Vedic sacrifice, which Buddhists had long critiqued, and thereby in a curious manner linked the two enemies of the Dharma—Islam and Hinduism—into one. In fact, since the two practices are so similar the Buddhists believed that the Hindus would invariably convert to Islam and thus further the prediction of worldwide Islamic domination.

[Sūryaratha, you and the other Brahman sages must be initiated into the Kālacakra, and eat, drink, and form marriage relations with the vajra family of the Vajrayāna.] Otherwise, after eight hundred years have elapsed your descendants will engage in the barbarian dharma and will teach the barbarian dharma in the ninety-six great lands of Shambhala and so forth. Using the mantra of the barbarian deity Bismillāh, they will slit the throats of animals with cleavers. Then they will prescribe eating the flesh of those beasts killed with the mantra of their own deity, and will prohibit eating the flesh of those that die due to their own karma. That the very dharma is authoritative for you [Brahman sages] because of the statement in the smṛti: “Beasts are created for sacrifice” (Manuṣmṛti 5.39a). With regard to killing there is no difference between the barbarian dharma and the Vedic dharma.
Therefore, your descendants will see the valor of those barbarians and the incarnation of their death deity (*māradevatāvatārum*) in battle, and in the future, after eight hundred years have elapsed, they will become barbarians. Once they have become barbarians, everyone dwelling in the nine-hundred-and-sixty million villages, the four castes and so forth, will also become barbarians. For the brahman sages say: "Where the great man goes, that is the path" (*Mahābhārata* 3.297; appendix p. 1089, l. 68).

In the barbarian dharma as well as in the Vedic dharma one must kill for the sake of the deities and the ancestors, and the same is true in the dharma of the kshatriyas. For the brahman sages say: "Having satisfied the ancestors and the gods, there is no fault in eating flesh" (*Yājñavalkyasmiti* 1.5.178cd); and likewise: "I see no fault in one who would do ill to a vicious [beast]" [quotation unidentified]

Thus, holding the Vedic dharma to be authoritative, they will adopt the barbarian dharma. For this reason, so that in the future you will not enter the barbarian dharma, I give you this precept. Therefore, you venerable sirs must obey my command [to take initiation into the *Kālacakra*].137

On account of this entire conceptual edifice being constructed on a misunderstanding there arises the important question of how well informed the Buddhists actually were about Islam. Indeed, a glaring omission in the Buddhist exploration of Islam is the fundamental practice of the Hajj, or pilgrimage to Mecca. While we recognize that this absence may have arisen quite simply on account of the fact that Buddhists would have been especially unlikely to have seen the Hajj firsthand, it is nevertheless still surprising that according to the *Kālacakratantra*, Mecca is identified as the country where Muhammad was born in the city of Baghdad.

Such confusion should certainly raise questions about the *Kālacakratantra* author's or authors' knowledge of Islam. But at the same time there are sections of the tantra that display a far more sophisticated response to Islam than such errors would suggest. This is seen, for example, in the following philosophical refutation of Muslim doctrine.

The barbarians observe the demonic dharma; they are proponents of a Creator, a soul, and are free of casteism. The barbarians have
two dogmas: the dogma of [the body being] an aggregation of particles, and the dogma of an epiphenomenal person (upapattayaṅgika-pudgala) dwelling within the physical body that is composed of an aggregation of particles, then who takes up another body when the body consisting of an aggregation of particles is destroyed? Thus, there is a spontaneously generated person (upapāduka-pudgala). That proves that the heavenly reward is the reward of nirvana—there is no so-called "nirvana other than the heavenly reward."

When [the barbarians] ask about reality, the Bhagavan [Buddha] who knows reality, knowing their own beliefs, says [in the Bhārahāra-sūtra]: "There is a person who bears the burden; I do not say it is permanent, I do not say it is impermanent." That is indeed true, because it is the statement of the Bhagavan; one who is unable to say that the person [who is a product of] mental propensities in the dream state is impermanent or permanent. Due to this statement of the Tathāgata, [the barbarians] abandon the barbarian dharma and become Buddhist Vaibhāśikas. Furthermore, some hear the transcendental Dharma being taught to the bodhisattvas, abandon the dogma of a person, and resort to the path of the true, perfect Buddha.138

This critique of Islam and the wistful hope that it will sway Muslims to the Dharma reveals that Buddhists were not only rather well informed about Islam, but also actively involved in defending their beliefs at the same time as they refuted those of Islam.

But such exchanges were not simply a one-sided affair as the following passage reveals. In this case the Buddhists are defending the theory of karma and reincarnation in reaction to a Muslim critique based on the belief in bodily resurrection.

Now, "A living being," etc., states a [Muslim] refutation [of the doctrine that one] experiences [the results of] previous karma [in the present life] and accumulates present karma [for the future]:

Śrī Kālacakra 2.168
[Buddhists claim:] A living being experiences previously created karmas [in the present life], and [the karmas created]
in the present in another life. [The Muslims reply:] If this were so, men could not destroy karma because of [their] repeated other lives. There would be no exit from samsara, and no entrance to liberation, because of their limitless existences. The rejection of other lives is indeed the belief of the Muslims.

[The Muslim] believe that [the Buddhist doctrine that] a living being experiences previously created karmas [in this life], and [the karma] created in this life in another life [is false]. If such were the case, [they say,] men could not destroy karma because they would experience the results of karma in repeated other lives. Thus there would be no exit from samsara, and no entrance to liberation, because of limitless existences. That is indeed the belief of the [Muslim]. However, [the tantra] says, "the rejection of other lives." The barbarian Muslims believe that a dead man experiences happiness or suffering in heaven or hell with that human body in accordance with ar-Rahman's law. Thus, the rejection of other lives is [their] precept.\textsuperscript{139}

What is interesting about this passage is not whether either the Buddhists or Muslims won this theological debate, but that it reveals a critical engagement in the tradition of the other by both parties. Indeed, it even makes it seem as if there actually may have been Buddhist-Muslim debates.

Of course, the author(s) of the \textit{Kālacakratantra} and its commentary the \textit{Vimalaprabhā}, where this debate is found, could easily have fabricated this exchange in order to defend the correctness of their own views vis-à-vis Islam, much as the later fifteenth-century Muslim historian imagined a Buddhist-Muslim debate at the time of Caliph Harun al-Rashid being won by the defenders of Islam. Yet there is in fact further evidence, as witnessed in the case of the Ramanandis, that lends credence to the idea that such intense Buddhist-Muslim exchange was not simply a figment of the imagination.

The most explicit evidence for such interaction is revealed in the \textit{Kālacakratantra}'s astrological system, which was actually created in reaction to the growing influence of Muslim science in tenth-century India. In particular, Indian astronomy at this time had begun to adopt certain aspects of Islamic Ptolemaic theory.\textsuperscript{140} Buddhist scholars saw this importation of Western sci-
ence as a "corruption" of ancient Indian wisdom and therefore created the *Kālacakratantra* system as a direct refutation of Greek and Muslim influence.\(^{141}\) But in doing so they actually created a new astrological system that was indebted to the very tradition it was rejecting. The *Kālacakratantra* thus not only uses Islamo-Ptolemaic methods for reckoning position, but also in its orientation of the heavens it abandons the Indian focus on the Pleiades and adopts instead the "Western" first point of Aries.\(^{142}\) Thus in more ways than one the *Kālacakratantra*, which was to shape the Buddhist tradition for the next millennium, was very much a product of Buddhist-Muslim interaction.

What is surprising in this regard is that although much of the *Kālacakra-tantra* is clearly anti-Muslim it also contains positive evaluations of Islam. In particular, the Buddhists praise the Muslim doctrine of equality and its complete rejection of the caste system. Muslims are also respected for their ferocity and heroism in battle, as well as their monogamy and their attention to hygiene. Moreover, in accord with both the Buddhist and Muslim links to the world of business and trade the *Kālacakratantra* also notes approvingly that Muslims respect each other's property.

All of this material therefore leads one to conclude that there was more Buddhist-Muslim interaction than the common story and the available sources would lead us to believe. And the fact is that such exchange is reflected not only in the intellectual engagements outlined above, but also in terms of material exchange. The most well-known example of this phenomenon is the borrowing of the Buddhist monastery as a model in the development of the Islamic madrasa, which itself became the basis of the university in the Christian West.\(^{143}\) Unfortunately, however, the full dynamics of this transmission are not fully understood—and indeed they are still debated—yet even so, there are other less dramatic examples of material exchange that shed light on Buddhist-Muslim interaction.

One such exchange that scholars have explored in depth is the Buddhist influence on Muslim art. "Geometrical and vegetal patterns, lions and mythical creatures which decorate Buddhist ivory panels and stone carvings reappear in later Islamic art, either faithfully copied, or in somewhat modified forms. However, the impact of Buddhism is perhaps most strongly manifested in early Islamic metalwork. Surprisingly not only the decorative designs were borrowed from Buddhist art, but more explicitly, Islamic metalworkers copied the forms of Buddhist monuments, first of all the shape of the stupas."\(^{144}\)
Yet such transfers between the Buddhist and Islamic worlds were not unidirectional, nor were they exclusively in the realm of material products. There were also intellectual exchanges as evidenced in the transmission of Greek medical knowledge into Tibet, which involved not only the theoretical conceptualizations of Galen, but also practical applications such as the Muslim methods of urine analysis and healing head wounds, both of which became a part of the Tibetan medical tradition.

Of course, the transmission of the healing arts is a common feature of cross-cultural contact since such sciences often operate beyond the bounds of political and religious orthodoxy. As in the case in India, for example, where there is "good evidence that Hindu physicians and alchemists were welcomed into the courts of Muslim princes whose thirst for immortality, increased virility, and the philosopher’s stone would have been stronger than their religious fervor. [And] we know that Muslim physicians, alchemists, and mystics were avid for the wisdom of their Indian counterparts." Thus it is not surprising that it is within the realms of healing and magic that we also find exchange between Asia and the Muslim world.

The most well-known example of such a transmission is found in the case of the "magic squares" that were used for divination (figures 8 and 9). Yet a further example of such east-west exchange is found in the blockprinted Arabic amulets that seem to have a Buddhist origin (figure 10).

The first reason one can make such a conjecture is that Buddhists not only invented printing in the early eighth century, but also were integral in transmitting papermaking technology across Eurasia. Moreover, Buddhists had been using both of these technologies in order to make amulets for centuries. Thus the fact that a similar practice would suddenly appear in the Muslim world, especially when East-West exchange was reviving during the twelfth-century, does not seem to be simply a coincidence. Indeed, further evidence for such a transmission is borne out by the similarity of the Arabic amulets to Chinese and Tibetan prototypes. For example, the lotus in the square (figures 11 and 12) and the grid of squares (figures 13 and 14) found on several Arabic amulets is similar to many Tibetan amulets.

Yet what is most intriguing about the Arabic amulets is that they do not follow the standard codex format of traditional Muslim books, rather the majority are in the distinctive long and narrow pustaka style of Indic and Tibetan texts that are based on palm leave manuscripts (figures 15 and 16).
Indeed, based simply on these external features of the Arabic amulets it seems as if Muslims simply adopted the most prevalent form of paper in Buddhist Inner Asia, which was the *pustaka*. And while on one level this may not appear to be the best format for Arabic script, much less carving it into blocks, it is important to recall that other Aramaic-derived scripts used in Buddhist Inner Asia, such as Sogdian and Uygur, were also printed in the *pustaka* format. Of course, under the influence of Chinese these scripts were eventually read top-to-bottom rather than right-to-left, yet...
such a difference would make no difference in the carving of such blocks, and the resulting text could clearly be turned any which way in order to make it legible (figures 17 and 18).

Moreover, a further piece of evidence to support the Buddhist origin of this technology is that the Indo-Tibetan folio format apparently became so popular in the Muslim world that it was subsequently used in the preparation of manuscript Qur’ans, as seen in exemplars from twelfth-century Afghanistan. As a result, it seems very likely that Muslims developed the tradition of blockprinting amulets through their relations with Buddhists in Inner Asia.
Yet my suggestion that Buddhists and Muslims exchanged ideas and technologies regarding amulets is based not only on the value both traditions placed on such practices and the above inferences, but also on an historical episode that reveals the Buddho-Muslim world in which such a technological transfer could have taken place: in 1295 the Mongol ruler of
Figure 11. Arabic amulet. Michaelides (charta) E 33. Courtesy of Cambridge University Library.
Figure 12. Tibetan amulet, from Drepung Monastery, Tibet. Collection of author.
Figure 14. Tibetan amulet, from Drepung Monastery, Tibet. Collection of author.
Figure 15. Arabic amulet. 11th–12th century. Ink on paper. 6 1/8 x 1 1/2 in. (15.6 x 3.8 cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Richard Ettinghausen, 1975 (1975.192.20). Image © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Figure 16. Tibetan text (’phags-pa tshe dang ye shes dpag tu med pa zhes bya ba theg pa chen po’i mdo). Collection of author.
Figure 17. Mongol blockprint, from Mergen Gegen's Sungbum. Collection of author.
Figure 18. Arabic amulet. Papyrus 705b. Courtesy of the Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University.
Iran, a Buddhist, converted to Islam, and what is interesting is that an amulet played a key role.

I sent him a robe which he put on, and he also wore a woolen cloak. He went to the palace where we joined him; he was standing. The people gathered round from all sides, (including) the army and the royal women. It was a great affair. I stayed at his side, and Nauruz was with me too; I had a talisman with me, in which (were written) some of the prayers of the Shaikh and his words and epitomes. He (Ghazan) saw it and asked about it. Nauruz explained what it was, giving some information about my father, and told him some of his miracles and traditions. I took out the talisman and presented it to him; he looked at it and gave it back to me. I put it in its pouch and handed it over to him. He took it and slung it over his right side. I suggested that he put it on the left side, as was customary, which he did. He was overcome with bashfulness and embarrassment, being only a youth not yet thirty years old and of fair complexion. He left the baths and shyness overcame him, so that his blush deepened.

Then Nauruz talked to him about Islam, and the king said, “I have given my promise on this, and now is the time, with this son of the Shaikh present.” (Sadr al-Din said), Then he looked at me, and asked, “How should I say it?” I told him, raising up my finger: “I bear witness that there is no God but God,” which he pronounced. Then I said, “and I bear witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of God.” Then he talked with Nauruz in Turkish and said, “(should) I bear witness once more?” (Nauruz) said yes, and he pronounced it (again).

When he had finished, one and all thronged round where he was sitting, and it was impossible to restrain anyone (approaching) and scattering gold and silver and pearls over him. The people began picking him up, and kissing the king’s hands and feet and asking his blessing. They became vociferous and the delight intensified. It was impossible to restrain anyone, and no-one was diffident about approaching the king. He sat on a throne and the people remained below him, carrying on their antics and their rejoicing, while he was looking at them and laughing.
The conversion of Ghazan Khan therefore not only reveals the importance of amulets in both the Buddhist and Muslim traditions, but also affords us a glimpse of the Buddho-Muslim world wherein a valuable technology such as blockprinting could possibly be transmitted from east to west.

Yet, even though the actual history and mechanics of such a technology transfer are unclear, what all of these artistic and material exchanges confirm is that the meeting between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds at this time was not only one of confrontation as the Kālacakratantra and the writings of someone like Shahrastani would lead us to believe. Rather, by coming into contact both traditions had to assimilate new ideas and products, as well as respond to them as they best saw fit. And in this regard Muslim authors became over time more and more blasé and dismissive of the Dharma. Buddhists, on the other hand, responded frantically to Islam by creating entirely new mythologies and astrological systems.

These differing responses can be explained not only by the growing divide between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds, but also on the unlevel playing field that the two traditions imagined themselves to be upon. On account of the Islamic world’s power and prosperity the Muslims clearly felt self-assured and confident—they were the future. And as is often the case in such a situation, the value of knowing or caring about others retreats before one’s own sense of superiority. On the other hand, Buddhists, especially those in the frontier zone, had to not only understand its “enemy,” but also come up with an appropriate manner in which to respond. The Khotanese prophecy of decline and the Kālacakratantra were two such responses.

But what would happen if the tables were to suddenly turn? What if the economic power of the Islamic world was somehow to falter, and Buddhism were to once again rise up? Indeed, contrary to the dire situation of the Buddhist borderlands captured in the Kālacakratantra, the fact of the matter is that the Dharma was flourishing. All along the Buddhist Mediterranean and across the Tantric Bloc of Inner Asia the Dharma had never waned. It was in fact experiencing a renaissance. Thus what would happen if this Buddhist world were to become harnessed to the most powerful military force the world had ever seen? One consequence would be that the Mongol ruler Hülegü, a Buddhist and brother of Khubilai Khan, would sack Baghdad in 1258 C.E. and kill the Caliph. Moreover, on account of
the Mongol conquest the earlier tripartite religio-economic zones of the medieval period would be shattered and Eurasia would be entirely reconfigured. How Buddhists and Muslims responded to these momentous events are the focus of the next chapter.
CHAPTER THREE

Idolatry

Allah's Apostle returned from a journey when I ['Aisha] had placed a curtain of mine having pictures over (the door of) a chamber of mine. When Allah's Apostle saw it, he tore it and said, "The people who will receive the severest punishment on the Day of Resurrection will be those who try to make the like of Allah's creations." So we turned it (i.e. the curtain) into one or two cushions.

—Hadith of al-Bukhāri, No. 838

May all of the states of knowledge achieved by the Blessed One—analytical insight, perseverance, the four perfect confidences, the forty paths—a total of seventy-seven different properties—be invested in this image. May the boundless concentration and the body-of-liberation of the Buddha be invested in this image for 5,000 years during the lifetime of the religion. May all of the miracles performed by the Buddha after his enlightenment in order to dispel the doubts of all humans and gods be invested in this image for all time. . . . May all the gods, together with Indra, Brahma, Mara, and all people protect this Buddha image, as well as the relics and the religion for 5,000 years for the welfare of all human beings and gods.

—Buddha Abhiseka

In the beginning of the tenth century a man from Nishapur was arrested and jailed for denouncing Islam. One of the day's leading scholars, however, was intrigued by his materialist critique of Allah's attributes and he thus asked the Amir if he could take custody of this heretic in order to engage him in debate. The Amir agreed and the prisoner was
moved to the scholar’s house in Bukhara and kept under lock and key. But one evening by means of a clever ruse he escaped. Fleeing the Amir’s troops he traveled in disguise across the Silk Road all the way to the China. There he came to meet the emperor who, being impressed with his knowledge, made him an official. In this capacity the fugitive told the emperor about the situation in the Muslim world: it was weak, fractured, and could easily be conquered. The emperor therefore sent a letter to the Samanid ruler Nasr b. Ahmad demanding that he pay tribute and recognize Chinese suzerainty. If he refused the emperor promised he would unleash an army “whose vanguard, when they were on the march, would be in [Central Asia] whilst the rearguard was still in Chinese territory!”

Shortly after this threat of Chinese “shock and awe” the emperor sent out four envoys to validate Muslim compliance. They arrived in Ferghana in 939 C.E. and the governor sent a letter to the Amir in Bukhara informing him that they had arrived. In response to this news the Amir put his plan into action. He had his governors send all their troops, able-bodied men, and slaves, young and old, to the village of Ashrufans on the outskirts of Bukhara. All of these men, totaling forty thousand, were then outfitted with new armor, weapons, silk robes, and banners, and arrayed on an open plain along the route the Chinese envoys were traveling. Thus when they came over a ridge “the envoys saw what looked like the expanse of the whole world ablaze with the glint of steel, the sun having caught those cuirasses and helmets. Their wits almost left them, and they gazed on a tremendous sight.” As the envoys continued further into Bukharan territory the displays of military power and wealth became even more grandiose. The Chinese envoys started to be impressed, even overwhelmed, especially when they were informed that what the Amir had was simply a pittance compared to the power and magnificence of the Caliph. “They exclaimed, ‘By God, that scoundrel who came to China from here has completely deceived us. If our emperor had only known that within the whole world of Islam, there was just one army like this of yours, he would never have dared to mention the very name of Islam; but that scoundrel who came amongst us from here tricked us!’”

The culmination of the Amir’s plan, however, took place in Bukhara, where all the stops were pulled out. Thus when the Chinese envoys arrived not only was the city decked out in thousands of flags and banners, but they were greeted by forty of the Amir’s generals, each of whom was accompanied by ten Turkish slaves with golden swords and maces, as well as a
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thousand soldiers wearing satin brocade kaftans and sable fur hats. And as
the envoys walked toward the Amir’s palace the roads were lined with hun­
dreds of soldiers wearing black and holding gleaming white silver swords.
In addition, there was a contingent of the Amir’s “commanders of the wild
beasts,” who each held five trained cats with gilded collars and anklets.
After passing through this awe-inspiring cacophony of sights and sounds
the Chinese envoys finally reached the palace, where the Amir was seated
on a gilded throne, encrusted with jewels, and covering him was a “quilted
coverlet made from the plumes of pheasants, which had an exterior cover­
ing of black silk stiffened with gold thread. And from beneath this quilt,
two of the wild beasts, in crouching position, peeped out. Every effort was
made to overawe the Chinese envoys as they made their way between the
ranks of panoplied warriors and fearsome beasts; the military commanders
were successively made to appear, in all their splendour, as if they were the
Amir himself, and the beasts were made to roar and howl behind them as
they passed. As a result, they were brought to an extremity of fear and
almost took leave of their senses. Unable in this state to present their com­
munication to the Amir or to receive his reply, they had to retire. They
were lodged in the official residence for ambassadors and only ventured to
have an audience with the Amir forty days later.”

Having thus humbled the Chinese envoys the Amir felt confident to
mock the emperor’s demands. He had plenty of troops and weapons; in
fact, the only thing holding him back from marching east was the Caliph’s
command, which he had to respect. After this dressing down the Amir then
hosted the Chinese envoys at a sumptuous feast and shortly thereafter they
departed. Upon their return the envoys relayed all they had seen and the
emperor was so impressed that he himself became a Muslim.

Of course, no Chinese emperor ever actually converted to Islam. In
fact, as with the story of the Buddhist-Muslim debate at the court of Harun
al-Rashid, the episode of the Chinese envoys contains little historical truth.
This, however, does not mean that it is meaningless from a historical per­
spective. Rather, this story provides evidence of three interlocking factors
that will provide the historical framework for our exploration of the devel­
opment of a distinctive Mongol visual culture, which famously allowed for
the portraiture of Muhammad for the first time ever.

The first of these elements is the political fragmentation of the Muslim
world in the late Abbasid period, which as we will see was to have important
cultural implications. Yet to appreciate these developments it is also impor-
tant to recall not only the fractured Eurasian world captured in the above story, but also the East-West divide explored in the previous chapter, since it was this state of affairs that was to come to an end with the Mongol conquests of the thirteenth century. And while the Mongol conquest was to usher in many changes, the one relevant to us is the fact that it brought together Buddhists and Muslims under one regime. How this development influenced not only Muslim understanding of the Dharma, but also Islamic art is the focus of what follows.

**Historical Background**

Very little is known about Qadi ibn az-Zubair, the man who recorded for posterity the story of the Chinese embassy to Bukhara. Even so, his biography provides us with a good starting point from where to begin an exploration of the turbulent centuries of Eurasian history prior to the formation of the Mongol empire. Ibn az-Zubair was a Shi'a Muslim who began his career in Iraq under the Buyid dynasty (934–1055 C.E.). Yet when the Seljuk Turks conquered Baghdad in 1055, thereby expelling the Buyids and restoring Sunni control of the Abbasid caliphate, ibn az-Zubair fled to Egypt, which was at the time ruled by the Shi'a Fatimid dynasty (909–1171 C.E.). And it was in their domains that ibn az-Zubair wrote his history in 1071 C.E.

The life of ibn az-Zubair thus poignantly captures the fractured state of the Muslim world at this time, riven not only by the perennial Shi'a-Sunni schism, but also along cultural and linguistic lines—e.g., African, Arab, Berber, Persian, and Turk. In addition there were competing economic and environmental regimes such as nomadic pastoralism vs. agriculture and urbanism, and international trade vs. local manufacturing. Moreover, all of these tensions came to a boil as the power of the Abbasid Caliphate waned in the ninth century and local rulers began to take control. The most important and powerful of these new local dynasties was the Persian dynasty of the Samanids centered in Bukhara. At their height in the tenth century the Samanids ruled over the wealthiest and most advanced region of the Muslim world.

One consequence of this power was that the Turks in the surrounding steppe areas came to be impressed by the Samanids' power and gradually they too started to become Muslim. Islam for the first time thus began to move beyond the urban confines of Central Asia and acquire converts...
among the nomads of the steppe. Yet because the nomads always held a military advantage these conversions were a double-edged sword, especially as the Turkish slaves who made up the Samanid army began to challenge their masters. Indeed, although the practice of manning Muslim armies with Turkish slaves, acquired through raiding or the Inner Asian slave trade, was an age-old custom and had worked well for centuries, when the Turks themselves became Muslim the system began to break down. Fired up with the zeal of the newly converted, the Turks in fact not only started to challenge their erstwhile Persian rulers in Central Asia, but also moved into the heartland of the Muslim world itself.

The first group of Turks to do so were the military slaves of the Samanid dynasty, who established themselves as the Ghaznavid dynasty (994–1186 C.E.) in the area of what is now Afghanistan and Pakistan (map 11). Shortly thereafter, however, another group of Turks known as the Qarakhanids,
who ruled the eastern part of the Tarim Basin, took advantage of the Samanids’ weakened state and conquered their remaining territory in Central Asia. Thus by the end of the tenth century all of Central Asia and northwest India was under the control of Sunni Turks. Yet there was no love lost between the Qarakhanids and the Ghaznavids. They fought endlessly and their feuding in part fostered the rise of the Seljuk Turks.

To fathom the rise of the Seljuks it is important to recognize that these events unfolding in Muslim Central Asia were not occurring in isolation. Rather in the ninth century the Eurasian system had largely collapsed when the great medieval empires came to an end—the Tang dynasty, the Tibetan and Turk empires, and the Abbasids—and as a result there was not only a worldwide economic collapse, but also a political power vacuum. When the Tang dynasty finally fell in 907 C.E., for example, it was followed by an anarchic fifty-year interlude known as the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period. Only with the rise of three new powerful states—the Chinese-ruled Song dynasty (960–1279 C.E.) in the south; the Khitan-ruled Liao dynasty (907–1125 C.E.) in the north; and the Tangut-ruled Xixia dynasty (1038–1227 C.E.) in the Gansu corridor between Mongolia and Tibet—did things settle down on the eastern periphery of Eurasia. Similarly, in Central Asia when the power of the Samanids collapsed in tandem with the fall of the Abbasids the Turks took advantage of the situation and invaded.

Yet, as noted above, events across Eurasia were intertwined and thus these two events did not unfold in isolation. Rather the two areas were connected through both trade and geography. As a result the upheavals in China had ripple effects across the continent. In particular, as the Khitans of the Liao dynasty advanced beyond north China and conquered the Mongolian plateau in the tenth century, and the Tanguts took over the Gansu corridor, these events forced the elites of various nomadic Turkic groups living in these areas to move westward. And in billiard ball fashion this in turn caused other Turkic groups to move as well.7 One of these groups set in motion by both the events in China and Inner Asia were the Seljuk Turks. They were originally one of the Turkic Oghuz tribes inhabiting the area between the Aral and Caspian Seas, but on account of the tenth-century migrations they ended up moving south.8 And as they came into contact with the Samanids they too became Muslim. Moreover, much like the Ghaznavid and Qarakhanids before them the Seljuk Turks also went on the offensive. In 1040 they defeated the Ghaznavids near Merv; however, rather than stay in Central Asia they kept marching west, conquering Baghdad
in 1055. After proclaiming themselves a Sultanate, they marched further west and took Anatolia from the Byzantine Empire in 1071. Yet when they realized they could not defeat Byzantium, a feat only the Ottoman Turks would achieve four centuries later, the Seljuks returned to Central Asia.

Before continuing with this history, however, let us pause here a moment and recall that 1071 was the year that Ibn Az-Zubair wrote about the Chinese embassy coming to Bukhara. Having fled the Seljuk onslaught he knew that they had completely exterminated his Shi'a patrons, the Buyid, and were now in fact the real power behind the Abbasid Caliph. He also presumably knew about the Ghaznavids and the Qarakhanids. He himself had fled all of these Sunni Turkic states and sought refuge in the Arab Shi'a dynasty of the Fatimids in Egypt. In sum, Ibn Az-Zubair knew first-hand that the situation in the Muslim world was fractious and precarious, which was, of course, exactly what the heretic from Nishapur had told the Chinese emperor. And what is interesting is that Ibn Az-Zubair makes no attempt to disavow this fact. Rather the whole point of his story—the Samanid Amir's Potemkin-village approach to international diplomacy—confirms the fact that the Muslim world was weak and broken and the only way to hold off a Chinese assault was through trickery. Ibn Az-Zubair was therefore saying openly what any educated Muslim of the eleventh century would have known: the Caliph had no clothes.

This is not to suggest, however, that Ibn Az-Zubair simply made up this story out of whole cloth as a commentary on the contemporary situation. The fact of the matter is that the story actually has at its core a historically verifiable episode, albeit one that had become horribly distorted by the time it was written down a century and a half later. Namely, in the late 930s an embassy from the "King of China Qalin b. Shakir" arrived in Bukhara seeking a marriage alliance between his family and the Samanids. Unfortunately, we do not know the identity of Qalin b. Shakir, though it most likely refers to Cao Yijin (r. 914–935), who had recently taken over Dunhuang. In fact, it was his family that had arranged the marriage alliance with the king of Khotan noted in the preceding chapter. Yet be that as it may, the Samanid ruler Nasr b. Ahmad forbade his daughter to marry an infidel; however, he would accept a foreign princess marrying his son. The marriage thus took place when she arrived in Bukhara a few years later.

Of course, how and why this marriage alliance transformed into the story recounted above is another issue entirely, one, moreover, that is unlikely ever to be fully explained. Nevertheless, the actual wedding
between the Samanid prince and the Dunhuang princess in the mid-tenth century points to a changed dynamic. In particular it seems to reveal an opening up of exchange between the formerly disconnected political and economic zones of the Caliphate and the Tantric Bloc of Inner Asia. Moreover, this marriage was not the only event reflecting such a shift. There was also the joint Khitan-Uygur attempt to reestablish trade ties with the Ghaznavids in 1027. Yet, as noted above, this attempt failed because Mahmud of Ghazna refused to open trade relations. Even so, these events seem to reflect a shift toward greater interaction between these disconnected entities.

Another piece that points in this direction is found in Tha'alibi's *Book of Curious and Entertaining Information* (*Laṭâ'if al-ma'ârif*), which was composed in Nishapur in 1038 and describes China in a manner that seems to indicate an influx of new knowledge of the East. Tha'alibi, for example, reports about new technological developments in China such as napkins made of asbestos "for wiping away fat or grease, which, when dirty, can be thrown into the fire and made clean, without getting at all burnt." Moreover, instead of praising Chinese painters for their skill, which was by this point a cliché in the Muslim world, Tha'alibi writes about Chinese sculpture. Most notably he expresses his admiration for the Chinese skill in representing human figures, "leaving out absolutely nothing except the man's soul." Tha'alibi then goes on to describe how these sculptors can "differentiate between the laugh of a man laughing derisively and one laughing out of confusion; or between a man smiling and one wondering in amazement; or between a laugh expressing pure joy and one expressing scorn."

Tha'alibi's paean to Chinese sculpture is notable for many reasons. First, it seems to confirm renewed exchanges between China and the Muslim world. A second, and perhaps more intriguing factor, however, is quite simply that Tha'alibi praises sculpture at all, as Islam had historically not placed a premium on the three-dimensional representation of the human form. Rather, as captured in the famous hadith used as an epigraph to this chapter, Islam had a long tradition of forbidding the representation of Allah's creations. As a result, Islamic art had through the centuries focused its creative energies on abstraction, ornamentation, and calligraphy. Tha'alibi's praise of Chinese sculpture thus seems to contradict entirely this aesthetic sensibility.

Yet the fact of the matter is that Tha'alibi's appreciation of representational art was not necessarily a confirmation of renewed East-West interac-
tion, but rather a reflection of an aesthetic shift in the Muslim world. At this time, namely, there had occurred a sea-change in Muslim aesthetics and representational art was suddenly widely popular. While this development will be explored in more detail below, it is important to note here that Tha'alibi's praise of Chinese sculpture was one aspect of this artistic revolution. Another confirmation of this aesthetic shift was the sudden Muslim appreciation of Buddha statues as objects of art. At this time, for example, Ghaznavid poets, who most often praised only jihad and the destruction of idols, actually began using the imagery of Buddha statues in their poems.

The new spring has come, bringing roses and jasmine.  
The park is like Tibet and the sloping hill like Eden. 
The garden, you'd think, has become like the Buddha of the shrine. 
The little birds are like the monk and the little rose bushes like idols. 
On the sole of its foot the monk kissed the idol. 
When will the idol kiss the monk on the sole of his foot?15

Tha'alibi's appreciation of sculpture was thus a part of this new aesthetic sensibility.  

Even so, however, one can duly wonder how Tha'alibi actually came to be familiar with Chinese works of art. While we know there was a biannual market in Bukhara where "every day more than 50,000 dirhams were exchanged (for the idols)," it is unlikely these were statues imported from China. In fact it is more likely that the statues sold in Bukhara were local "decommissioned" statues, as evidenced in the Central Asian Buddha statue that was traded westward along the Silk Road and ultimately ended up on an island off the coast of Sweden. Yet at the same time it may be possible that this burgeoning Islamic interest in sculpture would have inspired Muslim merchants to actually bring back statues from China. There was certainly ample opportunity to do so since not only was there extensive maritime trade with the Song dynasty, but the Qarakhanids in Central Asia were also sending two tribute missions every year to China along the Silk Road. Either one of these trading networks could potentially have provided Chinese statues for the Muslim market.

Regardless of the details, however, what both Tha'alibi's description of Chinese sculpture and the Samanid-Dunhuang marriage seem to confirm is a new phase of Eurasian economic integration. As we have seen, however,
increased economic exchange does not by itself translate into greater cultural interaction, much less increased awareness of the other. In the case of maritime trade, in particular, it has actually been shown that knowledge and cultural awareness often diminish as trade increases. Moreover, the Muslim appreciation of Buddha statues does not necessarily reflect a new Muslim appreciation of the Dharma, but more likely its opposite. Indeed, it was precisely because there was no real interaction with Buddhists that the statues had lost their power as symbols of "idolatry." Once actual Buddhists were gone their statues were therefore no longer manifestations of a threatening and lived idolatry that needed to be destroyed. Instead, all that remained were their statues, and being disembodied from their religious and ritual context they no longer were emblematic of the feared other, but were simply objects that could be appreciated as art. Thus rather than reflecting an actual increase in Buddhist-Muslim interaction, the Islamic fascination with Buddhist sculpture actually confirms the opposite: the continued separation of these two worlds.

The most remarkable example of this continued divide between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds is revealed in the case of the Western Liao, who used Muslim ignorance of China in order to legitimate their rule in Muslim Inner Asia. To make sense of these intertwined developments, however, it is necessary to return to the historical narrative broken off above in the year 1071, which was the year the Seljuk Turks conquered Anatolia and then turned back toward the east. Arriving in Central Asia they in short order defeated and expelled the Qarakhanids, though one group of these Turks continued to rule the area further to the east in the area now comprising Xinjiang province of China. Yet the Seljuks eventually defeated them as well in 1103. But as was often the case with nomadic Inner Asian empires, the death of the great Seljuk Sultan Malikshah resulted in family feuds and competing claims to the throne. Thus even though Malikshah's son was eventually able to take control the Seljuk state had been weakened by this infighting. The Qarakhanids saw this as an opportunity and revolted. Sultan Sanjar was able to suppress this uprising, yet at great cost, and it was in this weakened state that he came up against and lost to the Western Liao at the famous Battle of Qatwan on September 9, 1141.

In this long litany of conquests and uprisings over the centuries one may wonder why this one battle deserves the moniker "famous." The reason lies less in the fact that this battle ushered in the reign of the Western Liao in Central Asia, and more in the fact that it spurred on the develop-
ment of another disingenuous story: the legend of Prester John, the purported Christian king from the East who would finally annihilate all the Muslims. At this time Western Christendom had just launched its Crusade to reclaim the Holy Land from the infidel Seljuk Turk. It was in 1095 at the Council of Clermont that Pope Urban II called upon all Christians to join the holy war, promising that those who died in the endeavor would receive immediate remission of their sin. In this context, when the news arrived that the Seljuk Sultan had been defeated, visions of Prester John coming from the East fired the Western imagination. Of course, the Western Liao were not the Christian saviors from the East and thus the real importance of the Battle of Qatwan was that it laid the foundation for Khitan dominance of Central Asia.

The Khitan were a Mongolic people who had adopted numerous Chinese customs during their rule of north China as the Liao dynasty (907–1125 C.E.). Yet they had also maintained their nomadic traditions and thus when they were conquered by the Jurchen—who founded the Jin dynasty in north China (1115–1234 C.E.)—the Khitans fled to the Mongolian plateau. There they regrouped and after acquiring numerous Turkic and Mongol followers the Khitans—now renamed Qara Khitai (“Black Chinese”)—moved into the area of Eastern Turkestan. From there the Western Liao started to project their power westward, finally wresting control of Central Asia from the Seljuk Turks. Thus for the first time ever Muslims found themselves under the rule of the nomadic Sino-Mongol Qara Khitai.

Such a situation could have been problematic on numerous levels; however, the Western Liao used both their nomadic and Chinese backgrounds to great advantage. Most notably they were able to leverage these two factors and thereby avoid converting to Islam. “This was possible because their dual identity as Chinese and nomads, combined with the broad religious tolerance they gave their subjects, enabled them to gain legitimacy among their Muslim subjects despite their “infidelity.” Furthermore, unimpressed by Muslim military power, which they were able to overcome, and less impressed by Muslim material culture because of their close familiarity with Chinese culture, the Qara Khitai themselves were not eager to embrace Islam. This was also because Chinese tradition fulfilled for the Qara Khitai the same functions Islamic tradition rendered for other nomads: communal identity, means of statehood and, as mentioned above, legitimization.” In order to understand how the Khitans converted their “Chineseness” into
legitimacy among the Muslims of Central Asia we need to recall how little the Islamic world actually knew about China.

As we have seen Muslim interaction with China had been minimal for centuries and as a result real knowledge of China was essentially frozen in the time of the Tang dynasty. Moreover, this lack of genuine first-hand knowledge had resulted in China developing into something of a fantasy-land. Yet unlike India, which became the spiritual land of talking idols and magical mantras in the Muslim imagination, China became the rational materialist utopia. It was thus the land of bureaucratic order, education, sumptuous wealth, and technological wizardry. Indeed, the common view of China was so favorable that Central Asian Muslims even remembered wistfully their time as subjects of the Tang dynasty. For example, they believed it was then that the Chinese introduced to them papermaking technology, which fit into the larger Muslim view of China as an unparalleled realm of sophistication and power. It was precisely this vision that fed into the Qara Khitai’s project of legitimating themselves. Indeed, the fact that it was the “Chinese” who were their rulers even helped blunt criticism among their Islamic subjects about the Qara Khitai not being Muslim.

In many ways, however, the main reason the Muslims of Central Asia were thankful for the Qara Khitai was that they not only brought back order, but also reinvigorated the Inner Asian economy. In fact it was precisely because they were able to do so that Muslim jurists were able to claim that the Western Liao, although infidels, were nevertheless a righteous government. One of the main reasons such an argument was feasible was that since the eleventh century Muslim political theory had been based on the principle of justice. Indeed, the importance of justice above all else came to be encapsulated in a famous phrase—“A just infidel is preferable to an unjust Muslim ruler”—that was remarkably attributed to the Prophet Muhammad. For a people who had suffered nearly a century of continuous political and economic upheaval at the hands of various ineffectual Muslim rulers, righteous infidel rule was no doubt a blessing.

Muslim scholars, however, did not only recognize the Qara Khitai as just rulers, but also depicted them “as a mighty wall or dam that protected Islam from its eastern enemies.” A valid question, of course, is: who were these enemies in the context of the twelfth century? The Chinese? The Turks? In many ways the image was simply figurative, based as it was on the Alexander Romance and the wall the famous Macedonian general had built in Inner Asia to keep out the evil forces of Gog and Magog. Moreover,
the fact of the matter is that the Western Liao were not a wall at all. Rather, what made their rule so effective was precisely the porosity of their borders that enabled the east-west trade to once again revive across Inner Asia. And Muslim traders were heavily involved in this revived economy, especially with the nomads of the Mongolian plateau. As a result, the claim of the Western Liao as being a bulwark against the infidel hordes of the east was largely a literary trope, but it was an image that burnished the Khitan's reputation and fostered their claims of legitimacy in the Muslim world.

Even so, what is surprising about this renewal of east-west interaction under Qara Khitai tutelage is that it did not really foster any increased knowledge of "the East." In fact, throughout this period Muslim scholars continued to draw upon the old tropes of the Tang dynasty and Tibetan empire, seemingly blissfully unaware of how horribly out of date they were. And this situation was clearly the same in relation to the Dharma, where there was a particularly acute knowledge gap. This to a certain extent is surprising because the Khitan had ostensibly been Buddhist when they ruled north China. However, from all the available material it is now clear that the Qara Khitai scrupulously avoided the promotion of Buddhism when they ruled Central Asia. As a result, one unintended consequence was that the Western Liao actually did function like a wall, one that kept the Buddhist and Muslim worlds apart (map 12).

On account of their Sino-nomadic legitimization policies the Qara Khitai state therefore functioned as a perfect buffer between the Muslim world and the Tantric Bloc. In large measure the Muslim and Buddhist worlds would therefore remain separate during the Western Liao. The coming of the Mongols, however, was to change this dynamic completely. Yet before turning to the impact of the Mongol conquest it is important to leave the Muslim world and outline the developments in the Buddhist world. Indeed, to avoid the common mistake of ignoring the interconnectedness of Eurasian history we need to keep in mind that developments in the Buddhist world were intimately related to events unfolding in Muslim Central Asia. In fact, the very creation of the Tantric Bloc, with Tibet as its spiritual core, was very much related to the course of events described above.

The most important element in this regard was clearly the revival of Buddhism in Tibet. After the Tibetan Empire collapsed in the ninth century so too had Buddhism on the Tibetan plateau. Yet on account of the Muslim advance into the Buddhist frontier zone Buddhist masters from places like Kashmir and Khotan started to seek refuge in the Guge kingdom of western
And as news spread of this Buddhist revival in Tibet ever more Buddhist masters from South Asia made their way across the Himalayas. In turn, as these teachers acquired disciples and the support of the ruling Tibetan families, Buddhism became more and more intertwined with all aspects of Tibetan society, including its culture and its political structures. Yet this development was to not only radically impact the subsequent course of Tibetan history, but also the very development of Tantric Buddhism itself. Most notably, once the Muslim armies of the Ghurid dynasty marched across north India, the exodus of Dharma masters intensified and as a result the very center of the Buddhist world shifted.

The Ghurids were eastern Persians, or Tajiks, from the mountainous heartland of what is now northwest Afghanistan, who under the guidance of Muhammad Ghuri (1162–1206 C.E.) overthrew the Ghaznavid dynasty. Shortly thereafter he started to invade India. Muhammad Ghuri was in fact the first Central Asian ruler who projected Muslim power beyond the Punjab. And by 1206 his forces had marched all the way across north India and even attempted an invasion of Tibet by following the Brahmaputra River up through the Himalayas. While this particular expedition failed spectac-
ularly, by the early thirteenth century India from the Khyber Pass to Bengal was under the control of the Ghurids. And in order to secure their hold on power they followed the age-old Muslim custom of temple destruction. Although it is now known that the claims of such destruction are vastly inflated in Muslim conquest literature as well as in Hindu and Buddhist histories, we do know that at least eighty temples were destroyed during this period.\textsuperscript{32}

Two of these destroyed temples were Buddhist.\textsuperscript{33} While this may not seem like a great deal it was actually a devastating blow to the Buddhist community since that was basically all they had left. Not only had they lost ground to the Hindus over the previous centuries, but also as we have seen many Buddhists had simply moved further and further east and north. Thus when the Ghurids arrived, India was far from being a Buddhist country. Nevertheless, with the support of an ever-dwindling pool of Buddhist merchant elite the tantric tradition had been kept alive in the few remaining Dharma institutions, such as the monasteries of Nalanda, Odantapuri, and Vikramasila. When the Ghurids sacked these institutions it was therefore a devastating blow to the Dharma in India. At the same time, however, it was also a boon to the burgeoning Buddhist movement in Tibet, where many Tantric masters sought refuge.

On one level the diaspora of these Khotanese, Kashmiri, and Indian Buddhists into Tibet could have ended as with the Nestorian Christians in Central Asia: as an historical oddity of little concern to anyone. Yet that was not to be the case. As we all know Tibet and its Tantric Buddhism continues to exert a profound influence on the world stage. Why and how this happened is far beyond the scope of this study; nevertheless, one thing is clear: the Indian masters and their Tibetan disciples turned the obtuse antinomianism of Tantric Buddhism into gold. The alchemical transformation of Indian tantra and its fusion with Buddhist thought from Inner Asia and China into what was to become “Tibetan Buddhism” was a long and complicated process; however, it resulted in Tibet and its Tantric Buddhism becoming a major player on the Eurasian stage.

The reasons for this are many, though one important factor in this development was, oddly enough, the Muslim invasion of India. It was this event that set in motion the brain drain of tantric masters that ushered in both the withering of Buddhism in India and the simultaneous growth of the Dharma in Tibet. Essential to this growth were, of course, the Indian masters themselves, their teachings, and their texts, but there was also a further
factor that played a fundamental role in forging the future of Tibetan religious power. And one central factor in this regard was the decision of these tantric masters to not cling to India as the Holy Land and clamoring for a reconquista. Rather these Indian and Tibetan Buddhist masters used the central component of tantric practice—the mandala—in order to reconceptualize Tibet as the new center of the Buddhist world (map 13).\textsuperscript{34}

Indeed, the importance of India as an actual place to visit, much less one needing to be reconquered, is well borne by the fact that the number of Tibetans who actually visited India at this time can be counted on the

Map 13. Tibet at the Center. Mandala based on textual sources, reproduced with the permission of Dan Martin.
finger of one hand.\textsuperscript{35} By the middle of thirteenth century Tibet had therefore become the new Holy Land, the center of the Buddhist universe, and in very short order Tibet was to become the very fount of Buddhism in the minds of many. As a result, Tibetan tantric masters with their numerous rituals concentrating on power and its projection were welcomed at imperial courts across Asia.

**Mongols, Buddhism, and Islam**

On account of these developments, when Muslims once again came into direct contact with Buddhists in the thirteenth century, they were most often tantric Buddhists. Or at least that was the case in Inner Asia and certainly within the ruling circles of the Mongol elite, who after a brief dalliance with Chinese Chan Buddhism, had opted instead for the pagantry of Tibetan Tantra.\textsuperscript{36} Other Muslims, especially those living and working in China and Southeast Asia, no doubt came upon other Buddhists as well; however, the record of this encounter is sadly lost.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover, in other cases we simply do not know what type of Buddhism was involved, as in the case Güchlüg Khan (d. 1218 C.E.), who can in many ways be credited with reintroducing the Buddhist and Muslim worlds.

Based on the reporting of later Muslim historians the term “reintroducing” is, however, perhaps not the best way to describe what happened. They claim Güchlüg Khan, who converted from Christianity to Buddhism on the recommendation of his wife, launched a genocidal Buddhist pogrom against Islam. To make sense of this Muslim claim, however, it is necessary to recall the contemporary Inner Asian context, which was rapidly changing in tandem with the rise of Chinggis Khan (1160–1227 C.E.). In particular, it was his dynamic process of power consolidation among the various Turkic and Mongolic peoples of the Mongolian plateau that had forced Güchlüg Khan to flee to the safety of Western Liao territory. Güchlüg had tried to resist Chinggis Khan but failed and therefore sought refuge with the Qara Khitai. On account of the Western Liao’s weakness at this time, however, Güchlüg eventually took over as ruler (r. 1211–1218). In doing so he also very publicly converted to Buddhism,\textsuperscript{38} which was a dramatic change from the Qara Khitai policy of studiously avoiding any identification with the Dharma and promoting instead something like religious tolerance.

The Muslim response to this shift, as well as the deteriorating geopolitical and economic situation under Güchlüg’s reign, was inevitable. They
prayed for infidel rule to come to an end. And their prayers were shortly answered when Chinggis Khan launched his first campaign to the west. He did so, however, not to save the Muslims. Chinggis Khan was himself an infidel. Rather he had the more narrow aim of exterminating the threat Gūchlug Khan posed to his own claims of dominance on the Mongolian plateau. Nevertheless, the fact that Chinggis Khan had put an end to the openly Buddhist and infidel rule of Gūchlug Khan was perfect fodder for later Muslim historians who worked for the Mongols: it allowed them to portray the Mongols as the liberators of the Muslim world.39

To this end it is very likely that authors like Juvaini and Rashid al-Din, both of whom were employed by the Mongol Il-Khanid court in Iran, also vastly exaggerated the supposed Buddhist persecution of Muslims.40 Moreover, Muslim historians who took the opposing view of the Mongols, seeing them not as liberators but as the coming of the apocalypse, added fuel to the fire by presenting fabricated stories of Buddhist persecution. One such author was Juzjani, a Muslim historian writing in India, who told a story of how a miracle saved the Muslim world from the scheming Buddhists.

A fraternity of recluses and devotees of the infidels of Chin, and idol-worshippers of Tingit and Tamghaj, whom they style by the name of Tunian [toyin], acquired ascendancy over Gūyük. That faction constantly used to study persecuting Musulmans, and were wont to promote means of afflicting the people of Islam continually, in order that, mayhap, they might entirely uproot them, extirpate them completely, and eradicate both name and sign of the true believers from the pages of that country.

One of those [monks], who had a name and reputation in China and Turkestan, presented himself before Gūyük and said: “If thou desirest that the sovereignty and throne of the Mughals should remain unto thee, of two things do one—either massacre the whole of the Musulmans, or put a stop to their generating and propagating.” . . . On account of the numerousness of the Musulmans in the countries of China, Turkestan, and Tingit, to massacre them would not be feasible, they therefore [the monks] came to this conclusion that it would be right that a mandate should be issued by Gūyük, that all Musulmans should be emasculated and made eunuchs of, in order that their race might become extinct, and the empire of the Mughals be safe from their rebellion and sedition.
When such [like] tyranny and barbarity took root in the mind of Güyük, and his decision in this course was to, he commanded that a mandate should be issued, to this effect, throughout all parts of the Mughal dominions. . . . Accordingly he delivered this mandate to [one of] those Mughal [monks], saying: “Do ye transmit this mandate into all parts of the empire, and use the utmost efforts in so doing.”

When that accursed base one, who held that tyrannical mandate in his hand, was issuing from the place of audience in great glee and confidence, there was a dog which they used constantly to keep there, and which was wont to be near the throne, at the sides, and in the precincts of the dais, and the sovereign’s exclusive seat; and on the animal’s collar, studded with precious stones, was impressed a brand denoting its being royal property. It was a dog, which, in courage and fierceness, greatly exceeded and far surpassed a thousand roaring lions and howling tigers. This dog was in Güyük’s place of audience, and, like unto a wolf upon a sheep, or fire among wild rue seeds, it seized hold of that impious monk, flung him to the ground, and then, with its teeth tore out that base creature’s genitals from the roots; and by the Heavenly power and Divine help, at once, killed him, and the imprecation, according to the hadith, which Mustafa—on whom be peace!—had pronounced upon the son of Abu Lahb: “O God! Let one of thy dogs defile him!” was fulfilled upon that accursed wretch of a priest.

Such a miracle as this was vouchsafed in order that, under the shadow of the protection of the Most High God, the faith of Islam, the felicity of the Hanafi creed, the happiness of the Ahmadi belief, the prestige of the followers of the orthodox Muhammadi institutes, might continue safe from the malevolence of these accursed one. . . . Praise be to God for the triumph of Islam and the overthrow of idolatry!41

Although this is a wonderful story that well captures the possibilities of Buddhist-Muslim conflict, it is not true. The reality is that Güyük (r. 1246–1248) favored Christianity, not Buddhism.42 Juzjani’s story, nevertheless, does reveal the tensions that boiled to the surface as the Mongol conquests brought the Muslim and Buddhist worlds back together again for the first time after centuries of separation.
Further confirmation of such tension is also revealed in a story recounted by the Persian historian Juvaini about another purported Buddhist massacre of Muslims. This episode took place among the Uygurs, who upon the collapse of their empire on the Mongolian plateau had taken over the cities on the eastern end of the Tarim Basin, where they came to establish a thriving cosmopolitan Buddhist culture. Initially the Uygurs had drawn largely upon Indian and Chinese traditions, including both Nikaya and Mahayana Buddhism, but by the time of the Mongols they too had adopted Tantric Buddhism. As a result, when they submitted to Chinggis Khan in 1209 the Uygurs became one vehicle through which the Mongols became familiar with tantra (another was the Tangut Xixia state where Tibetan Buddhist masters were also active).

Nevertheless, regardless of their origins or doctrinal orientations, these Uygur, Tibetan, and Tangut Buddhists were successful in obtaining the support of Mongol rulers. Ögedei Khan, for example, had ordered the building of Buddhist monuments in 1235. That this meant that the Mongols were Buddhists in the exclusive modern sense, however, is not likely. Rather, Mongol policy was not to sanction one tradition, but rather allow all religions to flourish as long as they were subservient to Mongol imperial power. Invariably such an open policy led to much jockeying between religious traditions and in many cases these feuds became further intertwined with the internal political struggles of the empire. As was the case with the anti-Muslim Uygur Buddhist conspiracy that Juvaini claimed took place during the reign of Möngke Khan (r. 1251–1259), which was less about Buddhist-Muslim hostilities than a question of the khan’s ascension and his exercise of power.

Nevertheless, the framing of the story within a Buddhist uprising that aimed to exterminate all the Muslims in Uygur territory offered Juvaini an unparalleled opportunity to simultaneously condemn the Dharma, glorify Islam, and praise Möngke Khan.

When confessions had been obtained from them all [by torture] and had been submitted to the firm judgment of the Monarch of the Face of the Earth, he gave orders that the idi-qut [the Uygur king] and his accomplices should be sent back to Besh-Baligh together with the messengers. And on a Friday, the day on which they had thought to attack the true believers, the common people, both monotheists [Muslims] and idolaters [Buddhists], were brought out
on to the plain and the command of the mighty World-Emperor was put into execution. Ögünch, the brother of the idi-qut, with his own hand severed his head; and his two accomplices Bilge Quti and Idkech were sawn in half. And thus was this country cleansed of the mark of the guile of these wicked infidels and of the impurity of their religion. "And the uttermost part of that impious people was cut off. All praise be to God, the Lord of the Worlds!" [Qur'an 6:45] The faithful were exalted and the idolaters downtrodden by the grace of God Almighty.49

The trifecta noted above—condemning the Dharma, glorifying Islam, and praising Möngke Khan—was probably not simply an element of Juvaini's historiographical approach. Rather, it presumably also captures some of the actual feelings and tensions that did arise among Muslims when they came into contact with the Buddhist world for the first time, especially since many of them had been forcibly moved into Buddhist areas as part of the Mongols' policy of population transfers. One Muslim source, for example, records that by the mid-thirteenth century fifty thousand Muslims had been moved to Besh-Baliq, the Uygur Buddhist capital.50 How did they feel? Moreover, how did the Uygur Buddhists feel to be inundated with Central Asian Muslims?

As evidenced in the material presented above the tensions between the two groups were rather raw. Juvaini, in fact, claims that "none [are] more bigoted than the idolaters of the East, and none more hostile to Islam," and as if to confirm this he offers a harrowing account of how Güchlüg Khan had an imam in Khotan crucified to the door of his own madrasa.51 Although there is no corroborating evidence to confirm this event, the tension between Buddhists and Muslims was also noted by the Franciscan friar William of Rubruck, who claimed that Muslims "shun them [Buddhists] to the point that they are unwilling even to talk about them. Consequently, whenever I asked the Saracens about these people's religion they were scandalized."52 And although such tensions clearly existed it is also the case that some dialogue must have occurred since Juvaini offers us the first informed Muslim description of Buddhism in centuries.

The toyins [= noble monks] call a reading from their [holy] book nom.53 Now the nom contains their theological speculations and consists of idle stories and traditions; but excellent homilies are like-
wise to be found in it such as are consonant with the law and faith of every prophet, urging men to avoid injury and oppression and the like, to return to good for evil and to refrain from the injuring of animals, etc. Their dogmas and doctrines are manifold; the most typical is that of reincarnation. They say that the people to-day existed several thousand years ago: the souls of those that wrought good deeds and engaged in worship attained a degree in accordance with their actions, such as that of king, or prince, or peasant, or beggar; while the souls of those that had engaged in debauchery, libertinism, murder, slander, and injury to their fellow creatures descended into vermin, beasts of prey and other animals; and so they are punished for their deeds.\(^{54}\)

While this is not an elaborate exploration of the Dharma it nevertheless reveals that Buddhist-Muslim interaction was not quite as hostile as the material above would lead us to believe. Some form of dialogue was not only possible, but actually took place.

Indeed, the fact of the matter is that the Mongols, even though they supported the Dharma, also realized from the very beginning that Muslim scholars, soldiers, scientists, engineers, and merchants had much to offer in helping them run their expanding domains. Chinggis Khan, for example, employed Muslims as advisors during his campaigns into Central Asia and eventually appointed Mahmud Yalavach to rule there as his representative.\(^{55}\) His successor Ögedei (r. 1229–1241) followed suit by introducing tax-farming to north China upon the recommendation of his Muslim advisors.\(^{56}\) And on account of such actions Ögedei subsequently came to be presented in Muslim sources as a staunch defender of Islam.

In one story, for example, he angrily interrupted the performance of a Chinese theatre troupe when they began to openly mock Islam. He then gave a demonstration about how superior Muslims are to the Chinese during which he claimed the Han were no better than donkeys.\(^{57}\) In another story Ögedei supposedly came to the aid of a Muslim man who could not repay his loan to the Uygur Buddhist ruler. Unless he did so the ruler claimed the man had to not only convert to Buddhism, but also receive one hundred bastinado lashings in the town square. After pleading his case Ögedei Khan was outraged. He not only gave the man money, a Uygur wife and a house, but also ordered the Uygur ruler to be lashed a hundred times.\(^{58}\) In a final story about Ögedei, which is recorded both by Juvaini
and Juzjani, an Arab apostate tells Ögedei about his dream wherein Chinggis Khan orders him to kill all the Muslims. In response Ögedei asks him whether he knows Mongolian. "'No,' said the man. 'Neither am I in any doubt,' said the Qa’an, 'but that Chingiz-Khan knew no language save Mongolian. It is clear therefore that what thou sayest is nothing but lies.' And he ordered the man to be put to death."59

Of course, whether this event ever happened is another issue entirely. In fact, one can wonder whether this Muslim portrait of Ögedei corresponded at all with reality. Was he really a defender of Islam? Perhaps, but it is also evident that he was simultaneously promoting Buddhism. Indeed, over time numerous religious traditions came to claim the Mongols as their patrons even though the fact was that the Mongols simply accepted all religions and supported none exclusively. Such an attitude invariably confounded Christians like William of Rubruck; however, recognizing and allowing the practice of all religious traditions was an important aspect of Mongol statecraft.60 It was precisely when this policy changed and Mongol rulers began supporting one particular tradition, such as Islam in the West and Buddhism in the East, that problems really began.61

But during the thirteenth century Mongol rulers followed an open religious policy and thus Buddhism and Islam both received support. Möngke Khan, for example, both entertained the Tibetan lama Karma Pakshi and respected Islamic practices.62 Khubilai Khan (r. 1260–1294 C.E.) received tantric initiation from his personal guru Pakpa Lama,63 and actively supported not only the promotion of Muslim administrators in China, but also the importation of people and ideas from the Islamic world.64 To this end he also established numerous institutes for the Islamic intellectual elite in Yuan dynasty China (1272–1368 C.E.), such as the Muslim Medical Office (established in 1270), a Directorate of Muslim Astronomy65 (1271), and a Muslim School for the Sons of the State that taught Persian (1289). And it was the same in the Muslim world, as evidenced in the case of Hülegü, the founder of the Il-khans in Iran.

Just like his brother Khubilai, he was both a devotee of Tibetan lamas and an avid supporter of Muslim science. Yet while Hülegü’s relation with Nasir al-Din Tusi and his building of a state-of-the-art observatory near present-day Tabriz is well known,66 his affiliation with Buddhism has often been downplayed. But as is evident in the contemporary account of the Armenian Christian Kirakos Ganjakec’i (1203–1271 C.E.), it is clear that Hülegü took the Dharma seriously.
He also built a huge dwelling for enormous idols, having mustered there all sorts of skilled workmen: for masonry, for carpentry, and for painting. There is a lineage among them, the so-called toyins. These toyins—sorcerers and wizards, by their magical art compel horses and camels, corpses and felt images to speak. They are all priests, and shave the hair and beard, wear yellow vestments on the breast, and worship everything, but most of all Sakmoni (Sakya-muni) and Madrin (Maitreya).

They deceived him (= Hülegü), promising him immortality, and he lived, moved, and mounted a horse at their bidding, entirely having given himself over to their will. Many times a day he bowed and kissed the ground in front of their leader, and was fed [food] which was consecrated in their heathen temple, and extolled him more than all the rest. And therefore, he had intended to build a temple of their idols in particular magnificence.  

Hülegü in fact built three Buddhist temples: one at his summer pastures in the mountains of Armenia and two in Iran at Khoy and Maragha. Three of his successors—Abagha (r. 1265–1282 C.E.), Arghun (r. 1284–1291), and Gaikhatu (r. 1291–1295)—also supported the Dharma. Gaikhatu’s investiture ceremony, for example, included a tantric initiation; and Arghun held debates at his court that pitted Indian, Tibetan, and Uygur Buddhists against local Muslim scholars such as ‘Ala’ ad-Dawla as-Simnani. Arghun, moreover, wanted his son, the future Ghazan Khan, to be trained in the faith.

Let it not remain concealed from the people of the world that when the Padishah of Islam was in his infancy, his grandfather Abaqa Khan kept him near and reared him. Over him as attendants and teachers he set idolatrous bakshis, and by that means that practice became firmly rooted in his soul, particularly since his fathers had believed in that sect and practiced that way. The practice of idolatry, which had been completely eliminated throughout the region from the beginning of Islam, reappeared during their time, and that group had become powerful. All sorts of bakshis were brought with all honor and respect from India, Kashmir, Cathay, and Uyghur lands. Temples were built in every place, and vast sums were spent on them. This sect had risen to the apex of power, as was apparent to
all. The Padishah of Islam was constantly in the company of the *bakshis* in the temple observing their rites. Day by day his inclination to that sect increased, and his belief became firmer. When Abaqa Khan passed away and [Ghazan’s] father Arghun Khan sent him to Khurasan as governor and commander of the army, he built major temples in Khabushan, and he spent most of his time conversing, eating, and drinking with the *bakshis* in those temples. The belief he had for that sect and the worship he performed of the idols were beyond description.⁷⁰

These purportedly idyllic days of Ghazan’s Buddhist youth, however, eventually came to an end. As we saw in the previous chapter Ghazan Khan converted to Islam in June 1295.

The common scholarly consensus as to why he did so is politics.⁷¹ The economy was in tatters, local powerful Muslim rulers were rebelling, and most of his leading Mongol and Turk generals had already converted. He therefore simply had to become a Muslim. Ghazan also had to prove his zeal and thus he issued an order to destroy all Buddhist monasteries and shrines and convert all Buddhists to Islam.⁷² Yet there is some debate as to whether this action was actually carried out. Issuing such an order and claiming one killed Buddhist infidels is a standard component of Islamic “conversion stories and does not by itself mean that it actually took place.⁷³ Moreover, the same history that tells us of these anti-Buddhist actions also reveals that Buddhists continued to be active in Iran for years after this purported purge. As a result, whether Ghazan really launched a scorched-earth campaign against the Dharma is unclear. In fact, it is very likely that Ghazan’s attack against Buddhism was based more on financial considerations than religious ones. The Il-khanids, namely, were in dire straits after the profligacy of Gaikhatu and something had to be done.⁷⁴ Thus as had happened repeatedly throughout history, Buddhist temples were ransacked for their wealth in order to fix the economy.⁷⁵ Yet, as had happened in China and Burma, once the Buddhists had been divested of their assets it is clear that they were allowed to practice their faith as apparently also happened in Il-khanid Iran.

In fact, we know that some of the surviving Buddhists tried to convert Ghazan’s successor, Öljietü Khan (r. 1305–1316 C.E.), back to the Dharma.⁷⁶ Although the attempt failed it does reveal that Buddhists were active in the Il-khanid domains for more than fifty years. Moreover, for
nearly four decades of that time the Buddhists had not simply been active in this area, but had received the support and largesse of the Mongol court. And as we have seen such a policy was unprecedented in the history of Islam and thus before proceeding we need to explore not only how the Muslims responded to the Mongols, but also to the Dharma.

The orgy of violence Hülegü unleashed upon Baghdad after its fall still resonates in Muslim memory today. Although it is now often held up as one of Islam’s darkest hours the establishment of Mongol rule was at the time met with ambivalence. For one, infidel rule was not new and Hülegü and his Muslim advisors wasted no time in promoting the idea of a just infidel being preferable to an unjust Muslim ruler. Juvaini, the newly appointed governor of Baghdad, was one individual who lent his voice to this argument.

It is the yasa and custom of the Mongols that whoever yields and submits to them is safe and free from the terror and disgrace of their severity. Moreover, they [i.e., the Mongols] oppose no faith or religion—how can one speak of opposition?—rather than encourage them; the proof of which assertion is the saying of Mohammed (upon whom be peace!): “Verily, God shall assert this religion through a people that have no share of good fortune.” They have exempted and dispensed the most learned of every religion from every kind of occasional tax (‘avārizāt) and from the inconvenience of contributions (muʿan); their pious foundations and bequests for the public use and their husbandmen and ploughmen have also been recognized as immune; and none may speak amiss of them, particularly the imams of the faith of Mohammed, and especially now in the reign of the Emperor Mengü Qa’an, when there are several princes of the family (urugh) of Chingiz-Khan, his children and grandchildren, in whom the dignity of Islam hath been joined to worldly power. . . . In view of the foregoing it is necessary on the grounds of reason, now that the Piebald Horse of the Days [i.e., the world] is tame between the thighs of their command, that men should comply with the commandment of the Lord: “And if they lean to peace, lean thou also to it” [Qur’an 6:63], and should yield and submit; and desist from rebellion and forwardness in accordance with the words of the Lord of the Shari‘at: “Let the Turks be as long as they let you be, for they are endued with terrible prowess”; and place their lives
and property in the stronghold of immunity and the asylum of security—"for God guideth whom He pleasteth into the straight path" [Qur'an 2:209].

How this argument played among the masses is hard to gauge; however, one factor that did play into the hands of the Mongols was the age-old animosities within Islam that helped foster divided loyalties. Thus while Sunnis bemoaned the death of the Caliph, they also greeted Hülegü's destruction of the Shi'a Assassins with joy. On the other hand, the Shi'a, especially those in southern Iraq, looked favorably upon the Mongols precisely for their destruction of the Sunni caliphate.

Yet even more important than these mutual antagonisms were the rulings of Islamic scholars that decoupled the idea of justice from Islam, thereby making it possible for a non-Muslim state to be defined as just. Of course, once the Mongols converted to Islam these rulings were subsequently reevaluated and the linkage between justice and Muslim rule reaffirmed. Even so, not all Muslims were satisfied with Ghazan Khan's conversion to Islam, much less Mongol rule as being just. Imami Shi'a scholars, for example, rejected the argument of Mongol rule being just since Ghazan Khan did not recognize the Imam. In fact, they came to support Mongol rule only when Ghazan's successor, Öljeitü, actually became a Twelver Shi'a. But it was not only the Shi'a who questioned the Mongol adoption of Islam.

Ibn Taymiyya, the reformist Sunni theologian from Syria, leveled the most famous critique against the Mongols. He saw their continued adherence to not only non-Islamic Mongol rituals, but also Mongol laws that contradicted the shari'a, as evidence of their impiety. As they were less than true believers ibn Taymiyya therefore claimed the Mongols could be killed. Famously, and more controversially, he also asserted that anyone who had dealings with the Mongols, even if they were Muslim, could also be killed. All Muslims, of course, did not agree with ibn Taymiyya, and not only about his justifying the killing of innocents. Many also opposed ibn Taymiyya's other hardliner interpretations of Islam, such as his rejection of music, dancing, and relic worship. Thus when Ibn Taymiyya tried to stop the worship of Muhammad's footprint in Damascus in 1304 he was driven away by an enraged mob who accused him of impiety. The Muslim response to the Mongols was therefore not only ambivalent, but also diverse on account of many extenuating factors such as reli-
gious, economic, and political concerns. And this reality is made evident in the response of the Persian elite to the Mongol conquest. For them, religion was not the sole driving force in their decision to work with the new rulers. In fact, some of them were more concerned about staying in power and increasing their financial well-being than adherence to Islam. If that required learning Mongolian and working with the infidels so be it. It was therefore by downplaying Islam that the Persian elite remained in power during Mongol rule. Yet this is not to suggest that they completely abandoned Islam. When possible they also promoted a return to Islamic principles as during the two-year reign of Ahmad Khan (1282–1284). But when his successor, the anti-Muslim Arghun, overturned these policies, the elite fell in line again. From afar it is very easy to see such actions on the part of the Persian elite as opportunism, or else a sophisticated manner in which to promote both their political and religious agendas. Either way, however, the point here is not to dredge up the inordinately complex issues surrounding the relations that develop between native elites and any new imperial power, but rather to highlight the complexity of the Muslim response to the coming of the Mongols. Indeed, the key point to be kept in mind is that Islam is never monolithic and rarely is there a uniform “Muslim” response. Thus while some Persian elites may have minimized the role of the religion at certain times, others like ibn Taymiyya clearly did not.

Curiously, however, those who did mobilize Islam against the Mongols never specifically focused on their adherence to Buddhism. Rather, the main charge leveled against them by thinkers like ibn Taymiyya and the Imami Shi’a was that the Mongols were not Muslim enough, or that they were the wrong kind of Muslim. Even in the earlier Islamic debates about justice and Mongol rule the question never focused on Buddhism in particular, but revolved instead around the general issue of infidel rule and more specifically the issue of stability and the use of coercive power needed to maintain it. Indeed, it was largely along these same lines that Juvaini championed the Mongols, and he too, for obvious reasons, did not broadcast their support of the Dharma. He highlighted instead their attitude of religious freedom, as well as their lack of “fanaticism” of any kind.

But even though the Dharma is absent in these works we should not assume, as has so often been the case, that Il-khanid Buddhism did not leave a trace in the Muslim world. Rather, we need to recognize that the bringing together of Buddhists and Muslims within the Il-khanid domains for a period of almost a half-century resulted not only in a new intellectual
engagement between the two traditions, but also in the creation of a whole new visual culture—one that even allowed the representation of Muhammad (figure 19).

Portraying Muhammad had never occurred in the Muslim world before the Il-khanid period. Moreover, it would not continue long after the end of Mongol rule. In fact, if Muhammad were portrayed in the later period he would come to be veiled (figure 20).

Yet before exploring the Buddhist role in the aesthetic revolution encapsulated in the appearance of images of Muhammad, let us first turn to the issue of intellectual engagement and the role it played in laying the groundwork for such artistic works to be created.

Rashid al-Din and the Dharma

Rashid al-Din, the son of a Jewish pharmacist, was born in 1247 in the town of Hamadan. When he was thirty he converted to Islam and joined the court of Abagha Khan as a doctor. After the economic crisis that ensued when the Il-khans tried to introduce Chinese paper money in Iran, Rashid al-Din was brought into the Il-khanid administration as an associate of the new vizier Sa’d al-Din Savaji. In this capacity Rashid al-Din performed extraordinarily well and thus he not only went on military campaigns with Ghazan Khan against the Mamluks and arranged peace negotiations in Syria, but also resolved long-standing financial problems. Yet Rashid al-Din’s remarkable rise to power was soon to be challenged.

Upon the death of his associate Sa’d al-Din Savaji, he was accused of poisoning Ghazan Khan. Although he was able to prove his innocence Rashid al-Din continued to clash with his new associate, the vizier Taj al-Din Ali-Shah. To resolve this feud Öljeytü Khan divided control of the Il-khanid territories between the two men, but tensions between them persisted and came to a head when Öljeytü died under Rashid al-Din’s medical care. Ali-Shah used this event to convince Öljeytü’s successor, Abu Sa’id, that Rashid al-Din had poisoned his father. The young khan agreed and Rashid al-Din, who had faithfully served both his father and grandfather, was executed in 1318. His decapitated head was paraded around Tabriz for days accompanied with the chant, “This is the head of the Jew who abused the name of God: may God’s curse be upon him!” The enraged mob then ransacked his house and destroyed the legendary workshop that bore his name, the Rab‘i Rashidi. And to add insult to injury Miran Shah, the “crazy” son of Tam-
Figure 19. Muhammad mounted on Buraq and escorted by angels passing over the Ka'ba, from the Khamsa of Nizami, Herat, Afghanistan, 1494–1495. © British Library Board. All Rights Reserved (Or. 6810, f.5v).
Figure 20. Muhammad’s ascent into heaven, from the *Khamsa* of Nizami, Tabriz, Iran, 1539–1543. © British Library Board. All Rights Reserved (Or. MS 2265, f. 195).
erlane, had Rashid al-Din’s body exhumed from his mausoleum and reburied in the Jewish cemetery.96

Prior to his tumultuous fall from grace, however, Rashid al-Din had been commissioned with a delicate task of the utmost importance: Ghazan Khan had asked him to write a history of the Mongols and their rise to power. The reason Ghazan gave for launching this undertaking was so that the recently converted Mongols would not forget their glorious pre-Islamic past; however, there were clearly other motives behind this endeavor.97 Indeed, being composed in Persian and then translated into Arabic, this history of the Mongols was clearly aimed at a much broader audience. Moreover, its narrative aim was probably less an act of remembering than a project of legitimating Mongol rule. Yet be that as it may, to compose his history Ghazan Khan made it possible for Rashid al-Din to have unprecedented access to Mongol sources. He was not only allowed to interview important members of the Mongol elite, but was also given access to the secret archives of the Mongol chancellery. As a result, Rashid al-Din was able to produce a history of the early Mongols that was remarkably rich in details and unparalleled in its scope.

On account of this success Ghazan Khan’s brother and successor, Öljeytü, asked Rashid al-Din to expand his history beyond the Mongols. He wanted Rashid al-Din to not only include the earlier Hebrew, Persian, and Islamic dynasties, but also chronicle the histories of India, China, and Europe. To this end Rashid al-Din brought in a whole team of foreign experts to help him write what was to become the first-ever world history, the Jami’ al-tawarikh, or Compendium of Chronicles. It was a monumental work and also a stunning success. Upon its completion Rashid al-Din was reportedly paid a million gold dinars as a reward. Moreover, since the project was deemed so important to the Il-khanid court they ordered that an illustrated copy in Persian and Arabic be prepared annually so that it could be disseminated across the empire.

In order to fulfill this command Rashid al-Din hired the best calligraphers and painters from Iran and China and put them to work in the Rab‘i Rashidi.98 On account of his subsequent fall from grace, however, only four illustrated copies of this history survive today. Yet on the basis of these remaining fragmentary copies one can get a glimpse of the cosmopolitan culture within which Rashid al-Din produced the Compendium of Chronicles. The paintings, for example, draw influences not only from Central Asian Buddhist and Chinese sources, but also from contemporary Italian
(especially Sienese) paintings as well as Byzantine icons. The nature of this distinctive Mongol visual culture will be explored in more detail below.

Let us begin instead with Rashid al-Din’s presentation of the Dharma. His presentation of Buddhism comprises twenty chapters and is the most extensive and well-informed presentation of Buddhism in any Muslim source. The main reason Rashid al-Din was able to present such a rich exploration of the Dharma was quite simply that unlike all of his Muslim predecessors he had access to actual Buddhists. As we have seen above, the Il-khanid court had actively supported the Dharma for nearly half a century and thus Iran was filled with a vast array of Buddhists from across Asia. The Dharma was therefore not something far away and little understood; it was a lived reality. During his life Rashid al-Din could thus readily have visited Buddhist temples, seen Buddha statues, witnessed Buddhist rituals, and like as-Simnani, he could also have actually talked with Buddhists. These were possibilities simply unavailable to earlier Muslim scholars such as al-Biruni, who lamented his not being able to find a single Buddhist with whom he could discuss the Dharma.

Rashid al-Din, on the other hand, readily acknowledges that he had three Buddhist informants: the Kashmiri monk Kamalaśri, and two Chinese collaborators named Litaji and Kamsun. Since the Buddhism practiced in Kashmir and China were two very different things, however, a preliminary question to consider is how these different informants shaped Rashid al-Din’s presentation. Indeed, this question feeds into the larger issue of what kind of Buddhism was actually being practiced in Il-khanid Iran. On one level, of course, the answer to this question is already known: the Mongols in Iran followed the lead of Khubilai Khan and adopted the Tantric Buddhism espoused by Tibetan lamas. Yet unlike Khubilai, who had allied himself with Sakya order of central Tibet, Hülegü had established connections with the Kagyü suborders of the Drigungpa and Pakmo Drukpa. Beginning already in the mid-1250s he had started to financially support the monasteries of both these orders in western Tibet, and throughout the thirteenth century the Il-khanid court maintained these relations by having an official stationed in western Tibet. Thus it is very likely that when Gaikhatu Khan received the Tibetan name Rinchen Dorjé during his tantric initiation ceremony in 1291 it was presumably monks of the Drigungpa and Pakmo Drukpa orders who performed this ritual.

The Tibetan influence among the Il-khans is also borne out in the Com-
The followers of Sakyamuni fall into three groups; the first is known as Sravakas [i.e., Nikaya] and consist of the lowest class, the disciples; they seek only self-cultivation on account of the rigour of the Way shown to them by Sakyamuni. The second group are the Pratyekabuddhas [i.e., Mahayana], the middle group, who maintain that they liberate people from evil and help them. The third group, known as Samyaksambuddhas, claim to have attained the highest degree of perfection. They give right guidance to all creatures and perfect the imperfect souls: they raise people from the stage of animals and devils to the degree of the angels and holy spirits. They know and understand the secrets, commands, wisdom, arguments and revelations of Sakyamuni.105

In another section of the text the superiority of tantra is also made evident in the Buddha’s response to a question about “what doctor and what medicine liberate people from all pain and torment?” To which the Buddha replies, “the doctor and also the medicine which cures all diseases is the perfect human being, who is called by Indian sages Samyaksam-buddha.”106 In this case, as in the passage above, Samyaksambuddha refers to tantric practitioners. Moreover, as Rashid al-Din explains elsewhere in the text these tantric masters come specifically from Tibet, as well as from among the Uygur and Tangut.107

As noted above, it was through these three groups that the Mongols initially came into contact with Tantric Buddhism and thus their presence in Iran makes sense. Unfortunately, however, while we have no evidence of Tangut Buddhists there is ample evidence of Uygur involvement at the Ilkhanid court. In fact, they are recorded as being active all over the Mongol empire in an array of administrative and religious capacities. Toqtogha Khan (r. 1290–1312 C.E.) of the Golden Horde of southern Russia, for example, supported Uygur Buddhists, and in the Chaghatai realm in Inner Asia the Uygurs were promoting the Dharma well into the fourteenth century as evidenced in a Sino-Uygur inscription from 1326 recording the restoration of a Maitreya temple.108 Yet although we know Uygurs were widely influential among the Mongols, it is little understood how they actually impacted or influenced the Buddhism being practiced among the Mon-
gols. Thus while it is well known that the Uygurs were involved in the early translation of Buddhist texts, it is little understood how the Uygurs actually shaped or defined the Buddhism of the Il-khanid court. Indeed, over time the Tibetans and their tantric Buddhism would come to dominate the Buddhism practiced by the Mongols so much so that the earlier role of the Uygurs and the Chinese, not to mention the Tanguts, would largely be forgotten.

Rashid al-Din, however, presents a different picture. His work reveals that there were numerous streams shaping Il-khanid Buddhism. Thus even though the Compendium lauds Tantric Buddhism as the supreme teaching it contains nothing that can be specifically identified as "tantric," much less "Tibetan." Rather, in presenting the Dharma Rashid al-Din and his informers draw almost exclusively on Sanskrit Nikaya and Chinese Buddhist texts. Yet before investigating the implications of this choice, we should begin by summarizing the general overview of the Dharma as presented in the Compendium of Chronicles, which has three main foci: the biography of the Buddha, the Wheel of Life, and the worship of Maitreya.

The Mongol veneration of Maitreya was already noted above in the description of Il-khanid religious life by the Armenian Christian Kirakos Ganjakeci, and thus it is not surprising that it is also found in the Compendium. In fact, the chapter on Maitreya is the longest one of all those focusing on the Dharma. Even so, it presents us with nothing out of the ordinary in terms of the Buddhist worship of Maitreya since it is based entirely on a Sanskrit Nikaya text, the Maitreyavya-karana. The same can be said of Rashid al-Din’s presentation of the Buddha biography and the Wheel of Life. Namely, both are faithful reproductions of Buddhist doctrine. The only exception is Rashid al-Din’s unorthodox presentation of the Buddha’s death, in particular, the claim of the Buddha being encased in a crystal tomb. While the origin of this story is unclear, on account of its inclusion in Rashid al-Din’s work it was to become a subsequent part of Muslim understandings of the Dharma. Thus, for example, in an illustrated version of Hafiz-i Abrū’s Collection of Chronicles (Majma’ al-tawarikh), written for the Timurid ruler Shahrūkh Khan in 1425, the manuscript illustrator actually represented the Buddha in a crystal mausoleum.

Yet, besides this oddity, Rashid al-Din’s presentation of the Buddha’s biography is rather straightforward. In fact, his narrative deviates from the conventional narrative only when stories about the Buddha’s previous lives
are inserted in order to enhance the basic teachings about reincarnation and morality as represented in the Wheel of Life (figure 21).\textsuperscript{115}

The Wheel of Life has been a part of the Buddhist tradition almost from the very beginning.\textsuperscript{116} It was during his enlightenment experience that the Buddha visited the six realms of existence and came to learn not only about karma and how it causes one to be reborn into each of these realms, but also that all these realms, even heaven, involve some degree of suffering. As a result, the ultimate quest should be to break out of the cycle completely and not be born at all, which is, of course, Nirvana. On a more mundane level, however, the Wheel of Life is a foundational element in the Buddhist system of teaching about ethics. It explains how one's actions have karmic consequences resulting in particular rebirths, and it is this facet that takes up the bulk of Rashid al-Din's exploration of the Dharma. Chapters 8 and 15, for example, explore the increasingly better attributes of the numerous Buddhist heavens. Chapter 11, on the other hand, outlines \textit{in extenso} the increasingly worse punishments one suffers in the eight levels of hell, while Chapter 12 has a long list of the actions that lead one to be reborn as a "hungry ghost." For example, those who exploit children will be reborn as ghosts who consume nothing but menstrual blood. Chapter 13 briefly lists the actions that lead one to be reborn as an animal, such as those of men who love their wives to excess and cannot be separated from them. They will be reborn as a tick on the teat of a milk cow. And finally, Chapter 14 describes the possibilities of achieving the highest birth, which is a human birth, since only then does one have the possibility to both change one's karma and practice the Dharma. To this end Rashid al-Din informs us that those who are generous and kind will be reborn into distinguished and rich families, while those who give to charity will not only be reborn noble and wealthy, but also have a long life and be loved by all. The builders of temples will be born with beautiful, healthy bodies and will be rich. Those who ridicule and slander others will be born blind, weak, lame, small, and full of infirmities.\textsuperscript{117} And as for gender, men who are devoted husbands will always be reborn as men, while a philanderer will be reborn a thousand times as a woman.

Whether Rashid al-Din included all of this material on Buddhist notions of reward and punishment because it related somehow to Muslim notions of divine retribution is not known. Similarly, it is unclear whether the extensive focus on heaven and hell was on account of its coinciding neatly with the Islamic tradition.\textsuperscript{118} Indeed, in this regard one can actually
Figure 21. Wheel of Life. Simtokha Dzong, Bhutan. Photo: Johan Elverskog.
wonder whether it resonated with Muhammad’s famous journey to these realms during his night flight to Jerusalem, which was to subsequently become a favorite topic of Islamic painting as seen in the famous 1436 *Miraj Name* from Herat, Afghanistan (figure 22).

In looking at this image one can only but wonder about the possible parallels between Muslim and Buddhist visions of heaven and hell. Moreover, in the case of this particular painting one must also wonder about not only possible mythological similarities, but also very real Buddhist influences. Yet even though it is most likely the case that this painting of a multi-headed angel was based on Tantric Buddhist precedents, it is actually very difficult to tease out the possible linkages. And it is the same with Rashid al-Din’s focus on heaven and hell. Was it an attempt at making a link between the Dharma and Islam, or was it just presenting a fundamental aspect of Buddhism that is too often overlooked in the modern West?

Either way, what is clear from the entirety of Rashid al-Din’s presentation of the Dharma is that he was earnestly trying to make the Dharma comprehensible, and possibly even palatable, to a Muslim audience. One piece of evidence in this regard is how the Sanskrit sources used by the author(s) are translated. In general it is a rather direct and simple translation, but when there is a difficult Buddhist term its meaning is fully explained. Moreover, in order to foster commonalities Muslim terms are often used in relation to Buddhist terms. Thus the Buddhist demon Mara is called “Iblis.” Similarly, when Mara/Iblis sends down his daughters to tempt the Buddha they are called *huris*, the beautiful maidens of Islamic lore. Similarly, in describing the Buddhist world the author(s) transpose common Muslim elements, such as when a hell realm is described as being for those who destroy madrasas or rabats. Or when the famous Jetavana grove of Buddhist lore is said to contain not only a “madrasa, khanaqah, sauma’a and a hospital,” but also to be open to all “Sufis, Bakshis, and Dervishes.” Rashid al-Din also describes a Buddhist heaven in terms of the Garden of Eden, and in the best example of this sort of comparison he also explains the experience of Nirvana in relation to Sufi conceptualizations.

Rashid al-Din and his informers were therefore trying hard to parallel the two traditions. And the most remarkable example of this endeavor is the attempt in Chapter 1 to present the Buddha as a prophet with a book, just like Muhammad and the Qur’an. The question of whether a religious group had a prophet and/or a holy book had always been a part of earlier
Figure 22. Muhammad and the angel with seventy heads, from the *Miraj Name*, Herat, Afghanistan, 1436. (Manuscrit Supplément Turc 190, f. 19v). Reproduced by permission from Bibliothèque nationale de France.
Muslim taxonomies of Indian religions, and in this regard Buddhism had always come up lacking. In the hands of Rashid al-Din and his informants, however, a wholly new narrative of Indian religious history is presented. In this vision there is the same evolutionary prophetic progression as in Islam, albeit with Sakyamuni being the sixth and final prophet. The earlier prophets are Siva, Vishnu, and Brahma, each of whom created a religion named after themselves. The fourth prophet is called “Arhanta,” but clearly refers to the Ajivakas, and the fifth is the materialist school of the Nastikas. Yet these were all false prophets. “Sakyamuni has called these gods devils, because of their arrogance, their self-exaltation and egotism.”

The Seal of the Prophets in the Indian tradition is thus the Buddha, who possesses a book called the Abhidharma.

The Abhidharma is, however, not a book. Nor is it the teaching of the Buddha. In fact, of the three parts of the traditional Buddhist canon—the Buddha’s Teachings (Sutra), the Monastic Code (Vinaya), and the Higher Teachings (Abhidharma)—the later is the only section that is expressly understood as not being the word of the Buddha. The Abhidharma is instead the collected works of the Buddhist exegetes who tried to make sense of the Buddha’s teaching. Thus it is certainly odd that the Abhidharma is presented as the Prophet Sakyamuni’s “Holy Book.” Indeed, it would have made more sense to pronounce the Sutras as the Buddha’s revealed scripture. Yet be that as it may, the issue of Abhidharma or Sutra was clearly secondary; more important was the attempt to draw parallels and links between Buddhism and Islam, which was done most ingeniously in Rashid al-Din’s reconceptualization of Indian religious history within an Islamic framework.

Yet Rashid al-Din does not only present Buddhism within this new historical frame; he also tries to accurately portray Buddhist practice. Thus rather than using the Dharma as a vehicle to advance a theological agenda, or else simply repeating earlier observations in an encyclopedic fashion, Rashid al-Din offers us a view of the Dharma not seen in a Muslim source since the eighth-century work of ibn Khalid. Indeed, one of the more striking examples of this objective or “ethnographic” approach is found in his description of the consecration and worship of Buddha statues: “Sakyamuni said that the Exalted Creator had commanded temples to be built and images of Sakyamuni to be placed in them. At the times of prayer candles should be lit (before the images), perfumes burnt and the people should (come to) pray there. ‘For verily, I must then appear there. There-
fore make gifts to charitable institutions and give alms freely, for I will receive them all! And it is seemly that only pure gifts should be brought there by those who have severed themselves from their connections (with the world), so that I may appear there, may hear their invocations and grant their prayers. And of each one who prays in these temples I know the extent of his meritorious participation in it. Verily it can neither be calculated nor measured."  

Unlike with Tha‘alibi and the earlier fad for Buddha statues this passage reveals a new level of appreciation and understanding of Buddhist practice. Indeed, unlike in the earlier period when Buddha statues had been disassociated from their ritual context and thus approached solely as objets d’art, in this case Rashid al-Din presents an accurate and sympathetic awareness of Buddhist ritual.

With this in mind we can return to the question raised above about what Rashid al-Din’s work tells us about Il-khanid Buddhism as a whole. Indeed, based on his presentation of the Dharma and the sources he uses, what can we know about the nature of the Buddhism practiced in Iran? While we have already noted Rashid al-Din’s connection with Tibetan Buddhists, and his use of Sanskrit Nikaya texts, it is also important to note that one of the most pronounced elements in the *Compendium* is actually Chinese Buddhism. Indeed, Rashid al-Din not only discusses three distinctively Chinese Buddhist practices, but also identifies their textual tradition. One of these is the worship of the Buddha Amitabha, which is explained in terms of one of the key Chinese Pure Land texts, the *Guanwu liang shou jing*:  

“...And it is said that every man who recites the Book of Amitayur daily, dons a clean garment of white muslin and performs the daily ablutions, will live long and, when he dies, will be taken to Amitabha Buddha in the Paradise of Sukhavati. And every one who hears what is recited from this Book will also go to Paradise when he dies."

The second Chinese element found in the *Compendium of Chronicles* is the worship of Guanyin, the Bodhisattva of Compassion, which is based on the *Kāraṇḍavyūha Sūtra*, which was “translated by T’ien-hsi-tsai in 1000, [and] represents the height of Kuan-yin glorification.”  

“In this book it is said that Sakyamuni, when he became a prophet, sent [Guanyin] to hell, commanding him to purge it of those who were there. And he purged Hell of its inhabitants. And on his way there each part of the Hell-fire which he touched with his foot changed into roses and flowers. And when the inhabitants of Hell saw his face, they were all freed from the pains of Hell and entered into Paradise. And the guardians of Hell went to their
chief and told him that someone had come to them who had redeemed Hell and who was able to take them to Paradise. When the chief guardians of Hell entered Hell and saw Guanyin they threw themselves before him and joyfully obeyed his commands. Yet the most striking evidence of Chinese influence is borne out by an elaboration of the Buddho-Daoist worship of the Big Dipper. “It is said that he who recites this book and with lights and candles implores the stars, which he zealously worships, for help, will speedily have his wish fulfilled, whether it concerns a person or a thing, and that future trials and misfortunes will be spared him through the goodness of Allah the Exalted.” Although the worship of the Big Dipper had become an important part of the religious life of Yuan-dynasty China, it is another question how and why it came to be present in Iran. Moreover, returning again to the question raised above, what does this Chinese influence tell us about Il-khanid Buddhism?

Let us begin with the first question. In doing so one can point out that the ties between the Il-khans and the Yuan dynasty were particularly strong and that there was much interaction between the two, and as noted above Rashid al-Din had two Chinese informants. Yet we should also recall that Rashid al-Din was himself very interested in the Chinese tradition and he himself had even translated a Chinese treatise on medicine into Persian, the Tansuq Name (figures 23 and 24). Rashid al-Din also had numerous Chinese artists working for him at the Rab‘i Rashidi. Thus clearly there were numerous ways in which Rashid al-Din could familiarize himself with Chinese Buddhism in Iran.

Yet at the same time why should we assume these particular practices were Chinese? While today it is common to identify Pure Land Buddhism, the worship of Guanyin, and the worship of the Big Dipper with China, why should we do so in regard to the Mongol period? The Uygurs, for example, not only engaged in all these practices, but also had Turkic translations of the relevant texts. In fact, by the mid-fourteenth century even the Tibetans had a translation of the pseudo-Daoist ritual text for worshipping the Big Dipper. As a result, it is very possible that these “Chinese” practices were not only being performed by non-Chinese, but also from texts in languages other than Chinese. And one small piece of evidence that supports this idea is found in one of the stories about the Buddha’s previous lives recounted by Rashid al-Din. Namely, in an earlier birth the Buddha was a merchant traveling by ship, and when a sea monster seized the hull he prayed, “Namo buddhayah.” Upon hearing this phrase the sea monster
remembered his previous human birth and how he had said the same prayer, thus he came to be filled with compassion and let the ship go.\textsuperscript{142} While this story confirms again the link between the Dharma and the world of trade, what is of relevance here is the prayer, \textit{Namo buddhayah}, which is a distinctive phrase found only in Central Asian Buddhism.\textsuperscript{143} Of course,
on one level this may seem like an insignificant piece of evidence and perhaps even a minor or irrelevant point; however, it is precisely such evidence that affords us a better picture of Il-khanid Buddhism.144

Moreover, the issue of Rashid al-Din’s Buddhist influences also feeds into the larger historiographical problem of identifying the Dharma in rela-
tion to modern ethnonational units without much consideration of its implications. Indeed, it is vital to recognize that Buddhist doctrines and practices were never tied to one “ethnicity” or “nation” and thus labeling them as such is inherently problematic. In the case of Il-khanid Buddhism, for example, evidence of tantra does not by definition mean a Tibetan presence. As Rashid al-Din makes clear it can mean Tanguts, or Uygurs, or Kashmiris; and the same is true of the “Chinese” practices of worshipping Guanyin and the Big Dipper. As we have seen these practices could just as well have been done by Uygurs and Tibetans, not to mention Mongols.

That said, however, there are two elements in the Compendium that can be attributed only to a specific Buddhist group. The first is the promotion of vegetarianism: “Concerning that which is allowed and that which is forbidden, he [the Buddha] said furthermore: ‘Drink no wine, kill no animal for the sake of food and make not your stomach the grave of living creatures; neither kill harmful animals, insects and reptiles, for had they not been hurt in a previous form of existence, they would not do the same in this present existence.’” Although vegetarianism is often linked with Buddhism in the modern imagination, the fact is that the Buddha never advocated it. The prohibition against eating meat only appeared in late Mahayana texts and the idea was only fully adopted and put into practice in China and in the Buddhist cultures that followed its lead, such as Korea and Japan. Nowhere else, however, is vegetarianism a part of Buddhist culture. The inclusion of this pro-vegetarian mandate in the Compendium of Chronicles thus actually confirms that there were Chinese Buddhists in Il-khanid Iran.

The second distinctive element in the Compendium of Chronicles confirms, on the other hand, a specifically Tibetan presence in Iran. Rashid al-Din, namely, concludes his description of Buddhism by claiming that the teachings of the Buddha are collected in a volume called the Kanjur, which is a term that derives from the Tibetan bka’ gyur—the “collected” (gyur) “word” (bka’) of the Buddha. Since Rashid al-Din uses this term in reference to the Buddhist canon we must assume it came from a Tibetan source, via a Uygur or Mongol intermediary. At the same time, however, his use of this term is really not that simple since the bka’ gyur itself was only then being created. In fact, the idea for creating a Tibetan Buddhist canon was only fully realized in the late thirteenth century as Tibetans became heavily involved with the Mongol court in China.

The appearance of the term Kanjur in an early fourteenth century Per-
sian history is thus surprising. For one, the fact that an idea just germinat-
ing in Beijing and Lhasa was already known in Tabriz gives one a sense of
just how interconnected the eastern half of the Eurasian continent was dur-
ing this period of time. Indeed, Rashid al-Din’s awareness of a Tibetan
Buddhist canon encapsulates the world of Buddhist-Muslim exchange ush-
ered in by the pax Mongolica. Yet the Mongol empire brought together not
only the Buddhist and Muslim worlds; it also brought together for the
first time Buddhists of many different cultural backgrounds and religious
affiliations. Thus in theory a Tibetan lama could talk with a Chinese Zen
master as well as a Uygur devotee of Amitabha, which had never really been
the case previously. As a result, when trying to answer the question raised
above about the nature of Il-khanid Buddhism, the answer seems to reside
in something like such a conversation. And it is precisely this rich Buddhist
diversity of Il-khanid Iran that the Compendium of Chronicles captures.
Unfortunately, it is precisely this complexity that is too often obscured
when modern scholars try to make distinctions based on narrow definitions
of either doctrinal affiliation or modern ethnonational identifications. Nei-
ther of these ideas were relevant to the Buddhists of Il-khanid Iran. Rather,
the Compendium offers us a valuable perspective into the multifaceted com-
plexity of the Buddhist community in Mongol Iran, and in doing so Rashid
al-Din’s work also reveals the interactions between Buddhists and Muslims
that were possible on account of the pax Mongolica.

Mongol Visual Culture

The development of Persian miniature painting during the Il-khanid period
is now well known and amply documented. Perhaps less well known,
however, is that for all its legendary importance in the history of Islamic
art there is actually very little extant material from this period. In fact,
there are only four groups of Il-khanid illuminated manuscripts. The first
comprises the early illustrated texts of the Manafi al-Hayawan (On the
Usefulness of Animals) from about 1290 and the 1307/1308 copy of al-
Biruni’s Athar al-Baqiya (Chronology of Ancient Nations). The second
group is Rashid al-Din’s Compendium of Chronicles, pieces of which are
now housed in various collections around the world. The third group
comprises four manuscripts of Firdausi’s Shahname (Book of Kings), the so-
called “little Shahname,” that were produced in Baghdad around 1300. The
fourth and final group consists of an illustrated version of the Miraj
Name, Muhammad’s journey through heaven and hell, and the later version of Firdausi’s Book of Kings, better known as the Demotte or “Great Shahname.” Of course, there was a great deal more art produced during the Il-khanid period than these illuminated manuscripts; however, since these works capture the essence of the changes that Islamic art underwent during this period they will be the focus of what follows.

In order to begin to unravel what these changes were and the possible role Buddhism may have played in them it is necessary to provide a starting point, and in this regard it is important to begin by pointing out that these Il-khanid paintings were not created out of whole cloth. As we have seen above there was already in fact a rather well-developed Islamic painting tradition when the Mongols arrived. Moreover, the famous Islamic prohibition against the representation of living beings had come under juridical scrutiny for more than a century. Scholars, for example, had observed that the Qur’an only forbids “idols,” and since idols are presumably three-dimensional images it raised the question whether representations that did not cast a shadow were permissible. While Muslim scholars disagreed on this point it was precisely such speculations that opened the door for the development of two-dimensional representational Islamic art in the twelfth century.

This was a momentous development because the Islamic prohibition against such art had largely been upheld since it was first instituted in the middle of the eighth century in relation to Jewish and Byzantine iconoclasm. Indeed, it was because of these events that so much Islamic art came to focus on calligraphy or abstract ornamentalism rather than the representation of the animate world. As a result, an important question is why this radical shift happened when it did. Why in the second half of the twelfth century did the eastern half of the Islamic world undergo a “radical revolution in taste that affected all manufactured goods from books to buildings”? One explanation can be found in the disunity of the Muslim world described above, which created an “equilibrium” that Marshall Hodgson has called “the victory of Sunni internationalism.” Namely, the "new territories of Anatolia and India had been conquered, the Crusades had been almost entirely repulsed, heterodox groups had weakened or were being incorporated into new political and intellectual syntheses, mysticism and orthodoxy were developing a symbiotic relationship, and, in spite of considerable bickering and fighting among various dynasties, the Ayyubids, Seljuqs of Rum or Kirman, Ghorids, Khorezmshahs, Kara-Khitays, and
other locally based feudal kingdoms had settled into a certain equilibrium. The long rule of the caliph al-Nasir (1180–1225), the only imaginative and powerful ‘Abbasid to reign after the second half of the tenth century, in many ways symbolizes what seemed a reasonable and satisfied state within the Muslim body politic.162

It was therefore within this particular moment in Muslim history on the eve of the Mongol conquests that a cultural explosion took place.163 Representational art was thus not only being produced, but it was also suddenly fashionable and the urban bourgeoisie were sponsoring and buying such objects in order to confirm both their taste and status.164 Indeed, the Islamic fascination with Buddha statues described above was one part of this phenomenon.

Yet Muslims did not only begin to appreciate and collect “idols” at this time; there was also a broader shift in Islamic artistic culture away from abstraction toward representation. Representational art was thus suddenly all over the Muslim world. It was in mosques, on tapestries, silks, ceramics, and in glass and metalwork. It was also in books, such as illustrated versions of the animal tales in the *Kalila wa Dimna*,165 and the Persian love story of Waraq and Gulshah.166 Painting and representational art were also used to enhance the understandability of works on science like the *Book of Herbs* by Dioscorides and the *Book of Antidotes to Poison* by Pseudo-Galen.167 Yet perhaps the most famous illustrated book from the pre-Mongol thirteenth century is Hariri’s *Maqamat*, which drew its artistic inspiration wholly in both form and style from earlier and contemporary Byzantine art.168 On account of this earlier explosion of Islamic representational art one can well wonder what the Mongols added to the mix. They cannot be credited with creating the Persian miniature since it had a long pedigree before they arrived. Nevertheless, one thing that the Mongols and the *pax Mongolica* offered were new influences far beyond neighboring Byzantium. Because of the huge expanse of the Mongol empire and the possibilities of travel that it fostered Il-khanid art came to include influences from places as far away as China and Italy. Indeed, it is precisely this Eurasian mix that makes Il-khanid art unique and it is for this same reason that it can rightfully be labeled as a distinctive Mongol visual culture.

Nevertheless, within the cosmopolitan crosscurrents of Il-khanid Iran, the Chinese influence was probably the greatest.169 Yet as with the case of “Chinese” Buddhism one needs to be careful when tracing the Chinese influences in Islamic art because the actual number of Chinese in cities like
Tabriz was actually rather small. The Chinese influence was thus less the result of actual Chinese painters than local artisans adopting the new fashions that developed in Yuan-dynasty China, with which they became familiar through imported goods such as silk tapestries. And within this dynamic of cultural and aesthetic appropriation and emulation the greatest lesson learnt was how to represent landscapes. Thus as Grabar has noted, "there are, for example, great artificial rocks framing spaces that are of different tonalities, oblique traces vaguely indicating folds in the terrain and suggesting separate planes within the space, small white clouds, tortuous and richly knotted trunks of trees; for the representation of certain animals, one notes the precision of drawing, done with a pen, variable tonalities in the modeling of bodies, and elegant movements" (figure 25). Yet Muslim artists did not only emulate Chinese garden painting during this period, they also adopted another brand-new Chinese technique: the creation of continuous space.

Of course, within this largely "Chinese" matrix of influences one can readily wonder what role Buddhism played. In trying to answer this question one can begin by looking for identifiable artistic traces. In doing so, however, it becomes quickly evident that the Buddhist influence is minimal. Moreover, none of the famous Il-khanid paintings described above is actually from the "Buddhist period" before Ghazan Khan's conversion in 1295. In fact, only one pre-1295 painting seems to represent a Buddhist, that of a monk partaking in an enthronement ceremony. Even more problematic, though, is the fact that evidence of direct Buddhist artistic influence is limited—for example, the flaming halo and the similarity between the representation of Muslim angels and Buddhist apsaras.

While such parallelism is by itself important and clearly confirms the presence of Buddhist influence on Islamic art, at the same time one can certainly wonder whether that was all. Indeed, if that is all then the Buddhist influence does not seem to add up to much. Yet although this may be the case, it also seems as if it is approaching the question from the wrong angle. In fact, perhaps the question should not simply be about how many stylistic elements went from East to West or vice versa; rather, one should wonder about the particular environment that the Mongols fostered in which such new art forms could develop. And in this regard the role of Buddhism cannot be discounted, especially since it is such a profoundly visual tradition. Thus even though the Muslim tradition had already moved in the direction of representational art this tendency was exponen-
Figure 25. The Grove of Jetavana, where the Buddha achieved Enlightenment, from *Jami’ al-Tawarikh* by Rashid al-Din (MSS 727, folio 36b), Iran, Tabriz, dated 714 A.H. (1314–1315). Ink, translucent and opaque watercolor, gold and silver on paper, 10.5 x 25.5 cm (painting). Courtesy of The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art.
ially enhanced when the Mongols arrived. And without a doubt the most profound development in this regard was the representation of the Prophet Muhammad, which had never been done in the Islamic world. Moreover, after the heydays of the Il-khans and their Timurid successors it would never happen again. Rather, in fits of pious rage later Muslims would even deface the representational art of their ancestors (figure 26).

The representation of Muhammad must therefore be seen as a distinctive element of Mongol visual culture, and a fundamental question is: How did it develop? In trying to answer this question the noted Islamic art historian Robert Hillenbrand has pointed out the Mongols’ Buddhist background, which, in his words, “had accustomed them to religious images, and thus they had none of the traditional inhibitions of Muslims on this score. Indeed, they might well have wished to celebrate, indeed broadcast, their recent conversion by honoring the Prophet and singling him out in this way.” In his view it was therefore precisely the Buddhist context that fostered the development of Muhammad’s representation, since Buddhists have no aversion to representing the Buddha in a range of formats. In Hillenbrand’s view it was precisely the climate of visuality generated by the Buddhists in Il-khanid Iran that enabled Muslim artisans to finally breach the ultimate taboo: representing Muhammad. Yet while Hillenbrand’s interpretation is certainly true I think we need to go one step further in order to fully appreciate the Buddhist influence on this development.

The main reason for doing so is that the portraits of Muhammad are not simply generic images arising out of Il-khanid Iran’s Buddhist context, but rather they serve a particular purpose. In particular, all of the early Muhammad portraits represent specific Sunni or Shi’i interpretations of Islamic history. Never before in the Islamic world had representational art been used in order to promote one’s theology, yet that is precisely what happened in Il-khanid Iran. Competing Sunni and Shi’i groups actually used the visual medium in their efforts to promote their respective faith among the Mongols.

The central question is therefore: From where did they acquire this idea, or what did they use as a model? To answer this question we need to recall that the Buddhist tradition had long used visual culture as a means of propagating the faith. In particular, the Buddha had advocated the use of the Wheel of Life as a medium for teaching the Dharma. The Buddha had in fact told his disciples to teach the Dharma using visual aids.
Figure 26. Princely feast, from the *Khamsa* of Nizami, Iran 1574–1575, with later iconoclastic alterations. © British Library Board. All Rights Reserved (IO Islamic 1129, fol. 29).
"I command all monks to paint a wheel of rebirth and death beneath the room at the gate of the temple."

At that time the various monks did not know how to paint one. The World-Honored told them: "Being careful of the proportions, draw an image of a circle. Place the hub in the middle and then place five spokes to represent the five paths. Beneath the hub paint hell, and on its two sides paint animals and hungry ghosts. . . . In the hub make a white circle and paint an image of the Buddha in the center. In front of the Buddha image paint three symbols. First make a pigeon to symbolize greed. Next make a snake to symbolize hatred. Last make a pig to symbolize delusion. . . . All around this you should then paint the Twelve Conditions and the signs of life and the extinction of life, which means ignorance, dispositions, and so on, up to old age and death. . . . Above the wheel make the Great Demon of Impermanence with disheveled hair and a gaping mouth. In his outstretched arms he holds the wheel of life and death. . . . Next, above the Great Demon of Impermanence, you should make a round, white altar, in order to symbolize the perfection and purity of nirvana. [Thus] as I have instructed, you should make a wheel of birth and death beneath the room at the gate. . . . You should [also] station a monk beneath the room at the gate and have him point out the reasons for the turning of the wheel of birth and death to all visitors and Brahmins. [Thus] as I have instructed, you should order someone to offer an explanation."

On account of such directives the teaching and spread of Buddhism came to be intimately tied to visual culture and especially the Wheel of Life. Indeed, it is very likely that such techniques were used in Iran and one can even conjecture that it was precisely on account of such pedagogical techniques that Rashid al-Din came to use the Wheel of Life in his own presentation of the Dharma. While it is unfortunately unknown whether Rashid al-Din actually learned the Dharma by means of visual images of the Wheel of Life, it is certainly the case that the Buddhists in Iran promoted the linkage between visuality and theological explication during the Mongol period. And it was precisely this Buddhist technique that competing Shi'a and Sunni groups not only came into contact with in Il-khanid Iran, but also emulated. The appearance of the Muhammad portraits was thus not only a consequence of the Dharma's general acceptance of visual
representation, but also a Muslim adaptation of Buddhist visuality in order to promote Islam.

It is also the case, however, that the development of the Muhammad images was not simply a case of borrowing whereby one can easily trace the arrows going from point A to point B. Rather, as is often the case in any cultural encounter, it is far more complicated. Indeed, at about the same time as the portraits of Muhammad were developing in Iran there also arose a tradition of portraiture in the Buddhist painting of Tibet.\textsuperscript{183} This was something wholly new in Tibet and why it happened is still something of a mystery. One possible explanation is that portraiture arose in tandem with the explosion of competing Buddhist lineages in Tibet. Namely, portraiture was an effective means to visually differentiate different tantric traditions by means of painted genealogies. Thus the iconic but generic lamas of earlier lineage paintings came to be replaced with actual portraits of the teachers to facilitate recognition among the faithful. This development was, of course, very similar to what was happening in Il-khanid Iran where both Sunni and Shi'a were using distinctive representations of Muhammad in order to both visualize and promote their competing theologies.

The simultaneous development of these two traditions invariably makes one wonder if there were any influences. Moreover, in what direction were they going, especially since the tradition of portraiture developed in the west of Tibet, closer to the Muslim world?\textsuperscript{184} Moreover, we should also recall that the very reason Buddhism was developing in this border area was because Buddhists were fleeing Islam. Yet as we have seen in the previous chapter this did not mean that all ties were severed. As a result, one can certainly speculate whether there were artistic exchanges taking place between Buddhist Tibet and the Muslim world at this time. Indeed, one can wonder if the twelfth-century artistic explosion of the Sunni renaissance possibly influenced Tibetan art as well. Or was the artistic influence going the other way? Was Muslim art of the period influenced by Tibetan and Indian art?

While these are all important questions we do not at this point have the answers. In fact, tracing such connections is often problematic as evidenced in the two following paintings (figures 27 and 28). At first glance these two paintings seem similar, and one can certainly wonder about possible influences or borrowings. But in which direction, and how, and when? The first one is from a mid-sixteenth-century \textit{Falname (Book of Divination)} and portrays the Shi‘ite sanctuary consecrated to the footprint of ‘Ali.\textsuperscript{185}
Figure 28. Thangka of the Footprints of Rangjung Dorjé. Private Collection, Courtesy of Doris Wiener.
The second one is from the fourteenth century and portrays the feet of the Third Karmapa Rangjung Dorjé (d. 1339).\textsuperscript{186}

Whether they influenced each other, however, is not the point to be addressed here.\textsuperscript{187} Rather, the point of introducing them is to highlight the problem with some of the art-historical fixation on origins and borrowings. This is not to dismiss such transmissions as being unimportant. Clearly knowing that Muhammad’s birth scene in the \textit{Compendium of Chronicles} is based on Christian originals is vital to our understanding of Mongol visual culture.\textsuperscript{188} But what needs to be further explored is the larger historical and cultural context in which such borrowings actually took place. Indeed, why in Il-khanid Iran was it suddenly possible for Muslim artisans to draw upon the Christian nativity scene to represent the birth of Muhammad?

The answer that numerous scholars and art historians have readily provided is simply the Mongols and the remarkable cross-cultural exchange made possible by the \textit{pax Mongolica}. Yet scant attention has been paid to the role Buddhism played in these developments. Some of this oversight can no doubt be explained by the general absence of any mention of Buddhists in Muslim sources, which lead a generation of scholars to generally dismiss the possibility of any Buddhist impact on Il-khanid Iran. However, as one scholar has astutely observed, the fact is that Muslim scholars were actually “mortified into silence” by the overwhelming presence of Buddhists in the Muslim heartland.\textsuperscript{189} Indeed, the reality was that the Buddhist presence in Iran was formidable even though evidence for it continues to be surprisingly sparse. Art historians, for example, seem to find more influence from Simone Martini and Lorenzetti in Il-khanid art than they do from Buddhism.\textsuperscript{190} But in a certain sense looking exclusively at such Italian traces seems to be like looking at Mongol visual culture through the wrong end of a telescope. We need to turn the telescope around and realize that the whole glorious richness of Il-khanid art is largely the result of the Buddhist culture of early Mongol rule. Moreover, it was precisely this fact that the Mongols and everyone else wanted to forget as soon as they converted to Islam.

Yet if one is to truly understand Mongol visual culture one needs to go back to the earlier Buddhist context of Il-khanid Iran. This was a world where Mongol khans and the Persian and Turkic elite rubbed shoulders with Tibetan lamas and Sufi sheikhs, a world in which Sufi masters like ‘Ala’ ad-Dawla as-Simnani could declare the Dharma as being the same as Islam.\textsuperscript{191} It was a world in which a charismatic Sufi like Baraq Baba could
draw upon the new Tibetan Buddhist idea of incarnations and proclaim Öljeytu Khan to be a manifestation of ‘Ali. Indeed, it was in precisely such a world of Buddhist-Muslim interaction that Rashid al-Din was able to write a study of Buddhism that would be unmatched until the European discovery of the Dharma in the Age of Empire. In sum, it was precisely within the cosmopolitan Buddhist world of Il-khanid Iran that the distinctive Mongol visual culture developed that for the first time allowed the representation of the Prophet Muhammad.

This, however, is not to give all the credit to the Dharma. As with any complicated cultural encounter there were numerous factors involved and it would be a mistake to try to explain it all by means of one single factor. Rather, the aim here has been an attempt to bring the Dharma back into the equation in order to better understand what made Il-khanid art so distinctive. And in this regard one cannot solely blame modern scholars for minimizing the Buddhist role in the development of this Islamic visual culture. It was a fact that the recently converted Mongols, as well as their Muslim subjects, wanted to quickly forget, which they did. And to a certain extent this may in fact have been a good thing, because it subsequently allowed this artistic tradition to continue. Only when it was thoroughly dissociated from Buddhism could this new representational art live on among the Il-khanid’s numerous successors, the Timurids, Safavids, Mughals, and Ottomans. Of course, by then the Dharma and the roots of the tradition had long been forgotten, and in its place there had arisen a new world where Buddhist-Muslim exchange was more often drowned out by calls for jihad. It is to this post-Mongol world to which we now turn.
CHAPTER FOUR

Jihad

Fight against such as those who have been given the Scripture as believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, and forbid not that which Allah hath forbidden by His messenger, and follow not the religion of truth, until they pay the tribute readily, being brought low.

—Qur’an 9:29

As the living being (sattva) does not exist, the sin of murder does not exist; and since there is no sin of murder, there is no regulation to forbid it. . . . We commit no fault by killing the five aggregates that characterize emptiness and are similar to dreamlike visions or mirror reflections.

—Mahāprajñāpāramitopadeśa

Much like his Mongol ancestors the Sultan Sa‘id Khan had a drinking problem, but even so he was a firm believer in jihad. He “was always on the look-out to participate himself in holy war, and his thirst and hunger were never assuaged by sending out military expeditions every year to acquire heavenly reward.” Thus after becoming sober in 1532 he launched a Muslim holy war against the infidels of Tibet. Although this was not the first Muslim invasion of the roof of the world, no one had envisioned as grandiose an invasion as Sultan Sa‘id Khan, who wanted to march all the way to Lhasa and destroy its holy temple because he believed it was the qibla, the direction of prayer, for all the Buddhists of China and Tibet. In his mind, taking the fight to Lhasa would greatly advance the cause of Islam.

To this end the sultan began amassing his troops in late summer. Although this was not the best of time year to launch a campaign onto the
high Tibetan plateau, his commanders and troops were ready and willing. For them nothing could have been greater. Having been forged in the ideology of jihad these battle-hardened soldiers cherished the idea of assaulting the Mecca of the infidels, as is well captured in the inspiring words of the commander who was to lead the jihad against Lhasa, Mirza Haydar—first cousin of Babur (1483–1530), Mughal ruler of India.

Among the pillars and precepts of Islam, the chief pillar and firm basis is holy war. The Koran is eloquent in the excellence and necessity of holy war, and the sayings of the Prophet confirm this. Any act of worship that has the good quality of training the self and in which the self is exposed to death is necessarily beyond comparison with any other. In addition, for preserving the religion and spreading the community, under which holy war is subsumed, no other act of worship can be compared. Another good quality is that holy war is peculiar to the [Muslim] nation, and if it existed among the nations and communities of the past it was not of this sort. If occasionally others were commanded to undertake holy war, the only thing belonging to the infidels that was licit to them was their blood. Self-sacrificing lovers of the court of eternity and those allowed in honorable proximity to the court of the One always hope to attain the felicity of martyrdom in holy war.

*If one could buy union with the beloved with the cash of the soul, everyone who possesses a soul would be searching for union with you.*

Perhaps on account of these motivational words the invasion started out well. As Mirza Haydar and his three thousand troops moved into Ladakh in western Tibet they met little resistance. On September 2, 1532, they sent out a blanket invitation for everyone to convert: "*There is a general invitation to Muhammad’s religion: happy the lot of him who enters it.*" Supposedly some locals complied; other "wretches," however, tried to resist. They were all put to the sword. Yet this initial success came to a halt as the winter started setting in. Moreover, word came that Sultan Sa’id Khan, who was leading two thousand troops into Tibet from Khotan, was suffering severe altitude sickness. He had been unconscious for days but still refused to give up the fight, declaring, "While there is yet life in me, take me to the field of war so that there may be a victory in my intention to carry out holy war."
When he heard this news Mirza Haydar had already been thinking about the coming winter, especially the lack of food and fodder for his troops and horses. Thus even though the khan's determination was inspiring, the decision to retreat was finally made. As they left Tibet and moved into lower climes the sultan recovered, and he then took his forces and invaded Baltistan. Mirza Haydar, on the other hand, led his army into Kashmir, which over the course of the winter he largely subdued. But when spring came and the mountain passes cleared Mirza Haydar and his army went back into Tibet. As before, their advance was met with both compassion and scorn. In one village the Muslim soldiers were given gifts. In another area, with particularly steep valley walls, they were attacked.

Several times they threw stones from above and sent the forces of Islam tumbling down, but the Muslims tucked their shirts of valor into their belts of endeavor and kept their steadfast footholds on the mountain of holy war. In the end the breeze of Islam blew away the infidels' foundation, which had been like a mountain, and cast it to the winds like straw. Most were put to death, and the rest flight. Everything they possessed, animate and inanimate, fell to the Muslims.

Thereafter unlimited fear and trembling fell into the hearts of the infidels of Tibet, and they offered all they had to save their own lives and of their children. All of the tribute from the Province of Purik, one of the major provinces of Tibet, was collected and divided among the soldiers. A few valuable items were selected for the Khan, and we set out for the Maryul [Ladakh] fortress.

On the way to the fortress Mirza Haydar and his forces reconnoitered with Sultan Sa'id Khan, who had successfully conquered Baltistan, yet being at high altitude again the khan was feeling weak. He knew he could not make it to Lhasa and thus asked Mirza Haydar to continue the jihad without him.

You will realize that I have always spoken sincerely and with purity of intent to conduct a holy war myself and to discharge honorably this thing, which is a duty upon all people of Islam, and to destroy the idol temple at Utsang [Ü and Tsang are the two main provinces that comprise central Tibet], which is the direction of prayer of all of Cathay. It has never been possible for any Muslim ruler to do
this, and no Muslim has ever reached that place. Moreover, my con-
stitution will not now allow it. As much holy war as has been carried
out in Tibet has been effected, even though I have constantly felt
great illness within myself. Now, on my behalf, you must tuck the
shirt of endeavor into the belt of holy war and proceed with the
destruction. I shall return to my homeland, and I delegate to you
the overall supervision of state matters. Leave me and your uncle,
who are both old, in a corner of worship where we will be comfort-
able, and take the glory yourself. We will help you by praying for
your welfare, and you will help me by doing a charitable deed.7

Thus on July 4, 1533, after having celebrated the Feast of the Sacrifice,
Mirza Haydar took his horse’s reins and set out toward Lhasa.

For twenty days he and his army saw no Tibetans. He presumed they
were hiding in the forts they passed. But Mirza Haydar thought it best to
not even try assaulting them since these forts situated on hills and cliffs
seemed impregnable. Instead he decided to ride ahead with a small contin-
gent to check the terrain. By the end of August Mirza Haydar had reached
Purang where there was a large camp of nomads. Mirza Haydar and his
forces attacked and seized 300,000 head of sheep, horses, and yaks as well
as other valuable items. Then they settled down and waited for the rest of
their forces to catch up. They never did. Mirza Haydar’s other troops had
tried to attack one of the forts. In response the Tibetans had requested
help from an Indian raja, who had speedily sent three thousand Hindu
infantrymen. As a result, the Muslim force was outnumbered. Yet inspired
by the ideals of jihad the Muslims went into the fray undaunted. They were
slaughtered to a man, including Mirza Haydar’s beloved brother, Abdullah
Mirza.

The wine of the honey of martyrdom went down his throat.
May it be licit, for he has gulped it down.
There was I in the world with my dear brother,
The matchless pearl on the string.8

Mirza Haydar wrote this verse upon hearing of his brother’s death. But
rather than wallowing in grief he decided to soldier on in his effort to bring
the holy war to Lhasa.

Yet it was not to be. Shortly thereafter almost all his horses died from
altitude sickness. Moreover, it was October, the winter was coming, and Mirza Haydar was far away from central Tibet. He therefore decided to retreat. By January his forces had made it to Guge and after being helped by the locals the Muslims pushed on. Nevertheless, by the time they reached Ladakh they had all suffered severe frostbite. Once again the locals helped them, even putting them up in a nearby fort for some time. Other Ladakhis, however, were not so welcoming, so after some of his men were killed Mirza Haydar therefore decided to move onto Zanskar in northern India, where word finally came that Sultan Sa‘id Khan had passed away and that his successor Rashid Khan wanted the Tibet campaign to come to an end.

The Great Lhasa Jihad thus drew to a close with none of its stated goals having been achieved. Even so, the entire episode captures well the tenor of the times and reveals how much had changed since the Mongol Empire period when Buddhists and Muslims had been interacting in a less hostile fashion from the steppes of southern Russia all the way to China. Indeed, with the collapse of the Mongol Empire the cosmopolitan world and the early modern form of globalization it had created had come to an end. In its place arose a very different world, one defined by an array of new political actors, states, and social groupings as well as new religious communities and reorganized economic networks. Within all of these enormous changes, however, the one most relevant here was the development of a new divide between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds of Inner Asia—a world split into a Turkic-speaking Muslim half and a Tibeto-Mongol Buddhist half—which more often than not stared at each other with hostility across an ever-expanding gulf of incomprehensibility.

It was within this world that the Great Lhasa Jihad took place. Yet an important question is why this actually happened. In particular, why was the theory of jihad suddenly mobilized in the sixteenth century? At the outset it is important to recognize that this was something new. For more than half a millennium Buddhists and Muslims had been interacting and never had the idea of holy war been so actively deployed. Rather, as we have seen, Muslims had through the centuries approached the Buddhists in various ways but very rarely in terms of jihad. A fundamental question is therefore why did this change? What follows is an attempt to answer this question by looking at the larger political, economic, and social forces within which the religious ideology of jihad was forged and mobilized in post-Mongol Inner Asia.
Six Pieces of a Puzzle

Nearly every religion justifies violence to some extent. Most religious traditions have some form of “just-war theory,” be it in self-defense or as a legitimate means for spreading the faith. But at the same time very few religions, if any, are always in a state of war. Rather, at some point there invariably develops a certain level of equilibrium in which the existence of other religions is not only recognized, but also made theologically acceptable. Thus, as we have seen, in the case of Islam the theory of jihad transformed as the expansion of the Arab Empire drew to a close, and thus not only was the external battle against the infidels transformed into an internal struggle, but also the final victory of Islam was postponed from the contemporary historical moment to the mythic end times. And as we have seen, the main reason for this transformation was the changing historical situation within which Islam was operating. In particular, the end of Muslim expansion required that the theory of jihad be reconceptualized.

In order to unravel the reappearance of jihad in the post-Mongol period we need to elucidate the six major forces shaping this particular period in terms of how they defined post-Mongol Inner Asian history: the appearance of jihad rhetoric, the Chinggisid principle, political fragmentation, Islamization, urbanization, and Naqshbandi revivalism. Yet in addition to identifying the six elements shaping this period, we also need to choose a starting point. In this regard, let us begin with a place: the city of Turfan, an oasis not only in the middle of Eurasia, but also one on the frontlines of Buddhist-Muslim interaction.

The city of Turfan and its environs had been taken over in the ninth century by the Uygurs. When they arrived, Turfan was inhabited by a mix of people (Tocharians, Qarluq Turks, Chinese), practicing a mix of religions, but especially Buddhism and Nestorian Christianity. The Uygurs themselves were primarily Manichaean, but over time, as they settled into the region, they too started to dabble with the local religions and ultimately they came to favor Buddhism. Concurrent with this religious transformation the Uygurs also changed their political structure. They abandoned the idea of their leader being a “khan” and instead reimagined him anew with the title “Idiqut,” the Sacred One. Moreover, when the Qara Khitai established themselves in Central Asia the Idiqut submitted to the Western Liao.

In the beginning of the thirteenth century, however, when the power of the Western Liao was collapsing, the Uygurs changed their allegiance. They
saw a promising future in a young leader named Chinggis Khan and submitted to him in 1209. The Uygurs were the first to willingly do so and thus began their long career as the “steppe intelligentsia” of the Mongol empire.\(^{15}\) And on account of these strong connections between the Uygurs and Mongols it is not surprising that the Uygurs’ hometown of Turfan became an important battleground of control between competing Mongol rulers. And this competition had many consequences, including the collapse of the economy in the area, yet even so Turfan remained a strategic asset.\(^{16}\) And thus eventually the Mongol court in China decided that the city should be included within the jurisdiction of the ruler of Dunhuang, the so-called Prince of Xining, a key post in the empire that was always filled by a member of the Mongol royal family.

In 1330 this position was given to Sulayman, who would later rule Iran between 1339 and 1343. Before then, however, he was the Prince of Xining. In that capacity he invariably had close relations with the Buddhist Uygurs, and as the following poem reveals they praised him.

On Prince Sulayman who is respectful, wise, and of heavy merit,
On his special statements, which cannot be found in other people,
And his superior works, which make in peace more than all words
Let us tell more or less, just little by little.

Guarding his ancestor’s rules extremely skillfully
Understanding the rules of other countries in detail
One who keeps respecting all nations
One did not exist before like this prince who is special and holy.

Loathing drinking too much alcohol (and considering it) as poison
And drinking a little in order to accomplish others’ advantages
One who never neglects beneficial deeds at all times
Never existed one like this prince who is special and holy.\(^{17}\)

Although this poem is fragmentary it captures well the nature of the \textit{pax Mongolica} as described in the previous chapter. In many ways it encapsulates the essence of that age in which Buddhists and Muslims met openly with one another, interacted with each other, and also learned from one another.

Of course, this may be reading too much into this poem. Nevertheless,
the nature of Buddhist-Muslim interaction at this time is also reflected in another Uygur poem, which, in praising the Buddha, notes that even Muslims can generate good karma:

(Dharma is) in the power of meritorious deeds,
In these words of the former masters,
In the reward for previous good deeds,
Even if they were the work of Muslim Tajiks.\(^{18}\)

The Buddhist Uygurs were thus well aware of Islam; however, at the time this did not by definition mean confrontation.\(^ {19}\) Indeed, the possibilities of Buddhist-Muslim interaction during the *pax Mongolica* is well captured in the further history of Sulayman's family. Namely, one of his descendants, Prince Asudag, sponsored the translation into Uygur of a Tibetan Buddhist *Book of the Dead*.\(^ {20}\) The reality of a Muslim prince requesting a Turkic translation of a Tibetan tantric text perhaps captures best the possibilities of Buddhist-Muslim relations during the Mongol empire.

Another example of such interaction, though one going in the opposite direction, is the Arabic astronomical handbook (*zij*) prepared in 1366 for Prince Radna by Khwaja Ghazi al-Sanjufini from Samarkand. At the time Prince Radna was the Mongol viceroy of Tibet resident in Hezhou in Gansu province. And although a Buddhist he was—like Khubilai and Hülegü before him—also interested in Islamic science. Thus in order to better understand al-Sanjufini's work he had parts of it translated into Mongolian and even glossed in Chinese and Tibetan.\(^ {21}\) Such linguistic dexterity captures well another component of the *pax Mongolica* that is often overlooked: the art of translation. Indeed, the remarkable transmission of goods and ideas during this period could hardly have been possible if people could not communicate with each other. Thus it is not surprising that in order to facilitate communication numerous dictionaries were prepared during the empire period.\(^ {22}\) And surely the most remarkable of these was the six-language dictionary (Arabic, Persian, Turkic, Mongol, Greek, Armenian) prepared in 1360 by order of Sultan al-Afdal al-Abbas, the ruler of the Rasulid dynasty of Yemen. At the time Yemen was a key hub in the Eurasian maritime trade network and thus the 1,200-word *Rasulid Hexaglot* was less about the possibilities of translating tantric Buddhist texts into Arabic or Islamic scientific tracts into Mongolian and more about easing linguistic confusion in order to foster international commerce. Even so, it is still
important to recognize that all of these endeavors were part of a whole: namely, interest in the languages and ideas of others, as well as the possibility of actually engaging with them in any meaningful way, was part and parcel of the economic boom made possible by the integration of Eurasia under the *pax Mongolica*.

Of course, this is not to suggest that there is a simple connection between political consolidation, economic prosperity, and intellectual and cultural openness. Or that one should simply take the next logical step and assume that everyone should have loved the Mongols and appreciated them for what they made possible. Invariably, as with any empire, many people chafed under the "Mongol yoke" regardless of what benefits they may have accrued at the time,\(^3\) or what we can look back on and deem in hindsight as having been good for them. My point here, however, is not to defend or critique the dynamics of empire; my aim is more limited. It is simply to highlight the fact that such interaction as we have seen in Il-khanid Iran or in the area around Turfan in the mid-fourteenth century was all very much a part of the Mongol imperial world, and more to the point, it was this world that was rapidly coming to a close.

The collapse of the Mongol empire and its numerous consequences, from political fragmentation to economic contraction and increased religious friction, is a rather well-worn story.\(^2\) Nevertheless, it is obviously a "vital one if we are to understand the development of Buddhist-Muslim relations in the post-Mongol period. To this end let us return to Ghazan Khan's conversion to Islam in 1295, which above and beyond its obvious religious implications was also to have profound political consequences. In particular, once he was proclaimed as the Padishah-i Islam, the world ruler of Islam, questions invariably arose about the arrangement whereby the Il-khan, the "subordinate khan," was to serve under the "Great Khan" ruling in Mongolia and China. This arrangement, whereby several lesser khans ruled domains across Eurasia while simultaneously being subservient to the "Great Khan" in the East, was how the Mongol empire was supposed to function. And invariably the origin of this system—as with everything else Mongol—was traced back to Chinggis Khan, who had reportedly imagined such a family-based system when he divided the world among his four sons into the so-called Four Ulus. Jochi, the eldest, was given southern Russia; Ögedei inherited China; Chaghatai received Central Asia; and Tolui, the youngest, was, according to Mongol inheritance custom, given "the hearth," or Mongolia.\(^5\) Yet Chinggis Khan's purported division of the
world among his heirs was in reality a grandiose fiction since he had not conquered all of this territory by the time of his death (map 14).

Indeed, the "Mongol Empire" as it is commonly understood was actually formed during the campaigns of conquest carried out by Chinggis Khan's successors, especially Ögedei and Möngke (map 15). Moreover, it was only in the wake of these conquests that the idea of the Four Ulus was put into practice in tandem with the notion that the three rulers of all the "lesser" Ulus were subordinate to the "Great Mongol" ruler in China. In many ways, however, this system was just as much of a fantasy as the original story of Chinggis Khan divvying up the world and bequeathing it to his heirs. Indeed, the common idea of the Mongol Empire as the "world's largest land empire in history" and readily represented on world maps as a contiguous entity stretching from Korea to Poland is something of a misconceptualization since the "empire" was never as unified as such a vision would lead us to believe.

The Jochid Ulus, or Golden Horde, in southern Russia, for example, had virtually no relations with the "Great Khan" throughout its history. The tone between these two realms was in fact set when the Jochid ruler
Batu Khan (ca. 1205–1255) refused to return to Mongolia in order to "attend the quriltai in 1229 that elected Ögedei as Great Khan. Moreover, the Jochids were the first Mongols to convert to Islam. Over time the Jochids therefore moved further away from the Mongols in the East as they came to be drawn more and more into the orbit of the Islamic world, a development that was greatly spurred on by the Golden Horde's involvement with the slave trade that supplied soldiers to the Mamluks of Egypt. As a result, the connections between the Jochid Ulus and "the East" became ever more tenuous.

Yet even more pressing was the fact that the Golden Horde's extensive financial dealings with the Mamluks also put them increasingly at odds with the Il-khans, who were for decades fighting the Mamluks over control of Syria and the Holy Land. The fighting that thus eventually erupted between the Il-khans and the Jochids was the opening salvo in the ultimate disintegration of the Mongol Empire into wholly separate entities. Yet besides its foreshadowing of the political fissures to come, what is of particular relevance about this episode is how it was framed within the discourse of jihad.
In the previous chapter we already came across one of the most famous exponents of jihad, Ibn Taymiyya, and in this regard we should recall that his *fatwas* legitimating the killing of both Muslims and innocents in the name of Islamic Holy War were issued specifically in reaction to Il-khanid incursions into Syria. But Ibn Taymiyya was not the first to advocate jihad within the context of these conflagrations in the Levant. Much earlier the Mamluk ruler Baybars al-Bunduqdari (1260–1270) had tried to mobilize Muslim resistance against the Mongol advance into his domains by calling for a Holy War against the Buddhist Il-khans. Moreover, after the Jochid ruler Berke Khan had converted to Islam the Mamluks called upon the Golden Horde to join them in jihad against the infidel Hülegü, who the Muslims mistakenly thought was a Christian. Whether this confusion arose on account of the Il-khan’s overtures to the pope, and their hope that the Christians would join them in a “Crusade” against the hated Mamluks, is unclear. Nevertheless, while Berke Khan was probably better informed about Hülegü’s Buddhist proclivities, in his letters to the Mamluk court the question of religion was never really his concern. For him, a more pressing issue was the fact that both he and Hülegü were Mongols. They were both direct descendants of Chinggis Khan and the idea of Mongol unity still loomed large. As he lamented upon seeing the carnage after the Il-khan’s defeat in Syria, “Mongols are killed by Mongol swords. If we were united, then we would have conquered all of the world.”

Two years later, however, the Golden Horde abandoned any notion of Mongol unity and adopted instead the rhetoric of jihad. How religiously motivated this decision was, though, can be debated. What seemed more pressing for the leaders of the Golden Horde were financial concerns. Namely, the Il-khans wanted the Jochids to stop the slave trade with Egypt since Turkish slaves directly supported the Mamluks’ military power. Complying with this Il-khanid request, however, would have put an end to the Golden Horde’s main engine of economic growth. Thus they refused. To make matters worse, the Jochids were also furious about Il-khanid claims to the territory of northern Iran and its economic resource base. On account of both these factors the Jochids’ earlier vision of Mongol brotherhood eventually fell by the wayside and in its place arose a Muslim–non-Muslim divide.

That Muslim identity came to trump Mongol identity in these wars, especially with its rhetoric of jihad, is thus the first piece in our puzzle of explaining the fractious religiopolitical landscape that defined post-Mongol
Inner Asia. The second piece, while related to the first, is, however, something entirely different: the so-called “Chinggisid principle.” This idea held that a ruler—especially one who took the title khan—had to be a direct descendant of Chinggis Khan. While this principle was to become a particularly sensitive issue for subsequent Mongol and Turkic leaders who arose in the wake of the Mongol empire, for the immediate Mongol generations after Chinggis Khan a more pressing concern was who could rightfully claim the title “Great Khan,” and thus hold supreme power. As is well known Chinggis Khan wanted his third son Ögedei to succeed him. His eldest son was out of the question because he was not his own. During Chinggis’s rise to power his wife had been kidnapped and raped, and Jochi, which means “guest” in Mongolian, was the result. Chinggis Khan’s second son was his own, but he was erratic and a drunk to boot. Tolui was too young and thus Ögedei was the chosen one. And in many ways it was a good choice; however, his reign was short and when he died with no clear successor family feuds erupted. After years of dissension, with powerful Mongol women working behind the scenes to push their children or husbands into the top position, Möngke finally became Khan. He was the eldest son of Tolui. In other words, the lineage of Tolui had out-maneuvered the lineage of Ögedei and thereby set the “Chinggisid Principle” on a slippery slope.

After Möngke’s death the Toluid claim to the title of Great Khan did not go unchallenged. Qaidu (1230–1301), the grandson of Ögedei, in particular, carried out a thirty-year war against the Toluids in order to restore the lineages of both Ögedei and Chaghatai. Unfortunately, he had formidable adversaries in Tolui’s other two children—Khubilai and Hülegü—founders respectively of the Yuan dynasty in China and the Il-khans in Iran. Thus while Qaidu may have lost the war he was able to carve out for his descendants a territory in Central Asia, which was to become known as the Chaghatai Ulus. And along with the three other Ulus—the Yuan dynasty, the Il-khanids, and the Golden Horde—these four groups compose what we now know as the Mongol Empire (map 16).

Yet as has been made clear by this brief historical sketch, the very creation of these Ulus was not one of imperial unification. Rather, the very creation of the Mongol Empire was one of conflict and separation. Indeed, at no point did there exist a massive unified empire that was then conveniently divided up among the descendants of Chinggis Khan as the map above and later histories would lead us to believe. Instead, the formation of
the empire was always one of conflict and the forces of disintegration. As a result, one can almost say that the Mongol Empire as it is often conceived is largely imaginary. This, however, is not to suggest that there was no Mongol conquest or *pax Mongolica*;\(^3\)\(^4\) or that ambassadors and taxes never moved between the Ulus as if the empire was unified;\(^3\)\(^5\) or that the Mongols did not have a theory about a unified realm under Mongol power.\(^3\)\(^6\) These things happened and the Mongols did have a theory of empire. But theory is not practice and thus we need to recognize that the very creation of the Mongol Empire as manifested in the Four Ulus was one of confrontation and disunity. And the reason this needs to be stressed is because it is the third piece of the puzzle. Namely, not only had theories of jihad against non-Muslim Mongols already been mobilized in the late thirteenth century, but also the coming political fissures of the post-Mongol world, and its relation to the Chinggisid principle, were built into the very structure of the Mongol Empire itself.

With that in mind let us turn to the fourth piece of the puzzle: Islamization. In particular, the conversion of the Chaghatai Ulus, since it was the area sandwiched between the Islamic West of the Golden Horde and Il-
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Map 16. Four Ulus.
khanids, and the non-Islamic East of the Yuan dynasty. Of course, nowadays the area of the Chaghatai Ulus is largely Muslim, but that was not the case in the fourteenth century. The rulers of the Chaghatai Ulus in fact continued to support the Dharma for several decades after Ghazan Khan’s conversion of 1295. In 1339, for example, the Chaghatai ruler Yisün Temür issued a decree for the protection of the Yogacari Buddhist monastery. Yet why the Chaghataids continued to support the Dharma is little understood; however, there were certainly several valid reasons to do so. One was quite simply the Chaghataids’ desire to differentiate themselves from the Mongol Muslims of the West. Such a strategy may also have helped in restoring their frayed relations with the Yuan dynasty after Qaidu’s thirty-year war. Indeed, with the Yuan dynasty becoming the most powerful player in Eurasia, it probably made sense to stay aligned with them.

Beyond such immediate political and economic concerns the Chaghataid rulers also had to contend with the legacy of their own lineage. In particular, they had to answer the question of what it meant to be a Chaghataid—a descendant of Chaghatai. What defined them, or set them apart from, the other Chinggisid lineages and their distinctive realms? The answer the Chaghataids came up with was that they were the last, true Mongols. They had not become Muslim like the Golden Horde or Il-khans, nor had they become sinified like the Yuan Mongols. Instead they continued to follow Chinggis Khan’s law code, the jasaq, not the sharia or Chinese law. The implications of this decision were clearly numerous, but one that needs special mention here is the Chaghataids’ focus on Chinggis Khan’s declaration that he ruled “the people of the felt-walled tents,” which resulted in the Chaghataids refusing to give up their nomadic ways and adopt urban life as had their Mongol brethren in both China and Iran.

In sum, it was this claim that they were the last true nomadic Mongols that came to define the Chaghataids. Moreover, as one would expect they came to see all of these particular attributes in the life of their ancestor Chaghatai, who had famously been the staunchest supporter of Chinggis Khan’s law code, which had in many ways come to define “Mongolness,” much as the shari’a defined what it meant to be Muslim. And in this regard, Chaghatai had not only upheld the jasaq, but in doing so he had also repeatedly persecuted Muslims since the shari’a contradicted Mongol law. As a result, if Chaghatai was known for anything in the Mongol historical imagination it was for being anti-Muslim. Thus once Chaghatai came to
symbolize "Mongolness," and a rejection of Islam, for the Chaghataid rulers it was clearly difficult to turn around and embrace the Muslim faith.

In addition to this ideological problem the Chaghataid khans also had to deal with two further issues. The first and most pressing was quite simply their own weakness. After the death of Qaidu Khan the Chaghataid Ulus was led by a series of weak and ineffectual rulers. Indeed, this legacy was to plague the Chaghatai Ulus over the coming centuries. Local rulers therefore continually challenged central authority and fratricidal wars invariably erupted after the death of a khan; and during the first decades of the fourteenth century the situation was particularly acute. Thus even if one of the earlier Chaghataid Khans had wanted to convert to Islam, he would have had to have first dealt not only with the issues noted above, but also an entrenched Buddhist order on the local level. For example, the Buddhist Uygurs in Turfan had enormous power not only locally, but also at the highest levels of power in both the Yuan dynasty and among the Il-khans.

It was an account of all these factors that the Chaghataid Khans continued to support the Dharma well into the fourteenth century. In 1331, however, a recent Muslim convert named Dharmashri took the Chaghataid throne. Why he converted is somewhat of mystery, though again it is very likely that political and economic reasons played a role. Dharmashri, for example, recognized that adopting Islam would bolster his support among the Central Asian Muslims within his realm and thereby strengthen his power as khan. Being Muslim would also open up trade relations with the Islamic world, which if the economy improved would also bolster his political standing. And in fact we know that Muslim merchants from Syria, Egypt, and the Delhi Sultanate visited the Chaghatai Ulus once Dharmashri was khan.

Even so, Dharmashri’s reign was a complete failure. Three years later he was killed while trying to flee to India. What went wrong? The gravest mistake Dharmashri committed was that he openly favored shari'a over the law code of Chinggis Khan. The problem of reconciling these two legal systems had always been a thorny issue for Mongol converts, and most often the solution had been to create some form of balance, or accommodation between the two. Of course, not everyone agreed with such compromises. Ibn Taymiyya, for example, accused the Mongols of being false Muslims precisely because of such accommodations. Dharmashri, on the other hand, was accused by his Chaghataid brethren of forsaking the sacred Chinggisid code.
Yet Dharmashri was run out of town not only on account of this violation of the Chaghataid order. Another issue was that his pandering to Islam did not sit well with all of his constituents. While it may have played well in the Central Asian western half of the Chaghataid Ulus—in Bukhara and Samarkand—his avid promotion of Islam met with resistance in the non-Muslim eastern half of his realm, which remained staunchly Buddhist into the late fourteenth century. And they were the ones who deposed Dharmashri. Moreover, after his death those Chaghataids of the eastern half of the realm put on the throne one of their own, Jankeshi (r. 1335–1338), who, according to Muslim sources, was not only a devout Buddhist who built temples, but also had Buddha statues put into mosques. In other words, he turned mosques into Buddhist temples.

The case of Jankeshi Khan thus reveals not only the tenacity of the Dharma in Eastern Turkestan, but also the growing rift between the two halves of the Chaghatai Ulus. But the Buddhist-Muslim divide only partly explains this split. On a certain level the topography of the region naturally lends itself to such a division and thus it is perhaps unsurprising that political, economic, and religious networks developed that conformed to this landscape. Yet in the case of the eventual breakup of the Chaghatai Ulus into the Timurids in Central Asia, and the Moghuls in East Turkestan, there is one further environmentally related factor that needs to be taken into account. By making nomadic pastoralism a defining feature of “Mongolness” the Chaghataids were not only bound to a region with suitable terrain, but they were also bound to resist urbanization. As we have seen in Chapter 1 the process of urbanization brings with it enormous social changes, and it was precisely these changes the Chaghataids wanted to resist. The Timurids, on the other hand, adopted wholeheartedly the urban culture of Islamic Central Asia, and these decisions invariably had consequences. Indeed, it is for this reason that urbanization is the fifth piece of the puzzle.

The first consequence of these different approaches to urbanization inevitably caused the two halves of the Chaghatai Ulus to grow further and further apart not only politically, but also culturally and religiously. In particular, while the Timurids quickly became part of the cosmopolitan Islamic world of Central Asia and thereby created some of the greatest architectural monuments in history, the Moghuls—on account of their obstinate resistance to the lure of the city—avoided not only this urban cultural world, but also its religious world as well. Indeed, when the Moghul
khan Tughluq Temür (d. ca. 1363) finally adopted Islam in 1354 he did not align himself with a famous Sufi sheik from Central Asia’s urban world, but rather Jalal al-Din and his son Arshad al-Din, local Sufi masters from the town of Lop Katak. Why Tughluq Temür did so is little understood, but certainly one factor in this decision was precisely because the Kataki were not prominent Central Asian Sufis and thus did not bring with them any urbanizing demands. Instead, the Kataki, who descended from a prominent family of Hanafi jurists from Bukhara that had been deported by Chinggis Khan to Qaraqorum and then settled in Lop Katak, had over the centuries lost their connection with Central Asia and its deep roots in urban Muslim culture, and thus they had no doctrinal demands tied to the forces of urbanization. Indeed, they did not need madrasas, or the many other institutional aspects of urbanized Islam, and this suited the Moghuls well. As nomads they had no need for such things; indeed, if anything they saw such things as a degeneration of their “Mongolness.” As a result, the Kataki, who allowed the Moghuls to practice a form of “nomadic Islam,” were a perfect fit for the descendants of Chaghatai.

Of course, making such an alliance with the Kataki and maintaining their nomadic traditions had numerous intertwined political, economic, and religious consequences. Most notably it further alienated the Moghuls from the Timurids and their particular urban Sufi traditions. Moreover, the Moghul practice of “nomadic Islam” also had an unintended consequence, which was that it allowed Buddhism to continue to flourish under Moghul rule. The reason this happened was that Buddhism and Islam were both fundamentally urban religions, and thus it had historically been in cities that they either interacted or else came into conflict. This common dynamic, however, was altered on account of the Moghuls’ “nomadic Islam.” Since they had no interest in cities the Buddhist urban centers of the Silk Road were largely left alone as long as they paid their taxes to the Moghul dynasty.

Thus the fact of the matter is that for two generations after the Moghuls converted to Islam there was relative peace between the Muslims and Buddhists in Eastern Turkestan. One Muslim traveler, for example, who passed through the area noted that Buddhist monasteries and mosques stood side by side: “On the 21st of Rajab [August 2] they reached the town of Qamul [Hami]. In this town Amir Fakhru’d-Din had had built a magnificent mosque, facing which they had constructed a Buddhist temple of a very huge size, inside which there was set up a large idol. On the left and right
sides of which there were considerable number of smaller idols. Just in front of the big idol there stood a copper image of a child of ten years of age of great artistic beauty and excellence. On the walls of the building there were frescoes of expert workmanship and exquisite colored paintings. At the gate of the temple there were statues of two demons which seemed ready to attack one another. The same situation was also recorded in Luo Yuejiong's Record of Tribute Guests (Xian bin lù), which notes that "In Lükchün [in Eastern Turkestan] . . . live two kinds of people: Muslims and Buddhists." This peaceful situation, however, was to come to an end.

The reason for this was the appearance of the Naqshbandi Sufi order, which was to ultimately displace the Kataki order among the Moghuls. And one of the reasons the impact of this new Sufi order in Inner Asia was so profound was that the Naqshbandiyya were from Central Asia, and thus brought with them religious practices that derived from an urban milieu. As a result, after a century of resistance the Moghuls eventually fell under the sway of urbanization and started settling down in the cities of the Tarim Basin during the fifteenth century. But the promotion of urbanization was not the only innovation that the Naqshbandiyya would bring to Inner Asia. In fact, they would profoundly influence the entire subsequent history of the region and thus they are the sixth and final piece of the puzzle.

The Calm Before the Storm

To connect all of these developments into a coherent whole let us step back and look again at the larger picture. In particular, we need to recognize that the Buddhist-Muslim détente of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries cannot be explained solely by events unfolding within the borders of the Chaghatai Ulus. Two other factors shaping the situation in Inner Asia were the simultaneous collapse of the Yuan dynasty in China and the rise of Tamerlane (1336–1405), the founder of the Timurid dynasty (1405–1507), in Central Asia. The fall of the Mongols in China in 1368 should not have surprised anyone. The dynasty had in fact been wracked by political paralysis and economic malfeasance ever since the death of Khubilai Khan in 1294. At the root of many of these problems lay the same question faced by the Chaghataid Khans: should the Yuan rulers maintain their Mongol ways, or else adopt the imperial and cultural practices of China? On one side of this debate stood the powerful Turkic and Mongol military elite and on the
other the entrenched Chinese bureaucracy, and both of these forces operated behind the scenes promoting their competing agendas through a series of young, incompetent, and politically beholden emperors. The most ludicrous example of this dynamic was the six-year-old Rinchenbal, who in 1332 was accepted as a compromise candidate by the Turkic general El Temür and the Empress Dowager Budashiri. After being put on the throne he passed away fifty-three days later.

Yet even before Rinchenbal’s inglorious tenure Mongol rule was woefully unstable. In the previous twenty-five years six different emperors had graced the Yuan throne, all promoting the competing agendas of their powerful political backers. And this tradition continued apace as Rinchenbal’s successor, Toghan Temür—the last Mongol ruler of China—took the throne in 1333. He was the grandson of Khaisan Khan (r. 1307–1311), who had himself promoted a steppe-oriented policy. He had even ordered a new capital, Zhongdu, to be built on the steppes north of Zhangjiakou on the Mongolian plateau. But when he passed away his designated heir, Buyantu, completely reversed these policies and promoted instead a Chinese agenda. Most notably in 1313 Buyantu reinstated the Neo-Confucian-oriented civil service exam. Moreover, he also ordered the codification of the Yuan dynasty’s laws based on Chinese precedent, which was completed in 1324 with the 2,400 legal documents of the Da Yuan Tongzhi.

It was in the nexus of these competing Turko-Mongol and Chinese forces that Toghan Temür had been perceived as a threat. At the age of ten he had therefore been exiled to an island off the northwest coast of Korea. He was then moved to Guangxi in the far south of China. Upon Rinchenbal’s death, however, Toghan Temür’s supporters outflanked El Temür and put him on the throne. Since he was only thirteen, however, the real power was in the hands of others and they set about promoting their “pro-China” policy, which in turn was invariably challenged by the “pro-Mongol” side. But Toghan Temür’s reign was not only beset by these political and ideological feuds; the dynasty as a whole was also challenged by massive environmental problems, including famines resulting from the flooding of the Yellow River and outbreaks of disease that killed enormous numbers of the population in the 1350s. These disasters gravely impacted the economy as whole, and in response the government tried to solve the problem by printing money, which invariably drove up inflation and only made the situation worse. The inevitable response to this perfect storm of political paralysis, environmental disaster, and economic collapse was revolution, and as was
often the case in China the revolution was framed in apocalyptic religious terms. Fired up with Buddhist messianic visions, groups like the Red Turbans rose up against the Yuan. Ultimately, however these various groups were eventually to merge with other rebel movements under the able leadership of Zhu Yuanzhang, a former Buddhist monk and devotee of Maitreya, who led these revolutionaries on a northward march to expel the Mongol rulers. On September 10, 1368, they were victorious and Zhu Yuanzhang (r. 1368–1398) was declared emperor of the Ming dynasty (1368–1644).

For their part, Toghan Temür and his Mongol followers fled north. Much to their surprise, however, the old Mongol capital of Qaraqorum was already occupied. Indeed, the entire Mongolian plateau, their ancestral “homeland,” had been taken over by the Oirad. Believing it was not possible for his recently defeated army to wrest control away from the Oirad, Toghan Temür and the Mongols found themselves in limbo. Eventually they went south and established themselves in the no-man’s land between the Great Wall and the Gobi Desert, which nowadays is the Inner Mongolian province of the People’s Republic of China. Two years after arriving as a refugee in this environmentally and politically marginal buffer zone Toghan Temür died of dysentery.

While his ignominious death symbolizes well the waning fortunes of the Mongols in the post-Yuan period, such was not the view from China. Instead the Ming court continued to see the Mongols as a mortal threat to their very existence and they launched several campaigns against them. Yet much to the anger and consternation of the Ming court the Mongols continued to elude defeat. Nevertheless, one unintended consequence of the continuing Mongol-Ming struggle was that it enabled the Oirad to become stronger. As noted above, the Oirad had taken over the Mongolian plateau during the later Yuan dynasty, though how this happened—as well as who the Oirad were, and where they came from—is somewhat obscure. Nevertheless, by the fourteenth century the term Oirad was an overarching designation for four groups—the Oirad, Naiman, Kereid, and Barghud—that had taken control over the plateau as the Mongols had become more and more embroiled in the affairs of China during the Yuan dynasty.

Yet even though the Oirad controlled the “heartland” of the Mongolian plateau they were not a major power in the immediate post-Yuan period. In the west there was the powerful Moghul ruler Tughluq Temür Khan and in the south there were the Mongols, who although weakened were still a
powerful force. And the power of both the Mongols and the Moghuls rested not only on their military might, but also in their economic position. In particular, they controlled the east-west trade, and most important, they controlled the trade in Central Asian horses, which were essential for both the Ming military and its larger economy. Without them the Ming would quite literally grind to a halt since Chinese soil lacks selenium, a vital mineral for the raising of strong horses, and the immensity of this trade is reflected in the fact that annually the Ming bought nearly two million horses from the Mongols. Thus even though the post-Yuan Mongols may have been battered and defeated they still had the Ming over a barrel.

For the Ming court this situation was clearly intolerable since in their view China's national security was in the fickle hands of their barbarian enemies. This vital issue therefore had to be dealt with, and the initial option as we have seen was invasion and conquest. But every campaign of both the Hongwu and Yongle emperor (r. 1402-1424) were resounding failures. The Mongols simply retreated into the steppe and once the supply lines were overextended the stranded Ming army was decimated. In response to these failures the Ming court adopted a two-prong strategy. The first was to find another source of horses, which they did by reestablishing the tea-for-horse trading network with Tibet. And although this trade was to expand enormously—one single transaction in 1435, for example, involved 1,097,000 pounds of tea for 13,000 horses—the Ming court still wanted to keep alive their trade with the Mongols and Moghuls. To this end, they therefore decided to normalize trade relations, but on their own terms. Their plan was thus to funnel all trade with the West through the small independent city-state of Hami, which in 1406 had been brought into the Ming system of frontier garrisons.

The Mongol khan Gülichi (1402-1408), however, did not agree with these terms and he poisoned Engke Temür, the prince of Hami, who had initially made the deal with the Chinese. At this turn of events the Ming court was bewildered, but they still hoped to salvage the trade negotiations. Yet when their envoys were executed at the command of the new Mongol ruler Punyashri, the Ming court finally decided to circumvent the Mongols entirely. They therefore made contact with the Mongols' archrival, the Oirad. The Ming then not only bestowed titles and privileges upon the Oirad ruler, but they also opened up direct trade relations. To repay the favor the Oirad ruler Mahmud (d. 1416) launched an assault on the Mongols in 1412. After killing Punyashri, Mahmud put his own son Delbeg (r.
1412–1414) on the Mongol throne. Thus with the help of the Ming the age of the Oirad had arrived.

The Oirad ruler’s name Mahmud is, of course, an Arabic name and there is every reason to believe that many of the Oirad elite were at this time Muslim. Indeed, having been frozen out of relations with both the Mongols and the Ming, the Oirad had inevitably turned their attention toward the Moghuls and Timurids in the West. And while this turn to the West may have begun as an economic decision, it would also come to have religious implications. By aligning themselves with the West the Oirad were drawn into the Islamic fold, as happened simultaneously in Southeast Asia. Namely, when trade with China withered after the fall of the Yuan both the Oirad and the Southeast Asian kingdoms linked up with Islamic trade networks and this inevitably brought with it Islamization. Yet unlike Southeast Asia, the Oirad’s conversion to Islam was short-lived. Only a few decades later the Oirad would in fact become Buddhist.

The Oirad are therefore one of the few peoples in the history of Islam to have given up the faith. Moreover, unlike in Spain and the Balkans where the retreat of Islam was accompanied by the brutal use of force, the Buddhist conversion of the Muslim Oirads seems to have been a bloodless affair. Of course, some of this may be explained by the fact that the Oirad majority may not have been too devoted to Islam to begin with. In addition, once trade with China opened up the Oirad were no longer dependent on Islamic trade networks and thus being Muslim no longer had much value. In fact, being a Muslim was probably a hindrance in dealing with China at this time. Yet be that as it may, the Oirad ruler’s decision to abandon the Sufi sheiks of his earlier Moghul and Timurid allies, and align himself with Tibetan lamas, was to have profound consequences. In many ways it was the historical hinge in the coming Buddhist-Muslim divide.

Before exploring the Oirad ruler’s turn toward the Dharma in the mid-fifteenth century, however, let us return to the lull before the storm, in particular the first decades of the fifteenth century before the appearance of Naqshbandi Sufis and Tibetan lamas among the Moghuls and Oirads. It was during this short-lived era of peace that there was a final explosion of trade and communication across the Silk Road between the Timurids and the Ming dynasty. And in a certain sense this trade and cultural exchange was the last gasp of the pax Mongolica. Yet since there was no unifying empire holding these regions together at the time it is perhaps more accurate to understand this particular moment in time—including its trade and
cultural openness—as another age of equilibrium, such as during the age of “Sunni internationalism” just prior to the Mongol conquests. Indeed, from about 1370 until 1430 a similar equilibrium developed across central Eurasia among the Timurid, Moghul, Oirad, Mongol, and Ming dynasties (map 17).

And we have already come across one famous monument from this period that well captures the age: the passage cited above about a mosque being built across the street from a Buddhist temple in Hami.

The author of this telling anecdote was the painter Ghiyath al-Din Naqqash, the official scribe of a Timurid embassy Shahrukh Khan sent to China in 1419. Though what is even more interesting than his reporting of Buddhist-Muslim coexistence at this time is his fascination with Buddhist art and sculpture. As noted in the previous chapter, the linkage between the Dharma and the tradition of Persian miniature painting would largely be forgotten. In the case of Ghiyath al-Din, however, we catch a glimpse of the fascination and inspiration that Buddhist art held for Muslim artists at this time. Upon seeing the murals in a temple housing a reclining Buddha statue, for example, Ghiyath al-Din exclaims that the paintings are “of such
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Moreover, echoing Tha'ālibi's much earlier description of Chinese artistic skills, Ghiyāth al-Dīn claims that the statues of the Sixteen Arhats are "so vividly reproduced that one would think that these infidels were really alive." And his enthusiasm for Buddhist art does not even wane in the face of an enormous statue of the Thousand-armed and Thousand-eyed Guanyin.

Among others there was a big idol-temple of such character that in the midst of it there was erected an idol cast in bronze and so gilded over as to look like one made of solid gold, measuring fifty cubits in height. Its limbs were all made symmetrical in form. All over the limbs of this idol there were figures of hands set up and over the palm of every hand there was the image of eye. It is called the thousand-handed image and is celebrated throughout the whole of China. First of all a big solid plinth which was constructed out of finely cut stones is set up, on which this idol and the whole building rests, around the idol rise a large number of alcoves, verandahs and galleries, several flights of stairs running along the same in such a manner that the first stairway passes a little beyond the ankle of the idol, the second stairway does not come as high as its knee, the third stairway passes above the knee, while the fourth one reaches its breast and so on up to the head, the whole structure being executed with masterly elaboration. Thereafter the top of the building was surmounted by a conical dome and so covered up as to excite the wonder of men. The total number of stories being eight, around every one of which one could walk outside as well as inside the building. This idol is made in a standing position, its feet of which the length is about ten cubits each rest on a pedestal of cast metal. It has been estimated that at least one hundred thousand donkey-loads of brass must have been used in that work. Besides all round that big idol there were smaller idols of plaster which were colored and painted in gold. There were the paintings of hills, peaks, caves with the figures of Buddhist monks, priests and ascetics sitting in their cells doing religious penance. There were also pictures of rams, mountain goats, lions, leopards, dragons and trees all painted on plaster. The rest of the walls were so painted with frescoes as to call
forth the wonder of even skilled artists at their sight. Similar was the case with the surrounding buildings.\textsuperscript{70}

In this paean to Chinese artistry Ghiyath al-Din captures well not only the dynamic in which Persian miniature painting was influenced by Buddhist and Chinese art, but also the calm in the early fifteenth century when Buddhists and Muslims lived side by side. Indeed, it was during this time that the Moghul ruler, a Muslim, not only allowed Buddhist monasteries to be built next to a mosque, but also exempted Buddhists from taxes.\textsuperscript{71} Yet this state of affairs was the lull before the storm.

**Esen Khan and the Buddhist Turn**

A decade after Ghiyath al-Din had visited Turfan and written favorably about the Uygur Buddhists,\textsuperscript{72} they would be fleeing Muslim persecution and seeking refuge in Ming-dynasty China. The times had clearly changed. A vital question is why? The six pieces of the puzzle noted above all played their role; however, much of the credit for this radical transformation can be attributed to the appearance of the Naqshbandi Sufis among the Moghuls in the fifteenth century. And of particular import in this regard was not only their promotion of urbanization among the Moghuls, but also their call for the implementation and enforcement of *shari'a* law.

The Naqshbandi fusion of mystical Islam and politicized *shari'a*ism ("a pre-eminent emphasis on the strict observance of Islamic law")\textsuperscript{73} was to a certain extent unique.\textsuperscript{74} At the same time, however, it was in many ways a perfect union of the two major strands of Islam that had arisen in the wake of the Mongol conquests, both of which were dealing with the profound shock of the Mongol invasions.\textsuperscript{75} From the destruction of the Caliphate to the introduction of bubonic plague, many Muslims must have wondered: What went wrong? Why did the world of Islam so easily collapse? Moreover, was it the fault of Islam itself, or had Muslims gone astray? As the feverish Christian responses to the Mongols and the Black Death readily attest, such questions were not unique to the Muslim world, nor were their responses.\textsuperscript{76} In fact, many religious believers saw the Mongol conquests as either divine retribution or evidence that the proper path had been forsaken. Either way, the proper response invariably pivoted on the need to return to the origins of the true faith, however that may have been imagined.
As noted above there were two common responses in the Muslim world: mysticism and shari'aism. A representative of the latter was Ibn Taymiyya, whose response to the Mongol conquests was firmly grounded on the importance of the shari'a. In particular, if only Muslim law was instituted and a true Muslim state created then truth and justice would prevail. Other thinkers, however, felt that the turn to shari'a was misguided. For them the answer did not reside in external institutions that would force compliance with new doctrinal demands; instead, they saw the answer in the spiritual development of each one individually. Indeed, the Sufi belief that the external world was simply illusory and but a shadow of the true glory of God clearly resonated in a world where all known institutions had been shattered. Moreover, for many it was precisely those same institutions that had led to the current disaster. The possibility of individual salvation promised by the Sufi brotherhoods therefore offered hope in a chaotic and disorienting world; and, indeed, as the shari'a movement floundered, the Sufi brotherhoods blossomed.

The Sufis were thus the great beneficiaries of the Mongol conquest. Thus although Sufism had spread rather widely in the Islamic world prior to the coming of the Mongols, especially on account of the work by Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (1058–1111), in the wake of the conquests the Sufi path came to be even more widely adopted, and indeed the prominence of Sufism in Central Asia and South Asia today can be traced directly to this period. And the Sufis even recognized this themselves—so much so that Sufi histories came to claim that it was their spiritual masters who had invited Chinggis Khan to invade and decimate the Muslim world. In their view it was only by weeding out the old corrupt Muslim order that the true and righteous form of Sufi Islam could flourish.

In Central Asia the Sufi order that initially benefited most from this transformation in the religious landscape was the Kubraviyya, which had been founded by Najm ad-Din Kubra. But as one would expect, the power of the Kubraviyya was quickly challenged in the post-Mongol age as new Sufi masters and their followers—such as the Yasaviyya, who traced their tradition back to Ahmad Yasavi (d. ca. 1166)—entered the religious marketplace. And indeed in turn the power of the Yasaviyya was challenged by Baha ad-Din Naqshband (d. 1389), who rather ingeniously challenged the spiritual legitimacy of the Yasaviyya by claiming that he was restoring the mystical path of the Khwajagan (“Masters”), which was actually the real and secret lineage of Ahmad Yasavi’s teacher, Abu Yusuf al-Hamadani (d.
And central to this claim, as it was to be later articulated by the Naqshbandi order, was a distinctive tradition of a secret initiation lineage that ran parallel to the conventional master-disciple transmission lineage (silsila) that define all schools of Sufism. Yet while this theological innovation came to define the Naqshbandiyya it is unlikely that it deserves much credit for their subsequent success. In fact, the key to the Naqshbandiyya’s success lay in their decision to fuse together the two major strands of post-Mongol Islamic thought. Namely, by coupling Naqshband’s original mystical teachings with calls for the reinstitution of the shari‘a, the Naqshbandiyya created a potent cocktail that not only brought them to power, but would also spill over Central Asia with devastating consequences.

Of course, to understand the Naqshbandiyya’s decision to adopt the rhetoric of shari‘aism and its subsequent implications it is important to recall the religious and political situation; in particular, the Timurid dynasty’s support of the Yasaviyya. Tamerlane, for example, had commissioned the building of the famous mausoleum of Ahmad Yasavi. Yet that was not the only operative factor at play. As we have seen there was also the Mongol legacy, the Chinggisid principle, and Chinggis Khan’s law code. For the Timurids these were all extremely sensitive issues because they were not actually Mongols: Tamerlane was a Turk from the Barlas clan. As a result, even though he was indisputably the most powerful ruler in the world at the time he could never proclaim himself “Khan.” Doing so would have been too great a violation of the sacred Chinggisid principles. To circumvent this genealogical problem Tamerlane therefore married several Chaghataid princesses and declared himself the “Imperial Son-in-Law.”

Tamerlane, moreover, also promoted himself as the great defender of Islam. Timurid legitimacy therefore came to rest on the twin pillars of the Mongol legacy and Islam. The Timurid ruler Shahrukh, for example, would place a cenotaph over Tamerlane’s burial site in 1420 that claimed not only that the legendary Mongol ancestor Alan Qoa was associated with the Virgin Mary and the Abrahamic Holy Spirit, but that Tamerlane was also a descendant of ‘Ali, son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad and first Shi‘ite Imam. In so doing Shahrukh was thus boldly proclaiming the legitimacy of the Timurid dynasty largely on the basis of this dual genealogy: the Chinggisid and Islamic. At the same time, of course, both of these genealogical claims were purely imaginary and thus capture well the urgency the Timurids faced in trying to legitimate their rule in the shadow of the Mongol legacy. Yet it also points to the timorous nature of Timurid claims
to legitimacy, and it was largely on account of these weaknesses that the Naqshbandi critique of the Timurids was so devastating, as it struck at both of the pillars supporting the whole edifice.

In particular, by claiming the Timurids and their Yasaviyya enablers were not Muslim enough the Naqshbandiyya undermined their claims to be the upholders of Islam. Moreover, built into the very logic of shari‘aism is the rejection of the entire Mongol legacy and its infidel customs, all of which must be abandoned in the project of creating a pure Muslim state. Thus having taken up the mantle of restoring Islamic law in the external world, the quiet and internal path of mystical introspection was no longer an option; instead jihad against the impious Timurids was in order. To this end the Naqshbandiyya started to look for political and military support among the nomads in the east, and they found a willing supporter in the Moghul ruler Uways Khan (r. 1417–1429).

To understand his decision to align himself with the Naqshbandiyya it is perhaps enough to simply recall that Tamerlane had taken over half of the Chaghataid Ulus and that the Moghuls and Timurids had been fighting ever since. Thus on one level joining the Naqshbandiyya’s jihad against the Timurids simply made sense. But another important issue that must surely have been in the minds of both the Sufis and the Moghuls was the Mongol legacy, most notably the fact that the Moghuls, unlike the Timurids, were actual descendants of Chinggis Khan. Thus if the Moghuls rejected the local Kataki Sufis, whom they had been following ever since Tughluq Temür, and opted instead for the Naqshbandiyya—a prominent Central Asian Sufi order with a legendary pedigree—they would be both the heirs of the Mongol legacy and the true rulers of Islam. A Moghul-Naqshbandiyya alliance was thus a winning proposition on both sides. Yet not everyone won on account of this alliance.

Some of the first losers were the Buddhists. Being infidels they had to be expelled from the new Islamic utopia being forged within the Moghul domains under the guidance of Naqshbandi shari‘aism since they specifically advocated for the “remov[al] of the evil customs of the strangers.” Thus, as we have seen above, by the 1430s the city of Turfan had essentially been purged of all its Buddhist inhabitants. The same fate would befall Hami over the coming decades. The city where mosques and temples had stood side by side would be emptied of its Buddhist population by the 1480s. Yet such persecution was not the only consequence of the Moghul adoption of Naqshbandi Sufism. Rather, much as had happened earlier in
India, it also inadvertently fostered a rebirth of the Dharma among the Oirad. To fathom the Oirad ruler Esen Khan’s turn toward the Dharma and its implications for shaping subsequent Buddhist-Muslim history in Inner Asia it is therefore important to return to the narrative of the Oirads where we left off.

In 1412 Mahmud had just killed the Mongol khan and put his own son on the throne. But this was not solely an Oirad-Mongol affair. Indeed, the central player in these unfolding events was the Ming court, which had approached the Oirad in order to undermine the recalcitrant Mongols for what were, in Chinese eyes, unfair trading practices. Their hope was that the Oirad would be more willing to do business, and they were. The Ming therefore cut their relations with the Mongols and established direct economic ties with the Oirad. The immediate consequence of this was that any power the Mongols had over the Ming simply evaporated and both their wealth and power rapidly collapsed and in their place rose the Oirad. The growing power of the Oirad, however, impacted not only the fortunes of the Mongols. It also came to impinge upon the Moghuls. Uways Khan, for example, fought the Oirad twenty-one times and lost every battle but one. Uways Khan was even taken hostage three times and to ensure his release he had to give the Oirad ruler his sister as a wife. And the situation among the Moghuls only grew worse after the death of Uways Khan in 1429. Part of the difficulties that ensued certainly had to do with the succession struggle that erupted between his two sons, Yunus and Esen Buqa, but at the root of the crisis was the collapsing Moghul economy.

In 1424 the Ming emperor had abolished the horse trade with Central Asia. Yet even so such trade continued surreptitiously through the city of Hami. But this lifeline of the Moghul economy was cut when the Oirad ruler Toghan (d. 1440) married into the Hami ruling family and took control over this last entrepôt of Muslim trade with China. The final blow to Moghul trade, however, came when Esen moved the horse trade away from Hami completely and established it in Datong near Beijing. At this turn of events the economic situation became so dire that Muslims fled the Moghul domains and became refugees in China. It is therefore within this changing economic situation that we need to place not only the Naqshbandi revival among the Moghuls, but also the rise of the Oirad. Moreover, it is also on account of this economic shift that we should understand the Oirad’s gradual move away from the orbit of the Islamic world and their return to the Dharmic fold. Return, however, is perhaps not the right word as it is
very unlikely that any Oirad had ever been Buddhist before Esen. And it is precisely for this reason that Esen’s engagement with Tibetan lamas in the 1450s is so important since it revived—or perhaps even created—the idea that was to shape Mongol conceptualizations of themselves, their ruler, and their state for the coming centuries.89

In particular, it was at this time that Mongol rule came to be envisioned as being wholly Buddhist. Although this had never been the case historically, promoting such an idea was important for the legitimacy of the Oirad. Indeed, much like the Timurids they too had to contend with the Mongol legacy as non-Mongols. And thus much as the Timurids had come to identify themselves with Islam, the Oirads came to focus on Buddhism and especially the relationship between Khubilai Khan and the Tibetan Pakpa Lama. Thus much as had happened in the Islamic world the Dharma was thereby superimposed on the traditional matrix of the Mongol legacy and the Chinggisid principle. In the case of Buddhism the theory that came to be articulated owed its origins to the writings of Pakpa Lama and his vision of “two realms”: the sacred and the secular.90 Proper Mongol Buddhist rule was therefore based on a symbiotic relation between the khan, who controls secular affairs, and a Tibetan lama, who controls spiritual affairs.

Secular and spiritual salvation are something that all living beings try to obtain. Spiritual salvation consists in complete deliverance from suffering, and worldly welfare is secular salvation. Both depend on a dual order, the order of Religion and the order of the State, or worldly rule. Just as the religious order is based on the sutras and magic formulae (dhârant), the secular order rests on peace and quietness. The order of Religion is presided over by the Lama, and the state by the Ruler. The priest has to teach religion, and the ruler has to guarantee a rule which enables everyone to live in peace. Religion and State are thus mutually dependent. The heads of religion and state are equal, although each has different functions. The Lama corresponds to the Buddha, and thus the Ruler to the cakravartin.91

It was therefore this ideal that Esen revived in grappling with the Mongol legacy.

Yet why he chose the Dharma in particular is another question entirely. No other Oirad ruler, much less Mongol ruler, had done so. Indeed, after
the fall of the Yuan dynasty the interest of the Mongol elite in tantric Bud­dhism waned. Tibetan lamas were still active among the Mongols,92 as they were among the Ming elite,93 but since Buddhism had never become a part of the Mongol legacy or the Chinggisid principle, the Dharma was not considered important by any post-Yuan Mongol ruler. Yet this was all to change profoundly with Esen Khan. But why did he do it?

At the time Esen was one the most powerful rulers in eastern Eurasia. In 1449 he had even captured the Yingzhong emperor at Tumu Fort, fifty miles northwest of Beijing.94 But like Tamerlane before him Esen could not claim Chinggisid blood. Esen could therefore never be proclaimed khan; however, much like Tamerlane he could ameliorate his genealogical deficiencies by cloaking himself in the sanctifying garb of religion. Following in the footsteps of Tamerlane, or perhaps emulating the Moghul khans and their relationship with the Naqshbandi Sufis, Esen therefore established relations with Tibetan lamas. And in so doing he presented this new religio-political relationship as a restoration of the great Buddhist rule of Khubilai Khan.

Esen therefore claimed to be restoring the righteous Mongol rule that had been forsaken when the Dharma had been abandoned. Thus after having secured his Buddhist bona fides in the mold of Khubilai Khan, Esen actually proclaimed himself khan and the rightful ruler of all the Mongols in 1453. While the Ming court hesitantly approved this move, the Mongols saw this action as a gross violation of the Chinggisid principle and a bold usurpation of the Mongol throne. They therefore violently resisted, and after Esen’s death in 1455, the power of the Oirad collapsed. Yet even so, Esen’s Buddhist turn would live on as a means of becoming khan among the Mongols, especially for those of less than pure Chinggisid lineage such as Altan Khan, the Tümed ruler, who met with Sonarn Gyatso in 1578 and famously gave him the title Dalai Lama.95

Interaction in the Trenches

The meeting between Altan Khan and Sönam Gyatso, which took place on the shores of Lake Kökenuru in the northern reaches of the Tibetan plateau, was to become an iconic moment in Eurasian history. Indeed, because the Mongols, Tibetans, and especially the Manchus took so much stock in this new Buddhist Chinggisid vision of rule, much of East Asia’s subsequent history would flow out from this event. Yet to fathom the immense ripple
effects of this obscure and at the time perhaps rather insignificant meeting between the ruler of the Tümed and a young monk of the Gelukpa order, it is important to yet again take a step back.

In particular, we need to recall that more than a century had elapsed between Esen Khan's Buddhist turn and the meeting between Altan Khan and Sönam Gyatso. During that time both the Oirad and Timurid Empires collapsed, the Mongols rose to power, the Ming dynasty floundered, and in short order all of China and Mongolia would be taken over by the Manchu Qing dynasty (1644–1911). Thus to point out that the world of Inner Asia was changing during the Mongols’ conversion to Buddhism is perhaps an understatement. Unfortunately, however, whenever the well-worn story of the meeting between Altan Khan and the Dalai Lama is rehearsed this larger complex reality is very often ignored. In fact, because the meeting was to become so iconic in later Mongol, Tibetan, and Qing imaginings of themselves, their religion, and their state, this meeting came to be less a historical event than a powerful symbol. As such it was never questioned or contextualized and instead came to be presented as virtually having taken place outside the bounds of conventional history. Thus rather than being simply one episode in the broader context of Eurasian history, it came to be seen as the *summum bonum* of an inevitable Mongol Buddhist history. Yet clearly the meeting of Altan Khan and the Dalai Lama was not inevitable, nor did it happen in a vacuum.

The story in fact begins with the Mongols fighting their way back from the brink of extinction after Esen’s failed attempt at claiming the Chinggisid mantle. How the Mongols were actually able to rally themselves at this particular point in time is little understood. One factor in their favor, however, was the environment. Chinese sources namely record that on account of poor climatic conditions north China suffered severe famine during the 1450s and 1460s. The same conditions must clearly have affected both the Mongols and the Oirad, yet since the Oirad were on the Mongolian plateau, which has far greater weather extremes than “Inner Mongolia,” it is very likely that they were far worse off during these decades than the Mongols. Moreover, being closer to China the Mongols could not only trade with the Chinese, but if need be they could also raid over the border.

A further factor that facilitated the rise of the Mongols, or least the weakening of the Oirad, was the changing situation among the Moghuls. During the Oirad’s rise to prominence the Moghuls had been in disarray as a result of the succession struggle between the sons of Uways Khan and the
weakening economy. When his son Yunus eventually became khan in 1468, however, many of these problems evaporated. Under the leadership of the charismatic Khoja Ahrar (d. 1490) the Naqshbandiyya became firmly established among the Moghuls and thus put an end to earlier religious squabbles. But the unifying and urbanizing force of Naqshbandi Sufism even went beyond the confines of the Moghuls. In fact, because Khoja Ahrar was so respected, most Central Asian rulers came to have one of his religious representatives at their courts, and through this Sufi network there actually developed a dialogue among all of these fractious groups. Even the long alienated Timurid and Moghul rulers came into contact once again on account of Khoja Ahrar's dealings. The two even subsequently developed political and trade relations. Yet while this was good for the position of the Naqshbandiyya in Central Asia, and also improved the economic situation among the Moghuls, it was disastrous for the Oirads as it left them isolated between east and west. But the final blow was still to come.

In 1500 the Timurid dynasty was conquered and divided into two. The Uzbeks, who traced their origins back to the Golden Horde, took over Central Asia; and the Safavids, a local Persian dynasty, took over Persia and Iraq. One consequence of this event was that the earlier political, economic, and religious alliances that had recently developed on account of the Naqshbandiyya between the Timurids and Moghuls came to an end. As a result, all of these relations had to be renegotiated with the Safavids and Uzbeks. Such a possibility, however, was made difficult when the Safavids declared Twelver Shi'ism as their state religion. Their decision to make a radical break with Turko-Mongol Sunni rule and mark their independence by becoming Shi'a did not endear them to either the Uzbeks or the Moghuls, much less the Naqshbandiyya. Nor was the situation ameliorated by the Safavids' invasion of Central Asia. Moreover, as these political tensions mounted whatever earlier economic networks had tied these regions together started to fray as well, and this set in motion a downward spiral, since as east-west trade diminished in the sixteenth century the deteriorating financial crisis only added fuel to a worsening religiopolitical situation.

Even more fuel was added to the fire by the Naqshbandiyya. They had cut their teeth and risen to power in Central Asian politics within the rhetoric of shari'aism. The Safavid conversion to Shi'a Islam thus not only infuriated them, but also caused them to redouble their efforts as agents of both religious and political reform. Yet since the Safavids now acted as a buffer to the West the Naqshbandiyyas were forced to push further into the east.
One of Khoja Ahrar’s disciples, Khoja Taj ad-Din (d. ca. 1533), for example, carried the Naqshbandi message all the way to China’s Gansu province, where he found supporters not only among the nomads, but also in the cities. But the Naqshbandiyya were not the only ones who were forced to move their operations to the east. With their political and economic options stymied in the west on account of the Safavids and Uzbeks, the Moghul khans also began pushing east. Mansur Khan (1485–1545), who was ruling the eastern half of the Moghul Ulus, attacked China’s northwestern frontier in the hopes of accessing the riches of the Ming dynasty. Sultan Sa‘id Khan, who ruled the western half of the Moghul Ulus, was on the other hand apparently more inspired by the Naqshbandi rhetoric of jihad, since it was he who launched the invasion of Tibet.

It is therefore within this context of Sufi revivalism, economic collapse, and the attendant Moghul push eastward that the final collapse of the Oirad needs to be situated. It is also in relation to these events that we need to locate the rise of the Mongols. As noted above the actual rise of the Mongols in the mid-fifteenth century is clouded in mystery. Nevertheless, it is commonly held that after Molon Khan’s death in 1466 the Mongol throne was empty for a decade and then Mandagul became khan and reigned briefly in the late 1470s. Upon his death, Bayan Möngke became khan and upon his death in 1484 his seven-year-old son was married to Mandagul Khan’s widow, which enabled him (of rather suspect Chinggisid lineage) to be recognized as the rightful ruler of the Mongols. Yet once the fortunes of the Mongols began to turn under this young ruler’s direction he came to be seen as truly upholding the Chinggisid legacy.

Dayan Khan’s meteoric rise to power began with his consolidation of the Mongols living in the eastern area of “Inner Mongolia” and his reorganization of them into the Three Eastern Tümen (Chakhar, Khalkha, and Uriyangkhan). Next came his greatest military achievement, the conquest of the Mongols of Ordos, who had taken advantage of the Tumu incident to occupy the area within the great bend of the Yellow River. Having thus only recently moved into and taken over this territory the Ordos Mongols did not initially want to ally themselves with Dayan Khan. Instead they violently resisted Dayan Khan’s project of unification. Ultimately, however, Dayan was victorious and the Ordos Mongols were then organized into the Three Western Tümen (Ordos, Tümed, and Yüngshiyebü). And it was on account of this organizational reformulation of the Mongols into the Six Tümen under the authority of the Chinggisid ruler Dayan Khan
that they were able to reassert their power against the Oirad. While military prowess, marriage alliances, and shrewd politics certainly held this new sociopolitical structure together, it was also ideologically reinforced through the concept of a return to proper Chinggisid rule and a reaffirmation of the Mongol legacy.

Unfortunately, however, this was not enough to hold the Mongols together after Dayan Khan's death. None of his children had either the iron fist or the political savvy to keep the fractious Mongols together and thus the political situation devolved into a virtual civil war. Within this infighting, however, one leader was to rise to the top: Altan Khan (1508–1582). He was the eldest child of Dayan Khan's third son and therefore had no legitimate claim to the Chinggisid throne. Instead he was simply the local ruler of the Tümed in the Ordos. But like Chinggis and Dayan Khan before him, he was ambitious, politically astute, and a military genius. Over the course of several decades he was therefore able to establish himself as the undisputed ruler of the Mongolian plateau.

In doing so his options were nevertheless limited to the realities on the ground. In particular, unlike his glorious ancestors he could not push westward since that area was occupied by the Moghuls, who, under the banner of Naqshbandi revivalism, were themselves pushing eastward away from the "heretical" Shi'a Safavids and toward the riches of China. In fact, like the Moghuls, Altan Khan recognized that the linchpin of his future success would be his relation with China and access to its markets. To this end he put all his military energy into consolidating control of "Inner Mongolia," which ran all along the Ming dynasty's northern border. In so doing he pushed the Mongols of the "Eastern Tümen" out of their traditional pastures, thereby setting in motion an important migration. Most notably the Khalkha Mongols moved into the territory formerly occupied by the weakened Oirad, which is now "Outer Mongolia." The Oirad in turn were pushed further west into the pastures north of the Tianshan mountains where they came upon the remnants of the Moghuls and other nomadic groups whose distinguishing features were that they were nomadic and non-Muslim. Recall, the Naqshbandi revival—with its focus on saint shrines and other religious institutions—had fostered the urbanization of the formerly nomadic Moghuls, and thus these remaining groups were those that had been left out of both these processes: Islamization and urbanization. In turn, it was these non-Muslim nomads with whom the Oirads would eventually forge the powerful nomadic Buddhist empire of
the Zünghars. Yet even though the Zünghars’ turn toward Tibetan lamas was itself inspired by Altan Khan, during his own rise to power Altan had absolutely no interest in Tibet.\textsuperscript{106}

What concerned him was China, especially the normalization of trade relations. In particular, he wanted markets to be opened along the Sino-Mongol border where goods could be bought and sold. Such a free-market system, however, was not only potentially beyond the ever hyper-vigilant control of the Chinese state, but it was also antithetical to the traditional Chinese tribute system, whereby trade with foreign countries was never simply an economic transaction but instead an elaborate piece of the imperial ideology keeping alive the illusion of China as the center of the universe. All trade was therefore imagined as being tribute presented to the Chinese emperor by subjects from afar, and the Chinese goods sold in return were simply the magnanimous gift of the Chinese sovereign. Since the Chinese market was so valuable most foreign traders through history had been willing to put up with this charade. When the European imperial powers arrived, however, they were not willing to play the game and problems invariably ensued.\textsuperscript{107} Altan Khan did not want to play the game either. He wanted open markets. But the Chinese refused. They wanted to control the trade and thereby limited Mongol “tribute” missions to the imperial capital to one every few years. In response Altan Khan launched continual raids into Ming territory, which invariably only further hardened Chinese resolve. Indeed, it was within this context that the Ming dynasty began in earnest to build the Great Wall, perhaps the world’s greatest monument to xenophobia and trade protectionism ever built.\textsuperscript{108}

Nevertheless, in 1550 the situation for Altan Khan was particularly dire. It had not rained for 155 days, the Mongols were facing a severe famine, and the Ming court still refused to talk. They had instead killed the Mongol trade representatives. Altan Khan thus launched an audacious invasion of China and by September he had surrounded Beijing and forced the Ming court to capitulate to his demands. The emperor agreed to the normalization of relations and he allotted 100,000 taels of silver to purchase goods at two border markets in Datong and Xuanfu. But after various problems arose, including security issues and cost overruns, the Ming emperor closed the markets two years later. This decision resulted in another twenty-year cycle of famine, disease, and violence that only came to end in 1571 when the Ming court and Altan Khan ratified a peace treaty.

In sum it was only in the wake of this momentous event that Altan
Khan made his very public embrace of the Dharma. However, in contradistinction to how later histories would present the meeting of Altan Khan and the Dalai Lama, this event was not a foregone conclusion. Indeed, contrary to later Mongol and Tibetan historians it was not the inevitable summation of history. Of course, for these historians it made sense to present it in this way since it legitimated their present, a world in which the majority of Mongols were Gelukpa Buddhists on account of Altan Khan's having met the Dalai Lama. During the reign of Altan Khan and his immediate successors, however, the Dalai Lama and his Gelukpa order had no exclusive claim to the Mongols' hearts and minds. They were simply one of a hodgepodge of religious specialists who provided their services at the Mongol court. With the subsequent rise of the Gelukpa, however, this diffuse religiosity was to be readily forgotten. Instead, all that was to be remembered was that Altan Khan met the Third Dalai Lama and thus the Mongols supported the Gelukpa order. But the reality was rather different. For example, a month before Altan Khan met Sönam Gyatso on the shores of Lake Kökenuur he met with the head of the Taklung order. They had been in contact for years and they even continued their relationship after Altan's meeting with the Dalai Lama.

Yet Altan Khan was not only interested in various Tibetan traditions; he had also been a great supporter of the Chinese White Lotus Buddhist order, who had famously offered Altan Khan a "secret weapon." They claimed to possess a mantra so powerful it could shatter the walls of a Chinese city. But the White Lotus was not the only religious group that offered the Mongol leader a technological edge in his never-ending feud with the Ming court. The charismatic preacher and adept fortune teller Lü He, who called himself the Patriarch of Mount Lu, not only acquired a large following by preaching a messianic message that claimed a massive Mongol invasion would result in the death of 70 percent of the Chinese population, but he also claimed to have an elixir that enabled one to survive without grain. Altan Khan was invariably greatly interested in such a potion, but so was the Ming court. They knew that grain was the key commodity in Sino-Mongol trade relations and thus if this elixir worked they would no longer have any leverage with Altan Khan. Thus when they captured Lü He in Beijing in 1564 he was summarily executed.109

The secret weapon of the White Lotus did not fare much better either. When Altan Khan took the Chinese Buddhists out into the field their mantras had no effect. Thus when the Chinese fortifications still stood after two
days of chanting Altan Khan apparently gave up on the White Lotus. Their future among the Mongols was therefore sealed. The same kind of failure had also turned Altan Khan away from his shamans. They had advised him that 1547 was an auspicious year to inaugurate trade relations with the Ming and thus Altan had tried to present one black-headed white horse, seven camels, and three thousand geldings. He also provided intelligence to the Ming court about another Mongol ruler’s impending attack on Liaodong. But the shamans were wrong. The Ming court still refused to open trade relations.110

It was at this time Altan turned to the White Lotus. But they too had failed and now Altan Khan faced another crisis. Namely, the increased Sino-Mongol intercourse ushered in by the 1571 peace accord had been a double-edged sword. While it had brought normalization in trade relations and improved the economic situation among the Mongols, it had also enabled the urban diseases of China, especially smallpox, to run rampant across the steppe with devastating consequences.111 Indeed, it was these epidemics that not only put a halt to the rise of the Mongols at this time and enabled the Manchus to rise in their place, but also opened the door for Tibetan lamas and their vast repertoire of medical lore and tantric rituals to be invited back among the Mongols.112

Altan Khan’s meeting with the Dalai Lama was therefore not inevitable. Nor was it definitive. Altan Khan’s funeral in 1582, for example, took place on the southern side of a mountain according to “shamanic” practices and a Buddhist astrologer and Chinese fengshui master deduced his burial site. To make sense of such an event it is important to recognize that both Altan Khan’s approach to religion and the empire he forged was very much in tune with the Mongol empire itself. All too often, however, this reality is lost because the history of Altan Khan and the Dalai Lama has so often been shoehorned in to promote various visions of ethnonational and religious exclusivism. Altan Khan, for example, is often presented as purely Mongol and he meets only with the Dalai Lama. Yet, as we have seen in the case of Sönam Gyatso, this was never the case. And it was not the case either when it comes to Altan Khan’s Mongol purity. Fifty thousand Chinese settlers had in fact fled the Ming dynasty and established cities and farms within Altan Khan’s domains. One of Altan Khan’s many Chinese advisors even launched a campaign to recruit educated Chinese by posting the sign, “All graduate scholars of the second rank who kindly join the barbarians (hu-chung) will be treated very well.” The response to this advertisement was
reportedly so great that all the applicants had to be screened. While this “brain drain” was probably more symptomatic of the deteriorating state of the Ming dynasty and its growing class of overeducated and underemployed literati, it nevertheless captures well the complex nature of Altan Khan’s reign, one in which Mongols, Tibetans, Chinese, “shamans,” Buddhists of different lineages, Daoists, Confucians, farmers, nomads, aristocrats, and so on were all in contact. But within this pluralistic world, what about the Moghuls? What about Islam?

In the conventional narrative that was to develop there was invariably no interaction. In fact Altan Khan’s conversion to tantric Buddhism has in many ways come to be seen as the moment when the Buddhist and Muslim worlds went their separate ways. His meeting with the Dalai Lama firmly established the Tibeto-Mongol Buddhist world on one side, and the Turkic-speaking Muslim world on the other. However, as with everything else that has come to be said about Altan Khan this was not exactly true either, since not only did he continue to have relations with the Muslim Moghuls, but they also had relations with him.

‘Abd al-Karim Khan, the Lord of the Twelve Cities of the White Turbans,

Greatly revered his older brother, Altan Khan, and his messengers. He greatly rejoiced and said, “Let us unify our states!” and sent tribute worth granting. Including diamonds and jewels of many kinds, large and fine western horses, pure geldings and camels with flopped-over humps.

As recorded in an early Mongol history this event took place in 1578, right after Altan Khan had met the Dalai Lama. Thus, in other words, ‘Abd al-Karim Khan, the grandson of Sultan Sa‘id Khan, the ruler who had led the Great Lhasa Jihad, submitted to the “Buddhist” Altan Khan.

Of course, as the passage above makes clear, the issue for ‘Abd al-Karim Khan was not one of religion, but of blood and the Mongol legacy. Thus although he himself was a Muslim and Altan may have been a Buddhist, what mattered more was that Altan Khan was his “older brother” (aq-a), which was a term with a long pedigree. Specifically, it was the term used during the empire period to define the relations between the Four Ulus. As noted above, the Mongol empire was a family affair, and the Great Khan
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was therefore the “older brother” whom the others were supposed to follow. Whether it worked like that in reality is, of course, another question entirely; nevertheless, this family model was the conceptual framework that defined the Mongol empire. And as evidenced in the following passage this same conceptualization continued well into the sixteenth century:

Üijeng Jaisang, who was immeasurably knowledgeable in the ancient stories, customs and legends,
Was sent as a messenger [by Altan Khan] to Shah Khan of the White Turbans.
When he described the genealogy from Chaghatai to the present, [Shah Khan] was greatly pleased and gave as tribute fine western horses and diamonds.\textsuperscript{116}

Shah Khan’s tribute and ‘Abd al-Karim Khan’s submission to Altan Khan therefore offers us a different picture of Buddhist-Muslim relations during this period than is often imagined. In particular, it reveals how on account of the Mongol legacy it was still possible for there to be Buddhist-Muslim interaction.

Such possibilities, however, were soon to come to an end. Whether this shift was a direct consequence of ‘Abd al-Karim’s recognition of infidel rule is unclear; however, what is certain is that the Naqshbandiyya, under the leadership of the firebrand preacher Ishaq Wali (d. 1599), ultimately deposed him. Ishaq Wali then put Muhammad Khan (d. 1609) on the throne. But Ishaq Wali then went one step further.

Ishaq’s influence over Muhammad Khan became so strong that the Ishaqiyya, rooted in both the trade guilds and the ruler’s court at Yarkand, became the dominant network linking together Altishahr’s various oases. The Ishaqiyya’s masterstroke—which established the Naqshbandiyya from then on as Altishahr’s principal mystical path—was to name Muhammad Khan grand master of the Ishaqiyya at the end of this life, identifying him not only as Ishaq’s successor but also as \textit{qutb} (“mystical axis” or “pole of the universe”) and \textit{ghwath} (“mystical helper of the age”). The fact that the ruler was not just a Naqshbandiyya but the grand master himself gave the path a special position in Altishahr from which no other mystical path ever displaced it. The combination of Chaghadayid royalty with
the grand mastership of the Naqshbandiyya probably contributed also, some decades later, to the Makhdumzada khojas' audacious seizure of the Moghal throne.117

By uniting religious and political power into one person Ishaq Wali had paved the way for a theocracy.

Such a religiopolitical structure had never before existed in Inner Asia. As we have seen in the case of the Buddhist model of rule there was always to be a separation of power between the spiritual and secular realms. Each was therefore represented by the lama and the khan, who specialized in their separate fields. The same structure had also been operative for centuries in the Muslim world, where balance was maintained between the Caliph and the Muslim clergy. By fusing these two entities into one Ishaq Wali's vision thereby shattered this separation of power. It also coincidentally ended the possibility of Mongol blood or the Mongol legacy transcending religious divisions since one's faith was now inalienably tied to one's lineage/group/tribe/ethnicity/nationality. And as can well be imagined the elevation of Muhammad Khan as Grand Master of the Naqshbandiyya did much to generate a sharp divide between the Buddhists and Muslims of Inner Asia. Yet it was not the only one. In Tibet the Great Fifth would promote a similar theocratic model as the Naqshbandiyya by fusing both religious and political authority within the institution of the Dalai Lama. Thus two theocracies would develop in seventeenth-century Inner Asia: one Buddhist, the other Muslim.

Religion, Politics, and Intolerance

The Dalai Lama's Gelukpa order was the youngest Buddhist lineage in Tibet. The Nyingma was the oldest and they traced their roots all the way back to the Tibetan empire period of the seventh and eighth century. The Kagyü, on the other hand, saw their origins in the revival of the eleventh and twelfth centuries when Indian masters fleeing the Muslim advance came to Tibet. The Sakya saw themselves as part of this era as well, though their heyday was during the Yuan dynasty when they ruled Tibet as representatives of Mongol imperial power. Nevertheless, in the eyes of Tsongkhapa (1357–1419), the founder of the Gelukpa, all three of these venerable orders had gone astray. In his view the situation could only be rectified through a puritanical return to the fundamentals, and in this sense Tsong-
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Khapa was part of the reform movements that swept Eurasia in the wake of the Mongol conquests. Though unlike the Muslim world, Tibet had never suffered the full force of the Mongol onslaught and thus Tsongkhapa's revivalist message was at first met with skepticism. The early Gelukpa movement also had to face the problem of overcoming the long-established ties between Tibet's ruling families and the three other schools.

For these reasons the Gelukpa order could very well have disappeared, as was the fate of so many other religious schools throughout history. But the Gelukpa were blessed with Gedündup (1391–1475), posthumously recognized as the First Dalai Lama. He was Tsongkhapa's relative and successor. He was also both politically savvy and a particularly good missionary. In short order he therefore established good relations with the land-holding aristocracy of central Tibet and with their support founded Tashilhünpo monastery in 1447. After he passed away a boy born just north of Zhikatsé, Gedün Gyatso (1475–1542), was recognized as his incarnation and brought to the Gelukpa monastery of Drepung outside of Lhasa to receive his religious training. After finishing his studies in 1498, however, he was forced to flee because Lhasa was captured by the prince of Rinpung, who not only ruled central Tibet, but also favored the Karmapa, the leader of the Kagyü order. As a result, the Dalai Lama was able to return to Lhasa only twenty years later when Gongma Chenmo, the secular ruler of the Pakmo Drukpa order, expelled the Rinpung from Lhasa. And as a symbol of his return Gedün Gyatso had the Ganden Phodang palace built, which was to become the subsequent seat of the Dalai Lamas.

It was into this world of conflict, where powerful Tibetan families fought against each other with the backing of various Buddhist orders, that Sönam Gyatso was born (1543–1588). At two years of age he was recognized as an incarnation of Gedün Gyatso and brought to Drepung, where he was installed as abbot and began his studies. But in 1565 when the Rinpung rulers captured Zhikatsé and took control of south central Tibet Sönam Gyatso was forced to leave Lhasa and seek allies to save the Gelukpa. He found some along the Indian border but they and the Pakmo Drukpa were no match for the Rinpung. But as luck would have it, just as the Rinpung were about to capture Lhasa, Mongol envoys arrived and requested Sönam Gyatso to meet with Altan Khan on June 19, 1578, at Lake Kökenuur. He readily accepted and headed north ahead of the advancing Rinpung army. When the two met they followed the protocols of the Buddhist model of rule established by Esen Khan. Altan thus gave Sönam
Gyatso the title Dalai Lama (a title retroactively applied to his two previous incarnations, making him the Third Dalai Lama). He in turn gave Altan the title Brahma, Great, Powerful, Cakravartin King of the Dharma. A glorious title, but in truth the Dalai Lama was not really satisfied with Altan Khan. In his quest for powerful allies Sönam Gyatso therefore sent a letter introducing himself to the Ming emperor.

At the time the wisdom at the Ming court held that Buddhism would pacify the warlike nature of the Mongols and thus it should be promoted. As a result, the Dalai Lama was seen as a perfect pawn in the Ming court’s peace-through-Buddhism plan. Upon receiving the Dalai Lama’s letter the Wanli emperor (r. 1572–1620) therefore sent him gifts and an imperial title. Then when the Dalai Lama came to Mongolia in order to officiate at Altan Khan’s funeral in 1586 the Wanli emperor invited him to Beijing and presented him with an even grander title: National Teacher (guoshi), which was the title Khubilai Khan had given Pakpa Lama. Imagining the possibilities—the Gelukpa as powerful as the Sakya during the Yuan with the help of the Ming—the Dalai Lama anxiously headed off to Beijing. Yet the possibilities of this dream were dashed when he died en route. And another wrench was thrown into the religiopolitical machinations of both the Ming and Gelukpa when the Mongols declared Altan Khan’s great-grandson as the incarnation of the Third Dalai Lama. The Tibetans were invariably skeptical, but they finally recognized Yontan Gyatso as the Fourth Dalai Lama (1589–1617). But then the Mongols would not let them take him back to Tibet. Eventually, however, the Mongols were swayed by the argument that the boy needed to receive both Buddhist training and tantric initiations that could only be provided in Tibet. But as had been the case with his predecessors his religious education quickly fell victim to politics, since his presence in Lhasa fanned the embers that had lain dormant since the Third Dalai Lama had fled twenty-five years earlier.

In 1605 the Pakmo Drukpa therefore attacked Lhasa, and in response the Mongols came to the aid of the Dalai Lama and attacked central Tibet. They were repelled by the Rinpung, who simultaneously crushed their old enemies the Pakmo Drukpa, yet during these mêlées the Dalai Lama fled Lhasa. But he was invited back by the Rinpung ruler Puntshog Namgyal, who wanted the Dalai Lama to give him a special tantric initiation. Upon the advice of his ministers the Dalai Lama refused and inevitably violence erupted. Shortly after fleeing Lhasa yet again the Fourth Dalai Lama died at the age of twenty-eight. Nevertheless, as evidenced by the Mongol inva-
sion of Lhasa in 1607, the religious and political crisis in Tibet was quickly becoming an international issue.

But the Mongols were not only defending the Gelukpa. Indeed, after the death of Altan Khan his centralizing project had come to an end. Instead various local Mongol chieftains followed his lead and abandoned the Chinggisid principle of one Mongol ruler, and by allying themselves with a Tibetan lama they proclaimed themselves khan. This development set in motion not only a civil war among the Mongols themselves, but since these competing khans had allied themselves with different Buddhist orders, they were also drawn into competing sides in Tibet’s civil war.119 Chogtu Taiji of the Khalkha, for example, had allied himself with the Karmapa and launched an invasion of Tibet against the Gelukpa and their Tümed allies. On account of these competing religious and political alliances the situation in Inner Asia was quickly spinning out of control. But again, the crisis was not contained to this area. Indeed, much as the Ming dynasty’s economic and political weakness in the mid-sixteenth century had played an important role in setting this whole crisis in motion,120 it was the Ming that would suffer the ultimate fate of this Tibeto-Mongol Buddhist war. Namely, in 1644 the Ming would be annihilated by the Manchus, who before the invasion had coincidentally built a massive temple complex designed as a mandala to house the statue Khubilai Khan had given to "Pakpa Lama.121 History had apparently come full circle.

But the Ming were not the only victims of this Buddhist revival; so too were the Moghuls. Wedged as they were between their archrivals in the west, the Shi’a Safavids, and in the east by an escalating civil war fueled by Buddhist sectarianism, the Moghuls had nowhere to go. Moreover, since they had adopted urban life at the urging of the Naqshbandiyya they were now settled and thus could not easily migrate. Moreover, with the trade that had earlier sustained their urban economy at a standstill, Moghul power was quickly evaporating. And in their place arose the Oirads, who from their base in the area between the Altai and Tianshan mountains had remained true to their nomadic origins. In fact being mobile at this time was to their great advantage, as was their largely nonaligned position in the currently raging conflagrations.

Both of these factors enabled the Oirads to expand their area of control at the expense of the warring Mongols and Tibetans. During the early seventeenth century the Oirads thus developed into two powerful groups: the Zünghars in their “native” territory north of the Tarim Basin, and the
Upper Mongols, led by the Khoshuud, in the area around Lake Kökenuur, now Qinghai province (map 18).\(^{122}\)

Yet even though Oirad power was rapidly increasing in Inner Asia they never took it upon themselves to claim control. They remembered better than anyone the fate of Esen when he proclaimed himself khan. The Oirad therefore presented themselves as a commoner dynasty. They called their ruler simply Khong Taiji, from the Chinese *huang taizi*, “crown prince, heir apparent.”\(^{123}\) But this situation and the balance of power in Inner Asia were quickly to shift with the appearance on stage of the next incarnation of the Dalai Lama.

The Fifth Dalai Lama, Ngawang Lobsang Gyatso (1617–1682), is often known simply as the Great Fifth, and rightfully so. He was without a doubt one of the towering figures of seventeenth-century history. He not only won the Tibeto-Mongol war and thereby made the Dalai Lama the supreme religiopolitical ruler of Tibet, but through his political alliances he also reformulated both the map and nature of Eurasian politics.\(^{124}\) Indeed, so great was his stature that the Tibetan elite was so terrified of the potential political fallout from his death that they decided to keep it secret. They

therefore claimed that he was in meditation retreat, and for a good fourteen years kept issuing decrees in his name. Of course, when the truth eventually leaked out no one was amused, least of all the Manchu emperors, who subsequently would become more and more involved in Tibet’s political affairs. And in the wake of the Gurkha War in the early 1790s the Manchus would ultimately make Tibet an inalienable part of the Qing dynasty. Yet the Manchu conquest of Tibet was more than 150 years into the future from the time when the Great Fifth began his remarkable rise to power.

To accomplish this goal the first issue he tackled was the Gelukpa’s political and military weakness, since he knew that without powerful backers the Gelukpa could never challenge the power of the Karmapa and his Rinpung allies. He therefore set about establishing alliances with the day’s political and military superpowers: the Zünghar and Manchus. In particular, by utilizing the Buddhist model of rule he could bestow upon these dynasties with Chinggisid pretentions—but with no Mongol blood—the title of Khan. Having received this blessing and seal of approval these rulers could thus turn around and claim authority within the mold of the Mongol Buddhist legacy created by Esen Khan. The Dalai Lama’s tantric initiations thus in essence whitewashed their non-Mongol past. The Dalai Lama’s blessing gave both the Zünghars and Manchus not only Buddhist legitimacy, but also the ever-important legitimacy of the Mongol legacy. In many ways the Fifth Dalai Lama therefore became Inner Asia’s ultimate “khan-fixer,” which certainly burnished his image and gave the institution of the Dalai Lama a stature it had never had before. But if he wanted to consolidate his power in Tibet the Great Fifth needed more than respect and adulation; he needed weapons. He also needed soldiers willing to kill and maim in the name of the Dalai Lama.

He found what he was looking for in the Upper Mongols, who in many ways became his fundamentalist Gelukpa death squad. Leading these shock troops was the Khoshuud leader Güüshi Taiji, who had taken the throne in 1630. Four years later the Fifth Dalai Lama requested his help in defeating the Karmapa and his supporters the Rinpung as well as the Khalkha prince Chogtu Taiji. By 1637 the Khoshuud had defeated Chogtu Taiji and taken over northern and eastern Tibet in the name of the Dalai Lama. Güüshi Taiji then went on to systematically crush all of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s enemies, whereupon on April 13, 1642, the Great Fifth declared him khan of Tibet, a position Güüshi Khan held for thirteen years, whereupon his son Dayan succeeded him. But even though the relationship between the
Khoshuud Khans and the Dalai Lama was imagined in the classic model of Buddhist rule, with each controlling their own separate sphere, the reality was that the Great Fifth was more often than not simply using the Mongols to secure both his religious and political position in Tibetan society.\textsuperscript{128}

Moreover, as with many powerful rulers the Great Fifth used fear and violence in order to secure his position. Recall this is how he told his shock troops to treat his enemies:

[Of those in] the band of enemies who have despoiled the duties entrusted to them:
Make the male lines like trees that have had their roots cut;
Make the female lines like brooks that have dried up in winter;
Make the children and grandchildren like eggs smashed against rocks;
Make the servants and followers like heaps of grass consumed by fire;
Make their dominion like a lamp whose oil has been exhausted;
In short, annihilate any traces of them, even their names.\textsuperscript{129}

Indeed, it was with such tactics, including the execution of recalcitrant Tibetan aristocrats,\textsuperscript{130} that the Great Fifth created the Tibetan theocratic state headed by the Dalai Lama. Yet since the Great Fifth was creating a Gelukpa theocracy, it was not only the aristocracy that felt his wrath, but also other Buddhist lineages. The Jonangpa school, for example, which the Great Fifth particularly loathed, was brutally suppressed.\textsuperscript{131}

Another lineage the Great Fifth found troublesome was the Drukpa, another suborder of the Kagyü. Most galling in the Dalai Lama’s view was the fact that the king of Ladakh supported the Drukpa and not his own Gelukpa order. The Great Fifth was also troubled by the fact that the Ladakhis not only controlled trade with the West, but that they were also rich on account of their abundant gold mines, and thus in 1680 he launched an invasion.\textsuperscript{132} In response the Ladakhis requested help from the Moghuls; however, they were no match for the Dalai Lama’s army, or his war magic.

The lord and his ministers, courageous, valiant and violently angry, advanced fearlessly in the middle of the opposing army, which filled the place without opportunity [of deploying]. Of the enemies who had thrown away their weapons some were killed, others fled; and
even the powerful chargers called *tobcaq* [in Turkish] were taken as trophy. Then, since the Victorious Ones (the Buddha and their incarnations) can see without obscurities every point of the three times (past, present, and future), [there came] through a riding messenger a letter sent by the All-Knowing Dalai Lama, which said, "If the army of Kashmir arrives, let me know it", [and thus] he opened the door of good actions enabling [the Tibetan general] to put [his feet] on the head of the Nawab. The hopes of those bent on increasing the quantity of their merits without sparing their efforts, doubtlessly are easily realized. In a part of the night following that [of the battle], the powerful well-wishing protectors encompassed a magical trick, following which the Kashmiri troops, frightened without reason, uttering wails of terror, fled away. [And this] caused to be hoisted on the top of the world the white banner which was the heroic sign of complete victory over the warriors of that country together with their followers.133

The Dalai Lama’s war magic was actually rather prosaic: the Tibetans bribed the Moghuls to retreat and it worked. Nevertheless, the point to be made here is that 150 years after the Great Lhasa Jihad another Muslim army had marched into Ladakh. But they did so not in the name of jihad; they did so "in order to save one Buddhist kingdom from the depredation of another.

To understand this event, as well as the Great Fifth’s campaign into Ladakh, we need to recall the central point raised at the beginning of this chapter: while all religious traditions sanction violence, such rhetoric is mobilized only within certain historical contexts. Thus if we are to understand such calls for “Holy War” and their attendant eruptions of religious violence it is vital to explore the larger political, economic, and social context wherein such rhetoric arises. For example, in trying to understand the Great Fifth’s invasion of Ladakh we should focus not only on the rhetoric of Buddhist polemics, but also recognize the profound economic importance of Ladakh for both the Tibetans and the Moghuls. Thus while the war may have been framed in religious terms by both sides, there were clearly other contributing circumstances that enabled such rhetoric to be drawn upon at this particular juncture in Eurasian history.

In this regard one can readily point to the factors articulated above, such as political fragmentation and economic contraction, both of which invariably fostered the rise of the Buddhist and Muslim theocracies of the
seventeenth century. Yet what is curious about these theocracies is that their establishment did not necessarily lead to greater confrontation. Indeed, what is perhaps most surprising about the history of post-Mongol Inner Asia is that most religious violence was not directed outward, such as Muslims against Buddhists or vice versa, but rather against internal enemies of the faith. Indeed, even though there were clearly tensions between Buddhists and Muslims at this time, for the most part they continued to interact since, rhetoric aside, religion was often secondary to other political, economic, and ideological concerns. Of course, to explain this development it is important to recognize that the same forces driving the breakdown of the Eurasian system that fostered the development of these theocracies also ensured that these newly formed religiopolitical entities were for the most part kept separate. Thus although the post-Mongol period came to be “the age of jihad,” in both the Muslim and Buddhist worlds, the victim of most religious violence was not the “other,” but rather members of one’s own faith.

And this was not only the case in Tibet under the Great Fifth, but also among the Moghuls, where the call to jihad was directed more often than not against other Muslims. In the seventeenth century, for example, the Naqshbandiyya had broken into two competing lineages and were fighting each other for control of Eastern Turkestan. While both of these lineages traced their origins back to Ahmad Kasani (1461–1542), the Makhdum-i A’zam (“Supreme Teacher”), they split in relation to his two sons. Ishaq Wali was of the younger son’s lineage and had found success among the Moghuls. The lineage of the elder son, on the other hand, had remained in Central Asia and found support among the Uzbeks. But the Juybari Sufis soon eclipsed their power at the Uzbek court and as a result Ahmad Kasani’s grandson, Khoja Muhammad Yusuf (d. 1653), left Bukhara and headed east to the territory of the Moghuls. While traveling to the oasis towns of Eastern Turkestan he quickly acquired a devout following largely because the Moghuls were becoming increasingly exasperated with the lineage of Ishaq Wali, the Ishaqiyya, and their meddling. But the Ishaqiyya were quick to grasp the implications of Yusuf’s growing support and therefore they killed him by poisoning his food.

This opening salvo in the feud between these two lineages was followed shortly thereafter by the Moghul ruler Isma’il Khan’s expulsion of Yusuf’s son and successor, Khoja Afaq (d. 1694), from his stronghold in Kashgar. Fleeing for his life Khoja Afaq first went to Kashmir. Then the story goes
that he went to Lhasa and met the Great Fifth, with whom he had a friendly competition to see whose magic was more powerful. According to Muslim sources Khoja Afaq's magic was more powerful and the Dalai Lama therefore converted to Islam!\textsuperscript{135} Regardless, what is more historically accurate is that in his feud with the Ishaqiyya, Khoja Afaq did eventually secure the support of Galdan (1644–1697), the ruler of the Zünghars, who had not only been a student of the Great Fifth, but had also been anointed khan by the Great Fifth in 1671.

The Zünghars living to the north of the Tianshan had first become Buddhist in 1615 and the spread of the Dharma among them was greatly advanced by the famous Oirad monk Zaya Pandita, himself a disciple of the Gelukpa.\textsuperscript{136} Yet, even though they had become thoroughly Buddhist within the context of the Tibeto-Mongol Buddhist civil war, and the Great Fifth's theocratic project, the Zünghars maintained cordial relations with the Muslims of the Tarim Basin throughout the seventeenth century. Much of this had to do with the fact that the Muslims of the oasis cities handled their trade with both Tibet and China.\textsuperscript{137} But such trade was hampered on account of the increasing tensions between the Ishaqiyya and Afaqiyya. In fact, it was only when the feud between these two Naqshbandi lineages began to impinge upon the Zünghar's financial situation that this familial theological struggle could no longer remain an internal affair. To bring it to an end the Zünghar ruler Galdan therefore conquered the Tarim Basin and appointed Khoja Afaq and his sons as the local rulers with the obvious hope that this would stabilize the economic situation.

While this was briefly the case, after Galdan passed away a succession struggle for the Zünghar throne erupted and the Muslims took the opportunity to reassert their authority and throw off the Zünghar yoke. The Ishaqiyya of Yarkand thus declared independence and installed a puppet ruler drawn from the deposed Moghul royal house. Yet a few years later when Tsewang-Rabten (r. 1694–1727) had finally secured his power among the Zünghars he reasserted control over the Muslims in the Tarim Basin, and to secure their compliance Tsewang-Rabten took hostage the leaders of both the Ishaqiyya and Afaqiyya. While this worked to a certain extent in controlling Eastern Turkestan, the Zünghars had a much larger problem to deal with and that was their escalating war with the Manchus.

The war between the Manchus and Zünghars was the last monumental struggle fought in the shadow of the Mongol legacy.\textsuperscript{138} It pitted two of Eurasia's most powerful empires against each other, both of whose rulers
had been recognized as khan in the Chinggisid mold through the graces of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Thus when the Manchus finally won this struggle in 1757, they not only defeated the Zünghars, but they also put an end to the Mongol legacy. Many of the driving factors that had shaped the preceding three hundred years were thus no more. Instead the Manchus created a whole new world—the Qing dynasty—with its own logic and political and economic structures. Moreover, within this brave new world the Buddhists and Muslims of Inner Asia were once again brought together under one regime. What happened as a result is the topic of the next chapter.
Forbidden to you is that which dies of itself, and blood, and flesh of swine, and that on which any other name than that of Allah has been invoked, and the strangled (animal) and that beaten to death, and that killed by a fall and that killed by being smitten with the horn, and that which wild beasts have eaten, except what you slaughter, and what is sacrificed on stones set up (for idols) and that you divide by the arrows; that is a transgression.

—Qur'an 5:3

On Tingyu [of the 12th moon of the 16th year of Zhiyuan (January 27, 1280)] the Bargu presented gerfalcons. When the Muslims came and food was furnished, they refused to eat it. The people were troubled by it. The emperor said, "They are my slaves. In the matter of food how dare they presume not to follow the custom of our dynasty?"

—Yuan Shi

In the early weeks of the year 1280 a group of Muslim merchants set out across the frozen steppe toward the Mongol capital of Daidu. Their goal was Khubilai Khan’s court and their aim was to present him with several birds of prey, which they hoped he would use while hunting. But the journey was hard, and the only thing that kept them going was the dream of seeing the legendary magnificence of Khanbaliq, the Khan’s City. When they arrived they were not disappointed, since the city that is now Beijing was beautiful and filled with products and people from across the world.1 Walking through the bazaar these well-traveled merchants heard languages wholly foreign to their ears, and saw goods beyond their wildest
dreams. It was therefore with great trepidation that they went toward the khan’s palace in order to present their gift of a white eagle and several white-footed, red-beaked gerfalcons.

They need not have worried, however; the khan was exceedingly pleased with the birds and he asked numerous questions about them and as their conversation about new hunting techniques became more animated the khan invited them to join him for dinner. They all thus retired to another tent and continued their lively discussion. For those preparing the food just outside the tent all they heard was lively chatter punctuated with the khan’s hearty laugh. They knew everything was going well, and since the drinks were flowing they held off on serving the main course. Yet when they heard a lull in the conversation a small army of servers dashed into the tent and arrayed a multitude of dishes. Then just as quickly they departed. Upon their return the cooks and servers were surprised, however, to hear that the party did not seem to resume where it had left off. Instead there was simply some muted discussion and a little scuffling of feet. Then to their utter consternation the khan was shouting. He was enraged, and shortly thereafter his guests came scurrying out of the tent. The cooks were shocked and then terrified. They did not know what to do, especially since they were unsure of what had happened. Shortly thereafter, though, they knew; indeed, everyone knew. The incident was the talk of the town. Even Marco Polo, who was in the city at the time, wrote about this event.²

Although the exact details were to be greatly debated afterward, all agreed that everything began when the Muslim merchants refused to eat the meat prepared for Khubilai Khan’s banquet. They had refused because it was not halal, and it was this act that had so infuriated the khan. As a result he issued the following edict:

On the 24th day of the 12th Moon of the 16th year of Zhiyuan [January 27, 1280]:
Chinggis Khan was born and collected all the various countries from where the sun rises to where it sets and made them follow [Mongol] customs. Among these many diverse peoples only the Muslims [objected] saying, “We do not eat food [prepared in] Mongol [fashion].” [Chinggis Khan thus] asked, “Being protected by Heaven we conquered you. You are our slaves, but you refuse to eat our food, how is this right?” and then issued a decree saying, “Make them eat
it. If they slaughter sheep by slitting the throat, let them be held accountable!"

This decree was in effect from then until the time of Ögedei Khan. From the time of Güyük Khan, however, because we were not as strong as our ancestors, we were negligent. Thus [for example] in the region of Bukhara, because Tarabi, Baba Rasul and Sheikh Adi had evil intentions, not only were they executed, but they also involved many others in the disaster.

After that, because the Vizier Sayf al-Din, the astrologer Husam al-Din, and Majd al-Din had also harbored evil intentions, they were killed by Prince Hülegü. He not only made the many Muslims eat the food of our dynasty, but also had [his order] translated into Muslim writing for them.

At that time, if they had understood as they should have, it would have been fine. Because they did not understand, there was Parwanah [Mu'in al-Din Sulaiman] who also harbored evil intentions. He was executed by Prince Abugha. At that time they did not understand either.

Now, [on account of the] Muslims, who brought falcons from the region of Bargu in the north, saying “We do not eat what other people have slaughtered,” and because they harassed the common people, it has been decreed: Muslims and Jews must eat meat regardless by whom, [or how] it is slaughtered. They are forbidden to kill sheep by slitting the throat. They are forbidden to perform circumcision. And because they are supposed to pray five times a day, if they do so twice and pray [ten times a day], then they will understand.

If, having violated this order, by slitting the throat of a sheep or performing circumcision, or if one marries a cousin, or if one forcibly takes a slave and has them circumcised, or if a slave denounces one [for these things], then he shall be taken away and made a freeman. The property, money, and everything else of the owner shall be given to that man. If anyone else denounces [him], it shall be decided to give [the property, money, and all else] in accord with this regulation.

Respect this.³

With how much zeal the Yuan authorities followed this decree is debated. At first, however, it seems as if it was enforced with draconian glee. Seeking
the freedom to practice their religion many Muslims therefore left the territory of the Yuan dynasty. In so doing they also took with them their businesses, and this hit the Mongol economy hard. When this unintended side effect became apparent to the Yuan court they subsequently revoked the anti-halal decree in the hope that Muslims would not only stay, but also possibly return. But the damage had been done and in many ways this decree set the tone for the remainder of the dynasty.

Khbilai Khan’s decree captures in essence many of the issues explored in the preceding chapter. In particular, it reveals the central tension that arose between the laws of Chinggis Khan and the *shari‘a*; indeed, how the two were to be reconciled was continually debated. In this particular case Khbilai Khan had decided to uphold Mongol law above Islamic law, but then changed his mind when the economic fallout of his decision became apparent. And it was precisely such a balancing act that shaped much of the “accommodation” that was to develop between these two legal traditions in the subsequent centuries. Namely, for those groups who tried to wed the Mongol legacy with Islam, the *jasaq-shari‘a* debate was an ongoing negotiation fraught with multiple opportunities for politicization. At the same time, however, this debate had no relevance for those outside these Mongol-Muslim communities. Indeed, as we have seen in the preceding chapter such internalization was a basic feature of the post-Mongol period. In fact, it was for this reason that religious violence was most often directed against coreligionists and not at those of other faiths. And in many ways the question of halal was the same, since after the empire it was only those Turko-Mongols who needed to balance the Chinggisid legacy with Islam who needed to wrestle with this issue. How they resolved it was of absolutely no concern to the Buddhists.

During the Qing dynasty (1644–1911), however, this was to change as the Manchus dismantled and reformulated the religiopolitical and cultural structures that had largely kept Buddhists and Muslims separate in the post-Mongol period. Namely, rather than Buddhists and Muslims operating within their respective theocratic states, the Qing forged an empire that brought them both together under one regime. As a result, Buddhists and Muslims had to grapple with this new reality and reenvision not only their recently forged theocracies, but also what it meant to be part of the Qing. Both groups thus had to figure out what it meant to be Buddhist or Muslim within a Sino-Manchu state. Moreover, they also had to reevaluate the
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nature of Buddhist-Muslim interaction now that both were part of the Qing.

These were no doubt large and complex questions with many different answers. Nevertheless, within this process one issue that came to take on a defining role for the Mongol Buddhists was the question of halal. In fact, it became the pivot around which the questions raised above were answered. It became the node that defined the Buddhist-Muslim divide. Exploring the issue of halal therefore offers us a window into the final chapter of Buddhist-Muslim interaction in Inner Asia before the onslaught of modernity and the many new questions it threw into the mix.

Historical and Legal Precedent

To begin to unravel the revival of the halal issue during the Qing dynasty we need to return to the original incident of 1280. In doing so we can start by looking at the presentation of this event as recounted by Rashid al-Din in his *Compendium of Chronicles*. In his view the entire episode was blown out of proportion and manipulated by Khubilai Khan’s Christian advisors so that they could drive their anti-Muslim agenda forward. Thus according to Rashid al-Din, after this initial decree was issued, Khubilai’s Christian advisors argued that the khan needed to be firmer. They claimed that showing any sign of weakness would only embolden the Muslims. They therefore argued that stripping the Muslims of their wealth was not enough; instead, they convinced the khan to issue a new edict that stipulated the death penalty for “whoever slaughtered a sheep in his house.”

It was the threat of the death penalty that caused many Muslims to abandon the Yuan. Yet not all Muslims had given up hope. Some of the Muslim elite petitioned Khubilai Khan to change his mind. “Thereupon most of the chief Muslims of those parts—Baha al-Din Qunduzi, Shadi Zo-Cheng, ‘Umar Qirqizi, Nasir al-Din Malik Kashgari, Hindu Zo-Cheng and other notables—jointly offered many presents to the vizier, so that he made the following representation [to the Qa’an]: ‘All the Muslim merchants have departed from hence and no merchants are coming from the Muslim countries; the *tamghas* are inadequate and they do not bring *tangsuqs*; and all this because for the past seven years they have not slaughtered sheep. If it be so commanded, the merchants will come and go and the *tamgha* will be collected in full.’ Permission was given for the issue of a *yarligh* to this effect.”
At this turn of events the Christians, at least according to Rashid al-Din, tried another strategy in their quest to disenfranchise the Muslim community. They told the khan that there was a verse in the Qur’an that said, “Kill all of the Polytheists, all of them,” and thereby made the argument to Khubilai Khan that all Muslims are inherently fanatical jihadis.

The Qa’an was annoyed and asked: “From whence do you know this?” He was told that a letter on this subject had arrived from [the Il-khanid] Abagha Khan. He sent for the letter and, summoning the Muslim scholars, asked the senior amongst them, Baha al-Din Baha’i: “Is there such a verse in your Qur’an?”

“Yes,” he replied.

“Do you regard the Qur’an,” asked the Qa’an, “as the word of God?”

“We do,” he said.

“Since then,” the Qa’an went on, “you have been commanded by God to kill the infidels, why do you not kill them?”

He replied, “The time has not yet come, and we have not the means.”

The Qa’an fell into a rage and said: “I at least have the means.” And he ordered him to be put to death. However, the Emir Ahmad the vizier, the Cadi Baha al-Din, who also had the rank of vizier, and the Emir Dashman prevented this on the pretext that they would ask others also. They sent for Maulana Hamid al-Din, formerly of Samarqand, and the same question was put to him. He said that there was such a verse.

“Why then,” said the Qa’an, “do you not [kill these people]?” He answered, “God Almighty has said: ‘Kill the polytheists’, but if the Qa’an will so instruct me, I will tell him what a polytheist is.”

“Speak,” said the Qa’an.

“Thou are not a polytheist,” said Hamid al-Din, “since thou writest the name of the Great God at the head of thy yarlighs. Such a one is a polytheist who does not recognize God, and attributes companions to Him, and rejects the Great God.” The Qa’an was extremely pleased and these words took firm root in his heart. He honored Hamid al-Din and showed favor to him; and at his suggestion the others were released.
By slyly paralleling the Abrahamic God with the Great God of the Mongols, Hamid al-Din was thus able to put a stop to the anti-Muslim policies of Khubilai Khan’s Christian advisors. Even so, tensions between the Mongol court and the Muslim community in China continued.

Yet as we have seen it had not always been so. Khubilai Khan, in particular, had followed the lead of Chinggis, Ögedei, and Möngke and readily supported the Muslim community. He actively recruited Muslims to come and serve at the Mongol court. But as seen above the Muslims in China were prominent not only in the fields of science, but they were also key figures in the Yuan economy as both merchants and tax collectors. And invariably, it was precisely on account of this success that Muslims were often vilified by others, especially the Chinese, and a ready scapegoat when things turned sour. And it was these tensions and contradictions that the Mongol court had to continually try to resolve.

The situation with the Muslims was therefore always tense. Indeed, no matter what decision was made it inevitably had both positive and negative consequences; nonetheless, when dealing with these issues Khubilai Khan seemed willing to err on the side of the Muslim community. He recognized their importance to the Yuan court, and so too did many of his successors. But things took a turn for the worse when Khubilai Khan’s grandson Ananda, who had been raised in a Muslim household, converted 150,000 of his troops to Islam. Although Ananda’s attempt to seize the throne in 1307 was thwarted, as a decisive signal to the Muslim community his family’s appanage was abolished. Yet even after such troubles the Muslim influence in China continued.

The peak of Muslim influence in Yuan China came under Yisün-Temür (titled Taidingdi, 1323–1328), when the Muslims Dawlat-Shah (d. 1328) as left grand councilor and ‘Ubaidullah (d. 1328) as manager (pingzhang) dominated the administration. Dawlat-Shah had good relations with the Christians and granted both them and Muslims exemption from corvée. Ananda’s son Örüg-Temür was reinstated in northwest China, and payments to mostly Muslim ortoq merchants selling pearls reached extraordinary levels. The conspirators who overthrew Yisün-Temür’s son in 1328 executed both Dawlat-Shah and ‘Ubaidullah, abolished the position of cadi (Islamic judge) in the capital, Daidu (modern Beijing), and after first putting all religions on equal tax footing, later granted Buddhist
and Daoist monasteries special exemption from the commercial tax. In 1332 Ananda’s son Örüg-Temür was accused of treason and executed. Muslims never again achieved high office in the Yuan.11

The reasons for this fall from grace were numerous. They ranged from increasing Buddhist influence at the Mongol court to the larger “pro-China/pro-Mongol debate” described above—a debate that more often than not excluded Muslims and thus put the Islamic community at a disadvantage.

Even so, Muslims were not simply at the mercy of events beyond their control. As we have seen many took things into their own hands and simply left Yuan territory. In making such a decision, however, Muslims were not only responding to the worsening political and economic situation; they were also propelled by further anti-Muslim legislation as evidenced in this legal ruling from 1340.

Prohibition of Marriage Between Cousins
The Central Secretariat memorialized on the 5th day of the 11th month of the 6th year of Zhiyuan [1340]: “The Censorate reported, with an attached document dispatched from the Southern Branch Censorate: ‘During the time of Buyantu Emperor [1312–1320], it was ordered to stop marriage between Muslim scholars, Muslims, and Jews. Recently Muslim scholars, Muslims and Jews still marry their cousins, so it is appropriate to prohibit it.’ Because they sent the document with this content, the Ministry of Punishment and the Ministry of Rites discussed and concluded: ‘Husband and wife are the basis of human relations, and brothers are actually the relatives of flesh and blood. While those who have the same family name cannot marry, how can cousins be allowed to marry? From now on, if there are people who marry in this way, they should be regarded not only the same as a marriage of the same family name, but also two more degrees should be added [as a penalty]. So each of them should be hit 67 strokes and ordered to be separated. The matchmakers should be hit 47 strokes. Let anybody who reports to an office receive from the dowry ten dings of Zhongtong cash as a reward. And let this regulation be circulated and observed.’ How is it if we do as the [two] Ministries have discussed?”
Then we respectfully received an edict, saying ‘Do it in that way!’”12
While the revival of such exclusionary laws certainly provided further incentive for Muslims to leave Yuan dynasty China, it is another question as to why such laws were originally implemented?

If we are to better understand the subsequent history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction in China, and the halal question, it is important to back up and ask why the Mongols were so averse to this practice. The common answer is Chinggis Khan. It was he who reportedly mandated the Mongol slaughtering technique whereby all the blood is retained within the carcass. In this method an animal's belly is cut open and then the aorta is pinched causing death (figure 29). Slaughtering according to the rules of halal, on the other hand, requires that an animal be butchered by having its neck severed, which drains all the blood. The two practices were clearly irreconcilable. By implementing such a law Chinggis Khan had therefore set him-

Figure 29. Mongols slaughtering a sheep. Photo: Cynthia Beall and Melvyn Goldstein.
self, and the Mongols, on a collision course with the Muslim world. Yet since Chinggis Khan had been allied with Muslims from early on, one can rightfully wonder why he would have instituted such a policy. Indeed, of all the possible social, religious, and cultural customs to uphold "Mongol-ness"; why this one? Moreover, why did he make everyone in the empire subject to this one Mongol custom when so many other laws and institutions were designed precisely to differentiate the Mongol ruling elite from everyone else? And even more to the point, could the Mongols, even at the height of their power, really have enforced this practice, much less outlawed Muslim butchering practices?

While this final question can readily be answered with a resounding no, the others are not so easy. Yet at the same time they may not in fact be the right questions. The first question should actually be whether Chinggis Khan ever issued such a decree. In answering this question we should begin by noting that the contemporary sources about Chinggis Khan are woefully scarce. Nearly everything we know about him is based on sources written long after his death.13 In using these sources one therefore needs to be wary of the particular image of Chinggis Khan that the authors were trying to convey. The now-iconic image of Chinggis Khan leaving towering pyramids of skulls in his wake, for example, is less a reflection of reality than the negative image later Muslim historians wanted to convey about the Mongol conquests. Indeed, virtually everything written about Chinggis Khan needs to be balanced with regard to where, by whom, and why it was written.14

Such skepticism is also necessary when using the famous Secret History of the Mongols, our only Mongolian history of Chinggis Khan. And the main reason for this is that the Secret History was compiled in the early 1250s, and as such a central driving component of its narrative thrust was to legitimate Möngke Khan's Toluid lineage.15 Recall that the Toluids had outmaneuvered the lineages of both Ögedei and Chaghatai. Yet even though the Toluids had power the two other lineages still saw this as usurpation, and thus the Secret History was used as a vehicle to promote the legitimacy of the Toluid lineage. And one element in this legitimating project was the presentation of Möngke Khan as the rightful heir because he supported the "pro-Muslim" tradition of Chinggis Khan. Chaghatai, of course, was famous for his anti-Muslim stance and thus by implication his heirs, especially Qaidu Khan, were not suitable rulers of the Mongol empire. In the hands of Toluid historians the reign of Möngke Khan was therefore presented as a legitimate continuation of Ögedei Khan's reign since he too had
been pro-Muslim. On account of this rhetoric it is therefore not surprising that the *Secret History* is in general rather pro-Muslim. More to the point, however, the *Secret History* never mentions Chinggis Khan’s banning of halal.

The earliest mention of this regulation is actually found in the work of the Persian historian Juvaini. He finished his history around 1260 while he was governor of Baghdad, and as many have pointed out his work is a sycophantic paean to the Mongols. In particular, he spends a great deal of time explaining why the Islamic community should support the Mongols even though they are non-Muslim. And as we have seen he does this by praising the Mongols’ policy of “religious freedom” and stressing their avoidance of all forms of “fanaticism.” His argument is thus essentially that even though the Mongols are not Muslim, they will not persecute Islam. Yet then there is Chinggis Khan’s decree about slaughtering practices, which cannot be seen as anything other than a direct affront to Islam. However, that is not how Juvaini presents it. Rather, he uses this decree to reinforce the image of Mongol magnanimity and the viability of non-Muslim rule of Islamic lands.

To make this argument Juvaini follows the model of the *Secret History* and juxtaposes the rule of Ögedei and Chaghatai. Ögedei is thus the good Mongol ruler who follows the policy of religious freedom and thereby rejects implementing Chinggis Khan’s anti-halal decree. Chaghatai, on the other hand, is presented as the fanatic hardliner. He ruthlessly implements the law to such a degree that “Muslims were forced to eat carrion.” Whether this actually happened is beside the point; Juvaini’s larger aim was to make it clear that Mongol rule was not by definition anti-Islam. Rather, much as was the case with Islamic law, the Mongols could in fact change their laws as they saw fit. Individual Mongol rulers like Ögedei could even reject the supposedly sacrosanct legal rulings of Chinggis Khan and establish his own legal precedent.

Of course, conveying the actual mechanics of Mongol jurisprudence was not Juvaini’s aim. Even so, his presentation does accord with the historical narrative of Khubilai Khan’s edict quoted above, which also notes that the slaughtering law had largely been ignored for generations. Indeed, according to the logic of the edict it is precisely on account of this laxity that Mongol rule has had to deal with Muslim resistance. The clear implication is that if Chinggis Khan’s initial edict had been maintained, then all of these problems would have been avoided. Khubilai Khan’s legal solution is
therefore to reinstitute not only this law, but also a marriage law that brings the *shari'a* in line with Mongol custom.

But Khubilai Khan's legal argument is in many ways dubious. In fact, all the incidences of Muslim unrest he cites are of specious value in the case of the Yuan dynasty, since none of them actually have to do with China. Tarabi, for example, who Khubilai notes stirred up a great deal of trouble and was therefore executed, was actually the leader of a new religious movement in Bukhara, who claimed he communicated with the spirit world and had magical powers. Husam al-Din, whom Khubilai accuses of having "harbored evil intentions," had actually been appointed by Möngke Khan as Hülegü's court astronomer. But he got in trouble for trying to dissuade Hülegü from sacking Baghdad. Namely, he claimed that if the caliph came to a violent end there would be six natural disasters. Yet Husam al-Din’s argument was discounted by Hülegü’s other court astronomer, the Shi’ite Nasir al-Din Tusi, and the assault and subsequent murder of the Sunni caliph went ahead. Of course, what any of these episodes have to do with events unfolding in China is an open question. Indeed, was Rashid al-Din correct in blaming the Christians for stirring up all of this anti-Muslim hysteria? Or was his own presentation of Christian meddling shaped more by the situation in Il-khanid Iran, where Christian-Muslim tensions did in fact run high? Although we cannot be certain, the point to be made here is the importance of the historical context in which these works were written.

Yet, the issue is not simply historiographical since there were clearly numerous factors that may have influenced Khubilai Khan’s decision to use these little-understood and far-away incidences of Muslim unrest in order to portray Islam as subversive and dangerous. In particular, it is important to recall that Khubilai Khan issued this edict in the midst of growing Chinese resentment toward Muslims on account of their perceived control over the Yuan economy as ministers and tax collectors, and because of their powerful merchant associations. Indeed, precisely because of Khubilai’s sustained support of Muslim officials and their policies, such as tax farming, Muslims had come to be associated in many Chinese minds with the worst financial abuses and outright economic exploitation. And this popular anger was galvanized in 1278 when a Chinese official accused Khubilai’s chief financial minister, Ahmad, of corruption. The khan, however, refused to believe these accusations and therefore allowed him to keep his position, which was a decision that outraged many and resulted in a group of Chinese finally rising up and killing Ahmad in 1282.
It is therefore within the midst of this growing Chinese animosity toward corrupt Muslim ministers and merchants that Khubilai’s anti-edict of 1280 needs to be situated. Yet it is not the only one. It is also important to recall that this edict was issued only a few months after the Yuan had conquered the Southern Song dynasty. And thus at this particular juncture not only did the Mongol court have to appease the increasingly disaffected Chinese populace in the north, but also the entire heartland of Chinese civilization in the south. Indeed, coming up with a plan of how to soothe Chinese anger as well as incorporate this new and enormous Chinese territory within the Mongol empire was probably of far more importance to the Yuan court at the time than whether some Muslim merchants ate the food offered at the khan’s table.

At the same time, however, it also seems as if in their deliberations the Yuan court realized that the two issues were in a certain sense intertwined. The Muslim refusal to eat Mongol food directly challenged the much-touted magnanimity and authority of the state. Thus if such insubordination were not dealt with properly the wrong message would be sent not only to the northern Chinese, but also to the new subjects of the recently conquered Southern Song. Moreover, by issuing such a decree the Yuan also made it clear to the Chinese that the power of the Muslims was not unchecked. Indeed, for the Yuan court this was probably the most pressing concern since within their deliberations on how to deal with the Song a central question was whether they could continue to use Muslim advisors and tax collectors in the political, cultural, and intellectual heartland of the Han Chinese. Khubilai Khan’s anti-Muslim edict of early 1280 was thus very likely one small part of a deliberate strategy that was trying to balance the demands of a state that was suddenly overwhelmingly Chinese by sending the message that not only would the court not brook any dissent, but also letting the Chinese know that Muslim influence was not driving the Mongol state.

The intended, or unintended, consequence of this decision was that Muslim power and influence at the Yuan court invariably started to decline. Indeed, as the Song was gradually incorporated within the Yuan dynasty the power of the Muslim elite was gradually taken over by the Chinese political elite. Moreover, as we have seen, from this point onward the political debates at the Yuan court came to be defined largely by the intellectual and political struggles of the Sino-Confucian and the Turko-Mongol elite. Within this new context the era of Muslim dominance in China therefore
started to draw to a close. Yet, even so, for some time Muslims continued to play a role in the fields of science and business. It was during this period, for example, that Muslim merchants created the famous blue-white porcelain that was to become the first "global brand." But as time went on their power and influence continued to dissipate and with the collapse of the Yuan dynasty, and its replacement by the nativist Han Chinese dynasty of the Ming, this era of Muslim involvement in Chinese history came to a definitive end.

But Islam did not disappear from China. While many of the people who had defined this epoch—the Arabs, Persians, and Turks—had returned to their homelands, there still remained a large group of Chinese Muslims. Their origins, however, are wrapped in mystery. Some claim they are descendants of the original Arab and Persian merchants who arrived in China during the Tang dynasty. Others see their origins within the Muslim elite of the Yuan period. Some, however, were probably part of the large number of Muslims that the Mongol court had moved into China during the thirteenth century. Either way, however, during the political fragmentation and religious realignments of the post-Mongol period a large Chinese Muslim community came to establish itself in the border region of Gansu province, the traditional transit corridor of east-west trade in western China. Being thus situated—with the Muslim Moghals to the west, China to the east, Mongols and Oirads to the north, and Tibetans to the south—the Chinese Muslims were perfectly situated to function as a vital link among all of these regions. In fact, the Chinese Muslims used their hyphenated Sino-Islamic identity to its fullest advantage by then fanning out across China, Mongolia, and Tibet and establishing themselves in various niche businesses. Many, for example, used their international connections in order to establish successful trading operations. Others used their outsider position in order to corner the market in specific jobs that the locals did not want to do. One such occupation was the butcher. In China, for example, there was a beef taboo and thus Chinese Muslims handled the slaughtering of oxen and buffalo. Similarly, in Tibet, where the Buddhist theory of karma advocated no killing, the Chinese Muslims butchered the animals that the Tibetans ate. In this way the Chinese Muslims, also known as the Hui, converted their outsider status into a means of integrating themselves within both of these cultures. Thus even though the Tibetans and Chinese might have abhorred the Muslims and their butchering practices, it receives scant attention in any of their written records. Even during periods of crisis
when there was increased tension and actual violence between these groups the issue of slaughtering practices was never utilized as a vehicle to heap opprobrium on the Muslims.

But this was not the case among the Mongols. They, of course, had a long historical and legal tradition regarding the issue of halal. In fact, during the post-Mongol period the Mongol view of the matter was succinctly summarized in their own legal code: “When an animal is to be eaten, its feet must be tied, its belly ripped open and its heart squeezed in the hand until the animal dies; then its meat may be eaten, but if anyone slaughters an animal after the Muslim fashion, he is to be himself slaughtered.”

You Are What You Eat

Over the last several decades there has accumulated a veritable mountain of scholarly literature investigating the intersection of food and culture. Much of it boils down to the old adage, “you are what you eat,” but not in the sense meant by the 1930s American food-guru Victor Lindlahr, who popularized the phrase. While he was talking about nutrition, most scholars look at the heavy symbolic weight food carries as a vehicle of defining who we are. What we eat, namely, defines us in terms of religion, class, nationality, and so on. Food is therefore not only a means of nutrition; it is a powerful means of drawing boundaries.

While there are innumerable examples that can be given to confirm this idea, one can simply point out two well-known examples. The first is Ferdinand and Isabella’s promotion of pork consumption in Spain after they conquered the last Muslims of Andalusia in 1492, a policy that clearly said Spain is now a Christian world. And indeed the pork and salami belt that stretches across southern Europe says much the same thing: Islam stops here. The same linkage between military conquest, religious identity, and food consumption is also encapsulated in both the croissant and the bagel, both of which were supposedly created to commemorate the Christian victory over the Ottomans at the siege of Vienna in 1683. Thus eating a buttery pastry in the shape of a crescent, the symbol of Islam, or a bagel—which legend has it represents the stirrup of the Polish king Jan Sobieski who helped drive off the Turks—captures well not only this particular moment in history, but also the role of food in marking historical and cultural boundaries.

Drawing such boundaries by means of food was, of course, not the sole
preserve of the Christian West. Muslim sources also routinely focus on food, and as Ferdinand and Isabella well knew, the central focus is very often the question of pork. The Timurid envoy Ghiyath al-Din, for example, who wrote so appreciatively of Chinese artistic skills, also notes with dismay the Chinese penchant for pork. He recoils, in particular, when he sees pork placed side by side with other meats in Chinese markets. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, the Portuguese envoy to the Timurid court, recorded another interesting example of how pork operated as a boundary marker between the Muslim world and “the East” when he noted that Tamerlane called the Chinese emperor the “King Pig.” Indeed, when we recall that Tamerlane was planning on invading China this title captures well not only the Muslim aversion to pork, but also the role of food in conceptualizing one’s world.

Of course, creating such boundaries does not by definition mean that it leads to violence and persecution, as was to be the case in both reconquista Spain and Yuan-dynasty China. Indeed, as observed by another author from the early fifteenth century: if only foodways were respected then a harmonious society could be created.

The king of the country is a Nan-k’un man; he is a firm believer in the Buddhist religion [i.e., Hinduism]; [and] he venerates the elephant and the ox. The population of the country includes five classes, the Muslim people, the Nan-k’un people, the Che-ti people, the Ko-ling people, and the Mu-kua people. The king of the country and the people of the country all refrain from eating the flesh of the ox. The great chiefs are Muslim people; [and] they all refrain from eating the flesh of the pig. Formerly there was a king who made a sworn compact with the Muslim people, [saying] “You do not eat the ox; I do not eat the pig; we will respectfully respect the taboo”; [and this compact] has been honoured right down to the present day.

The writer of these words was the Chinese Muslim Ma Huan, who recorded for posterity the famous naval expeditions of Zheng He that went from China all the way to the Horn of Africa, and this observation about respecting foodways concerned a kingdom in southern India.

Yet unlike the Hindus of southern India the Mongols did not always respect Muslim foodways, and thus rather than harmony there was often
tension. However, as noted above, such tension was prevalent only during the empire period, when Mongols and Muslims were engaging each other within a unified realm. When the empire collapsed and Muslims and non-Muslims went their separate ways the issue of halal was no longer of pressing concern. However, when Muslims and Mongols were brought together once again within the Qing dynasty this situation was to change.

Islam and the Qing Dynasty

The people who were to become the Manchus and found the Qing dynasty were originally farmers and fishermen inhabiting the forests northeast of China. From such humble beginnings it is perhaps hard to imagine that they would one day rule the richest and most populous empire in the world. But that is what they did, and how they did so has exercised scholars ever since. Yet in thinking about this issue one can begin by noting simply that the Manchus happened to be in the right place at the right time. The Ming dynasty was politically paralyzed; its economy faltering, and most important, their army could barely maintain 100,000 regular mounts for its cavalry. Moreover, the Mongols were occupied with the Tibeto-Mongol Buddhist civil war and thus they saw the Manchus not as a threat but as a potential ally. Many Mongol groups thus allied themselves with the Manchus hoping that they would join them in the fray, and the Manchus did join the fight. But they kept right on going until by the 1630s all the Mongols of Inner Mongolia were under their control. And this development not only increased the Manchus' military ranks, but also gave them unlimited access to horses. With these reinforcements the Manchus turned their attention southward and in short order they conquered Beijing and put an end to the Ming dynasty in 1644. While the conquest of the other surrounding realms and peoples took longer, by the end of the seventeenth century all of south China was under Manchu rule, as was the Mongolian plateau and the Chinese Muslims of Inner Asia. During the next century the Manchus would double the size of their territory by conquering the Zünghars and the Muslims of Eastern Turkestan in the 1750s, and finally in the 1790s, Tibet.

Nevertheless, while the main reason the Manchu army marched into Tibet was to repulse an invasion by the Nepalese Gurkhas, the Qing court was also concerned about British influence in the area. Warren Hastings, the governor general of India, had already sent George Bogle to establish
diplomatic relations with Tibet in the 1770s. Yet the Qianlong emperor’s interest in Tibet was not driven solely by realpolitik geostrategy. He was also a devout disciple of his Tibetan guru Rolpé Dorjé. Indeed, tantric Buddhism had been an integral component of Manchu rule from the very beginning and it was one of the things that helped forge such a successful bond between the Manchu state and its Mongol subjects. At the same time, however, the Qing dynasty was never an exclusivist Buddhist empire. Rather, the Manchus envisioned their realm as a benevolent empire that would respect the cultural differences of its subject peoples. Indeed, as long as they served the interests of the Manchu emperor these various groups were allowed a certain degree of autonomy in maintaining their own traditions. Invariably over time the cultural practices of the subject peoples did change in conformity with Qing practices; however, at the same time each of these groups—Chinese, Mongols, Tibetans, Turks—was able to maintain a distinctive identity within the Qing dynasty. That the Manchu rulers were able to maintain this balance may explain in some measure how they were able to successfully rule such an enormously diverse empire for nearly three hundred years.

The case of Islam, however, reveals some of the problems that were to eventually shatter this carefully articulated Manchu vision of multiethnic harmony. In particular, it was the Chinese Muslims who presented the Qing authorities with a problem, because not only did they not accord with a recognizable “cultural bloc” like the Chinese, Mongols, and Tibetans, they also did not live in one contiguous territory. And this later issue particularly vexed the Qing court since they believed that tensions among their subject peoples could best be avoided by keeping them separate. The Manchu state thus maintained various mechanisms to keep these different groups away from one another. The Chinese Muslims, however, challenged this system since they were dispersed across the empire. Many officials therefore argued that the Manchu policy of “multiculturalism” was flawed in the case of Islam. They argued that while it made sense in the case of others, the Muslims had to be dealt with in a unique fashion. Yet the Kangxi emperor (r. 1661–1722) held firm to his belief that all subjects had to be treated equally and promoted this idea with the widely disseminated slogan, “Equal beneficence toward Chinese and Muslim.”

In the beginning of the eighteenth century, however, local Chinese officials began to question the wisdom of this policy. One of the first was the Shandong judge Chen Shiguan, who wrote to the court in 1724 arguing that
Muslims are inherently different and Islam should therefore be outlawed in the empire: “'It is a perverted doctrine that deceives the people and should be banned by law. Those who enter it do not respect Heaven and Earth and do not worship the gods, instead setting up their own cultic deity. . . . They aid the evil and harm the people. Please force them from their [perverse] teaching and destroy their mosques.’”

In his reply the Yongzheng emperor (r. 1722–1735) agreed that Islam was foolish, but he felt it did not pose a threat. Three years later he reiterated his views in a letter to the Grand Secretariat:

All over the direct [-rule] provinces, the Hui [Muslim] people, having resided there from old, are enumerated as part of the population and are all still children of our country. It follows that they cannot be regarded as separate. Over the years secret memorials have frequently been submitted arguing that the Hui [Muslim] people maintain their separate religion, speak a foreign tongue, wear strange clothes, and are fierce, perverse, and lawless, and demanding that they be strictly punished and placed under restraint. I deem, however, that the Hui [Muslim] have their religion because their ancestors bequeathed them their family habits and local customs. . . . As long as they peacefully keep their customs they are not to be compared with traitors, lawbreakers, or those who seek to delude and lead people astray. . . . Our court looks on them with the same benevolence as on all.

When an official questioned this policy and argued that Muslims should be punished more severely than others the Yongzheng emperor removed him from office.

Several years later another Qing official, Chen Hongmou, promoted again the idea of harsher punishment being necessary to steer Muslims toward law and order. In his 1751 Covenant to Instruct and Admonish Muslims, which he sent to the Board of Punishments, Chen took the earlier argument of Chen Shiguan even further by placing the responsibility for criminal behavior on Muslim leaders directly. The Board of Punishments, however, did not adopt Chen Hongmou’s policy recommendation. But his argument set a precedent, and in 1762 the governor general of Shaanxi-Gansu actually put it into effect. He therefore not only had Muslim criminals punished more harshly than Chinese criminals, but he also made the
imam of a mosque responsible for the actions of his congregants. Such a policy clearly went against the ethos of earlier Manchu policy, yet the Qianlong emperor (r. 1735–1796) endorsed it.

To understand his decision to overturn the policies of both his father and grandfather it is important to recognize that a similar sea change was taking place within the Chinese Muslim community. Most notably they were coming under the influence of the Naqshbandiyya, who had been moving toward the east for a century. To appreciate fully the impact of this particular Sufi order on the Hui, however, it is vital to recognize that the Chinese Muslims had long since transformed their religious practices into a localized Sino-Islamic form. Indeed, on account of the struggles between the Moghals, Oirad, Ming, and Mongols during the post-Mongol period the Hui had developed largely in isolation from the intellectual and religious currents of the broader Muslim world. Yet beginning with the Moghal and Naqshbandiyya push toward the east in the seventeenth century, this isolation came to an end. Muhammad Yusuf, for example, preached in Suzhou and supposedly won over the head of the Hui scholars to the Naqshbandiyya.

But it was to be Yusuf’s son, Khoja Afaq, who would have the greatest impact among the Chinese Muslims.

In 1671–1672 Khoja Afaq, who is spoken of in Chinese sources as “Hidayat Allah (Hsi-ta-yeh-t’ung-la-hei), the twenty-fifth generation descendant of Muhammad,” visited the Kansu capital of Lanchou, Ti-tao Subprefecture (now in Lin-t’ao) in southern Kansu, Hsi-ning Guard in what is now the province of Tsinghai, and is said to have made a further appearance at Ho-chou, China’s “Little Mecca” (Makha ‘s-saghira), now renamed Lin-hsia, in western central Kansu. Huis, Salars, northeastern Tibetan Muslims, and undoubt­edly also Muslims of China’s other ethnic groups came to hear the khoja preach. Among these Chinese Muslims, Khoja Afaq won the commitment (inabat) of the subsequent initiators of three Naqshab­andi saintly lineages (men-huan) that came eventually to dominate Muslim religious life in the Chinese northwest.

Of Khoja Afaq’s three principal successors the initiation lineage of Maitai Baba (fl. ca. 1680–1690) was to become the most important, not necessarily on account of Baba himself, however, but because of his student Abu ‘l-
'Futuh Ma Laichi (1673–1753), who was an ambitious and brilliant student. When he was only eighteen he had already completed his studies and been appointed imam at a local mosque. Maitai Baba then gave him his daughter in marriage and appointed Ma Laichi as his successor in the Naqshbandi lineage of Khoja Afaq. 

Ma Laichi's greatest feat, however, was to reconnect the Hui with the Islamic heartland. He did this by traveling and studying with Muslim scholars in the West. He first studied for a year in Yemen and then studied Sufism in Bukhara. Thereupon he went on pilgrimage to Mecca, where the famous teacher Mawlana Makhdum accepted him as a student. As a result of his travels and studies Ma Laichi therefore had a rare status in the Chinese Muslim world: he had studied in the West. When he returned to China his views therefore carried great weight and thus he quickly became embroiled in the current religious debates raging in the Chinese Muslim community. 

One such debate concerned how the Ramadan fast should be broken. One group, calling itself the “Fore-Breakers,” argued that after the fast one should first eat and then go to the mosque and pray. The other group, the “After-Breakers,” maintained that one must pray at the mosque first and only then eat. Ma Laichi, for his part, sided with the Fore-Breakers and thus won over the Turkic Salars and numerous Hui to his Naqshbandi lineage. But the dispute between the Fore-Breakers and After-Breakers persisted. Tensions eventually escalated to such a point that in 1731 these two factions brought their case to court. The Qing authorities, however, were wholly perplexed by the affair and asked them to simply resolve this internal theological dispute among themselves. But they were not able to do so. Moreover, the feud between the Fore-Breakers and After-Breakers was further compounded when another dispute about proper ritual practice erupted within the Chinese Muslim community. 

In this instance the question revolved around the proper practice of dhikr, the Sufi ritual invocation of God. Ma Laichi had taught that dhikr should be performed silently (khufi). Another Sufi master, however, claimed it should be chanted aloud (jahri). This teacher was Ma Mingxin, who like Ma Laichi had also studied in the West. The two had in fact crossed paths in Bukhara. But when Ma Laichi returned to China, Ma Mingxin had gone to Yemen, where he was to stay and study for twenty years. Most notably, he studied with the Zabid Naqshbandiyyas, who were
teaching that dhikr should be recited aloud.54 But that was not all Ma Mingxin learned in Yemen.

He was also deeply influenced by the neo-orthodox thinking that was then sweeping the Middle East in response to European imperialism. Much like the Mongol conquests the rise of the post-enlightenment Christian West had invariably raised the same question: What went wrong? In trying to answer this question many Muslims once again made the argument that the proper response to this calamity was a return to the fundamentals of Islam. In their view it was only by returning to the true and original teachings that Islam could return to its former glory. One such thinker was Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhab (1703–1792), whose strict interpretation of Islam would be adopted by the Saud family in their struggles to dominate the Arabian Peninsula. Coincidentally, Ma Mingxin was studying in Yemen at this time and he came to be profoundly affected by this new *tajdid*, or renewal movement, of the eighteenth century. And his politically charged revivalist vision was given added poignancy upon his return to China, since in his absence the infidel Qing dynasty had conquered all of Muslim Inner Asia.55

Upon his return, however, Ma Mingxin could not activate his broader vision of a political Islamic renewal. Rather, much like Ma Laichi before him, he became entangled within the internal theological debates of the Chinese Muslim community about ritual minutiae. In Ma Mingxin’s case the central question was how dhikr should be performed, and as tensions mounted between the followers of Ma Mingxin and Ma Laichi over this issue of Islamic practice the two sides once again brought their case before the Qing court. In this case, however, the Qing court did not tell them to settle their dispute among themselves. In their deliberations the Qing authorities sided with the older of the two teachings and thus Ma Laichi’s son and his Khafiyya (the “Silentists”) were deemed orthodox, while Ma Mingxin’s Jahriyya (the “Aloudists”) were declared as heterodox.

Yet Ma Mingxin was not dissuaded by this imperial decree and he continued with his teaching, which invariably resulted in further legal confrontations with the Khafiyya. In response, the Qing authorities eventually forbade Ma Mingxin to teach in Xunhua district, and seven years later in 1769 he was ordered to leave Hezhou and return to his home village. Ma Mingxin moved instead to Guanchuan. From there he then traveled and acquired followers in the provinces of Xinjiang, Ningxia, and Shaanxi. But even though he no longer went to Xunhua he continued to have followers
there, especially among the Turkic Salars, and tensions between his followers and those of Ma Laichi remained high, a state no doubt fostered on account of the Qing’s continued support of the Khafiyya. And things came to a head in 1781 when one of Ma Mingxin’s followers, Su Forty-Three, led a group of Jahriyya in an attack on the Khafiyya that left more than one hundred people dead, including a Qing official. At this turn of events Ma Mingxin was arrested as a rebel leader and brought to Lanzhou. Su Forty-Three and his band followed and demanded his release. The Qing official at the prison rejected their pleas and instead had Ma Mingxin executed.

This action resulted in a full-scale rebellion among Ma Mingxin’s followers across northwest China. In response the Manchu court sent Grand Secretary Agui from Beijing to lead a battalion of troops to suppress the uprising. After arriving in the west they set about killing all the Jahriyya leaders and exiling their followers to the frontiers of the Qing Empire. Yet even after these heavy-handed tactics the Jahriyya rose up again three years later under the leadership of Ma Mingxin’s disciple Tian Wu. His revolt was also brutally suppressed by Qing forces and inevitably the tensions between the court and this particular Muslim group continued to fester. The third leader of the Jahriyya, Ma Datian, for example, was charged with sedition in 1818 and then died en route to his place of exile in Manchuria. And this cycle of imperial suppression and Muslim response continued and reached its final apogee during the devastating Muslim rebellions of the mid-nineteenth century that wracked both the north and south of China.56

To make sense of this spiral of violence between local Muslim groups and the Qing state we need to recall Qianlong’s shift in religious and legal policies. Prior to the 1760s, although Chinese officials had repeatedly petitioned the court to outlaw Islam entirely in the empire, the Manchu emperors had maintained that Islam fell within the bounds of civilization and that Muslims should receive the same treatment as all imperial subjects. As the Qing became involved on one side of this theological dispute between the Khafiyya and Jahriyya, however, this imperial rhetoric was no longer tenable. Moreover, as the Qing court began implementing the laws drafted by Chen Hongmou that discriminated against Muslims based solely on their religion the Muslim view of the Manchu state deteriorated. This resulted in a spiral of communal and state violence, and the subsequent or tandem growth of the supposedly “anti-Qing” Jahriyya. Moreover, on account of Qing bureaucratic malfeasance the local economies of these
Muslim areas were devastated, and this further spurred the escalating sense of distrust and alienation.

Nevertheless, tensions really began when the Qianlong emperor and the Board of Punishments instituted the first anti-Muslim laws in 1762. These laws followed the earlier policy recommendations of Chen Hongmou and mandated that all Muslim leaders had to report any inappropriate behavior within their community to the authorities, and local officials had to report Muslim criminal acts to the state authorities. As might have been expected, court records began to fill with Muslim acts of criminality, and local officials inundated the court with reports of Muslim bandits and their intrinsic propensity for violence. In response, the Qing authorities became even more suspicious and drafted further regulations concerning Muslims. Thus Muslims found in groups of three or more with any weapon were deemed immediately to be criminals. In the 1770s, the Qing court even created a new criminal act/category, dou’ou, “brawling,” that could be used as pretense to arrest specifically Muslims. As an inevitable result, Muslims who might not initially have sided with the Jahriyya teachings joined them in protesting Qing policy, thus further reinforcing the court’s fear of a growing Islamic anti-Qing movement.

As noted above this mutual animosity culminated in 1781 when Ma Mingxin was executed. Yet it was further exacerbated by faulty intelligence. Namely, a Qing official sent to quell the violence between the Khafiyya and Jahriyya informed one group who he thought were Khafiyya that the Qing would exterminate all followers of the Jahriyya tradition. To his dismay, his audience turned out to be Jahriyya followers and they summarily killed him. With the death of another Qing official at the hands of the Jahriyya the Qing court responded with the “pacification” campaign led by Grand Secretary Agui. And although the campaign was successful it also bred animosity among the Jahriyya. This anger was further compounded by local leaders, who, in trying to impress the court, were overly zealous in killing perceived Muslim enemies of the state. As a result the Jahriyya continued to grow and thus Tian Wu was able to launch another revolt in 1784.

At this turn of events, the Qianlong emperor was baffled, and he wrote in a letter to one of his ministers: “Why would Muslims from far and near join up and follow them like sheep? . . . did news of Li Shiyao’s investigations of Muslims leak out, so rebels could start rumors flying of [a government campaign to] ‘exterminate Muslims’ as an excuse to incite riots? I
have thought of all these things, but none seems to be the true reason. In the end, why did they rebel? We must get to the bottom of this!”

Whether they got to the bottom of it is unknown. What is clear is that the 1784 rebellion was suppressed, and as an interim solution the Qing instituted a virtual military occupation of northwest China. While it held the peace for the next half century, when Qing forces had to move south in the 1850s to fight the growing Christian Taiping rebellion, internal and external violence erupted again in the northwest, culminating in the devastating Muslim rebellions of the 1860s and 1870s.

It is within this course of events—the introduction of revivalist Islam, the official categorization of Muslims as violent and anti-Qing, and the militarization of northwest China along the border of Mongol territory—that the reappearance of Mongol questions about halal in the eighteenth century need to be situated. Moreover, it is important to recognize that the issue of halal was at this time not simply a Mongol-Muslim issue, as it had been in the empire period, but in the Qing it was also a Buddhist-Muslim issue. Indeed, as noted above, Islam had never been an issue in Mongol sources in the post-Mongol period, nor had it been an issue after the Mongols converted to Buddhism in the late sixteenth century. But in the wake of the Manchu conquest of Muslim Inner Asia in the eighteenth century and the subsequent Jahriyya uprising, the Mongols started for the first time to comment upon the world of Islam.

In particular, they started to draw a distinction between those whom they saw as being Buddhist—Mongols, Tibetans, Chinese, and Manchu—and the Muslims. Of course, this division was based on the nature of the Qing dynasty and its “cultural blocs,” which the Mongols reframed solely in terms of religion. Thus unlike in the post-Mongol period when religion was a secondary feature, in the late Qing period it had become the dominant element of identification. One Mongol author, for example, in describing the people of the Qing dynasty notes simply, “As for the Turkestanis, they are a people without the pure majestic Dharma.” Of course, the “Turkestanis” were the Moghals, and they were actually related by blood to the Mongols. Indeed, it was precisely for this reason that Shah Khan and ‘Abd al-Karim had had relations with Altan Khan even though he was a Buddhist, since at that time the Mongol legacy trumped religion.

In the Qing dynasty, however, this was no longer the case because the Manchus had put the Mongol legacy to rest. As a result, among the Mongols Buddhism had become paramount, and this had the consequence that
even ancient blood ties were reconceptualized. Thus rather than identifying with "real" Mongol ancestors, such as the Moghals/Turkestanis, Mongol ritual texts came to assert that "Tibetans, Chinese, and Mongols . . . those three were born from one mother"!60 Within this reenvisioning and redrawing of the boundaries between the Buddhist and Muslim worlds of Inner Asia it is not surprising that the Mongols eventually started drawing upon the *Kâlacakratantra*, which as we saw in Chapter 2, was composed largely in reaction to the Muslim advance in eleventh-century India. In the context of the late Qing, however, the Mongols therefore started to use the *Kâlacakratantra*’s myth of Shambhala in order to make sense of the present. The 1835 *Pearl Rosary (Subud Erike)*, for example, turned history on its head by claiming that a prophecy had been given in which Chinggis Khan had been born in order to kill Muslims.61

But as we have seen the *Kâlacakratantra* also bemoans at length Islamic foodways in relation to Brahmanical norms. "[The barbarians] kill camels, horses, and cattle, and briefly cook their flesh together with blood. They cook beef and amniotic fluid with butter and spice, rice mixed together with vegetables, and forest fruit, all at once on the fire. Men eat that, O king, and drink bird eggs, in the place of the demon [barbarians]."62 Yet more to the point, the *Kâlacakratantra* also specifically condemned the preparation of halal meat: "Using the mantra of the barbarian deity Bismillah, they will slit the throats of animals with cleavers."63 For the author(s) of the *Kâlacakratantra* this presentation of Muslim butchering practices was not really about halal per se, but as we have seen, one part of their larger confused attempt to link Islam with Vedic ritual sacrifices. Regardless of its original intentions, however, this passage from the *Kâlacakratantra* gave Buddhist sanction to the long-standing Mongol aversion to halal. Thus while Mongol sources from this period are filled with anti-Muslim sentiment, the only element that ever confirms Islamic perfidy is halal: "According to those Muslims, they say that you cannot eat the meat of animals that die naturally. To kill an animal according to their own wrong view, one will be saved if, while cutting the neck with a knife, you recite the Lord’s Dharani, Bismillah."64

And this desire to differentiate Buddhists from Muslims by means of their respective butchering practices is well captured in the work of Lama Shabkar (1781–1851), who even goes so far as to use the Mongol method of slaughtering as a metaphor for Buddhist enlightenment.
I, the renunciate, "Self-liberation of the Six Senses,"
First do a lot of slaughtering for the meat of the banquet:

The young Shepherd—awareness—
Comes from the mountain
Of the sublime Dharma of the Great Perfection,
Herding the nine yaks of the nine vehicles,
The four sheep of the four tantra sections,
And the three goats of the Tripitaka.

Bringing the goats, sheep, and yaks
Into the center of a large enclosure—the vast absolute expanse—
The butcher—omniscient primordial wakefulness—
Sharpens the knife of insight,
Lays one of them down on the ground—firm faith—
And ties it up with a rope—the accumulation of merit.
Cutting the belly open by means of the accumulation of wisdom,
He swiftly severs the main vein of the two veils,
And removes the hide of discursive thoughts.

Cutting up the carcass with the enlightened meaning of the sutras and tantras,
He dismembers it with logic and reason,
And chops it into pieces with the hand-axe of the pith instructions.

Then he throws the pieces of the various phenomena
Into the vast cauldron of the absolute nature;
And, placing it on the tripod of the natural presence of the three kayas,
Lights the fire of the four boundless thoughts.
He cooks meditation experiences and realization to their ultimate end,
And serves this all on a ground cloth—the merging of meditation and post-meditation.⁶⁵

Within the context of the late Qing the Mongols and Tibetans had thereby successfully fused the anti-Muslim strands of both the Dharma and the Mongol legacy through the nexus of halal.
The situation among the Mongols, however, was not entirely one of Buddhist anti-Muslim hysteria. Some Mongol authors even included in their works lengthy descriptions of the Muslim world:

Outside their territories there is a stone surrounded with three hundred gates. Between each two gates there is, according to their reckoning, 360 miles, according to Chinese reckoning, 720 miles. The King's palace has 24 gates. The tower of the central palace is constructed of gold, and the palaces in the four directions are made of porcelain of four colours. . . . Every one or two years there is a disastrous wind in that country, and buildings and cities are destroyed. The people are of 12 tribes, with different languages. Gold and silver coins are scattered by the King over men who attain felicity. The people make the lips of their wells, and their water vessels, from gold and silver, and inlay them with all sorts of jewels. . . . To the south of the people of Küngker is a blue stone known as Mecca, the shrine of the heretics. It is about eighty centimeters in size. It is fixed in the air, and, for four or five spans all around, nothing touches the ground. Its height is about that of the hand of a man on horseback.

Near it is the temple of the heretics. It is a huge temple, its inner extent being about five or six bow shots. It has not a single pillar or beam, and it is called the great Rangjung temple. Quite some way from that temple is a shrine of the heretics, known as Mahasuri-yin Bilaya. It has a white stone with a hole in it like the human genitals, and it touches nothing either. The fact is that this, too, is fixed in the air by the force of magnetism. 

Although this passage does have its fantastical elements it also reflects the growing awareness of world geography and international politics ushered in by the eighteenth-century works of Tibetan scholars such as Sumba Khenpo and Jikmé Linkpa, who provided firsthand descriptions of Mughal-Ottoman relations and cities like Mecca and Istanbul.

Yet even though such works may have offered the Mongols a different perspective on the Muslim world they did not change their anti-Muslim stance. The author of the above passage in fact went on to summarize his view of the Muslim world by drawing upon the Kalacakratantra: "As for what is called the land of Mecca, which is on the bank of the Sita river:
Mecca is a word that means Muslim. Those La Loo are all Muslims. Now, after the present period, the false beliefs of those Muslims will be disseminated more and more, and the majority of the people in this earthly continent will be Muslim. As for the beliefs of the Muslims: they do not eat the meat of the beasts, which have died of themselves. They kill their beasts to the best of their ability according to their false belief, saying that if they cut the throats of the creatures with a razor after having pronounced the dharani of Bismillah their god, they will be delivered.” Thus even with all the other events unfolding in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Qing-dynasty China, the Mongol Buddhists continued to draw a sharp line between themselves and the Muslim world on the basis of halal.

Injannashi and the Question of Islam

There was one Mongol writer, however, who would challenge this status quo by arguing that Muslims and their rituals, including halal, were just like those of the Buddhists. His name was Injannashi (1837–1892), and he was a Mongol nobleman from a distinguished family that had fallen on hard times. Their businesses, including a coal mine, had collapsed; and in seeking solace and meaning in life Injannashi had turned to writing. In so doing he wrote a massive fictionalized account of the life of Chinggis Khan as well as two novels, which following the tradition of rewriting the Ming dynasty novel *Dream of the Red Chamber* (*Hong lou meng*) tell the tale of the Chinese gentry family of Bei Hou. Moreover, each of these works also includes fascinating prefaces laying out Injannashi’s own ideas on a range of issues, including that of Islam.

Injannashi’s initial comments about Muslims are negative; however, his animosity does not arise from the standard repertoire of Buddhist anti-Muslim polemics that we have seen above. Rather, Injannashi is upset by the fact that Muslims are allowed to take the civil service examination while Mongols are not: “But then, in this Great Qing Empire, regarding those Muslims who submitted to the empire later than the Mongols did, and who did not contribute to the founding of the dynasty as the Mongols did, care is being taken so as not to let the learned among them be neglected by selecting from among them, according to their schooling, persons to employ in ministerial positions. Why are Mongols alone singled out and excluded from this examination system? Therefore, I tried to reason to myself as follows: Is it because the Mongols are so uncouth and stupid that
they will never be able to pass the examination, so that no examination system is necessary for them?”

To put this critique into context, we need to recall that the civil service exam was the engine of social status creation and maintenance in late imperial China. Being excluded thus had grave consequences, and for Injannashi this was especially poignant since the central thrust of his work was precisely to advocate for educational reform. Or at least he wanted education for the nobility so that they could retain their status in the changing socioeconomic realities of late nineteenth-century China. Yet, while he does use Muslims as a whipping post in regard to this particular issue, he also looks at Islam in another light, one that is completely at odds with the anti-Muslim tenor of the times.

Injannashi does this by means of a cross-cultural study of ritual. To this end Injannashi begins by comparing various mourning rites starting with a description from the Wanbaozhuan, a popular Chinese encyclopedia, which records the following: “there is a small nation by the name Jinwoguo in the environs of the ancient Man nation on an island of the Southern Sea. They make their living by hunting beasts and birds of their mountains and plains, and sometimes this nation is also referred to as the Manluowu. At times, when the ships and boats of China by dint of wind arrive at their shores, the natives come in hordes and seize those on the ship, kill them and eat their flesh. They make utensils out of human skulls and marrow bones. They curse their parents day and night, hoping they will die sooner. When their parents die, they beat great drums and summon their neighbors to come to feast on the flesh of the dead.” This description was no doubt disturbing for a Chinese reader, since what could be worse than actually consuming one’s parents? For those steeped in the Confucian world of filial piety this was certainly beyond the pale, and the Wanbaozhuan readily confirms, “they are a nation who knows not of humanity.”

Of course, as we have seen, representing “the other” as monstrous, or as cannibals, is nothing new. Not only did Muslims present Buddhists in this way; so too did the Franciscan friar William of Rubruck. He namely claimed the Tibetans ate their parents “from the pious motive of providing them with no other grave than their own bellies.” Indeed, the portrayal of the Jinwoguo in the Wanbaozhuan, the view of the Khotanese in the Hudūd al-ʿĀlam, and Rubruck’s Tibet, especially their fascination with cannibalism, are all part of a whole. All of these representations were part of larger discursives that were distancing and even dehumanizing “the other.” Thus
by challenging such representations Injannashi was very much like modern scholars who investigate the "discourses" shaping representations of "the other" in relation to empire, race, gender, and so on.7 For Injannashi the main question, however, was why Chinese scholars presented the Jinwoguo in the way they did.

His rather simple and direct answer was that their prejudices arose out of ignorance and selfishness. He thus takes Chinese scholars to task for being unfamiliar with the underlying logic and rationale of this particular mourning rite and approaching it solely from a stance of moral superiority.78 "Some learned ones believe that only the Middle Kingdom is the kingdom of heaven, and that it alone possesses humanity. They believe this land alone receives the major benefits of sun and moon, and this land alone gives birth to intellects and wise ones, great minds and scholars. They not only explain all the rest to be strange, alien, perverse and evil, peculiar and queer, they even believe this to be true in their hearts."79 He then goes on to puncture this image by humorously pointing out the absurdity of Chinese scholars who for three thousand years claimed to be at the center of civilization, and yet for all that time continued to miscalculate solar and lunar eclipses—a mistake that Injannashi points out with relish was rectified only with the arrival of the Belgian Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest at the Kangxi emperor’s court in the seventeenth century.

To drive his point home Injannashi continues his critique of misrepresenting "the other" by discussing Mongol and Tibetan burial rites. He thus imagines how a Chinese person may misunderstand a Mongolian cremation as an act of vengeance against one's parents since lamas wave swords and spears over a burning corpse. "Suppose those Chinese from the interior who inter their parents in gold and jade should witness a Mongol cremation, since they do not know the reason, they will likewise say the same thing as about the people of Jinwoguo. They will say that the Mongols, having cursed their parents to death, not only burn their dead, but call upon those red and yellow robed, queue-less,80 bald and shaven people and make them wield sword and spear over the dead and pour oils over the dead to inflame the fire, whereby they take vengeance upon their dead parents. They certainly will not believe that actually it is a rite to offer the flesh of the dead for the Buddha to partake of it, thereby making them Buddhas."81 Injannashi thereby returns to his central theme of needing to understand the rationale behind the ritual. One cannot simply look at the external practice; one must elucidate the internal logic.82
To do so Injannashi turns to the Tibetan sky burial, which much like cannibalism has been fetishized in both the East and West. Yet rather than exoticizing or condemning this practice he explains the reason behind this rite. He claims that in the Tibetan view, vultures are sacred Dharma protectors and by consuming the flesh of a corpse the sins of the deceased are cleansed and thus the soul will find a good incarnation. Moreover, he makes the same assertion about the Jinwoguo and their necrophagia. "Even those people of Jinwoguo, because of their great population and lack of land and having no domesticated animals, have long since known the taste of human flesh. Therefore when a parent dies, they will call upon their tribes and members of their family to have a great feast, thereby obtaining the merit of making satiated the great hunger of many, and the soul of the dead will go to heaven. To sum it up, all of them possess a kind of mourning rite." In this way Injannashi not only explains the rationale behind the seemingly bizarre ritual of consuming one's deceased parents, but also validates the humanity of the Jinwoguo. As he declares, "even those who devour the flesh of their parents possess justice and goodness. Such being the case, can any teaching be without just principle?"

The idea that any teaching, or religion, must by definition be premised on goodness is Injannashi's central argument. While his view is clearly based on Confucian precedent, especially Mencius, Injannashi takes the traditional Confucian view of inherent human goodness, and the value of ritual for instilling and nurturing positive values, in a new direction by putting it in a comparative context. It is therefore not only Confucian mourning rites that are proper and instill humanity with values, but all mourning rites are valid since they too are inherently premised on both human goodness and the wish to perpetuate it through ritual performances. For Injannashi, the reason this is the case is that in his view a religion would not have followers if that were not the case. "I think the founder of a religion cannot profit . . . [if he] devises a new evil doctrine. What would he gain by it? I think each of these teachings has its good points and never intended to be evil. Only that we know not the fine details of these teachings and theories and true characters, and we believe them to be unacceptable and wrong. Naturally, the founder of a religion cannot say 'My religion is no good; my religion is wrong; the other teachings are right; you all follow them; leave my religion; don't follow my religion; do not study my religion.' Since it is being called a teaching, it is founded for the purpose of teaching people. It simply cannot be evil." Thus in many ways Injannashi's inter-
pretation parallels contemporary introductory textbooks on world religions, which also maintain that all religions have value; none are inherently evil, we simply need to understand them. Or as Injannashi writes: “Is it not simply that customs appear to differ in each place and their concepts seem to be strange to each other, but the aims are all the same?”

Thus all religions and their rites, no matter how difficult to understand from an outsider’s perspective, actually derive from human goodness and should therefore be tolerated. “Even the peculiarities of the Muslims, and the customs of the Jinwoguo have their righteousness and goodness. . . . Since all of them are for the good of men, how could there be wrong and malice? I have even talked to some of those learned among the European and Muslim devils, and found they too speak of the cultivation of virtues and self-control. Certainly they do not teach the harming of others with selfishness.”

Yet it is not only on the phenomenological level that Injannashi’s work parallels the modern study of religion; he also premises his analysis on the ground of skepticism. As he explains whether he was to include “matters of gods and demons and strange magic and sorcery” in his work he proclaims that “since I was born, [I have] never believed in such matters of which there is no proof nor matters which are not in congruence with logic and laws [of nature].” Yet even so, he decided to include them since people believed in them in the past; however, he hopes that “future readers of this work will not think of me as they do of mendacious lamas.”

Having established his theoretical paradigm Injannashi finally turns to the volatile issue of Muslim foodways. He writes: “Even those Muslim butchers of sheep and cows, not able to bear simply killing sheep and cows for meat, perform some kind of ritual to direct the souls of the slaughtered animals to heaven, and offer prayers and bless their knives before they proceed to kill. They may not be able to dispatch the slaughtered souls to heaven, but if you compare the present day Chinese and Mongols who simply butcher their animals without any kind of ritual, for meat and profit, those Muslims certainly have good hearts. Those not informed often simply follow the crowd by custom and defame the Muslims as having an animal origin, and say that they adhere to evil teaching and false doctrine. Alas, how unjust this is!” By means of his skeptical and decidedly modern approach Injannashi is thus able to challenge nearly a millennium of Buddhist polemics against Islam and argue that halal practices actually derive out of human goodness.
To confirm this point he concludes by comparing halal butchering practices with the Tibetan Buddhist practice of praying for rebirth in Buddha Amitabha's paradise. Even though both religious specialists "are not sure whether they are able to commit the soul as they hope, they certainly do not believe that they are committing the soul to hell instead. The intentions are the same in both cases, except the difference that one [ = animal] is killed and the other [ = human] died naturally." Injannashi thus reaffirms his main thesis based on the theory that all religions and rituals actually derive from human goodness. "They all seek the best according to their own custom. The outer aspects may differ but the thought behind them are the same." In this way Injannashi is finally able to argue that the intentions of both Muslims and Buddhists are inherently the same. By proving that Buddhists and Muslims are fundamentally the same Injannashi believed he had overcome not only the problem of prejudice, but also the problem of difference.
CONCLUSION

A bit of weakness in metaphor is enough for tomorrow.
For the berries to ripen on the fence, and for the sword to break under the dew.

—Mahmoud Derwish, Sonnets [VI]

You are me, and I am you.
Isn't it obvious that we “inter-are”?

—Thich Nhat Han, Interrelationship

Although Injannashi believed he had solved the problem of prejudice and difference it is clear that both of these issues are still with us, as is the idea that Buddhism and Islam are inherently different. Indeed, even though Injannashi's metaphor of a common humanity has now been updated within new theoretical frameworks—such as ecumenicalism, multiculturalism, pluralism, and cosmopolitanism—the fundamental issue of how one should deal with “the other” still remains. How such difference is to be articulated and dealt with is, of course, not only an ongoing process, but also a fundamental aspect of the human experience. And in this regard the case of Buddhists and Muslims in Inner Asia is no different.

In the case of the nineteenth century, for example, when Western travelers rediscovered Inner Asia they came across a world sharply divided between Buddhists and Muslims. Indeed, their alienation from one another was so deep and profound that even on such a basic everyday level as tying knots these two groups were different. According to Western travelers one could therefore identify someone’s religious affiliation simply by looking at how they tied goods together, or loaded them onto camels.¹ That such a difference existed between the Buddhists and Muslims did not strike the
Western explorers as surprising. They had grown up in the age when modern views of Islam and Buddhism were forged and thus they took it for granted that Buddhism and Islam were radically different. In fact it was precisely this framework that handily explained their greatest discovery: the famous Buddhist monuments of the fabled Silk Road.

In their view the very reason these artistic treasures stood empty and forlorn waiting to be rediscovered was on account of the fanatical Muslims who had violently pushed the Buddhists out of Inner Asia. In fact, was it not precisely such a dynamic that had shaped Buddhist-Muslim interaction ever since the destruction of Nalanda monastery in the early thirteenth century? Thus the fact that Buddhists and Muslims were so alienated from one another that they even tied knots differently simply seemed to make sense. No one even bothered to ask if they had always tied knots differently, or whether this distinction arose at a particular time, or for a particular reason—one perhaps that had nothing to do with religion?

Even if they had asked such questions it is very likely they would have received the answer they expected. Contemporary Buddhists and Muslims in Inner Asia would probably have confirmed that it had always been like this. They would probably have said something along the lines of: we have always been different; we have always been at odds. Indeed, it was along this very same line of reasoning that Tibetan lamas were to make the argument that Muslims should be excluded from the Republic of China. In their view, Muslims were backward and violent and therefore should not be allowed to join the Buddhists in the modern nation-state of China. Thus both the Tibetan lamas and Western explorers were claiming an eternal difference between Buddhism and Islam. Yet, of course, as we have seen in the case of the Tibetan lamas, the origins of this particular Buddhist view of Islam was largely the legacy of the Qing dynasty, during which the Chinese, Mongol, and Tibetan Buddhists were imagined as one group, and the Muslims another. And the same can be said of the Western explorers, who also presented their views in terms of a common narrative, one that invariably pitted the peaceful Buddhists against the militant Muslims.

The aim of this book has been to challenge this story. And as promised in the introduction it was also the aim to use the Buddhist-Muslim encounter in order to explore some interlocking themes, such as how Buddhism and Islam were shaped by their meeting on the Silk Road and what this thousand-year-history may tell us about the possibilities of cross-cultural understanding. While the first of these endeavors has hopefully been
Figure 30. Buddho-Arabic tattoo. Photo: Liljana Elverskog.
achieved in full, it may be an open question whether any grand conclusion can be drawn from this history about the elusive quest for cross-cultural understanding. Hopefully this study, however, has at least revealed the importance of history in this endeavor. Indeed, central to this entire project has been the power of history to overturn common narratives that inform suspicions and prejudices of all sorts. At the same time, however, history does not only overturn received wisdom. It is also the central pillar that upholds the status quo since it explains and justifies the present. Indeed, it is precisely on account of these contradictory possibilities that history beckons to us as a mirror and guide for both the present and future. Thus let us end by leaving the past and thinking instead about the present and future.

Beyond reevaluating our common views about the Dharma and Islam and the history of Eurasian interaction, what does the history of the Buddhist-Muslim encounter tell us about the contemporary world? Can we use any of the issues explored herein—such as the revival of jihad, the artistic representation of Muhammad, Muslim integration, and competing legal systems—in relation to current debates about these very same issues? Or what about the economic rise of Asia and the Middle East? What will this world-altering economic transformation entail not only for the Christian West, but also for the Buddhists and Muslims who will once again meet in oil- and natural-gas-rich Inner Asia? Will Christianity become the religion of the disenfranchised as Buddhism and Islam reclaim their mantle as the religions of the cosmopolitan elite? And more to the point, how in this future age will Buddhists and Muslims understand each other? Will they create a new hybrid culture with lasting resonance as recently evidenced in the Zen-like simplicity of the I. M. Pei–designed Museum of Islamic Art in Doha? Indeed, does the appearance of such enduring monuments, as well as those more ephemeral (figure 30), augur a new age of Buddhist-Muslim cross-cultural exchange? Or will their differences lead to conflict? While the answers to all these questions are unfortunately unknown, it is certainly the case that the history of Buddhist-Muslim interaction is just beginning.
NOTES

Introduction


1. The importance of this institution in Asian history is well borne out by the current project to rebuild Nalanda with the explicit aim of making it one of the top universities in the world (Jeffery E. Garten, “Real Old School,” *New York Times*, December 9, 2006).


5. This is the common view in both popular and academic literature. See, for example, Lawrence Sutin, *All Is Change: The Two Thousand-Year Journey of Buddhism to the West* (New York: Little, Brown, 2006), 45–46; and Jerry H. Bentley, *Old World Encounters: Cross-Cultural Encounters and Exchanges in Pre-Modern Times* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 131–133.


12. The demise of Buddhism in India was an issue not only for Indian Buddhists, but also for Buddhists across Asia. In China, for example, the end of Buddhism in India, or its imagined demise, fit Chinese historiography very well, especially since it enabled China and the sacred mountain of Wutai Shan to be reimagined as the center of the Buddhist world (Tansen Sen, Buddhism, Diplomacy, and Trade: The Realignment of Sino-Indian Relations, 600–1400 [Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2003], 87).


14. This sentiment is well captured in the 1834 work of T. Postens, who writes “that during the Arab conquest ‘the most unrelenting cruelty and intolerance appears to have been excercised’ (p. 152) and that ‘the fanaticism of the Moslems always induces them to make converts instead of ameliorating the condition of the people’ (p. 160)” (quoted in Derryl N. MacLean, Religion and Society in Arab Sind [Leiden: Brill, 1989], 23).

15. While the Mughals and Islam were, and are, often used to explain India’s woes, many Indian nationalists, such as Gandhi, also recognized the need to incorporate Muslims into the vision of modern India. In fact, what the British feared most was the union of Hindus and Muslims, which Gandhi supported (see David Page, Prelude to Partition: The Indian Muslims and the Imperial System of Control 1920–1932 [New York: Oxford University Press, 1982]). One interesting footnote to this intellectual project of uniting Muslims and Hindus is found in U. Ali’s attempt to find the teachings of Islam and Muhammad foreshadowed in the Vedas (Mohammed in Ancient Scriptures [Agra: S. R. Brothers, 1936]).

16. Of course, few Indians today are violent Hindu nationalists; most, in fact, recognize India’s strength as residing precisely in its multicultural past. See, for example, Amartya Sen’s The Argumentative Indian: Writings on Indian History, Culture and Identity (New York: Picador, 2006).

17. The literature on orientalism is enormous; however, an overview of this discourse and its continuing relevance can be found in Emran Qureshi and Michael A Sells, eds., The New Crusades: Constructing the Muslim Enemy (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003).

18. I borrow the phrase “orientalist fear” from Tim Jon Semmerling’s study of how the “evil Arab” stereotype is driven by cultural fears stemming from the perceived challenges Muslims pose to Western national ideologies and myths (“Evil” Arabs in


20. While the linkage between Buddhism and science began already in the early twentieth century, one of the better-known and popular examples of this approach is Fritjof Capra’s *The Tao of Physics: An Exploration of the Parallels Between Modern Physics and Eastern Mysticism* (Berkeley: Shambhala, 1975). For a nuanced interpretation of this phenomenon see Donald S. Lopez, Jr., *Buddhism and Science: A Guide for the Perplexed* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).

21. The view of Islam as inherently medieval has become especially prevalent in the international media’s presentation of the Taliban. Dexter Filkins, for example, recently described them in this way: “The Talibs were cutting their well-known mediev­al path” (“Right at the Edge,” *New York Times Magazine*, September 7 [2008]: 55).
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